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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.0  Introductory remark

The present work examines how speech and gesture together contribute to create
meaning in discourse in both first and second language settings. As any observer will
confirm, the movement of hands and arms frequently synchronizes with on-going
speech, regardless of the language spoken and whether or not speakers are operating in
their mother tongues (henceforth L1) or foreign/second/third languages (henceforth
L2). The hand and arm movements may occur during exchanges between interlocutors
or when speakers are engaged in monologue. Speech is linear and audible, while
gesture is dynamic, spatially organised and visual. The two modes of expressions have
distinctively different characteristics, yet both are utilized during communication. The
present work is an attempt to examine how the two modes of expression complement
each other, with a specific emphasis on how animate and inanimate referents are
introduced and tracked in the production of narrative.

1.1 Organization of the study

The thesis is organized as follows: In the rest of this chapter and Chapter 2, we present
the scope of the present work and survey of the relevant literature. The research
questions are presented after the literature review in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 outlines the
methodology adopted for the present study. Analyses of data are provided in Chapters
4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 presents the findings on the introduction of animate referents in
speech and gesture in L1 and L2 narratives. Chapter 5 presents the findings on the
tracking of animate referents in these narratives. Chapter 6 presents the findings on the
introduction and tracking of inanimate referents in speech and gesture in L1 and L2
narratives. Finally, Chapter 7 presents a summary and discussion of the findings and a
general conclusion.

1.2 Scope of the present work

Reference introduction and tracking is a communication act in which speakers provide
information about entities (animate, inanimate) in a stretch of discourse1. For this to be
successful, entities should be clearly identified, properly located in reference to other
entities and followed through various events that may unfold in the discourse. For
instance, let us imagine a witness reporting an accident as follows:
                                                  
1 Although discourse could be both spoken and written, we will focus on the former in the rest of the discussion.
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(1) I saw this person running down the street, and then he banged into a tree and fell
over.

In (1), the speaker introduces a new animate entity, this person, and locates him in
reference to an inanimate entity ‘the street’. The animate referent is then followed, or
tracked, in the two subsequent events where he ‘banged into a tree’ and ‘fell over’. If
we examine the statement closely, we realize that although the speaker is talking about
the same person, linguistic forms used to refer to him change from ‘this person’ to ‘he’
and finally to ø through zero anaphora. Despite the changes, the listener would know
that the statement is about one and the same person. As this example shows, reference
making is not based on an absolute one-to-one relationship between words and
persons/things. It is rather an act whereby the speaker uses available means to enable
the listeners to identify the intended referent (cf. Lyons, 1977).

The type of information provided by referents varies according to their animacy.
While animate referents are mostly the actors in events that constitute the core of
discourse, inanimate referents often offer background and contextual/spatial
information. In (1), ‘the street’ locates the animate referent in a spatial frame and ‘a
tree’ represents the target of his action, ‘banging’, although the type of information
provided by inanimate entities may be influenced by the nature of discourse. For
instance, an enthusiastic real estate agent’s description of a house may differ from that
of someone who is trying to direct others over the phone to find an item in the house.
It is likely that inanimate referents in the latter discourse offer more locational
information than the former, in which inanimate referents may be associated with
physical and atmospheric qualities such as ‘spaciousness’ or ‘luxury’.

The data used for the present work consist of spoken narratives. It has been shown
in the literature that narrative is a highly structured type of discourse (Labov 1972;
Labov & Waletzky 1967), and that the organization of the entire narrative text can be
viewed as an answer to an underlying question ‘What happened?’ (von Stutterheim &
Klein 1989). The selection of the relevant information for the description of events is
made according to the demands of this question. For instance, in the narrative of story-
retelling, information about the characters, the sequence of events and the locations
where these events take place are considered most relevant.

In order to understand reference introduction and tracking, it is also important to
note that utterances in discourse do not generally exist independently of contextual
information. In other words, “the information conveyed in the wording of utterances
available to the speaker and the listener at the given situation” is related to information
regarding knowledge of the world, preceding information and the situational
knowledge (Klein 1986: 113). To use (1) as an example again to show how contextual
information is interrelated with the utterance, for the description of an accident, the
speaker chooses to make reference to one animate and two inanimate entities, frames
the scene at ‘the street’, but decides not to explicitly mention the relative spatial
relationship between the inanimate entities. The speaker relies instead on the listener’s
knowledge of the world to fill in the gap. In addition, each referring form is chosen
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based on the preceding information that provides the cue for the listener to correctly
identify the intended referent. Furthermore, extra-linguistic features such as voice
quality and gesture may be available as situational information. The speaker in (1)
may use hands to represent a person and a tree to describe the event of a person
banging into a tree, with the hand movement revealing the speed and the harshness of
the bang.

Although (1) is a short utterance, narrative is usually a long stretch of discourse,
consisted of a number of connected utterances. During narrative, speakers usually
introduce various animate and inanimate referents. Since narrative has layers of
information, new and given, intertwined in a complex way, for narrative to be
intelligible, it is essential that identities of referents are made clear. The question is
how speakers manage this task, and how utterances interrelate with contextual
information.

Because points in space are uniquely distinguishable from each other, this
characteristic is incorporated in pronominal systems in signed languages. Pointing to a
particular location in space is used as a way to create anaphoric linkages within
discourse. Bellugi & Klima (1982) describes how pointing may be used in American
Sign Language as follows:

If a referent (third person) is actually present in the discourse context
between signer and addressee, specific indexical reference is made by
pointing to that referent. But for non-present referents that are introduced by
the speaker into the discourse context only ‘verbally’, there is another
system of indexing. This consists of introducing a nominal and setting up a
point in space associated with it’ pointing to that specific locus later in the
discourse clearly ‘refers back’ to that nominal, even after many intervening
signs. 
                                                                            (Bellugi & Klima 1982:301)

Speakers may also use gesture to distinguish referents from each other and to create
anaphoric linkage. In addition, because of its visual characteristics, gesture may offer
information about physical aspects of the referents they accompany.

Although all speakers may produce utterances that fit appropriately to the entire
‘flow of information’ (Chafe 1994), languages provide different linguistic means to
structure information about referents. Accordingly, with respect to the surface form,
reference introduction and tracking may reflect cross-linguistic variation. Given the
interrelationship between utterances and contextual information, gestural introduction
and tracking of referents may reflect such cross-linguistic differences in speech. One
of our aims of this study is to investigate this issue. However, there is another issue
that we intend to pursue as the main purpose of the study, i.e. how second language
learners cope with the task of linguistic and gestural marking of referents.

Due to the fact that producing narrative requires speakers to simultaneously attend
locally to produce correct forms and globally to the flow of information, one can easily
imagine that this is a cognitively demanding task for learners who are in the process of
acquiring a new language. It has been suggested that producing utterances that fit the
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surrounding information appropriately may pose two kinds of an ‘embedding problem’
for learners (Klein 1986). The first is judging what should be explicitly mentioned in
an utterance and what can be left out given the contextual information. The next is the
use of necessary linguistic elements that are available in the target language (Klein
1986: 112). Although we all perceive and talk about the world that surrounds us, how
information about events is packaged and filtered into linguistic forms in a linear order
is prone to cross-linguistic differences, and languages provide different means to
express the organization of information. It is thus conceivable that both aspects of the
embedding problem may interact with factors that learners bring to L2 discourse,
learners’ knowledge of the source language (SL) and of the target language (TL).
Furthermore, given the interrelationship with utterances and contextual information,
the interaction between the SL and the TL may be reflected in gesture. To investigate
this issue is the main aim of the study.

Thus, the scope of the present work needs to be relatively wide-ranging, and to
include cross-linguistic differences in referent introduction and tracking in L1 speech
and gesture, as these serve as the baseline for the examination of how gesture is
integrated into L2 discourse production. In the following section, we will review the
relevant literature accordingly.

1. 3 Aspects of spoken discourse construction: principles at work

In order to produce understandable and meaningful discourse, speakers have to attend
to various aspects of discourse construction. They first select, segment and construct
information as propositional units, which are then processed for verbal production as
utterances (Levelt 1989). The connected utterances form a text. For any discourse to
be comprehensible, it is crucial that the text is linked in an understandable manner.
Compare the previously used example (1) and (2) which is slightly different:

(1) I saw this man running down the street, and then he banged into a tree and fell down
(2) I saw him running down the street, and then this man banged into a tree and fell down

Upon hearing (2), the listener might feel confused as to the identity of the referent
denoted by ‘him’. The identity of ‘this man’ is not clear, either. Thus, we intuitively
know that the order ‘NP then pronoun’ does not cause problems in identifying the
referent, but the use of a pronoun for a newly introduced referent does. Thus, the
comparison of (1) and (2) shows the importance of the appropriate linkage in creating
meaningful discourse.

The linguistic devices which help establish linkages have been variously termed
anaphora or deixis etc. (Fillmore 1975; Halliday & Hasan 1976; Hanks 1992;
Levinson 1983; Lyons 1977). The linking device, like pointing with a finger, indexes a
referent, but in the discourse-internal context. Some researchers may distinguish
between anaphora and cataphora (Bühler 1934:121 in Lyons 1977; Halliday & Hasan
1976). The distinction is made according to the direction of reference. Anaphora
creates a linkage in a backward-looking manner - the attenuated form follows the
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expression to which it is related as in (3). Cataphora creates linkage in the opposite
manner to anaphora in that the attenuated form precedes the expression it is correlated
with as in (4).

(3) I bought some apples yesterday. They were very sweet.
(4) I don’t think he can eat this dish. John is vegetarian.

However, anaphoric anchoring of referents—anaphoric linkage—is more prevalent in
discourse, so that some researchers may use anaphora to refer to the both type of
anchoring (Lyons 1977). We will adopt the same position whereby anaphora refers to
both anaphoric and cataphoric expressions.

Types of anaphora vary with regard to the aspect of the speech situation that is
linked between the ongoing and preceding utterances. Links can be made between
animate entities, for instance. Referring forms such as third person pronouns (e.g. he,
they), definite articles (the frog) or demonstratives (that boy) may be utilized for
indicating the identities of the referents in discourse. Links may also occur in the
domain of space. Spatial deictics such as there or an adnominal demonstrative that,
which denotes the static scene as in underneath that may be used. Temporal or causal
links may also be realized by various types of connectives, such as when, while or
because.

The principle that governs anaphoric linkage between referents is the structure of
information. According to this notion, speakers linguistically mark the flow of
information in discourse so that meaningful messages can be decoded efficiently by
listeners within their cognitive processing capacities. In order to facilitate the process,
speakers indicate whether the information carried by a referent at the time of the
utterance is new or given. In other words, by marking the information status of
referents, speakers show the degree of presupposition expected of the listeners for the
interpretation of the identities of the intended referent. Various notions and views on
information structure in discourse have been proposed (e.g., Ariel 1988, 1990, 1994;
Chafe 1974, 1976, 1987, 1994; Clark & Haviland 1977; Givón 1983, 1984, 1985;
Gundel, Hedberg, Zacharski 1993; Halliday 1985; Halliday & Hasan 1976; Haviland
& Clark 1974; Prince 1981).

In the following, we will briefly review Givón’s position (Givón 1983, 1984,
1985), as it has been widely adopted in studies of referential introduction and tracking
in both L1 and L2. Framing the information structure with the notion of topic
continuity, Givón (1983) argues that a topic continuing from the preceding clause will
be more predictable, and as a result, may be easier for the listener to process than new
or re-introduced topics. He illustrates the relationship between the various indexical
markings and the new and given informational status of a referent as in Figure 1.1.

According to Givón’s hierarchy of forms, zero anaphora shows the strongest
relationship to continuous topics, while full NPs are most likely related to
discontinuous topics. Givón (1984) also presents the principle of the quantity universal
which states that ‘more continuous, predictable, non-disruptive topics will be marked
by less marking material; while less continuous, unpredictable/surprising, or
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disruptive topic will be marked by more marking material’ (Givón 1984: 126, italics
in the original).

more continuous/accessible topics
zero anaphopra
unstressed/bound pronouns
stressed/independent pronouns
full NPs

more discontinuous/inaccessible topics

Figure 1.1. Topic continuity and referential forms (based on Givón 1983)

For instance, Figure 1.2 shows how differences in the informational status of
referents may be encoded in the choice of referential forms in Dutch and Japanese
according to Givón’s view. Thus, in Dutch, the form related to the most discontinuous
topics is a full NP with an indefinite article een. The next in line is an NP with a
definite article het, followed by a pronoun, and lastly by zero anaphora (ø). In
Japanese, there are basically two forms, NP and zero anaphora (ø). Although numeral
classifiers are used optionally, there is no obligatory marker to be used with NPs.

NEW (discontinuous)                                                               GIVEN(continuous)
een kikker het kikker hij ø
 a frog the frog he
kaeru kaeru ø ø
frog frog

Figure 1.2. Informational status and referential forms in Dutch and Japanese

The Givón’s principle of the quantity universal, has been investigated with various
languages, and there is general consensus about the view in the literature (Clancy
1980, 1992; Clancy & Downing 1987; Givón 1983, 1984; Hinds 1983; Marslen-
Wilson, Levy, & Tyler 1982).

While Givón’s view is based on the horizontal distance between the present and
the last mention of a referent in discourse, the choice of referential forms may also be
influenced by differences in the referential importance among characters. For instance,
Chafe (1994) shows that protagonists in stories are more likely to be introduced with
proper names than peripheral characters. In the developmental studies, children after a
certain age treat the protagonists and peripheral characters differently like adult
speakers with respect to their choice of referential forms (Karmiloff-Smith 1981,
Wigglesworth 1990). Thus, reference to animate entities in narrative discourse is
governed basically by two factors. One regards the horizontal distance between
mentions of referents, and the other regards the vertical differences between the
importance of characters. However, how these two factors, in particular the former, are
realized by available linguistic means show variation among languages.
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1.4 Reference introduction and tracking cross-linguistically

1.4.1 Reference to animate entities
 As mentioned in passing, various studies have verified the claims by researchers such
as Chafe (1994) and Givón (1983, 1984) that referents being introduced for the first
time are linguistically indicated differently from their subsequent mentions by the
choice of referential forms. The marking of newness occurs both locally (i.e. at the
level of noun) or globally (i.e. at the level of clause).

With respect to local newness marking, in most of the Indo-European languages,
nominal determiners, such as definite and definite articles, are obligatory and are used
to distinguish the informational status of a referent. Observe the following example:

(5) A boy had a dog and a frog. The frog was kept in a jar.2

In (5), when frog is newly introduced, it is marked by an indefinite article as in a frog.
Upon the second mention, the same referent is marked with a definite article as the
frog. The articles clearly distinguish the two NPs as new vs. given information.
However, such local newness marking with article systems is not universal. In
languages such as Polish, Chinese, Japanese and Finnish, these devices are not
available. Accordingly, other means of marking the informational status of referents
are adopted. For instance, in Japanese, numeral classifiers such as h(p)iki (a counter
for animals) may be utilized in the place of an indefinite article, although its use is not
obligatory and speakers may prefer to use other structures to mark the informational
status of a referent. In addition, in Japanese, the informational status of the referent
may be reflected in the choice of the post-positional particles. Studies indicate that the
use of the nominal particle ga in Japanese is associated with the introduction of a
referent (Hinds 1983; Nakahama 2003b; Ono, Thomson, & Suzuki 2000). Similarly, in
Korean, another language with post-positional particles, the nominal particle ka/i is
clearly preferred to other particles when referents are introduced (Nakahama 2003b).

With respect to global marking, various studies have shown how new and given
differences in information status may relate to the syntactic/semantic roles assumed by
the referents (Du Bois 1985, 1987; Du Bois, Kumpf & Ashby 2003). Preferred
argument structure, as it is termed, presents views that are relevant to the present
work. It states that speakers irrespective of the language spoken tend to avoid
assigning agent role (A) to the newly introduced referent. Instead, new referents
assume either subject role of an intransitive verb (S) or become the transitive object
(O). Let use give an example. An English fable traditionally starts with a line like the
following:

(6)  One upon a time, there was a king who had a beautiful wife.

                                                  
2 All the examples in this section are taken from the ‘Frog story’ narratives.
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In (6), two new referents are introduced, a king and his wife. If we examine their
introductions, the former does not assume agentive role in its introduction, and is
introduced as the subject of an intransitive verb. The second referent is introduced as
an object, again without assuming agentive role. Du Bois’ principle has been studied
for various languages, and its universality is very largely confirmed (Du Bois 1987;
see Du Bois et al. 2003 for a compilation of work on the principle).

Furthermore, studies have shown that speakers may mark the newness of referents
by using particular constructions. For instance, in English, the use of an existential
construction as in (6) above is a typical way of introducing referents in a fable. The
use of existential constructions for reference introduction has been observed in
Indonesian (Cumming 1994), Spanish and French (Bentivoglio 1993; Lambrecht
1988; Ocampo 1993) and Japanese (Ono et al. 2000).

The newness of referents may be marked by their position in the clause in respect
of the verb (Hickmann & Liang 1990; Hickmann, Kail, & Roland 1995). Studies show
that the post-verbal position is often preferred for the introduction of new referents.
For instance, with the use of so-called dummy subjects, the newly introduced referents
in (7) and (8) are placed in post-verbal position. Inversions as in (9) may also be used
to introduce referents post-verbally.

(7) There is an owl living in a tree.
(8) Er zit een kikker in een pot.
      There is a frog in a jar
(9) The boy looked into a hole, and out came an owl.

In short, findings suggest that speakers indicate the newness of referents in many
ways, although cross-linguistic variation may be observed due to the grammatical
characteristics of the language spoken.

With respect to reference tracking, speakers irrespective of the language spoken,
make use of explicit referential forms and attenuated forms. However, the availability
and the active use of them may vary among languages. Some languages have
pronominal systems, while others may not have active use of such system. In addition,
the degree of complexity of the pronominal systems may vary from language to
language. For instance, the German pronominal system is more complex than its
English counterpart as the former incorporates a complex gender/-case marking
system (Hendriks 2003). On the other hand, pure personal pronouns do not exist in
some languages (e.g. Japanese), although demonstratives may be utilized as a
productive resource for tracking referents. In some languages, pronouns may be
dropped (e.g., languages such as Spanish or Italian) because of the system of
inflectional morphology attached to the verb stem, which can indicate the intended
referent.

Although speakers use zero anaphora, cross-linguistic variation exists as to the
syntactic and semantic rules governing its occurrence (Fox 1987). For instance, some
languages provide looser constraints than others. In topic-comment languages such as
Chinese Japanese and Korean, the use of zero anaphora is less regulated than in most
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of the European languages. Contextually retrievable information is often expressed by
zero anaphora (Furuyama 2001; Huang 2000b; Iwasaki 2002; Jung 2004; Li &
Thompson 1976, 1979; Watanabe 1994).

It has been suggested that the choice of referential forms used in tracking referents
is influenced by the distance between the present and the last mentions of a referent,
and the presence of an intervening subject (Clancy 1980; Gullberg 2003; Hendriks
2003; Hickmann & Hendriks 1999; Nakahama 2003a; Yanagimachi 1997). These
findings suggest that if a referent is a continuous topic, the least attenuated forms is
usually used. In contrast, when a referent is re-introduced into a narrative, speakers
tend to use an explicit form. In addition, some researchers provide a cognitive view of
how the choice of referential forms is made (Tomlin & Pu 1991). Thus, speakers of
various languages may, in some cases, use the same referential forms to track
referents, although the preferred forms may show cross-linguistic variation.

1.4.2 Reference to inanimate entities (space)
In narrative, accounts of events are frequently provided with spatial information.
Although some inanimate referents may be introduced into discourse without any
relationship to motion verbs as in (10), most of the information provided by inanimate
referents is either about a static location of animate referents involving one position, or
changes of location of animate referents involving two positions (the source and the
target) (Klein & Perdue 1997) as in (11) and (12) respectively.

(10) The boy found a beehive.
(11) A frog family was behind a tree trunk.
(12) The boy was tipped off the cliff into the water.

Talmy (1983) shows that spatial scenes involve one object, the Figure, which is
located or moving, in relation to another object, the Ground. In (11) and (12), the frog
family and the boy represent the Figure, and a tree trunk and the cliff represent the
Ground. In order to locate the Figure in an event description, it is necessary to relate it
to an inanimate referent. It has been suggested that how the relation between Figure
and Ground is expressed in discourse may show cross-linguistic variation. We will
come back to this point later.

With respect to reference to static locations in narratives, researchers have
recently found that, depending on the language spoken, speakers may use different
approaches in describing the spatial relationship of inanimate entities. Carroll, Murcia-
Serra, Watorek, & Bediscioli (2000) conducted a crosslinguistic study of the discourse
of the description of spatial relationships (e.g., description of the layout of a house or a
room), and found that spatial descriptions may reflect different perspectives. Two
perspectives were recognized, object-based and location-based. Carroll et al. found
that, depending on the perspective assumed, speakers may introduce and track
inanimate entities differently. For instance, when an inanimate referent is introduced
into the narrative, the object-based perspective can be realized linguistically in two
separate ways. One is to provide a statement asserting the existence of an object (13a),
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while the second is to assert its existence via an attribute of another object (13b). The
location-based perspective is expressed whereby the introduction of a referent is
performed with locative expressions (13c).

(13) a)  There is a desk
b)  There is a house with a chimney
c)  Beside the chair is a desk

Note that while the object-based perspective is realized by existentials whereby the
existence of the object is clearly expressed linguistically (by the noun), the location-
based perspective is realized by locational (adverbial) means where the existence of
the inanimate entity (e.g., the chair in example c) is implied but not explicitly stated.
When inanimate referents are tracked, the two perspectives are again differently
realized in the linguistic context. For instance, speakers taking the object-based
perspective will focus on the entities (e.g. There is a café; next to it is a taxi stand).
The pronnoun it relates the place and the object closely. While speakers taking the
location-based perspective will not focus on the object (e.g. There is a square at the
end of the street; they sell balloons there). The adverbial there does not relate the
space to a specific object.

Carroll and her associates (Carroll 1997; Carroll et al. 2000) examined the
descriptive narratives of native speakers of English and Romance languages (French,
Italian and Spanish) and German. The results show a clear contrast. While the speakers
of English and Romance languages showed a preference for an object-based
perspective, native speakers of German preferred a location-based perspective.
Although no findings are available for speakers of Dutch and Japanese, cross-
linguistic differences found in spatial descriptions among speakers in Carroll et al.
(2000) provide insights for the present work.

Interestingly, research on acquisition of spatial expressions by children suggest
that the speed of acquisition and the development of their ability to contrast different
spatial relations with linguistic means is largely influenced by the number of terms
available in the language and variety of uses the terms are put to use (Johnston &
Slobin 1979). Bowerman and her associate (Bowerman 1996: Choi & Bowerman
1991) maintain that the language-specific semantic categorization of spatial domain
may be formulated very early. They show that children construct such categorization
with the help of linguistic input.

Recent research has illustrated that the way speakers refer to inanimate entities in
narratives may be influenced by the language spoken. For instance, Slobin (1996a,
1996b, 2004) has suggested that how speakers talk about motion events is filtered by
the language spoken. According to this mildly Whorfian view, there is a language-
specific knowledge mechanism – thinking for speaking – activated during speaking.
Slobin’s theoretical underpinning comes from Talmy’s (1985, 1991, 2000) typological
distinction between languages, according to which speakers of languages such as
English, Dutch and Chinese (henceforth: manner-verb languages) conflate events
differently from speakers of languages such as Spanish, French and Japanese
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(henceforth: path-verb languages)3. In short, speakers of ‘manner-verb’ languages
depict path of movements in path-phrases, where speakers of ‘path-verb’ languages
express path of movements by verbs. The different ways of conflating events have
been empirically confirmed by various studies (Naigles & Terrazas 1998; Naigles,
Eisenberg, Kako, Highter, & McGraw. 1998; Özcaliskan & Slobin 1999, 2000). 

With reference to the introduction of inanimate entities, Slobin (1996) has shown
that speakers of two types of languages may adopt different rhetorical styles in
depicting the locations of motion events. Slobin claims that the speakers of manner-
verb languages attend more to the trajectory of the motion than to information about
locations, while speakers of path-verb languages provide less information on the
trajectory of the motion and attend more to static scene setting. The following
examples (from Slobin 1996b) show the difference between the two narrative styles of
speakers of a manner-verb language (English) and a path-verb language (Spanish).

(14) a)  He (=deer) threw him (boy) over a cliff into a pond.

b)  Los tiró a un precipicio donde habia harta agua. Entonces se cayeron.
         (The deer) threw them at a cliff where there was lots of water. Then they fell.

In the English example, (14a), information about the location is kept to a minimum.
Instead, the trajectory of the motion is provided in detail, as in ‘over a cliff into a
pond’. On the other hand, in the Spanish example, (14b), the information on the
trajectory of the motion is kept to a minimum. Instead, the speaker focuses more on a
description of the location. The findings of Carroll et al. (2000) and Slobin (1996a,
1996b, 2003) suggest that although the selection and segmentation of information into
propositional units is a universal prerequisite for discourse production, language-
specific structural constraints may interact with the language production process at the
conceptual level of discourse production.   

With reference to inanimate reference tracking, it has been suggested that
inanimate entities are rarely tracked anaphorically in story-telling narratives (Hofling
2003). The infrequency of inanimate tracking may be due to the permanent nature of
referents. As we mentioned in passing, once inanimate entities are introduced,
speakers may take them for granted and omit any following reference.

1.5 The characteristics of the source and the target languages

The source and the target languages used for the present study are Dutch and Japanese,
respectively. The choice was based on the fact that the two languages are typologically
different in two respects. With respect to animate reference introduction and tracking,
the two languages vary in the linguistic resources available to mark the flow of
information. With respect to inanimate reference introduction and tracking, Dutch and
Japanese differ in the way their speakers attend to spatial information. In the
                                                  
3 Talmy (1985, 2000) distinguishes the two groups as ‘satellite-framed’ and ‘verb-framed’ languages. However, due to the
difficulty in defining ‘satellite’, we will avoid using the terms.
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following, a brief review of some of the linguistic characteristics of the two languages
relevant to the present study is provided.

1.5.1 Dutch
Dutch is one of the Indo-European languages with various finite verbs, rich verb
inflections, an article system and prepositions. Like other Indo-European languages,
Dutch is a subject-prominent language (Li & Thomson 1976). It is generally assumed
that the language has the underlying SOV word order with an obligatory verb second
rule for the main clause (Koster 1975). Because finite verbs and infinitives can be
separated, the possible word order of the Dutch language is complex. The word order
patterns in Figure1.3 are all possible for Dutch.

S V<+fin> O
S AUX<+fin> O V<-fin>
TOP V<+fin> S O
TOP AUX<+fin> S O V<-fin>

Figure 1.3.  Dutch word order based on Jagtman & Bongaerts (1994)

As with other Germanic languages, the use of articles is obligatory in Dutch and
speakers use the two types of articles to distinguish the two types of informational
status of referents.

(15)  Een jongetje heeft een kikker, en de kikker woont in een potje.
A boy has a frog, and the frog lives in a jar.

In Dutch, the pronominal system, gender, number and to some extent formality are
grammaticalized. In addition, two distinctions of proximity are lexicalised in Dutch
demonstratives. Tables 1.1a and 1.1b show the matrix. Thus, Dutch speakers have
three types of referential forms, namely NP, pronominals and zero-reference.

Table 1.1a. Dutch pronouns in subject role
singular plural

1st person ik wij/we
2nd person informal jij/je jullie
                 formal u u
3rd person hij

zij/ze
het

zij/ze

Table 1.1b. Dutch demonstrative pronouns
singular plural

proximate deze/dit deze
distal die/dat die
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Dutch allows existentials to be used with verbs of posture as in (16), which are
more common for introducing new entities than the combination of er/daar with a
copula as in ‘Er is’ (There is) (Hendriks 1993). In other words, in Dutch, manner verbs
are normally used with locative expressions.

(16) En daar zat een kikker
 And over there there was a frog (sitting)

 Certain combinations of adverbial locatives and prepositions are grammaticized
in Dutch. For instance, the adverbial locatives shown in (17) can be combined with
postpositions such as binnen (‘inside’), achter (‘behind’), in (‘inside’), etc., as in (18).

(17)  er, hier, daar
there, here, there

(18) erachter, hieronder, daarin
there after, here under, there inside

According to Talmy’s categorisation (1985, 1987), Dutch is a ‘manner-verb’
language where the path of motion is depicted by a path phrase as in (20).

(19) De kikker sprong uit z’n potje
  The frog jumped out of his pot

In (19), the path of the frog’s motion is expressed not by the verb but by a path
adjunct, uit (‘out’). Previous studies show that Dutch speakers share such rhetorical
styles with other speakers of ‘manner-verb’ language (Slobin 1996a, 1996b).

1.5.2 Japanese
Japanese shares characteristics with Altaic languages, such as a rich agglutinating verb
morphology, modifier head constituent order, a lack of an article system, a lack of
grammatical gender and the use of postpositions rather than prepositions (Iwasaki
2002). Japanese subjects lack person and number morphology. The basic word order
of Japanese is SOV, and although variations do occur by scrambling, items being
right-dislocated to the position after the verb are very rare. The roles of NPs are
marked by post-positional particles. In addition, Japanese is classified as a language
that is both topic-prominent and subject-prominent (Li & Thompson 1976). As one of
the characteristics of topic-prominent languages, a so-called ‘dummy subject’ is absent
from Japanese. When existential constructions are used, the introduced referent
assumes subject role as in (20).

(20) Aru       tokoro  ni    ojiisan  to   obaasan    ga   sundeimashita
a certain   place   DAT    old man and old woman NOM live-ASP:PAST
In a certain place, there lived an old man and an old woman
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In (20), the newly introduced referents, an old man and an old woman, marked by a
nominal marker ga, assume subject role.

Unlike Dutch which offers various pronouns (hij, zij, ze, die etc), in narrative
discourse, authentic third-person pronouns, the equivalent of ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘they’ are
absent in Japanese (Kuno 1973). Translations of these pronouns do exist in Japanese
as kare (‘he’), kanojo (‘she’), and karera (‘they’), but they are originally derived from
demonstratives and their use is highly limited (Hinds 1983). Japanese is also a clause-
chaining language (Iwasaki 2002). Several medial clauses may be chained before the
sentence is concluded by the final clause with a verb expressing aspect and tense. The
use of zero anaphora is extremely common and largely pragmatic. Generally,
contextually retrievable information is often expressed with zero anaphora (see
Chapter 4 for more discussion).

Another characteristic of Japanese referential forms is the frequent use of
demonstratives. The demonstratives used in Japanese discourse such as sore (‘that’) or
kore (‘this’) may refer to object, person, location, event etc. When demonstratives are
used to refer to persons, an adnominal sono (’that’ as in ‘that person’) is used together
with an NP. Reference to objects can be expressed by either a nominal demonstrative
sore (‘that’) or an adnominal sono (‘that’) plus an NP. Figure 1.4 shows that
demonstratives can also refer to textual information larger than a single lexical item in
Japanese.

There are three series of demonstratives in Japanese: speaker proximate,
addressee-proximate and distal. The three types of demonstratives differ according to
the first syllable. The speaker-proximate demonstrative has ko-, addressee-proximate
has so- and distal has a- at the beginning of the word. The demonstratives are
‘nominal’, ‘adnominal’ and ‘adverbial’.

Spatial deixis

Demonstratives                 
 (‘person/object’) Nominal

Discourse deixis

Discourse (‘event/fact’)

Figure 1.4. Japanese demonstratives (adopted from Iwasaki (2002))

Table 1.2 shows some of the demonstratives. Like anaphora in discourse, so- types of
demonstratives are most common. However, ko- and a- type demonstratives may also
occur under specific circumstances. For instance, the speaker- proximate adverbial
demonstrative koo (‘in this way’), is frequently used when the narrator demonstrates
the manner of actions.
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Table 1.2. Some demonstrative expressions (based on Iwasaki (2002))
Speaker proximate Addressee proximate Distal

Nominal:
   object kore (this one) sore (that one) are (that one)
   place koko (here) soko (there) asoko (over there)
Adnominal kono +NP (this NP) sono +NP (that NP) ano + NP (that NP)
Adverbial koo (in this way) soo (in that way) aa (in that way)

Unlike Dutch, Japanese is a path-verb language where the path of motion is
depicted through the verb as in (21).

(21)  Fukuro ga     detekimashita
  Owl      NOM    exit-come:PAST
An owl came out

In (21), the path of the motion is expressed by the verb detekuru (‘exit and come’).

1.6 Reference introduction and tracking in L2 narrative

1.6.1 Reference to animate entities
Findings suggest difficulties learners face in marking the introduction and tracking of
referents in a TL-like manner. At a very low level of proficiency, learners may be
unable to provide the information explicitly in their narratives and rely instead on
implicit information (Klein & Perdue 1997). For instance, in tracking referents, it is
often the case that the identity of the referent is not linguistically supplied in situations
where it is clear from the context (Klein & Perdue 1992).

However, with learners of somewhat higher proficiency, a more complex picture
emerges. With respect to reference introduction, studies indicate that the availability of
newness markers in the SL influences the marking of new referents in the TL. For
instance, Jarvis (2002) compared how Swedish and Finnish learners of English use
articles to mark newly introduced referents. Swedish has an article system while
Finnish does not. The results show that Swedish learners are more successful in using
English articles than their Finnish counterparts. The interaction between SL and TL in
newness marking is also suggested by Nakahama (2003a), who compared the
acquisition of post-positional ga as a newness marker by Korean and English learners
of Japanese. Both Korean and Japanese utilize post-positional particles as optional
newness markers. Nakahama found that although the acquisition of ga interacts with
proficiency in both Korean and English learners, Korean learners use ga more
frequently than English learners, who tend to omit post-positional particles altogether
from their utterances.

Furthermore, studies show that when the form used for marking newness of
referents in the SL is not available in the TL, learners may look for other linguistic
means to perform the same function (Jin 1994). In Jin’s study of English learners of
Chinese, a language without articles, the learners overused demonstratives in
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combinations with NPs to denote reference maintenance. Jin interprets this as an
influence of the SL in that the English learners may have relied on demonstratives in
Chinese to perform the function of definite articles. The findings reviewed above
indicate that the way newness of referents is marked in the SL may influence newness
marking in the TL.

In contrast, research has indicated that L2 speakers do not differ from L1 speakers
with respect to their preference in assigning syntactic/semantic roles to new referents.
Kumpf (1992) shows that the learners avoid assigning agentive role (A) to referents
upon their introduction. Similarly, Sasaki (1997) found out that learners introduced a
new topic in object position as a full NP.

As for tracking animate referents, studies find that learners are generally over-
explicit in their use of referential forms, irrespective of the source-target language
pairing. Learners often repeat NPs even when the explicit mention of referents is not
necessary, as the example from Kumpf (1992) shows in (22).

(22) last time I got a cigarette lighter, my cigarette lighter broke
after that I tried to find a cigarette lighter from a supermarket

 they are selling cigarette lighter
         like five bucks or something like that

so I bought cigarette lighter there,
and I thought that it was gonna be fit
but when I plug into cigarette lighter
fuse keep blowing
so I decided to buy a part from dealer
and they charged me twenty-seven dollars?
for cigarette lighter!
I couldn’t believe it.

                                                                                             (from Kumpf  1992)

In (23), the speaker refers to the same referent, cigarette lighter, explicitly with a full
NP over a stretch of discourse without switching to attenuated forms. The
phenomenon of over-explicitness in L2 has been noted in studies with Japanese
learners of English (Chaudron & Parker 1990), learners of English with various L1s
(Mandarin, Cantonese, Malay, Korean, Russian, Mende, Kikongo and Vietnamese)
(Williams 1989), Spanish learners of English (Muñoz 2000), Japanese and Spanish
learners of English (Kumpf 1992), English learners of French (Fakhri 1989), French
learners of Swedish and Swedish learners of French (Gullberg 1998), English and
Japanese learners of Chinese (Polio 1995), English learners of Japanese (Yanagimachi
1997, 2000) and English learners of Korean (Jung 2004). Some studies show that over-
explicitness is actually a transfer from L1 where it is used as a rhetorical device to
show emotional involvement (Bartelt, 1983) or a strategic device used only for nouns
such as ‘man’ or ‘child’ (Nistov 2001).  

Among them, the findings most relevant to the present work are those by
Yanagimachi (1997, 2000) and Polio (1995). Yanagimachi (1997, 2000) examined the
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interaction between proficiency and the choice of referential forms by American
learners of Japanese. His findings show that learners’ use of zero anaphora in
reference to animate entities in their story-retellings is much less frequent in
comparison to their native speaker counterparts. However, it is difficult to judge
whether the infrequent use of zero anaphora in L2 is a general characteristics of
learners or an effect of SL. On the other hand, Polio (1995) examined the use of zero
anaphora by Japanese and English learners of Chinese. She found that both groups of
learners were reluctant to produce zero anaphora in the conditions where it is not
syntactically or semantically constrained, despite the fact that zero anaphora was not
as strongly constrained in Japanese as in Chinese. Based on her results, Polio
concludes that ‘there is something that is preventing the NNSs from using zero
pronouns as often as the NSs’ (Polio 1995: 370), although she does not provide further
explanation.

Recent studies show that learners’ linguistic awareness of the source and target
languages may in fact interact with the choice of referential forms. Some of the
evidence comes from Chinese learners of English, French and German in Hendriks
(2003). Despite the fact that all the learners share the same source language,
differences were observed among the groups as to the choice of referential forms in
the target languages. Hendriks found that when the target language referential process
(left dislocation in French) licenses the source-like referential process (topic-raising in
Chinese), learners incorporate the form in their L2 discourse and use it with the
frequency preferred by native speakers of French (cf. Hendriks 2000). With regard to
over-explicitness, comparative analyses with native narratives show that Chinese
learners of German were the only learner group that showed this tendency. Hendriks
maintains that the over-explicitness of Chinese learners is most likely due to the
avoidance of the German pronominal system because of its complex nature in
comparison to its English and French counterparts.

Similarly, Yanagimachi (1997) explains that the over-explicitness of referential
forms may be the direct result of avoidance by learners of complex target-language-
specific linguistic constructions such as passives and the use of ‘giving’ and
‘receiving’ verbs which are necessary to create coherent discourse. It has been
suggested that languages may differ in the way that events are interpreted and
introduced by the choice of voice and focus (Nakahama 2003b; Kim 2001). For
instance, of the two Asian languages Korean and Japanese, speakers of the latter fix
the focus of narratives by assigning the subject roles to a limited number of main
referents. In order to fix these viewpoints, various complex structures such as passives
and give-receive constructions may be utilized in L1 discourse. However, learners
seem to be keenly aware of the ambiguity that erroneous use of such structures may
cause, consequently may avoid their use altogether. The result is the phenomenon of
‘view-hopping’ (Yanagimachi 1997), where NPs are used in every clause to refer to
different referents in subject role. In (23), the viewpoint is not fixed, and the subjects
of utterances switch between the dog and the two human referents. As a result, the
American learner of Japanese could not produce the optimal conditions for using zero
anaphora.
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(23) …uni no, inu wa uhhm, akachan o miru to, uhm, ø (=inu) kawashi
[kanashi]soo, ni narimassu. Uhh, obaasan to o, ojisan wa, m, tsk,
akachan to, uhh, tsk asonde, anoo inu wa, sooji suru, anoo, uhhm,
m, sooji nado shiteimasu. Uhm, ojiisan to, obaasan wa, m, inu, o
mimasen, anoo, inu wa uchi o, demasu

‘…when the dog in the house, uhhm, sees the baby, hum, ø (=dog)
feels lonely. Uhh, the grandma and granpa, m, tsk, play, uhh, tsk,
with the baby, and uhm, the dog, vacuums, uhhm m, is vacuuming
and so on. Uhm, the grandpa, and grandma, m, do not see the
dog, uhm, the dog leaves, the house.’

With respect to the interaction between referential importance and the choice of
referential forms, findings suggest that, unlike L1 learners, L2 adult learners, even at
an early phase, may be able to use a global structuring in narrative (Broeder 1991;
Strömqvist & Day 1990)

In summary, the findings above indicate that learners may be aware, at least to
some extent, of the pragmatic principle governing the introduction and tracking of
animate referents. When SL-like referential forms are available in the TL, learners
transfer their SL-based knowledge to the TL, in accordance with Andersen’s (1983)
‘transfer to somewhere’ principle. However, at the same time, learners show a keen
awareness of the problems that erroneous use of forms or structures may cause. Thus,
they may avoid using error-prone forms or constructions in their target languages (cf.
Schachter’s notion of ‘avoidance’, Schachter, 1974) even if the use of other forms may
be non-TL like. As one explanation for the over-explicit nature of referencing in L2,
Williams (1988) states that learners face difficulties in striking the right balance
between redundancy and ambiguity. However, recent studies such as Hendriks (2003)
mentioned above show that these opposing forces seem to interact with learners’
linguistic knowledge of the SL and the TL.

1.6.2 Reference to inanimate entities (space)
It should be stated first that studies of the introduction and tracking of inanimate
referents in L2 narrative production are extremely rare. The majority of the research
involves either learners at the very beginning or at the advanced stages of proficiency.
The vast amount of work compiled during the “European Science Foundation Project”
(Perdue 1993) shows that learners with very limited proficiency use a fixed order to
show the location of an entity. In short, the entity which is located (theme) is uttered
before mention of the entity in relation to which it is located (relatum). In (24), the
learner is directing the listener to move an object to an appropriate location.

(24) bag in the table
‘put the bag on the table’ (Carroll 1990,  in Klein & Purdue 1997: 329)
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In (24), the learner first draw attentions to the entity, ‘bag’, and subsequently mentions
the place where it needs to be located.

On the other hand, studies of L2 event construal and spatial descriptions indicate
that recognizing the full range of principles that govern the construction of discourse
in the spatial and temporal domains is difficult even for highly advanced learners
(Carroll et al. 2000, Carroll & Lambert 2003; Carroll & von Stutterheim 2003; Harley
1989; von Stutterheim & Nüse 2003; von Stutterheim, Nüse, & Murcia-Serra 2002).
For instance, Harley (1989) studied the acquisition of spatial expressions by English-
speaking immersion students. Her study was based on Clark’s (1985) observation that,
unlike in English where the notion of motion is expressed in prepositions, in Romance
languages, verbs of motion typically combine notions of motion with those of
directions (Clark 1985: 746). Harley examined how English speakers learn to use
verbs to express directional information in French using the data consisted of students’
compositions. Her results show that English-speaking students rely more on
prepositions than French native speakers to express direction of motions.

Carroll et al. (2000) studied the aforementioned two perspectives that distinguish
the descriptions of inanimate entities in discourse by advanced English and Spanish
learners of German. Close examination of the descriptive discourse revealed that the
learners adhered to their SL-based perspective while introducing and tracking
inanimate entities. The results are in line with the finding that TL-like perspectives in
event narrating are acquired very late, if ever (Carroll et al. 2000; Carroll & von
Stutterheim 2003). Thus, although limited in number, previous studies on inanimate
reference introduction and tracking in L2 show that learners tend to organize
information about inanimate referents in the way that conforms to the norm of their
SL.

While speakers in both L1 and L2 use various linguistic devices in creating
anaphoric linkage in narrative discourse, it has been suggested that linkage between
referents during discourse may also be indicated by the use of the hand and space in
front of the speaker. Therefore, in the next section, we will review the literature on
gesture to see how referent introduction and tracking is performed manually.





Chapter 2. Gesture

2.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we reviewed how information is organized in L1 and L2
discourse, focusing on speech. In the present chapter, we will review studies on
gesture. In 2.1, we will present an overview of gesture whose purpose is to define the
phenomenon and familiarize readers with the technical terms to be used in the rest of
the work. 2.2 presents views on the relationship between speech and gesture. 2.3
reviews the literature on the relationship between gesture and speakers and listeners.
2.4 presents various views on the mechanism of gesture production, followed by the
review of variation in gesture in 2.5. 2.6 presents the findings on gesture in L2. 2.7
reviews the literature on gesture in narrative discourse, and finally in 2.8, we will
present the research questions.

2.1 Defining gesture: an overview

2.1.1 Gesture as hand and arm movements
Although gesture has attracted scholars from ancient times1, defining the phenomenon is not a
simple task. Some consider gesture to be any bodily behaviour. Others may define gesture in
a more restricted manner. In fact, how the word is used may vary considerably among studies
depending on the theoretical perspective one takes. In 1960’s and 70’s, gesture was labelled
as one form of nonverbal behaviour and studied collectively with other bodily behaviours
such as gaze, facial expressions, body-posture and proximity behaviour. These studies are
usually known as nonverbal communication research. As the term ‘nonverbal’ suggests, the
investigation of this research tradition mainly focuses on what bodily behaviour expresses
that is not expressed in speech or how it regulates the verbal behaviour (Müller 1999). This
line of study is still active today. In contrast, in 1980’s and onwards, a different line of
investigation has developed which focuses more on how closely gesture is intertwined with
speech in creating meaning. Unlike nonverbal communication research, gesture research, as
this line of study has come to be known, focuses on the representational and functional
aspects of the use of the body parts in communication, to which the present work belongs.

In the present work, the definition of gesture is restricted to the movements of hands
and arms in order to achieve some communicative intent.2 At the outset, this restriction
excludes behaviours such as facial expressions, body movements, and nodding from the
                                                  
1 See Kendon (2004) for an excellent historical overview of gesture research from Antiquity to the present day.
2  However, we recognize the significance of other bodily behaviour in gesture research. For instance, lip-pointing has been
studied in  detail (Enfield 2001, Sherzer 1972), and the relationship between gaze and gesture has been pointed out (Kendon
2004; Streeck 1993). The use of gaze is discussed briefly in the present work.
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analysis. In addition, although some research includes self-touching movements such as
scratching one’s face or playing with nails as gestures (Goodwin 1986), they are excluded
from the present discussion. However, we must go further in seeking to define gesture, since
hand and arm movements can be differentiated in more detail. For instance, gestures may be
produced with or without speech. Some gestures may be easily recognizable while others are
not. For instance, a person may summon others by waving a hand. This hand movement is
usually recognizable and can be repeated. On the other hand, people may move their hands
and arms while speaking, which are frequently more idiosyncratic and less recognizable than
the former example.

2.1.2 Hand and arm movements in continuum
For the purpose of refining the definition of gesture, as a starting point, we will review
McNeill’s (1992, 2000b) notion of a gesture continuum, ‘Kendon’s continuum’, based
the idea originally put forth by Kendon (1988). The strength of this notion is that it
captures the range and properties of various hand and arm movements including sign
languages. As mentioned in passing, in some circumstances, hand and arm movements
may be used like a word, while in other cases, their movements are more picture-like.
The multiple continua illustrate properties that are shared by but can be used to
distinguish various hand and arm movements. Note that this notion sets language (i.e.
sign languages) and gestural communication in a continuum, which is distinctively
different from how gesture is viewed in nonverbal communication research.

 The first version of this continuum, introduced in 1992, identifies different hand
and arm movements based on two cross-cutting dimensions, the degree of speech
accompaniment and conventionality (McNeill 1992). In the later version, McNeill
(2000b) added two more dimensions: the extent of linguistic properties hand
movements possess and their semiotic content. Four types of hand and arm movements
are distinguished, namely gesticulation, pantomime, emblem and sign languages.
These types of hand and arm movements are placed on each continuum as in Figure
2.1.

gesticulation           pantomime  emblem sign languages

 
  + speech accompaniment                                    —

— linguistic properties           +
— conventionality                       +

global/synthetic     global/analytic segmented/synthetic       segmented/analytic

Figure 2.1. Hand and arm movements in continuum (based on McNeill 2000b)

The first continuum regards the degree of speech accompaniment to the
movement of hand and arms. The second continuum, the degree of linguistic property,
refers to how much the hand and arm movements obey any system constraints with
regards to the well-formed vs. not-well-formed ways of producing the movements.
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The third continuum, the degree of conventionality, is reflected in the measure of
agreement about the manual form among users. The fourth continuum regards the
semiotic differences of hand and arm movements.

According to the four continua, sign languages are at the one end in terms of
speech accompaniment, the extent of possessing linguistic properties and
conventionality. With respect to the semiotic content, they are usually segmented and
analytic. Kendon distinguishes two types of sign languages, ‘primary’ sign languages
and ‘alternate’ sign languages (1988b, 2004). According to Kendon, the former are
sign languages used in communities of deaf people as the sole means for
communication, such as American Sign Language. The primary sign languages are
fully-fledged languages with their own linguistic rule systems and conventional signs
(Klima & Bellugi 1979; Lidell 1980; Stokoe 1972). Like any linguistic system, sign
languages can be defined in terms of grammatical units.

A slightly different case is the so-called homesigns, elaborated and complex
gesture systems used by isolated deaf persons who are born into hearing parents and
not exposed to any established sign language. Goldin-Meadow and her associates
show that homesigns exhibit some of the features of natural languages, yet they do not
develop into full ranges of linguistic features as seen in ‘primary’ sign languages
(Butcher, Mylander & Goldin-Meadow 1991; Goldin-Meadow 2003; Goldin-Meadow
& Mylander 1983; Singleton, Morford, & Goldin-Meadow 1993). Furthermore,
studies show that when homesigners are gathered in a community, their gesturing
develops into a widely shared system which shows some characteristics of ‘primary’
sign languages. The Nicaraguan sign language users seem to be the best example of
such cases (Kegl, Senghas & Coppola 1999; Morford & Kegl 2000). Since 1980, when
the first special education school for the deaf children opened in Managua, the sign
language used by the deaf children at the school became more stabilized and became
the basis for the emergence of what seems like a fully-fledged sign language (Kegl et
al.).

In contrast, ‘alternate’ sign languages are elaborate kinesic codes used by speaker-
hearers in restricted circumstances or limited occasions (Kendon 2004). Kendon
compares ranges of such systems based on the degree of generalizability and
complexity from technical system such as ‘crane driver guider gestures’, ‘sawmill
system’, ‘monastic sign languages’ to ‘sign languages used by the North America
plain Indians and by Australian Aboriginees’. Kendon shows that the alternate sign
languages may reflect different degree of relationship with spoken language, and that
the generalizability of the system is related to its complexity (2004: 303). The
recognition of ‘alternate’ sign languages is useful in understanding some findings
which suggest that when hearing individuals are asked to gesture without speaking,
their gesture begin to show more structures (Goldin-Meadow, McNeill, & Singleton
1996; Singleton, Goldin-Meadow, & McNeill 1995).

Next on the continua, emblems are highly conventionalised and possibly
culturally- or group-bound behaviour whose forms and meanings do not differ from
one user to another within the same culture or group and often replace speech. While
some emblems may have different meanings across cultures (akin to ‘false cognates’
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in the lexicon), some are transcultural, or even largely global. Examples of the latter
are the ‘thumbs up’ sign or the raised middle finger indicating sexual insult. Examples
of the former are the ‘fig’ gesture, made by placing the thumb between the index and
middle fingers. Although many cultures consider this an obscene gesture, in parts of
East Europe (e.g. Hungary and Poland) and Russia, it means ‘zero’ or ‘nothing’
(Nomura 1996). Because of their crosscultural variations, emblems are widely studied.
Surveys and dictionaries are abundant in the literature. (For a detailed analysis of
emblems, see Brosnahan & Okada 1990; Calbris 1990, 2001; Morris, Collett, Marsh,
& O’Shaughnessy 1979).

Some researchers subcategorise emblems. For instance, Kita (2002) classifies
emblems into four different types: performative emblems, word-like emblems,
expressive emblems and meta-discursive emblems. Performative emblems are gestures
whose actions themselves perform some social function. An example is the Dutch
lekker (‘tasty’) sign—performed by waving a hand sideways next to the face—to show
the appreciation of food. Various types of derogatory signs are also examples of
performative emblems. Word-like emblems are emblems that are used as words in
utterances (cf. Kendon 1988). Rubbing the tip of fingers and thumb to mean ‘money’
in an utterance such as ‘That man has a lot of  (money sign)’ is an example. Expressive
emblems are emblems that are not necessarily directed towards the other interlocutors.
For instance, many professional tennis players spontaneously clench their fist after
winning an important point in a match. The action is frequently not directed at the
audience or at the opponent. This type of emblem is considered to express the inner
emotion of the individual (Kita 2002).

Meta-discursive emblems are further sub-divided into two categories:
conversation regulating emblems and rhetorical emblems. Examples of the former can
be found in ‘interactive gestures’ studied by Baveles and associates (Baveles, Chovil,
Lawrie, & Wade 1992; Bavelas, Chovil, Coates, & Roe 1995; Bavelas & Chovil
2000). The researchers found that certain hand shapes are performed during
interactions, which help regulate the flow of conversations. For instance, putting out a
hand with the palm up as if to hand over something is performed as a sign of changing
the conversational floor (Baveles et al. 1992). When L2 speakers are given a correct
lexical item by their listeners, the speakers may produce a similar gesture, putting out
a hand with the palm up towards the listener. Furthermore, L2 speakers frequently
produce gestures that seem to have meta-discursive motivations such as holding the
floor or buying time. These gestures frequently accompany filled pauses during lexical
search. However, such hand and arm movements are not conventionalised, thus they
fail to be categorized as emblems. We will discuss these gestures in later sections.

Rhetorical emblems express the illocutionary intent of the utterance in discourse.
The example mentioned by Kita (2002: 23) is the use of mani-giunte (‘joined hands,
praying hands’) in Southern Italy reported by Kendon (1995). The emblem is formed
when “two hands, each with fingers extended and adducted, are placed in contact,
palms facing one another” (Kendon 1995: 258) at the level of chest in front of the
speaker. The gesture is often observed when the speaker appeals for the acceptance of
the utterance or the speaker’s point of view.
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One of the drawbacks of creating various sub-categories is that the division
between the categories may become less clear. To use an above example, if the tennis
player shows the clenched fist to the opponent, the gesture may simultaneously
express the individual’s inner emotion and perform some social function, depending
on how aggressively the gesture is performed. Thus, all emblems have the potential to
be performative. Nevertheless, despite the possible overlaps among the content, the
categories can help us to understand the diversity of emblems, especially by the
addition of meta-discursive gestures.

The next type of gesture on the continua away from sign languages is pantomimic
gestures. They are depictions of actions which are not as conventionalised as emblems.
The degree of speech association is attenuated, thus mimes may be accompanied by
speech. The essential difference between emblems and mimes is the absence of
standardized well-formedness required of mimes,  leaving some space for an
idiosyncratic aspect in expression. These examples of mimes can be found in the word-
guessing games, such as charades, often performed on TV or among friends.

Various classifications agree in grouping emblems as one category, although they
are variously termed symbolic gestures (Krauss, Chen, & Gottesman 2000; Ricci Bitti
& Poggi 1991), and autonomous gestures (Kendon 1983). The most widely adopted
gesture categorization, by Ekman and Friesen (1969), also distinguishes emblems as a
separate category. In contrast, mimes are not considered an independent category by
some researchers (Krauss et al. 2000).

At the opposite end of the continuum from sign languages are gesticulations,
unconventionalised hand and arm movements which are almost always accompanied
by speech. There are some characteristics of these hand movements that are worth
noting. First, they are a visual display of meaning. The expression is not linear but
dynamic with a multidimensional quality. Second, such hand and arm movements
have no rules against which their ‘correctness’ can be measured. However, this does
not exclude the possibility that their productions may exhibit certain patterns among
speakers. Third, gestures are synthetic (McNeill 1992: 19). A complex hand and arm
movement is not a combination of smaller units, unlike spoken utterances which can
be divided into smaller units such as clauses, phrases and words. This type of hand and
arm movements has also been labelled illustrators (Ekman & Friesen 1969) and
speech-focused movements (Butterworth & Beattie 1978). Our emphasis in this thesis
is on these gestures. We will not be analysing emblems or mime in the present study.

2.1.3 Classification of co-speech gestures
Various classification systems recognize subcategories of gesticulation, or speech-
accompanying gestures. As an example, we will review McNeill’s (1992)
classification. It recognizes five subcategories of gesticulations: beats, deictic
gestures, iconic gestures, metaphoric gestures and cohesive gestures. 3

Beats are rhythmic and often repetitive flicks (vertical or horizontal) of the hand
or fingers. The movements are short and quick. Beats tend to have the same form
                                                  
3 Gullberg (1998: 97) expanded ‘Kendon’s continuum’ more in detail within speech-accompanying gestures (except for
cohesive gesture) and within iconics based on real referential value or resemblance to reality.
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irrespective of the content of the speech, and their occurrence is affected more by the
supra-segmental quality of speech (Bull & Connelly 1985; McClave 1994; Nobe
1996). Other names adopted in classifications are batons (Efron 1972; Ekman &
Friesen 1969, 1972), speech-focused movements (Butterworth & Beattie 1978), or
motor movements (Krauss, Chen, & Chawla 1996; Krauss et al. 2000). Vertical beats
can be frequently observed during political speeches.

Deictic gestures are pointing gestures. The pointing may have a concrete object as
a reference or not. For instance, when a speaker points to a restroom while saying,
‘The restroom is right there’ we have an instance of a deictic gesture with a concrete
referent. The gesture is exophoric. On the other hand, when a speaker says, ‘I used to
live in Hawaii and then moved to the Netherlands’ with a finger pointing two separate
loci in front of the body, these deictic gestures indicate abstract loci (termed as an
‘abstract deictic gesture’ by McNeill 1992). An abstract deictic gesture may also
capture temporality. For instance, a speaker may point backwards with a thumb while
saying, ‘many years ago’. Variation in hand shape may be observed among deictic
gestures. For instance, a pointing gesture may be formed by an index finger (Figure
2.2a). An open hand may also be used to point at a concrete or abstract location
(Figure 2.2b).

Iconic gestures are speech-associated hand movements that depict figural
representations. For instance, when a speaker forms a round entity with two hands
while saying ‘There was a beehive’, the gesture depicts some of the beehive’s physical
characteristics. Gesture may depict actions as well. A hand moving upward with
wiggling fingers while someone says, ‘The boy climbed up a tree’, iconically captures
the climbing action. The other names that are used to describe this type of gesture are
physiographic gestures (Efron 1941), pictographs, kinetographs & spatial movements
(Ekman & Friesen 1969), ideational gestures (Hadar, Wenkert-Olenik, Krauss, &
Soroker 1998; Hadar & Butterworth 1997), lexical gestures (Krauss et al. 2000).
Iconic gestures representing entities may be performed instantaneously (Figure 2.3) or
by tracing the outline of an entity (cf. ‘sculpting mode’, Müller 1998 in Kita 2002), as
in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.2a. Deictic gesture Figure 2.2b. Deictic gesture
with an index finger with an open hand
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Figure 2.3. Instantaneous iconic gesture

1  2  3  4 
Figure 2.4. Gesture tracing the outline of an entity   

According to McNeill (1992), metaphoric gestures depict abstractions. Efron
(1941) and Ekman & Friesen (1969) call this group of gestures ideographic. However,
compared to the aforementioned types of gesture, there is less uniformity in the
definition of this type of gesture among the researchers. For instance, Krauss et al.
(2000) questions the usefulness of the iconic/metaphoric distinction. They state, “(So)
in our view it makes more sense to think of gestures as being more or less iconic rather
than either iconic or metaphoric (or non-iconic)” (Krauss et al. 2000: 276). The
disagreement about metaphorics raises the question of whether classifications of
gesture should be strictly based on the form or the semantic relationship of the form to
speech. Kita (2000, 2002) describes iconic, metaphoric and deict ic gestures
collectively as  ‘representational gestures’ and categorizes iconic and metaphoric
gestures as ‘depicting gestures’ (Kita 2002).

Cohesive gestures are a type of gesture that are thematically related but
temporally separated. The recurrence of gestures shows the continuation of a particular
theme. Gestural cohesion is revealed by the repeated gesture form, movement or locus
in the gesture space. McNeill has recently relabelled these types of gestures
‘catchments’ (McNeill 2000a; McNeill, Quek, McCullough, Duncan, Furuyama, Bryll,
Ma, & Ansari 2001). For instance, in the following clips, the speaker first performs a
gesture with palms facing upward (Figure 2.5:1). Then the speaker is interrupted by
the listener. As the speaker attempts to answer the question, his hands are placed on
his lap, although the shape of the hands is retained from the first gesture (Figure
2.5:2). When the speaker resumes his narrative, he creates the same gesture in the
same place (Figure 2.5:3). The recurrence of the same gesture physically shows that
the on-going speech is related to the previous narrative before the interruption
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occurred. This is one of the features of gesture that we focus in the present study in
relation to the establishment of anaphoric linkages of reference in discourse.

1   2   3 
Figure 2.5. Cohesive gestures

Although categorized separately, it is by no means the case that the gesture types
mentioned above always appear independently of each other. Gestures are typically
‘densely-encoding’ (Duncan 1996: 21) and it is not rare to find more than one gesture
type in a single gesture. For instance, iconic gestures sometimes appear with
superimposed beats, resulting in repetitive movements (vertical or horizontal) of the
same iconically represented entity. Similarly, some gestures may have iconic and
deictic qualities at the same time. For instance, when a hand moves across the space in
front of the body from left to right when the speaker says, ‘the dog runs away from the
bees’, the gesture iconically depicts the referent’s motion and, at the same time, shows
the direction of the movement (i.e., from left to right). How to categorize such gestures
may vary among researchers, which may cause complications in comparing findings.
We will come back to this point later.

In addition, because McNeill’s categories are based on the gestures of native
speakers, some of the gestures that are produced in L2 may seem difficult to
categorize. For instance, gestures that occur during relatively long filled or unfilled
pauses may sometimes depict an entity or a movement without any linguistic
equivalent in speech. Although we will not deal with these gestures in the present
work, they seem to form a specific category, peculiar to L2. Since no conversational
floor change occurs during these gestures, these gestures may be motivated to keep the
conversational floor or buy time (cf. ‘attempt-suppressing signals’ by Duncan, 1972;
Duncan & Friske 1977).4 We name these gestures ‘spinning ball’ gestures, just as the
spinning ball on the computer screen indicates that some processing activities are
taking place so that the user does not unnecessarily press keys.

Given the detailed classification of gestures, let us again review the definition of
gesture in the present work. Gestures are here defined as hand and arm movements
accompanying speech which are produced largely without the speaker’s awareness.
The types of gesture we are dealing with are, namely beats and deictic, iconic and

                                                  
4 Duncan states, ‘(a)n attempt-suppressing signal displayed by the speaker maintains the turn for him, regardless of the
number of yielding cues concurrently being displayed. Auditors almost never attempted to take their turn when this signal
was being displayed. The attempt-suppressing signal consists of one or both of the speaker’s hands being engaged in
gesticulation’ (Duncan 1972: 287).
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cohesive gestures. Metaphoric gestures are excluded from analysis, since the present
work only focuses on the gestures accompanying speech relating to concrete referents.

2.1.4 Form, space and viewpoint
Gestures can be distinguished by various features such as palm/finger-orientation,
hand-shape, the position in the gesture space and viewpoints. McNeill (1992)
distinguishes palm/finger-orientation into 6 categories (e.g. palm/finger toward up,
down, centre, away from the body etc.). American Sign Language hand shape
descriptions are often adopted in the study of gestures. McNeill (1992) presents twenty
different gesture hand shapes. Some gestures involve one hand, while others may be
performed with both hands. Among two-handed gestures, a distinction could be made
between those gestures where both hands jointly encode one entity and those where
each hand represents different meanings. In Figure 2.6a, the two hands jointly depict
one entity (e.g., a jar). In contrast, in Figure 2.6b, the two hands represent different
entities. The gesture was performed when the speaker was describing the dog’s head
being stuck in a jar. The right hand depicts the movement of the dog’s head, while the
left hand represents the jar.

1  2 
Figure 2.6a. Symmetrical use of hands Figure 2.6b. Asymmetrical use of hands

Gesture space is where a gesture occurs. McNeill (1992) divides the space around
a speaker into three major domains: centre, periphery and extreme periphery. The
periphery and extreme periphery are further divided into nine sub-domains as shown
in the figure below.

Figure 2.7.  Gesture space (from McNeill 1992: 378)
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Gestures are also distinguished by the viewpoint they represent (McNeill 1992).
In some gestures, speakers act out a movement as if they themselves have become the
character. These gestures are called ‘character viewpoint’ gestures (C-VPT gestures).
On the other hand, if the gesture captures an event from the viewpoint of an observer,
they are called ‘objective viewpoint’ gestures (O-VPT gestures). In Figures 2.8a and
2.8b, the speakers depict the same scene in the story where the character falls into the
pond. However, the speaker in Figure 2.8a acts out the falling movement, with the
entire body leaning forward, thus reflecting the character viewpoint. On the other
hand, the gesture in Figure 2.8b depicts the trajectory of the fall, thus reflecting the
objective viewpoint.

1  2 1  2 
Figure 2.8a. Figure 2.8b.
Gesture with a character viewpoint Gesture with an object viewpoint

2.1.5 Gesture units, gesture phrases and phases of gesture units
It has been pointed out that gestures have units, phrases and phases (Kendon 1980,
2004; McNeill 1992). One unit of gesture has been called the G-unit. The unit “begins
the moment the limb begins to move and ends when it has reached a rest position
again” (McNeill 1992: 83). G-units are comprised of the following phases:
preparation, pre-stroke hold, stroke, post-stroke hold and retraction (or recovery). The
preparation phase is where the hand moves to the optimal position for the stroke. The
stroke phase often synchronizes with the point of prosodic emphasis (McClave 1994;
Kendon 1980; Nobe 2000). This is the phase of gesture where the form is semantically
interpretable and the most effort is manifested. The meaning represented by this phase
of gesture is usually expressed in speech. The hold is where the hand is held in the
mid-air in the same position. A hold may be observed before the stroke. This type of
hold is termed a pre-stroke hold. It has been suggested that pre-stroke holds are a
phenomenon which reflects the synchronized timing relationship between speech and
gesture (Kita 1993). The post-stroke hold is the phase where a hand is held for a few
seconds in the same position once the gesture stroke has ended. It has been suggested
that some post-stroke holds may have a semantic relationship with speech (Duncan
1996). However, the function of holds is not entirely clear. All phases but the stroke
phrase, the nucleus of the movement, are optional, although the preparation phrase is
rarely omitted (McNeill 1992). Kendon (2004) define the combination of the stroke,
any preparation and hold phases as the gesture phrase, where the meaning of the
gesture is most clearly expressed.
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2.2 Speech and gesture

The relationship between speech and gesture has intrigued many scholars over the
years. Some have examined whether forcing speakers not to gesture would affect
speech, and indeed found that hindering gesture leads to changes in  speech (Graham
& Argyle 1975; Graham & Heywood 1975; Rauscher, Krauss, & Chen 1996; Ríme &
Schiaratura 1991; Ríme, Schiaratura, Hupet, & Ghysselinckx 1984). For instance, it
was found that when gesturing was hindered, speakers produced more expressions
describing spatial relations, fewer deictic expressions and more pauses (Graham &
Heywood 1975). Rauscher et al. (1996) found that preventing speakers from gesturing
adversely affected speech when the content was spatial. Speakers had more filled
pauses. Ríme et al. (1984) found that preventing gestures resulted in speech with fewer
imagistic expressions.

Another focus of interest has been the timing between gesture and speech.
Findings suggest that gesture tend to either precede or occur simultaneously with
semiotically correspondent elements in speech but rarely afterwards (Morrel-Samuels
& Krauss 1992). There is general concensus in the literature that beat is frequently
coordinated with the prosodic features of speech (Bull 1987; Condon & Ogston 1971;
McClave 1994), However, there is disagreement with respect to whether the onset of
other types of gestures occurs during pauses or on articulation (Butterworth & Beatti
1978; Buterworth  & Hardar 1989; McNeill 1992; Nobe 2000). As one of the
explanations for the discrepancy of the results, task-effect has been pointed out
(Aboudan & Beatti 1996; Beatti & Aboudan 1994; Nobe 2000).

In many of the early studies, the relationship between speech and gesture in
creating meaning was largely ignored, or at best, treated as peripheral. Some
considered that gesturing was the reflection of speech failure, based on the findings
that aphasic patients make use of gesture to overcome the difficulties they face in
naming objects (Feyereisen 1986, 1987; Feyereisen & Lannoy 1991). On the other
hand, Kendon (1980, 1993, 1994, 2000, 2004) suggested the complementary
relationship between the two modes of expression. Furthermore, McNeill (1985, 1987,
1992) provided a theoretical framework that speech and gesture form one integrated
system. Several facts are provided as evidence for this view (McNeill 1992). First,
gestures mostly occur when the speaker is engaged in speech. In fact, it was found that
90% of gestures occur accompanying speech (McNeill 1992: 23). Second, gestures are
semantically and pragmatically co-expressive. For instance, when the speaker
produces a gesture tracing the outline of a round entity while uttering, ‘The frog lived
in a jar’, the gesture depicts an object represented by ‘a jar’ in speech. Pointing and
beat gestures may accompany the introduction of a new topic of conversation
(McNeill 1992), reflecting the pragmatic structure of discourse. Third, speech and
gesture tend to be synchronous. The stroke phase of a gesture frequently lines up
temporally with the linguistic equivalent in the utterance. This synchronization
between speech and gesture suggests integration of the two modes of expressions.

Kendon (2004) illustrates the intricate temporal coordination between speech and
gesture by showing how gestural components (see 2.1.5) relate to phrasal organization
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of speech. Kendon describes how the preparation phase of gesture occurs well in
advance of a part in speech which coincides with the stroke phase. In other words, as
the speakers get ready for the verbal component, they get ready for its gestural
component, reflecting the fact that they are planned together (2004: 116). Furthermore,
Kendon illustrates how the speaker inserts a pause in speech during the preparation
phase of a gesture, as if waiting for the hands to get ready, so that the semantic
coherence between speech and the stroke phase of gesture is achieved (2004: 117-
119). The co-expressive nature of speech and gesture is also suggested when a gesture
is repeated or revised. It is reported that when the same word is repeated due to the
external causes such as noise, the speaker tends to repeat the gesture, although the
physical features may be less prominent in the repeated version. Similarly, when the
speaker revises the verbal components, gesture is also revised. According to Kendon
(2004), these findings indicate the integrated nature of speech and gesture (cf.
Seyfeddinipur & Kita 2001 for the association between speech and gesture in speech
disfluencies).

Other findings also suggest the close relationship between speech and gesture. For
instance, it has been reported that stutterers freeze their gestures when they begin to
stutter. When their speech resumes its fluency, their hands simultaneously resume their
actions (Mayberry & Jaques 2000). In the field of neuroimaging, human PET studies
show that hand and mouth representations overlap in so-called Boca’s area which is
activated during both production and perception of meaningful mouth and manual
movements (Nishitani & Hari 2000; Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Matelli, Bettinardi, Paulesu,
Perani, & Fzio 1996).

2.3 Gesture in language use

2.3.1  Addressees and gesture
The view that speech and gesture may form an integrated system leads us to various
questions about gesture. Do listeners attend to gestures? Do listeners take any
information from gesture into account in comprehending the message? Do speakers
direct listeners’ attention to gestures? Do speakers gesture solely to benefit the
listeners? Or are gestures bi-directional? These are all questions for which various
research projects have been conducted. In order to clarify the nature of questions, it is
helpful to separate issues concerning the addressees and the speakers. In the following,
we will first review findings concerning the former.

Studies show that gestures often prompt reactions from listeners. Studies of
mother-infant conversations indicate that mothers react to infant pointing by providing
lexical labels (Masur 1982). Children have also been observed to attend to the gestures
performed by their mothers (Schmidt 1996, 1999). Using the combination of eye-
tracking and digitally manipulated computer graphics, Nobe, Hayamizu, Hasegawa, &
Takahashi (2000) found that when the figure in the computer screen gazes at its
gestures, the subjects’ eye movements were also focused on the gesture. Similar
findings have been obtained in another study (Gullberg & Holmqvist 1999). Also
using eye-tracking, Gullberg & Holmqvist investigated whether listeners attended to
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gestures in natural conversational narratives. Their findings show that although adults
listeners fixate on the face of a speaker, they do attend to gestures as well.

Researchers in the field thus seem to agree that listeners attend to gesture, and that
gesture is not just hand waving in mid-air. However, whether or not listeners take the
information from the gestural channel of communication into account is a separate
issue. This topic has been debated over the years and remains unsettled due to
contradictory research findings. There are studies indicating that the meaning of
speech-accompanying gestures is too opaque and does not help the listeners (Krauss,
Morrel-Samuels, & Colasante 1991; Krauss, et al. 1996; Krauss, Dusha, Chen, &
Rauscher 1995). In contrast, other studies suggest that listeners decode substantive
information from gestures (Beattie & Shovelton 1999a, 1999b, 2000, 2001, 2003;
Berger & Polelka 1971); Cassell, McNeill & McCullough 1999; Goldin-Meadow,
Wein, & Chan 1992; Goldin-Meadow & Momeni-Sandhofer 1999; Graham & Argyle
1975; McNeill, Cassell, & McCullough 1994; McNeil, Alibali, & Godin-Meadow
2000; Kelly 2001; Kelly & Church 1997, 1998; Kelly, Barr, Church, & Lynch. 1999;
Riseborough 1981; Thompson & Massaro 1994).

Krauss et al. (1991) examined whether the listeners decoded meaning from
gestures by comparing the judgements of two groups of participants with respect to the
semantic category of gestures. One group was asked to assign semantic categories to
gestures describing a variety of subjects by viewing them with accompanying speech.
The other group was asked to perform the same task but without accompanying
speech. The assignment of semantic categories to gesture did not differ between the
two groups. Based on this result, Krauss et al. claim that listeners do not derive
meaning from gesture. In a different study, Krauss and his associates (1995) examined
whether or not listeners understood the meaning of speech better when accompanied
by gesture. In their series of experiments, the participants were asked to select the
correct object by either watching a video where speakers describe abstract designs,
novel sounds or samples of tea, or just listening to the soundtrack of the video. The
results showed that there was no difference between the two groups of participants. In
other words, watching gestures did not enhance correctness in choosing the object that
had been described by the speakers.

On the other hand, McNeil et al. (2000) investigated whether pre-school and
kindergarten children understood spoken messages better when they were
accompanied by gestures. They found that gestures facilitated understanding if the
message was not too complex. Kelly and his associates (Kelly 2001; Kelly & Church
1997; Kelly et al. 1999) examined whether child listeners attend to gestures from a
pragmatic perspective. Their findings indicated that messages (e.g. requests) were
better understood when they were accompanied by gestures.

Various other findings suggest that adults also extract meanings from gestures. In
order to determine whether listeners attend to meanings conveyed by gestures, Cassell
et al. (1999) showed a video clip to subjects in which people retold the story of an
animated film that they had just seen. However, this video clip was actually acted out
based on a script where gestures were created with a slight mismatch to the linguistic
utterance. It was found that when the subjects retold what they saw, not only did they
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incorporate what they had heard but also what they had seen. In some cases, the
subject changed the storyline so that the content fit gestures that they saw. The results
are interpreted as evidence that listeners incorporate information encoded in gestures.
Riseborough (1981) found that the participants who were shown videotapes of people
describing objects were better at correctly naming the objects in comparison to those
who only listened to the sound of the tape. Beattie and Shovelton (1999a, 1999b,
2000) found that certain semantic features of iconic gestures, such as position and size
of objects, may be taken into account during communication activities by listeners. In
a follow-up study (Beattie & Shovelton 2001, 2003), they found that the understanding
of speech and size increases with speech-associated gestures.

Although listeners may take information from gesture, whether gestures are made
to be seen by the listener is a different issue. However, studies show that speakers
direct listeners’ attention to gestures. They do so by performing the gesture close to
listeners (Furuyama 2000a, Streeck 1993, 1994). Furuyama (2000a) shows that during
origami (paper folding) instruction, speakers performed gestures near the listeners
where gestures could easily be seen. Other findings indicate that speakers can direct
the attention of listeners by gazing at their own gestures in L1 (Nobe 2000; Streeck
1993; Streeck & Knapp 1992) as well as in L2 (Nash 2001). Expressions such as ‘like
this’ have been noted to direct the attention of a listener to a gesture (Emmet 1998;
Furumoto 1997; Heath 1992; Streeck 1993, 1994). Although not directing listeners’
attention to gesture per se, pointing directs the listeners’ attention to the relevant
entity. For instance, a tour guide frequently uses a polite pointing gesture with
utterances such as ‘this is ~’ to direct the attention of tourists.

Another evidence that speakers may produce gesture with the listener in mind is
shown by the fact that speakers may change gestures depending on the location and
the number of the listeners (Özyürek 2000, 2002b). Özyürek found that when the
amount of size of the shared space between the speaker and the listener changed, the
speakers changed their gestures accordingly. Furthermore, studies show that C-VPT
gestures are more frequently observed during a spatial description task when the
speaker and the listener were far (120 cm) from each other rather than close (60 cm)
(Hosoma 2001). The willingness of the speaker to convey a message to the listener
may also affect the frequency of gesture (Nishio 2000). These studies all suggest that
speakers may, to some extent, take listeners into account when producing gestures.

In order to examine whether iconic constitute a part of the speakers’
communicative intention, Melinger and Levelt (2004) examined whether speech
produced with concurrent gesture is less explicit thatn speech without gestures by
using a picture description task. Their results indicate that speakers who produced
gestures conveying the spatial information either initially as the overview or during the
descriptions omitted more required information in their speech than the speakers who
did not produce gestures. Based on the results, Meliger and Level suggest that the
speakers intend co-speech iconic gestures to convey information to the listeners
(2004).
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2.3.2 Speakers and gesture
We have so far examined research findings regarding the relationship between gesture
and the listener. A question naturally arises with respect to whether gesture is
produced solely for interactional purposes. In order to find an answer for the question,
a number of studies investigated how the visibility of the listener affects the frequency
of gesture, as this is one of the ways to examine whether gesture is produced for the
benefit of the listener only or for both the speaker and the listener. Some findings
suggest that speakers produce more gestures when listeners are visible than when the
listener’s view is blocked by a screen or when listeners are only available via an
intercom (Cohen 1977; Cohen & Harrison 1973; Emmorey & Casey 2001; Krauss et
al. 1995; Ríme 1982). Others suggest that the visibility of listeners does not affect the
frequency of gesture (Lickiss & Wellens 1978). Suspecting that such conflicting
results may have arisen due to the fact that the visibility of the listeners has a different
affect depending on the types of gesture, Alibali, Heath, & Mayers (2001) compared
the frequency of representational gesture and beat gestures in two conditions, with and
without visibility of the listeners. They found that the frequency of representational
gestures was higher in the visible condition, although the frequency of beat gestures
showed no change between the two conditions. Furthermore, Alibali et al. noted that
the speakers produced representational gestures even when the listeners were not
visible, a finding which suggests that gestures may be produced to benefit not only
listeners but also speakers themselves. Bavelas et al. (1992) also found that listener
visibility had an affect only on certain types of gestures. Speakers produced more
interactive gestures (gestures that refer to the listeners) in the condition where the
listeners were visible than when they were not, but listener visibility did not affect the
frequency of topic gestures (gestures that refer to the topic of conversation).

The fact that gestures may be produced to benefit both listener and speaker is
most clearly demonstrated in the performance of congenitally blind individuals. They
produce gestures to both blind and non-blind listeners (Goldin-Meadow 2003b;
Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 1997). In some tasks (such as spatial description), the
frequency of gestures by blind individuals to blind and non-blind listeners does not
show any significant differences (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow 1998). Such findings
seem to illustrate the robust nature of gesture, and suggest that gestures are most likely
bi-directional, performed for the benefit of speaker and listener alike.

A number of studies examined how gesture benefits the speaker, with a specifi
focus on the relationship between gesture and the thinking process. Goldin-Meadow
and her associates have been studying gestures produced by children and adults when
they are engaged in conceptually demanding tasks (i.e. mathematical tasks, Piagetian
conservation tasks for children and explaining how gears which are set up in a
complex manner rotate etc. for adults), where gestures convey information which is
not expressed in speech (termed ‘gesture-speech mismatches’) (Alibali, Flevares, &
Goldin-Meadow 1997; Alibali & Goldin-Meadow 1993; Church & Goldin-Meadow
1986; Garber & Goldin-Meadow 2002; Goldin-Meadow, Alibali & Church 1993;
Goldin-Meadow & Singer 2003; Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow 1988; but see
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Goldin-Meadow 2003a for reviews of various studies on the phenomenon found in
both children and adults).

For instance, Church & Goldin-Meadow (1986) observed the information
conveyed in speech and gesture by children who were engaged in Piagetian
conservation tasks. In one of the tasks, the children watched the water in a glass
poured into a dish, after which they had to explain their judgement about quantity
invariance before and after the transformation. The researchers noted that during the
explanation, some children conveyed information that was not expressed in speech.
For instance, while saying “You poured water from the glass into the dish”, a child
may gesturally indicate the tallness of the glass and the shortness of the dish.
Interestingly enough, among the children who did not provide clear explanations the
first time, those who conveyed the complementary information by gesturing scored
better in the post-task than those children whose gestures only supplied information
that was expressed in speech. The researchers concluded that the complementary
provision of information by speech and gesture indexes cognitive instability. In other
words, it marks a transition state in the cognitive development of children who are
ready for instruction for the acquisition of a new concept (Goldin-Meadow et al.
1993). Similar findings have been obtained in studies which examined the information
conveyed in speech and gesture by children while they are engaged in mathematical
tasks (Perry et al. 1988).

Based on the accumulated findings on ‘gesture-speech mismatches’, Goldin-
Meadow hypothesized that gesturing may reduce the speakers’ cognitive load, thereby
freeing up capacity to perform other tasks. In order to examine the hypothesis, Goldin-
Meadow and her associates (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly, & Wagner 2001;
Wagner, Nusbaum, & Godin-Meadow 2004) conducted a study which explored how
gesturing on one task affected performance on another. In the study, the participants
were first asked to solve a math problem on a board, after which they were given
words (children) or letters (adults) to remember. Then, they were asked to explain how
they solved the problem. When the explanation was over, they were asked to give
either the words or letters previously assigned to them to remember. The participants
were either permitted or not permitted to gesture during their explanation. The
assumption was that if gesturing helped lighten the cognitive load of speakers, they
should remember the words or letters better than when they were not permitted to
gesture. The results were in accordance with their hypothesis. The participants who
gestured during the math explanation performed the other task (remembering
words/letters) better. The result suggests that at least some type of gesture may be
produced to benefit the speakers.

2.4  Mechanism of gesture production

Some scholars have theorised about how gesture is involved in the process of speech
production. One view is that gestures are mostly tied up with lexical retrieval
(Butterworth & Beattie 1978; Butterworth & Hardar 1989; Krauss, et al. 2000).
However, this view does not take into account gestures that encode what is not
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encoded in speech. In addition, it does not offer explanations for gestures that overlap
with more than one lexical item. Furthermore, the view cannot fully explain findings
that gesture may constitute part of the speakers’ communicative intention (Meliger &
Levelt 2004). Others suggest that gestures are generated ‘prelinguistically’, before the
propositional unit is processed for verbalization (de Ruiter 1998, 2000). According to
this view, gestures are performed mainly to remember the imagery (de Ruiter 2000,
and see Wesp, Hesse, Keutmann, & Wheaton 2001 for a similar view).

McNeill claims that speech and gesture arise from a single process of language
production and that the two modes of expression are considered as two elements of
one process (McNeill 1985, 1992; McNeill & Duncan 2000). In order to illustrate the
process of gesture-speech integration, McNeill (McNeill 1992, 2000) has presented the
notion of ‘growth point’ which is the smallest essential unit which combines ‘imagery
and linguistic categorical content’ (McNeill & Duncan 2000: 144). One evidence that
gesture and speech create meanings together comes from the fact that speakers
sometimes encode information in gesture that is not expressed in speech. McNeill
(2000) mentions a case where a reference to ‘ascending’ the pipe by a Spanish speaker
was accompanied by a hand that moves upward while fingers were wiggling left and
right. Thus, the manner of ascent is expressed by hands. Furthermore, the horizontal
direction of hand movement also conveys information about which direction the
referent moved (i.e., from left to right). It has been reported that such information is
rarely conveyed in speech (McCullough 1993).

McNeill (2000) further argues that the confluence of gesture and speech suggests
that the speaker is thinking in terms of a combination of imagery and linguistic
categories, with the salient information underlining such thinking concentrated at the
point of the gesture stroke. Put differently, by examining gestures and how they
synchronize with speech, one can infer the on-line thinking of the speaker. Thus, it is
claimed that gestures are ‘window(s)’ into mental processes (McNeill 1992, 2000).

There is yet another view that gesture plays a role in conceptualising a message to
be verbalized (Alibali, Kita, Bigelow, Wolfman, & Kelin 2001; Alibali, Kita, &
Young 2000; Kita 2000, Kita & Özyürek 2003). It is assumed that information about
action and spatial information interacts with linguistic representation during the
production of gesture. All these views (except for the one by McNeill) are reflected in
the models relating speech to gesture based on Levelt’s (1989) processing model of
speech production.

2.5 Variation in gesture

2.5.1 Culture and gesture
Casual associations between gesture (or other bodily behaviour) and culture abound.
For instance, it has been suggested that Japanese speakers learn not to gesticulate (von
Raffler-Engel 1975, in Neu 1990). The Chinese, it is claimed, consider the use of
many gestures impolite (Chen 1990), while for the Japanese, the ideal is the
‘inscrutable’ controlled expressionless face (Argyle 1975). Despite a lack of evidence,
such views seem to prevail both within and outside the countries concerned. Similarly,
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general views about the gestural behaviour of Europeans also exist. The idea that
southern Europeans gesticulate more often than northern Europeans is more likely to
be met with agreement than denial. One of the reasons why such ideas persistently
exist is that they appeal to generally held cultural stereotypes. However, there has
hardly been any research suggesting that the frequency of gesture is culturally bound.
It is worth noting that Gullberg (1998) found no difference in frequency of gesture
during narratives produced by native speakers of Swedish and French, despite the
cultural stereotype that northern Europeans are not overtly expressive.

An interesting example of the use of gesture that is indeed culturally motivated is
observed in Ghana where pointing with left hand is considered a taboo. It is observed
that speakers suppress left-hand pointing, and consequently, right-hand pointing is
produced even at the expense of physically strenuous position when speakers point
leftward across their body (Kita & Essegbey 2001, and see Kita 2003 for various
findings about pointing).

2.5.2 Cross-linguistic differences and gesture
Research has shown that speakers of languages such as Guugu Yimithirr in Aboriginal
Australia (Haviland 1993, 1996), some of the American Indian (Brown & Levinson
1993) and Mayan Indian languages (Haviland 2000) use pointing that tracks cardinal
directions. Research on such use of pointing has lead to the re-consideration of
‘linguistic relativity’, an idea variously attributable to Humboldt, Boas, Sapir and
Whorf, with a focus on how the idea may still be functioning but in a slightly different
way from originally conceived (cf. Gumperz & Levinson 1996).

The view that speech and gesture may be interrelated has recently motivated
researchers to examine possible cross-linguistic or typological variations in gesture
performance (Kita & Özürek 2003; McNeill 2000; McNeill & Duncan 2000; Özyürek
& Kita 1999). Kita & Özyürek (Kita & Özyürek 2003; Özyürek & Kita 1999) have
examined gestures accompanying the description of motion events by speakers of
English, Turkish and Japanese. Their analyses of how native speakers from three
language groups describe a particular motion event (ie. ‘swing’) have shown that
speakers of Turkish and Japanese, languages which lack the equivalent of an English
verb ‘swing’, gesturally describe the motion event by mixing straight and curving
trajectories, while speakers of English unilaterally depict an arc. In other words, these
findings indicate that gesture performance may be influenced by aspects of the
language spoken.

McNeill and his associates have attempted to apply ‘thinking for speaking’ (see
1.4.2), a notion advocated by Slobin (1987, 1996a, 1996b), to the analysis of gesture
(Duncan 1996; McNeill 2000; McNeill & Duncan 2000). They investigated whether
speakers of typologically different languages exhibit differences in their gestural
patterns when describing motion events. When gesture production by native speakers
of a path-verb language (i.e. English) and a manner-verb language (i.e. Spanish) is
compared, the findings show cross-linguistic variation (McNeill 2000; McNeill &
Duncan 2000). As we have stated above, Spanish speakers often only mention the path
of the motion and leave out the manner in speech, which is often encoded in gesture.
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However, such gesture patterns are not observed in the gestures made by English
native speakers (Slobin 1996b). Given that English has more manner-of-motion verbs
than Spanish, it was suggested that the typological differences in the language spoken
are reflected in gesture.

Duncan (1996) has compared the gestures of native speakers of Chinese and
English and noted some differences between the two groups with respect to the
establishment and maintenance of TOPIC reference. For instance, a high frequency of
repeated gestures among speakers of Chinese, as compared to English speakers was
observed. The repeated gestures were sometimes used as a means to index the chain
between given information and the focus of the subsequent discourse. In other words,
the gesture accompanying the COMMENT in a TOPIC-COMMENT clause was
repeated in synchrony with the COMMENT as it became the TOPIC in the
immediately succeeding utterance (1996: 183-4). These repeated gestures thus
appeared to be related to topic establishment or maintenance (1996: 185). Since the
above findings were obtained at the level of the sentence, Duncan suggests that how
speakers of typologically different languages construct discourse and perform gestures
at a level beyond single utterances remains an issue that warrants further investigation
(1996: 204).

2.6 Gestures by adult second language learners

2.6.1 Descriptive findings of gesture in L2
Despite the omnipresent characteristics of gesture, systematic studies of gesture in L2
are scarce. The majority of studies have been descriptive, and with a few exceptions,
they are conducted with relatively little attention paid to theoretical issues in second
language acquisition (SLA). Similar to studies of gesture in L1, gestures in L2 are
examined with various foci from pedagogical, interactional to psycho-linguistic. As in
L1 studies, gestures are typically categorized as a non-verbal or kinesic behaviour, and
the definition of gesture is rarely provided. Furthermore, except for a few recent
studies, the focus of investigation has mostly been on what gesture adds to the
meaning conveyed by the speech channel rather than how speech and gesture as one
system create meaning.

Research has suggested some pedagogical implications of gesture for language
learning (Harris 2003; Kellerman 1992), teaching (Antes 1996; Hurley 1992) and
assessment of learners’ competence in communication (Jungheim 1994, 1995; Neu
1990). The importance of gesture by teachers as input has also been noted (Lazaraton
2004). However, there has so far been no systematic study conducted to examine
whether or not learners indeed take account of the information provided in the gestural
channel. In addition, questions remain with respect to whether gestures (other than
‘emblems’) are teachable or whether the teaching of gestures enhances language
learning (but see Allen 1995 which suggests that presenting foreign expressions with
emblematic gestures help retain meanings). Furthermore, the relationship between the
use of gesture and proficiency is the area that requires more investigation (see below).
In the rest of the section, we will focus on the gestures produced by learners.  
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A number of studies have examined the quantitative differences in gesture
production between in their L1 and L2 (Chen 1990; Dushay 1991; Gullberg 1998,
2003; Hadar, Dar, & Teitelman 2001; Kita 1993; Marcos 1979; Nobe 1993; Sainbury
& Wood 1977; Seto 2000; Yanagimachi 1999). Several studies have indicated that
speakers produce more gestures in L2 than in their L1. For instance, it has been noted
that English-Spanish and Spanish-English bilinguals use more gestures of all kinds in
the weaker language (Marcos 1979). Japanese learners of English and English learners
of Japanese have been noted to produce a larger number of gestures in L2 than in L1
(Jungheim 1995; Kita 1993; Nobe 1993). In addition, French learners of English have
been observed to produce more gestures in L2 than in L1 during descriptive and
emotional oral tasks (Sainbury & Wood 1977). French learners of Swedish and
Swedish learners of French also produce a larger number of gestures in L2 (Gullberg
1998). Hadar, et al. (2001) found similar results in Israeli learners of English.

However, other studies present different findings (Chen 1990; Dushay 1991; Seto
2000). Dushay (1991) found that as speakers switched from L1 to L2, the frequency of
gestures decreased. Dushay studied gestures made by English learners of Spanish in
two referential tasks, the description of novel abstract figures and novel synthesized
sounds. The results showed that when the learners described a novel sound, there was
a smaller number of ‘speech-focused gestures’ in comparison to native production.
Seto (2000) compared the frequency of gesture in eight Australian speakers of
Japanese and eight Japanese speakers of English who were simultaneously engaged in
discussion. The findings showed that, for both groups, the frequency of gesture was
higher when the speakers were engaged in conversation in English. However, there are
number of methodological weaknesses, thus it is difficult to judge the results.

Variations among studies are found with respect to which types of gesture are
frequently made in L2. Gullberg (1998) noted a significant increase in metaphorics
and deictics in L2, while speakers used more iconics in L1 than in L2. An increase of
deictics in L2 was also noted by Sherman & Nicoladis (2004). Yanagimachi (1999)
also reported a higher frequency of beat and deictic gestures by learners during a
story-retelling task than their native counterparts, for whom iconics predominated.
However, no baseline data is presented in this study, so it is difficult to compare its
results with other findings. A significant increase in beats (Marcos 1979; Nobe 1993)
and representational gestures (i.e. iconic, metaphoric and deictic gestures) in L2 has
been noted (Nobe 1993). On the other hand, Sherman & Nicoladis (2004) found no
difference between L1 and L2 with respect to the frequency of the use of iconics.

There seem to be a number of reasons why quantitative findings about L2 gesture
are contradictory and difficult to interpret. First, what is meant by ‘gesture’ may vary
among studies. Since some studies do not provide a clear definition of the term, it is
difficult to judge whether ‘gesture’ includes only co-speech gestures or any hand
movements regardless of speech accompaniment. Second, how gesture is counted and
classified may vary among studies. As we have mentioned in passing, gestures are
frequently ‘densely-encoding’ (Duncan 1996: 21). For instance, iconics may
sometimes be superimposed by beats. Such gestures can be counted only as iconics or
the combination of iconics and beats. Moving a hand across the gesture space to show
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the movement of a figure may be interpreted as iconic, deictic or both5. Without a
clear coding system, validity and reliability in analysis may not be achieved. However,
the information of how gesture is classified and counted is frequently missing from the
description of analyses, making comparison of the results difficult. In fact, it has been
recently noted, ‘there has been so little empirical work done on gesture in applied
linguistics that there is really no “standard” available for transcription, and each
researcher is left to herself to develop or employ a system that suits her purpose’
(Lazaraton 2004: 93). However, as we have shown, gesture studies in L1 have
demonstrated the importance of the semantic/temporal synchronization between
speech and phases of gesture. In addition, handedness, hand-orientation, position in the
gesture space and viewpoints of gesture are all useful information in analyzing gesture
behaviour. Accordingly, a system for coding L2 gestures should be guided by these
notions, not by each researcher’s purpose for a study. Third, task variations may affect
the results (Gullberg 1998: 159). Fourth, many studies do not offer SL baseline data.
As with any comparative linguistic analysis of L1 and L2, baseline data are crucial in
order to properly assess gestural trends in group performance.

There are relatively few studies that address the issue of the interrelationship
between linguistic proficiency and gesture (Chen 1990; Gullberg 2003; Kita 1993).
Kita (1993) found that the number of gestures decreased as the oral proficiency of
learners increased. Similarly, Gullberg (2003) found that the number of abstract deictic
gestures decrease as the proficiency of the learner increases. On the other hand, Chen
(1990) found no significant difference in the frequency of gestures between Chinese
learners of English with high and low proficiency. However, as has been rightly
suggested (Gullberg 1998), without baseline data, it is difficult to judge Chen’s
explanation that the learners’ low frequency of gesture may be due to the fact that the
use of gestures is reputedly considered impolite in Chinese culture.

2.6.2 Gesture and SLA studies
L2 gestures have been systematically framed in taxonomies of communication
strategies (CS) (Bialystok 1990, 1994; Chen 1990; Dörnyei & Scott 1997; Faerch &
Kasper 1983; Gullberg 1998; Kellerman 1991; Kellerman, Bongaerts & Poulisse 1987;
Paribakht 1985; Poulisse 1987, 1990, 1993; Tarone 1977, 1983). However, except for
Gullberg (1998), they are not about gesture per se and the treatment of gesture is
generally monolithic. Traditionallyt, L2 gesture are seen as a non-verbal strategy
performed primarily to replace missing lexical items (Tarone 1977), and accordingly
mime has been the focus of attention. More recent accounts describe gesture beyond
this lexical substitute view (cf. ‘replacing’ and ‘accompanying’ gestures in Paribakht
1985), although mime remains the dominant focus. Mime may sometimes be
categorized as a ‘paralinguistic strategy’ (Chen 1990; Dörnyei & Scott 1997) without
detailed specifications as to what this strategy entails. In many of the taxonomies, the
word ‘gesture’ is often used interchangeably with mime, reflecting a loose definition.

                                                  
5 For instance, Gullberg coded gestures indicating movement of referents across discourse space as deictic gestures
(1998:94), while these gestures were coded as iconic gestures by Sherman & Nicoladis (2004:151).
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In addition, the taxonomies are commonly based on the surface phenomena where
gesture forms an independent category separate from oral strategies.

On the other hand, gesture is treated together with oral strategies in cognitively
oriented frameworks of CS as manifestations of shared processes (Bialystok 1990;
Kellerman 1991; Kellerman et al. 1987; Poulisse 1990, 1993). According to the
Nijmegen Group, gestural and oral strategies share two underlying processes,
‘concept-based’ and ‘code-based’ (‘co-co’ processes) (Kellerman 1991; Kellerman et
al. 1987; Poulisse 1990). It is claimed that the former entails the manipulation of the
concept, while the latter involves the manipulation of the means of encoding. With
respect to gesture, the former process is manifested as iconics and mime which express
semantic properties of referents. In contrast, ostensive gestures reflect the latter
process. Although gesturing by definition involves ‘code-based’ processes as there is a
change of means of expressions, the distinction between iconics and pointing gestures
is based on the idea that the former may involve a process operating at the conceptual
level where characteristics of the referent are exploited visually. A code gesture
merely point to the property (colour, item) for which the learner has no name
(Kellerman 1991).

Gullberg (1998) systematically examined L2 compensatory gestures by applying
the aforementioned Nijmegen taxonomy along with three other categories of her own,
namely, ‘hedging’, ‘avoidance’ and ‘overt appeal’ (1998: 100). Her findings show that
learners produce a high frequency of abstract deictic gestures which function
differently from the ‘code’ strategies based on concrete deictic gestures or from oral
‘code’ strategies. Gullberg maintains:

‘Code strategies based on abstract deictics … direct attention not only to
another mode of expression, but also to a different level, discourse. The
principal strategic function at discourse level is to create redundancy, a
very different function from that oral Code strategies.’
                                                                                     (Gullberg 1998: 219)

Thus, Gullberg’s (1998) findings provide counter-evidence to a commonly held view
that learners produce more gestures in their L2 than in L1 in order to compensate for
information (mostly lexical) that is not provided in speech. Gullberg (2003) examines
this issue of redundancy further in a separate study (see 2.7 below). In addition to the
high frequency of abstract deictics, her findings also indicated the occurrence of
gestural hedging. Given that gesture could only function as a strategy in the presence
of interlocutors, a functional approach to the studies of gestural strategies was called
for (cf. Kida & Faraco in press).

In addition to studying gesture in L2 with the framework of communication
strategies, some researchers have framed gesture with the perspective of inner speech
(McCafferty 1998; McCafferty & Ahmed 2000; Negueruela, Lantolf, Jordan, &
Gelabert 2004).
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2.6.3 Interaction between SL and TL in L2 gesture
Some researchers have investigated whether L1-based gesture patterns transfer to L2
(Kellerman & van Hoof 2003; Özyürek 2002a; Stam 1999). Stam (1999) compared the
gesture patterns of intermediate and advanced Spanish learners of English with
Spanish and English base-line data. Theoretically framed within Talmy’s typology of
motion events, the study investigated gestures that coexpressed motions. The focus of
the analysis was the expressions of path elements in the retelling of a cartoon story.
The typical Spanish pattern is to place a gesture on the verb which expresses the
element of path in a motion event, which differs from the typical English pattern
where the path gesture occurs on the satellite or ground NP. The question was whether
the L1 gestural pattern could be observed in L2 gesture production. The results
showed that this was indeed the case. The results for the manner gestures were
inconclusive partly due to the small number of instances.

Van Hoof (Kellerman & van Hoof 2003; van Hoof 2000) also examined the path
gesture patterns of native speakers of English, Dutch and Spanish, and Dutch and
Spanish learners of English. Similar to the study by Stam (1999), the focus was on the
synchronization patterns between speech and gesture with respect to information about
the path element in motion events. The results indicate cross-linguistic variations in
gestures. The gestures produced by Spanish native speakers showed the same pattern
as in Stam (1999). On the other hand, the speakers of Dutch and English, while
belonging to the same typological group, revealed intra-typological differences in their
gesture patterns. The patterns found in the Dutch L1 and Spanish L1 speakers were
also apparent in L2 production. The research findings indicate the likelihood of the
cross-linguistic influence of the source languages on L2 production. Finally, Özyürek
(2002a) investigated gestures made by Turkish learners of English. Özyürek found that
the pattern of acquisition noted in speech was mirrored in gesture. In other words, in
comparison to the beginning/intermediate learners, the advanced Turkish learners of
English in her study not only produced a higher proportion of expressions conflating
manner and path of motion in speech but also of gestures encoding both manner and
path of motion.

With a few exceptions, the studies reviewed so far have examined gestures in
isolation, extracted from surrounding utterances. As a consequence, the association
between gesture and the ongoing discourse context is generally missing from the
analyses, which have tended to focus on intrasentential elements. In the following, we
will review studies of L1 and L2 which have focused on gesture at the level of
discourse.

2.7 Gesture in L1 and L2 narrative discourse

Studies have indicated that some gesture performance may be related to the structure
of discourse (Cassell & McNeill 1991; Furuyama 2000b, 2001; Gullberg 1998; 2003;
Levy & Fowler 2000; Levy & McNeill 1992; Marslen-Wilson, et al. 1982; McNeill
1992; McNeill, Cassell, & Levy 1993; McNeill & Levy 1982, 1993; McNeill, Levy, &
Pedelty 1990; O’Neill & Holmes 2002). It has been suggested that gestures may mark
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the transition between narrative levels. McNeill (1992) distinguishes three levels of
narrative: narrative proper, meta-narrative and para-narrative. Narrative proper is
where reference to events is made. Meta-narrative is the level where reference is made
to the storyline or the structure of the narrative. For instance, the speaker’s comment
such as ‘The boy was probably sad’ is considered a meta-narrative comment. Para-
narrative is the level where the reference is made to the physical setting and
interlocutors. A question by a speaker to a listener such as “Have you ever seen a
comic called ~?” is an example of a para-narrative statement.

Studies have shown that the transition from one narrative level to another is often
accompanied by beat gestures (McNeill 1992; McNeill, et al. 1990), and that gestures
mark the introduction of new topics or unexpected lexical information. It has been
pointed out that at the start of a new episode in a narrative, referent(s) are marked by
gesture (Marslen-Wilson et al. 1982; McNeill 1992; Levy & McNeill 1992). Adopting
Givón’s scale of l inguis t ic  quant i ty  which states that ‘the less
predictable/accessible/continuous a topic is, the more coding material is used to
represent it in language’ (Givón 1985),  McNeill (1992) presents a similar progression
of gestures as in Figure 2.9. The arrow indicates an increase in ‘communicative
dynamism’ (Firbas 1964 in McNeill 1992), which is defined as the extent to which the
message at the point “pushes the communication forward” (McNeill 1992: 207). The
basic assumption underlying the McNeill scale is the same as Givón’s: when the
information is predictable (given), there is less need for coding material. However,
when the information is unpredictable (new), the speaker will provide more complex
material in both speech and gesture (Levy & McNeill 1992; McNeill 1992; McNeill &
Levy 1993).

no gesture
beats, pointing (on the narrative level)
O-VPT iconics with one hand and some highlighting
O-VPT  iconics with two differentiated hands
C-VPT iconics

Figure 2.9.  Progression of gestures (based on McNeill (1992)).

As in speech, referents are manually tracked throughout the development of a
storyline. Unlike gestural marking of the introduction of referents, which is generally
performed by iconics and deictics, gestural tracking of referents is often performed
with abstract deictics (Levy & McNeill 1992; McNeill 1992; McNeill et al. 1990).
Thus, gesture accompanying the introduction of a referent performs two tasks. The
first is to highlight its newness, and the second is to assign a certain locus in the
gesture space for the particular referent. In other words, gesture creates an association
between the referent and the space in front of the speaker. When the referent is
mentioned again later in the discourse, the hand may point to the same locus as if to
reactivate the association between the referent and its assigned position in space. Thus,
gestural anaphoric linkages are performed visibly by pointing to a designated location
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in the gesture space (Gullberg 1998). It is worth noting that such gestures create
redundancy between speech and gesture which is characteristically different from
other gestures such as iconics which often complement the information conveyed in
speech.

In addition to the repetitive use of the same location in the gesture space, the
recurrence of some physical gesture features may help establish cohesion in discourse.
The notion of ‘catchment’ has been proposed to capture the aspect of gesturally
cohesive linkages (McNeill 2000). Any partially or fully recurring features of shape,
space, movement, orientation, dynamics etc are recognized as such and are considered
to provide a ‘window into discourse cohesion’ (McNeill 2000: 316). Furuyama
(2000b) shows how repetition of an iconic gesture helps clarify the identity of the
intended referent of zero anaphora when there is more than one possible candidate for
the animate entity in subject position. Furthermore, it has been suggested that hands
register a referent’s movements (McNeill et al. 1993). Thus, when a referent moves
from one point to another during the development of the storyline, the hand traces its
move. As a consequence, the gesture space in front of the speaker is charged with
multi-layered discursive meaning.

The gestural introduction and tracking of referents in discourse is not a
phenomenon limited to native adult speakers. Research shows that children make use
of gesture to refer to story characters (O’Neill & Holmes 2002). With respect to L2
speakers, Gullberg (2003) has examined gestures accompanying introduction and
tracking of animate referents in the narrative discourse of adult learners. Three
informational types of referents were distinguished, introduced, maintained and re-
introduced. Gullberg found that French learners of Swedish and Swedish learners of
French perform similarly to natives with respect to the frequency of gestural marking
of introduced or re-introduced referents. However, the learners produced gestures
accompanying maintained referents significantly more than the native speakers of
either TL. Given that the learners who had trouble with the complex pronominal
systems of French and Swedish often used NPs for maintained referents in speech,
Gullberg concludes that over-explicitness in speech is mirrored in the gestural
performance of the learners (2003). While Gullberg’s insightful study reveals the
complex inter-relationship between speech and gesture in L2 discourse, the target
languages of her study share cross-linguistic similarities. What is not known yet is
how learners with typologically different SL and TL approach the TL conventions for
linguistic and gestural referential management.

2.8 Research questions

The present work takes the line of investigation on linguistic and gestural (i.e. bi-
modal) reference introduction and tracking further by examining the gestures of native
speakers of typologically different languages and adult language learners. The study is
exploratory in nature and does not aim to test any hypothesis. Thus the central aims of
the present study are the descriptions and explanations of speakers’ (both L1 and L2)
preference for bi-modal means in encoding reference to entities in narrative discourse.
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Based on a thorough survey of the literature, the following three general research
questions were formulated:

1)  Do speakers of typologically different languages (i.e. Dutch and Japanese) show
cross-linguistic variation in their bi-modal introduction and tracking of referents in
narratives?

2) What are the similarities and differences of bi-modal reference introduction and
tracking between those by Dutch learners of Japanese and by native speakers of
Dutch and Japanese?

3)    How can learner preferences for linguistic devices and gestural markings be
explained?

With respect to Question 1), the following subquestions were formulated:

� Does the availability of various linguistic means to mark the information status of
referents affect the quantitative and qualitative aspects of gestures accompanying
the introduction and tracking of animate referents in discourse? Would having
various linguistic means to mark the differences in the information status of
referents result in less reliance on gestural resources for marking and
distinguishing referents? Alternatively, do referential gestures show quantitative
and qualitative similarities among native speakers regardless of the language
spoken? Moreover, do differences in organizing discourse to describe inanimate
referents affect the quantitative and qualitative aspects of gestures accompanying
the introduction and tracking of inanimate referents in discourse?

With respect to Question 2), the following subquestions were formulated:

�  Which linguistic devices do learners use to introduce and track referents? Do
learners’ choices of linguistic forms reflect any principles of organizing
information in narrative discourse? Do learners’ gestures show quantitative and
qualitative similarities with native speakers of SL or TL?

The sub-question for Question 3) is the following:

� How does the SL and the TL interact in learners’ gestural encoding of reference to
entities in L2 narrative discourse?

Thus, the present study focuses on L2 learners’ linguistic and gestural referential
management in the light of SL and TL conventions. The following chapter presents the
methodology adopted for the study.



Chapter 3. The present study

3.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we reviewed the findings in the relevant literature. This
chapter will outline the methodology adopted for the present study.

3.1 Method

3.1.1 Participants
20 native speakers of Japanese and 20 Dutch learners of Japanese (who supplied both
Dutch and Japanese data) participated in the study. Of the 20 Japanese speakers, five
speakers did not produce gestures accompanying (in)animate reference introduction
and tracking (although other gestures were indeed performed). Consequently their data
were not used in the analysis. Of the 20 Dutch learners of Japanese, three speakers did
not produce referential gestures (gestures accompanying introduction and tracking of
referents) either in Dutch or Japanese, and were excluded from the analysis. One
learner provided a first person narrative. These data were not considered comparable
with the rest of the data and were excluded from the analysis. One participant crossed
her legs and performed gestures that were consequently hidden from the camera.
Therefore, her data were also excluded from the analysis. In addition, of the 15 Dutch
speakers who produced referential gestures in L2, three did not produce them in
Dutch. Thus, the usable data were provided by 15 L1 Japanese, 12 L1 Dutch and 15
L2 Japanese narratives. Put differently, almost one-third of the Dutch and one-fourth
of the Japanese subjects did not provide referential gestures during the L1 narratives.

Of the fifteen Dutch learners of Japanese, twelve were male and three were
female. The average age was 25.4 years. All of the Dutch participants were
multilingual. Apart from English, the Dutch participants had had several years of study
of French and German.

It was considered crucial that the non-native participants were matched in terms
of the number of hours of instruction and amount of time spent in the country where
the target language is used. In order to fulfil this requirement, all the non-native
narrators were recruited from the learners of Japanese who attended the same intensive
course at the university in the Netherlands. The duration of the course is one year, and
learners begin the course as absolute beginners. None of the students had had any
instruction in Japanese prior to the course. All of the non-native participants received
the same instruction from the same instructors for the same number of hours. By the
time of data collection, the learners had spent three and a half months studying
intensively in the Netherlands, followed by 7 months’ residence in Japan.
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Table 3.1 Profiles of Dutch participants
learners sex age foreign languages

(self-assessed level)
L1 M 25 English

German
French

fluent
good
basic

L2 M 26 English
German
French

good
moderate
moderate

L3 M 25 English
German
French

good
basic
basic

L4 F 25 English
German
French
Spanish
Swedish

fluent
good
moderate
moderate
basic

L5 M 26 English
German
French

very good
moderate
moderate

L6 M 25 English
German
French

good
good
basic

L7 M 26 English
German
French
Italian
Spanish

fluent
good
good
good
moderate

L8 F 26 English
German
French

very good
good
moderate

L9 M 25 English
German
French

good
basic
moderate

L10 M 25 English
German
French
Portuguese

good
moderate
moderate
basic

L11 M 26 English
French
German

very good
very good
moderate

L12 M 27 English
German
French

fluent
good
average

L13 M 26 English
German
French

good
moderate
moderate

L14 M 25 English
German
French

good
moderate
basic

L15 F 23 English
German
French

good
moderate
basic
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In order to establish Japanese language proficiency, the L2 narrators took Level 3 of
the Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT) administered by their language
instructor one month prior to L2 data collection.1 Table 3.2 provides the results of the
JLPT Level 3 tests and also of the oral examination. Given that a minimum of 60% is
required to pass Level 3, Table 3.2 shows that most of the learners possess the relevant
proficiency (roughly speaking, ‘intermediate’).

The native speakers of Japanese were all living in Japan at the time of the data
collection. They were either students or staff members of a university located in
Tokyo. Of the fifteen Japanese speakers, seven were male and eight were female. The
average age was 27.2 years. None of the Japanese participants was capable of
communicating in other foreign languages.2 All the Dutch and Japanese speakers were
right-handed. All subjects gave the researcher permission to use the video material for
scientific purposes.

Table 3.2. Results of the JLPT Level 3 and of the oral examination
learners JLPT Level 3

(total 400 points)

oral examination (%)

L1 340/400  (85%) 73

L2 311/400  (77.8%) 73

L3 260/400  (65%) 68

L4 368/400  (92%) 86

L5 327/400  (81.8%) 83

L6 313/400  (78.3%) 83

L7 306/400  (76.5%) 77

L8 234/400  (58.5%) 53

L9 307/400  (76.8%) 76

L10 279/400  (69.8%) 66

L11 181/400  (45.3%) 75

L12 218/400  (54.5%) 74

L13 296/400  (74%) 81

L14 237/400  (59.3) 68

L15 257/400  (64.3%) 76

                                                  
1 The JLPT is an international examination administered once a year in December by the Association of International
Education, Japan, and copies of the previous tests are available. The tests consist of 3 parts, vocabulary (including kanji
(character) recognition), listening and reading/grammar. All of the learners took the same tests (Level 3 from the year 2000).
The JLPT Level 3 is equivalent of B2 level of CEF (Common European Reference of Framework for Languages), according
to the data from the Centre for Learning and Research in Foreign Languages (www.unifrei.ch/cerle as of October 2004). The
oral examination was administered by a trained language instructor.
2
 Although all of the participants had had at least 6 years of English instructions in intermediate and high schools, none of the

participants was capable of conversing in English. This information was provided by the participants themselves and also
confirmed by the instructor of English at the university.
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3.1.2 Data collection
3.1.2.1 Task
The task used for the present work was story-retelling. This task was chosen for a
number of reasons. First, given the comparative nature of the present study, it was
considered useful to adopt a task which produces results that can be compared with
findings from other research. A number of studies of reference introduction and
tracking have used oral story retelling of wordless picture stories (e.g. Berman &
Slobin 1994) or animated cartoons (e.g. Chafe, 1980). The task has proved to be a
useful elicitation technique for cross-linguistic comparison. Second, oral story-
retelling has also been used in many of the gesture studies. McNeill and his associates
(e.g. McNeill 1992) have consistently used this task for data collection. Third, oral
story-retelling has been shown to be a sound elicitation technique for the analysis of
referential forms in L2 acquisition (Hendriks 2003; Polio 1995; Yanagimachi 1997;
Stromqvist & Day 1993). Furthermore, oral story retelling has been adopted in
research on gesture by non-native speakers (Gullberg 1998, 2003; Kellerman & van
Hoof 2003; Özyürek 2002; Yanagimachi 1999).

3.1.2.2 Material
The material used for the retelling task was a wordless picture book, Frog, where are
you? (Mayer 1969), containing 26 separate frames. It tells the story of a little boy and
his dog who go out in search of the boy’s pet frog, which has escaped. They
experience various adventures on the way and are finally reunited with the frog. The
value of wordless storybooks in eliciting narratives has been established in L1
acquisition (Bamberg 1986, Hickmann 2003; Karmiloff-Smith 1981; Wigglesworth
1990) and in L2 acquisition (Hendriks 2003; Gullberg 1998; Stromqvist & Day 1993).
Frog, where are you? (henceforth referred to as the Frog story) was specifically
chosen for the following reasons: First, the story contains both human and animal
characters, and the location of activities changes as the storyline develops (a copy of
the story is provided in the Appendix A). The story thus provides ample opportunities
for narrators to refer to the animate referents and locations, which was considered
ideal for the purpose of the present study. Second, the same material has been
previously used for studies on narratives (eg. Berman & Slobin 1994; Nakahama
2003) and gestures (e.g. van Hoof 2000; Kellerman & van Hoof 2003), the results of
which are considered useful for the purpose of the present study.

3.1.2.3 Procedure
The participants were videotaped individually in a room that had a video camera set up
prior to the session. Two armless chairs were placed side by side with angled toward
each other. A digital video camera (Sony Digital Handycam DCR-1000E) was placed
about 1.5 meters away from the chairs. The form of chairs and the absence of a table
was a conscious choice designed to avoid the possibility of the narrators resting their
arms on the hard surface. As the narrator came into the room, instructions were given
by the researcher in Japanese for Japanese participants and in English for their Dutch
counterparts. The participants were given the printed cartoon and asked to memorize
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the story as thoroughly as possible so that they could retell it to a third person who did
not know the story. No time constraint was placed on memorizing the story. When the
participants decided that they were ready, they retold the story to a native listener.
During the recording of the task, the researcher generally stayed outside the room in
order to reduce any anxiety factor. Occasionally, in order to check equipment, the
researcher stayed in the room. However, the stay was kept as short as possible.
Japanese native narrators left when the story retelling was completed.

The L1 Dutch and L2 Japanese narrative data were collected in the Netherlands,
while the Japanese native narratives were collected in Japan. Of the fifteen Dutch
participants, seven individuals provided the Dutch narratives according to the above
instructions ten months before. Eight participants could not provide the Dutch and
Japanese narratives with sufficient a time span in between, due to practical problems in
scheduling. Their Dutch native and Japanese non-native data were thus collected at the
same time at end of the course. For these narratives, the order of the languages used
for the retelling task was counterbalanced.

For all of the Japanese native narratives and seven of the Dutch native narratives, the
listeners were recruited solely to listen to the story and ask questions if necessary. They had
no prior knowledge of the story. With the eight Dutch native narratives, the native Dutch
listeners were the ones who had finished their narrating task. Thus, the listeners were aware of
the story narrated. However, they were instructed not to show any knowledge of the story.
With non-native narratives, for practical reasons, the native Japanese listeners’ had to be
limited to two individuals. They were both female students of Dutch Studies. The listeners
were instructed to listen to the stories and ask clarification questions if necessary. Questions
might be raised about the validity of data due to the listeners’ awareness of the story.
However, speakers were generally very enthusiastic about narrating the story. During the non-
native narratives, the learners struggled with discoursal as well as lexical problems, which
contributed to the narratives’ authenticity in terms of the nature of exchange, which included
clarification questions and confirmation checks by the listener.

3.2 Data analysis

3.2.1 Analytical framework
The present analysis regards linguistic and gestural reference introduction and tracking
in narrative discourse. The following figure illustrates how reference to certain entities
is distinguished.

no introduction
specific reference in the previous text

maintenance
yes (tracking)

  re-introduction
Figure 3.1. Reference introduction and tracking

The framework adopted for data analysis can be described as one based on recency or
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distance (cf. Givón 1983), where the accessibility to the identities of entities is
measured in terms of introduction, maintenance or re-introduction of reference to the
characters in a story. These are notions used to describe the discourse functions of
referents in relation to the flow of information in the text.

In the current analysis, an introduced referent is defined as the first mention of the
referent in the narrative. maintained refers to a referent in subject position that is the
same as either the subject in the immediately preceding clause or the referent that is
introduced somewhere in the immediately preceding clause. For instance, in the
following examples (1) and (2), the referents in subject position in the second clause
(‘he’ and ‘the frog’) are both maintained.

(1)  The boy looked in the hole, but he could not find the frog.
(2)  The boy had a frog in a jar, but the frog escaped.

A referent is re-introduced if it has been assigned subject role, has already been
introduced prior to the preceding clause, and is thus different from the preceding
subject. For maintained and re-introduced referents, only referents in the subject
position are analysed.

Restricting the analysis of the referents only to these in subject position is a
conscious choice for the purpose of comparing the results of the present study to
previous research findings. Although we have incorporated maintained and re-
introduced as operational terms (cf. Gullberg 2003), in the literature, maintained has
been termed ‘reference to current topic’ (Chaudron & Parker 1990; Muñoz 1995),
‘continuing’ (Williams 1988), ‘second mention’ and ’continuous mention of a referent
(type 1)’ (Nakahama 2003a), or ‘co-referential’ (Hendriks 2003). Similarly, re-
introduced is similar to what have been termed ‘introduction of known referent as
topic’ (Chaudron & Parker 1990; Muñoz 1995), ‘reinstating’ (Williams 1988), ‘shift’
(Nistov 2001), ’continuous mention of a referent (type 2)’ (Nakahama 2003a), or ‘non-
co-referential’ (Hendriks 2003).

For the analysis of data, we also take into consideration the centrality of the
characters in the story. Chafe (1994) introduces the notion of ‘referential importance’,
which is defined as ‘importance to the subject matter being verbalized’ (1994: 88).
According to Chafe (1994), the difference in the degree of referential importance may
be reflected in the linguistic expressions accompanying the introduction of various
referents in narratives. A problem is how to measure the difference in importance
among characters. McGann and Schwartz (1988) provide characteristic features to
distinguish major from peripheral, such as degree of agency, frequency of appearance
and first appearance. We will adopt these characteristics in identifying the referential
importance of the characters in narrative.

3.2.2 Coding scheme adopted for the speech data
The video recordings were digitised on an Apple G4 computer for analysis using
iMovie software. iMovie divides each second of video into 25 clips. It is important
that the data are handled digitally on the computer for the precise analysis of hand
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movements and of the association between speech and gesture. The treatment of the
data was divided into several stages. Although the data were analysed for speech and
gesture, the first stage involved only the speech data.

Following is the procedure adopted in the present study. First, the Dutch narrative
data were transcribed orthographically (The convention used for the orthographic
transcription, coding of the Japanese data can be found in Appendix B). The Dutch
data were transcribed by a native assistant who was a student in a linguistics
department at a university in the Netherlands. The Japanese transcription was
performed by the author. Second, the transcripts were divided into clauses, for the
purpose of analyzing the introduction and tracking of referents. A clause in the present
study is defined loosely as a combination of an NP and a VP. Any backchannelling
such as ja or hai (‘yes’) was not considered to constitute a clause. Third, the speech
data were coded according to the following procedure: For each clause, referent(s)
(both animate and inanimate) were coded according to their identities (e.g. ‘boy’,
‘dog’ etc), the linguistic referential forms used (NP, pronoun, zero-marking (ø)3) and
whether the referent was introduced, maintained or re-introduced.

With respect to the validity of the coding of speech and gesture data, part of the
data was re-analyzed by an independent coder trained by the author. The coder was
chosen for the following reason: The individual was a bilingual speaker of Dutch and
Japanese with university training in linguistics and Dutch studies. 200 clauses (about
8% of the total) were randomly selected and coded by the second coder according to
the scheme described above. There was 92.5% inter-rater agreement. The clauses
which caused disagreement were reanalyzed by both coders until agreement was
reached.

3.2.3 Notes on coding of speech data
Some notes are in order with respect to the coding of the speech data. First, since the
purpose of the present study is to examine reference to entities, only the narrative
proper was treated during the analysis. Meta-narrative statements such as ‘I think the
forest was near the house. That is why they found the frog’ were not treated as a part
of data and excluded from the analysis.
 Second, Japanese native speakers frequently used zero-marking for re-introducing
referents. The identity of the intended referent was often not syntactically assigned. In
such cases, we take ‘comma crossing’ (Mikami 1960) into consideration in deciding
the informational status of multiple referents with zero-marked subjects. Let us present
an example. For the following series of clauses, two interpretations of zero-marking
are possible.

(3a) de  (ø j1) , (øk1) doko  ittandaroo to omotte
and where  go:PAST-SE-MOD QT think: TE

                                                  
3 The phenomenon of ø-representation has received different terms depending on theoretical perspectives. Labels such as
ellipsis and pro-drop are frequently used to analyze ø-representations with an intra-sentential perspective. However, we are
concerned with the function of zero as a referential item in relation to discourse structure. This is a phenomenon often
described as zero-anaphora. In the rest of the chapters, both ø and ø-marking are used interchangeably as a referential item.
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 (ø j2) (øk1) sagashita   wake ne, /  inu to  ningen  wa ne
search:PAST       PP /    dog and  human  TOP PP

  Then (ø j1) wondered where (øk1) might have gone, and
 (ø j2) searched for (øk2), you see, / the dog and the human, you see

(3b)  de (øk1) doko  ittandaroo  to  (øj1) omotte
and     where go:PAST-SE-MOD  QT        think:TE

 (ø j2) (øk2) sagashita  wake ne, / inu to  ningen  wa  ne
search:PAST     PP/   dog and  human  TOP  PP

Then, where (øk1) might have gone, (ø j1) wondered, and
(ø j2) searched for (øk2), you see, / the dog and the human, you see

The difference between (3a) and (3b) lies in the interpretation of (øj1), which in turn
has a crucial effect on the analysis of the information status of (øj2). According to the
interpretation of (øj1) in (3a), the information status of (øj2) is re-introduced, while in
(3-2), it is maintained. In the present analysis, we adopt the interpretation of (3a).
Mikami (1960:130-139) states that the noun followed by a topic marker ‘wa’ can cross
over a (possible) comma because of the strong adjoining force operating between the
noun phrase connected with a topic marker and the predicate (cf. ‘severance-adjoining
force’, Morishige 1971). Applying Mikami’s idea, we consider the above example as
revealing the phenomenon of ‘comma crossing’ with zero-marked subject.

Third, when a body part is mentioned in a separate clause after the introduction of
the referent, it was not considered as a new referent. For instance, the introduction of
the antlers of the deer is considered as the introduction of the animal itself. Thus, when
the deer is mentioned consequently, it was not coded as introduced. Similar treatment
was applied to other body parts such as hands or head. On the other hand, the bees and
the beehive are considered as two separate entities because one is not a part of the
other. When one of the two referents is mentioned in the immediately succeeding
clause, the information status of the referent was considered as maintained. For
instance, when the boy and the dog are in the subject position together and only the
boy assumes the subject role in the following clause, the boy’s status was coded as
maintained. However, when the boy had the subject role and the boy and the dog
assume the subject role in the succeeding clause, the collective subject was coded as
re-introduced.

3.2.4  Coding of gesture data
The second stage of coding involved gesture data. Since the present study focuses on
referential gestures, only the gestures that accompanied introduced, maintained and re-
introduced referents were coded. In addition, quantification was performed on gestures
irrespective of the classification of gesture types. In other words, gestures
accompanying referents were all counted as ‘referential gestures’. The justification for
simplifying the gesture category lies in the purpose of the present work. In order to
investigate the discourse-functional aspects of gesture performance, it was considered
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unnecessary to sub-divide the analysis according to the classification of gesture types.
Gestures were identified and coded when they accompanied any reference to

entities in speech. Gestures may sometimes be clearly identifiable after a ‘global rest’
(McNeill 1992) where the hands are rested on the lap, while in other cases, gesture
may be slightly more difficult to identify because they follow a ‘local rest’ where the
hand seems to find a resting position in mid-air before a new gesture is performed. The
different phases of gestures (preparation, pre-stroke hold, stroke and post-stroke hold)
were noted for each gesture. For practical reasons, 65 (about 12% of the total) gestures
were randomly selected for coding by the second coder. Inter-rater agreement for the
gesture data was 92%.

3.2.5 Notes on coding of gesture data
The coding of gesture is sometimes far from straightforward. In the following, some of
the ‘tricky’ cases are presented for the purposes of demonstrating how the gesture data
were treated in the present study. One of the difficulties in coding involves
superimposed beats. Consider the following example in Figure 3.2: The clause where
the speaker introduces a referent, uil (‘owl’) is accompanied by an iconic gesture with
a superimposed beat (Figure 3.2:4) However, the bea t and the iconic gesture
coinciding with the introduction of the referent is a continuation of the previous iconic
gesture and a few other beats (Figure 3.2:1,2 and 3). Thus, it was difficult to decide
whether the beat was performed solely for marking the introduction of the referent. So
as to err on the side of conservatism,4 this gesture was excluded from the data analysis.

1  2  3  4 
1 [^midi in de 2^boom 3 ^woonde   een 4 ^uil]
1 in the middle of the 2 tree 3^lived     an 4 owl]

Figure 3.2. Superimposed beats before and on the introduction of a new referent

In contrast, a deictic gesture with a supersimposed beat in Figure 3.3 was included in
the data for the reason that the gesture clearly locates the referent and does not co-
occur with any other elements in the clause.

                                                  
4 I thank Marianne Gullberg for insightful comments on this matter.
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[^nigeta kaeru  ^ga nan to] kareshi no kaeru to  isshoni ita  no
[^escape-PAST frog ^SUB what Q] boy friend GEN frog with together exist:PAST SE
The escaped frog was, to my surprise, together with (her) boy friend frog

Figure 3.3. Superimposed beats on the introduction of a new referent

Another ‘tricky’ decision as regards the treatment of holds. It has been suggested
that gestures in general do not transcend clause boundaries (McNeill 1985; 361).
However, in the present data, some clearly do. This was particularly observable with
the introduction of the ‘deer’. Many narrators introduced the referent by stating the
fact that the boy held onto some ‘branches’ which turned out to be the antlers of a
deer. For instance, in Figure 3.4, when the action of grabbing is mentioned, the hands
depict the action (Figure 3.4:1 and 2). The hands are held in the same position until the
introduction of the deer (Figure 3.4:3). It might be argued that the gesture was not
performed to mark the particular referent. However, in the present study, a hold (in
particular a post-stroke hold) accompanying the mention of a referent was coded in the
analysis. The decision is based on the view that some post-stroke holds may have
semantic relationships with the accompanying speech (Duncan 1996).

sore o    koo   chotto [tsukami-nagara sagashitara jitsu  wa  sore ga    nanka shika no  tsuno   de
thatACC in this way [hold-while   search:COND  fact TOP  that NOM  INJ       deer GEN  antlers COP:TE
When (ø) searched for (ø), grabbing that lightly like this, in fact, they were antlers of a deer, and

<laughter>(NL: sonna no arienai)
<laughter>(NL: That is impossible)

<laughter> shika no   ^tsuno   de
<laughter> deer GEN  ^antlers  COP:TE
         antlers of a deer, and

Figure 3.4. Post-stroke hold overlapping with the introduction of a new referent
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With respect to gestures by the learners, it was sometimes necessary to distinguish
between referential gestures and the gestures that were performed for the purposes of
attaining the lexical item in the target language. The latter type of gesture (gestures
produced ‘strategically’ to access a lexical item) was not counted in the analysis.
However, if the speaker performed a similar gesture accompanying the newly
introduced referent in speech, the gesture was coded. In the following example, the
speaker’s first gesture (Figure 3.5:1) formed by the right hand was not coded. It was
considered that the gesture was performed to access a lexical item, which the listener
duly supplied. However, a similar gesture performed two clauses later accompanying
the introduction of the referent (Figure 3.5:3) was coded as a referential gesture.

1  2  3 
1 laugh eh [chiisai //]     2 [bzzz.laugh .(NL: hachi) hachi] 3 [chiisai hachi ga arimasu]
1 laugh eh [small //]     2 [bzzzz laugh (NL:bees) bees] 3 [chiisai bees NOM exist:NONPAST]
 (laugh) eh small      bzzz (laugh) (NL; bees) bees   there are small bees

Figure 3.5. Strategically performed gestures and a referential gesture

The exchanges in Figure 3.6 occur during the description of the same scene as in
Figure 3.5 by a different narrator. Let us briefly review the exchange. First, the
learner’s right hand depicts a small entity (Figure 3.6:1). The learner’s statement that it
is a dangerous animal does not prompt any quick response from the native listener
(Figure 3.6:1). Then, she responds to the learner’s gesture accompanied by the sound
of buzzing (Figure 3.6:2), and supplies the Japanese word for bees. The lexical item is
accompanied by a gesture (Figure 3.6:2).

1           2 
1 inu wa  sono hana  de hoka  no  doobutsu  o  mitsukemashita 2 [zzzzzz] <laughter>   (NL: hachi)
  dog TOP that nose with other GEN  animals ACC  find:PAST 2 [zzzzzz] <laughter>   (NL: bees)

1 kedo sono doobutsu wa  chotto  [abunai   abunai   doobutsu  chiisai] 
 but  that  animal  TO P a little  [dangerous dangerous  animal   small] 
 The dog found another animal with his nose,
 but that animal was a little dangerous, a dangerous animal, small
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3   4 
3 [hachi (NL: hachi) hachi] / 4 to yuu [hachi] to  yuu doobutsu dakara chotto komarimashita
3 [bees, (NL: bees) bees] / 4 QT say [bees] QT say animal so a.little be troubled:PAST
  bees (NL: bees) bees / called, animal called bees, so (ø) was troubled a little

Figure 3.6. Gestures accompanying lexical search, followed by gestures showing an
agreement on the lexical item

Then the speaker and the listener both repeat the same gesture depicting a small entity
while repeating the Japanese word for bees, as if to confirm in two modalities that they
came to an agreement about this word (Figure 3.6:3). When the L2 speaker utters the
same word again, he produces a ‘palm up’ open hand gesture toward the native listener
(Figure 3.6:4).5

The series of gestures illustrate the strategic use of gesture by learners during the
negotiation with a native interlocutor about a lexical item (cf. Gullberg 1998: 132).
However, after the agreement is made about the word, bees, the non-native narrator
does not locate the newly introduced referents in the gesture space as the speaker in
the previous example in Figure 3.5. Thus, none of the gestural exchanges in Figure 3.6
was coded for the present analysis.

Repetition of referents was frequently observed in the non-native narratives.
Some of the repetition of the same referents were accompanied by different gestures.
This is a typical compensatory gesture (Gullberg 1998). However, the gesture was
only counted once. For instance, in Figure 3.7, the gestures accompanying the dog
were only counted once.

In addition, when there was an adjective before the nominals, speakers often
gesture on the adjective and put their hand in the resting position when the nominals
are uttered in speech. These gestures were not counted.

                                                  
5 This use of open hand is similar to what Kendon (2004) classifies as ‘’Palm Presentation gestures’ (2004:265). According
to Kendon, this gesture is typically used ‘in association with passages in the verbal discourse which serve as an introduction
to something the speaker is about to say, or serve as an explanation, comment or clarification of something the speaker has
just said’ (2004: 266).
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1   2 
1 kono otoko no ko   wa  nnto nnto [inu] 2 inu mo  [inu  ga        imasu]
1 this male GEN child TOP well well [dog] 2 dog also [dog NOM  exist:NONPAST]
As for this boy, well, well, dog, dog also, has a dog (lit: dog exists)

Figure 3.7. Multiple gestures accompanying repetitive mentions of a referent

3.3 The speech data

For the speech data, the duration of each narrative was recorded. Table 3.3 shows the
results. Of the two L1 groups, the average duration of narratives was 4 minutes 19
seconds for L1 Japanese and 2 minutes 25 seconds for L1 Dutch. Japanese natives in
general spent more time telling their stories. On the other hand, the average duration
for the L2 group was 4 minutes 21 seconds, so that the difference between L1 and L2
Japanese is very small (2 seconds).

Table 3.3  Duration of each narrative
L1 Japanese L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

J1        2 min 59s L1 2 min 15s L1 2 min 30s

J2        4 min 53s L2 1 min 22s L2 2 min 30s

J3        4 min 36s L3 2 min 37s L3 4 min 06s

J4        3 min 50s L4 1 min 46s L4 2 min 04s

J5        4 min 37s L5 1 min 23s L5 5 min 2s

J6        2 min 39s L6 1 min 54s L6 5 min 24s

J7        4 min 24s L7 2 min 56s L7 4 min 5s

J8        5 min 17s L8 1 min 31s L8 5 min 9s

J9        4 min 25s L9 1 min 31s L9 4 min 34s

J10       4 min 1s L10 2 min 43s L10 6 min 37s

J11       5 min 21s L11 2 min 13s L11 6 min 9 s

J12       7 min 28s L12 2 min 54s L12 5 min 17s

J13       4 min 7s L13 * L13 4 min 32s

J14       4 min 21s L14 * L14 2 min 54s

J15       2 min 4s L15 * L15 4 min 33s

average  4 min 19s 2 min 25s 4 min 21s

* These records were not used because the speakers did not gesture at all in their L1 narrative
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Table 3.4  Number of clause/minute
L1 Japanese L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

J1 19.4 L1 27.1 L1  10.8

J2 18.2 L2 30 L2  8

J3 15.4 L3 20.6 L3  6.8

J4 21.9 L4 28.3 L4  12.1

J5 14.9 L5 20.2 L5  8.4

J6 20.8 L6 30.5 L6  7.4

J7 22.3 L7 14.7 L7  8

J8 18.2 L8 28.4 L8  6.1

J9 18.1 L9 29.7 L9  5.8

J10 17.2 L10 25. L10  7.4

J11 15.9 L11 25.3 L11  7

J12 15.3 L12 21 L12  9.1

J13 14.8 L13 * L13  7

J14 19.5 L14 * L14  8.8

J15 21.8 L15 * L15  7.9

average 18.2 22.9  8.0

* These records were not used because the speakers did not gesture at all in their L1 narratives

However, the comparison of the number of clauses per minute shows some
differences.6 See Table 3.4 for the detailed information. For the two native groups, the
average number of clauses per minute is 18.2 for L1 Japanese and 22.9 for L1 Dutch.
The Dutch speakers produced on average 4 more clauses per minute than their
Japanese counterparts. On the other hand, the average number of clauses per minute
for the L2 Japanese group is 8.0. Although the average duration of the narratives in L1
and L2 Japanese may be similar, the amount of information conveyed in the narratives
may be larger in L1 than in L2.

3.4  Notes on quantitative analyses

For all the quantitative analyses of the data, an omnibus analysis of variance was run
with the data from the three groups, L1 Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese. The
research questions that we address in the present study relate to the cross-linguistic
similarities/differences between the Dutch and Japanese native groups, and also to
those between the L2 group and the two L1 groups. Because we are addressing two
separate research questions using the same data set, we take a conservative approach
to the data, and will discuss the cross-linguistic and L1 vs. L2 research questions on
the basis of post hoc comparisons instead of running two separate tests.

                                                  
6 We follow Berman and Slobin (1994:657) for the definition of ‘clause’ in this study: “By clause is meant a unit that
contains a unified predicate. By unified, we mean a predicate that expresses a single situation.”



Chapter 4. Bi-modal introduction of animate
referents in L1 and L2

4.0 Introduction

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will present the results of the data analysis. The present chapter
provides the results of analyses of linguistic and gestural (henceforth bi-modal)
introduction of animate referents in L1 and L2. The chapter is divided into two large
sections. In the first section, crosslinguistic analyses of speech and gesture production
in L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives are presented. In the second section, analyses of
speech and gesture production by the Dutch learners of Japanese are presented.

4.1 Introduction of animate referents in L1 speech production

For the analysis of the speech data, we examined newness marking at the local, word
level and at the global, clause level.

4.1.1 Local marking of newly introduced referents
The Dutch and Japanese native speakers use NPs to introduce animate referents. Some
speakers assign proper names (e.g., Jan in Dutch or Go in Japanese) to the main
characters but rarely to the referents that do not assume an important role in the story.
The rate of using NPs for the introduction of referents was 100% for both Dutch and
Japanese. The use of an NP as a default referential form for newly introduced referents
confirms the tight relationship between NP and the new information status of a
referent suggested in the literature (see Chapter 1).

Speakers of different languages have various lexical means at their disposal for
marking the newness of an introduced referent. Some are local and others are global in
nature. In Dutch, newly introduced animate referents are systematically marked by the
indefinite article een, as in (1). In contrast, Japanese has no article system. Some
Japanese speakers utilize other lexical means such as aru (‘a certain/ one’) and
classifiers to mark the new information status of a referent as in (2).

(1) Er was een jongetje. Die had een kikker
There was a boy. He had a frog

(2) aru otoko no ko to koinu ga kaeru o i-ppiki katteimashita
 a certain male GEN child and a puppy NOM frog ACC one-CLS keep-ASP:PAST
    A (certain) boy and a little dog kept a frog (as a pet)
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However, the use of aru (‘a certain/one’) and classifiers are not obligatory.
Interestingly, aru was only used for the introduction of the boy and the use of
classifiers is only observed for the introduction of either the boy, the dog or the frog
(see section 3.1.3. for further discussion) but not for the peripheral characters. In
addition, individual differences are observed with respect to the active use of the
lexical markers.

One of the local means used to mark newness of referents in Japanese narratives
is the nominal particle ga (Hinds 1983; Iwasaki 2002; Nakahama 2003a; Nakamura
1993; Ono, et al. 2000). Nakahama (2003a) studied the use of post-positional particles
in the introduction of referents also using retellings of the Frog story, the story used in
the present work. Table 4.1 compares the frequency of local means used for newly
introduced referents in Nakahama (2003a) and in the present study.

Table 4.1. Number of occurrences of the forms used to introduce referents in L1
Japanese

NP-ga
(NOM)

NP-o
(ACC)

NP-ni/kara
(AGENTIVE)

NP-copula NP-to
(with)

NP-mo
(also)

NP-wa
(TOP)

NP-
others1

Nakahama
(2003)
N=10

33
(45%) 2

15
(21%)

8
(11%)

4
(5%)

4
(5%)

3
(4%)

2
(3%)

4
(5%)

Present
work
N=15

68
(53%)

10
(8%)

13
(10%)

12
(10%)

17
(13%)

4
(3%)

1
(<1%)

3
(2%)

The table shows that Japanese native speakers in both studies prefer ga with new
referents to other post-positional markers. However, it is important to note that ga is
actually multi-functional (Kuno 1973). Although new referents may be marked by ga,
it is not necessarily the case that ga only marks new referents. For instance, ga is
preferred in subordinate clauses irrespective of the information status of the referent in
subject role. Observe (3).

(3) Shonen to inu  ga     okitara, kaeru ga inakunatteimashita.
  boy   and dog NOM   wake up:COND frog NOM eixst:NEG-become-ASP:PAST
   When the boy and the dog woke up, the frog had gone.

In (3), the boy and the dog represent given information. However, the referents are
marked by ga. Given its multiple usages, ga is thus not strictly a marker of a new
referent. In fact, there are cases, particularly in novels, where the use of wa is observed
to refer to a newly introduced main character. Thus, the particle ga is not as
syntactically rigid a means as an article system in differentiating newly introduced
referents from those that are not.

With respect to the use of other local means, Table 4.1 shows that the use of o
(accusative) is higher in Nakahama (2003a) than in the present work. On the other

                                                  
1 Others include NP-ni (DAT) in Nakahama (2003a). In the present study, it also includes ellipsis.
2 The percentage is supplied by the current author for the purpose of comparison
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hand, to (with) seems to be higher in the present study than in Nakahama (2003a). A
possible reason for the discrepancies is that the narrators in the present study tend to
present the main characters together using the connector to (with).

4.1.2 Semantic and syntactic roles of a new referent within the clause
Newly introduced referents were examined for their roles along the following two
dimensions: (1) agent (AGT) vs. all other NPs (NAGT); (2) subject (SUB) vs. all other
NPs (NSUB) (cf. Hickmann & Hendriks 1999). Subject (SUB) is further divided into
two groups: as subject of a one-argument clause with an intransitive verb (coded
SUB(int)), or of a two-argument clause with a transitive verb (coded as SUB(tran)).
New referents in the data therefore belong to one of the following five categories:
NAGT/NSUB, NAGT/SUB(int), AGT/NSUB, AGT/SUB(int), AGT/SUB(tran).

(4a)~(4g) are Dutch examples of such categories. NAGT/NSUB is expressed in
speech as the object of a verb (4a) or a copula (4b). This category also includes the
object of a preposition as in (4c). Existential expressions such as (4d) also belong to
this category. NAGT/SUB(int) is an intransitive expression with a verb which does not
represent an action. Examples found in the Dutch data are wonen (‘to live’), blijven
(‘to stay’) or zitten (‘to sit’) as in (4e). AGT/NSUB consists mostly of passive
structures where a newly introduced referent assumes the role of agent, as in (4f).
AGT/SUB (int) is an intransitive expression with a verb that denotes an active motion,
as in (4g). No Dutch speaker introduces a referent in AGT/SUB (tran) position.

(4a)  Nou eh Jan (NAGT/SUB(tran)) had een kikkertje (NAGT/NSUB).
Well, Jan had a frog.

(4b) En steunt dus op een tak lijkt het om nog eens te kjiken waar die kikker kan zijn)
Het is een rendier (NAGT/NSUB).
And so he leans on what looks like a branch, to see once more where the frog can
be. It is a reindeer.

(4c) Het gaat over een jongetje (NAGT/NSUB). Die had een hond.
It’s about a young boy. He had a dog.

(4d) Er is een eh er is een jongetje (NAGT/SUB).
There is, eh, there is a boy.

(4e) eh achter een holle boomstam zit een hele kikkerfamilie (NAGT/SUB(int)).
Eh, behind a tree trunk (there) was a whole frog family (sitting).

(4f) Hij wordt belaagd door een uil (AGT/NSUB).
He is flapped at by an owl.

(4g) En daar komt dan een uil (AGT/SUB(int)) uit.
Then there, an owl came out. 
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The introduction of referents in Japanese narratives is also examined with the same
coding scheme. Examples are provided in (5a) ~ (5e). Similar to Dutch examples,
NAGT/NSUB is expressed as the object of a verb or a copula, as in (5a) and (5b).
Existential expressions as in (5c) also belong to this category. Verbs of postures such
as ‘to zit’ are rarely used in Japanese narratives to introduce referents. AGT/NSUB
consists mostly of passive structures where a newly introduced referent assumes the
role of agent, as in (5d). AGT/SUB (int) is an intransitive expression with a verb that
denotes an active motion, as in (5e). A Japanese example of AGT/SUB (tran) is
provided in (5a). Verbs in this category in the data denote low agency, suh as
katteimasu (‘to keep something as a pet’).

(5a) shonen Bob (AGT/SUB(tran)) wa John to yuu inu (NAGT/NSUB) o kattemasu
  boy    Bob             TOP  John  QT say dog                ACC  keep:TE-ASP :NONPAST

A boy, Bob, keeps a pet dog called John.

(5b) sono eda  ga     shika   no     tsuno (NAGT/NSUB) datta
  that twig  NOM      deer    GEN    antlers      COP:PAST

Those twigs were antlers of a deer.

(5c) otoko no    ko (NAGT/SUB(int)) to inu (NAGT/SUB(int)) ga ite,
male GEN    child                  and dog                NOM exist:TE,
There is a boy and a dog, and

(5d) shonen wa  ki  ni     ita    fukuroo (AGT/NSUB) ni   osowareta
    boy   TOP  tree DAT   exist:PAST   owl                by  attack-PASS:PAST

The boy was attacked by an owl on a tree.

(5e) mogura (AGT/SUB(int)) ga   detekimashita
      mole                 NOM  exist:TE-come:PAST

A mole came out.

The total number of referents introduced in speech was 87 for L1 Dutch and 128 for
L1 Japanese. Table 4.2 shows the distribution of semantic and subject roles of newly
introduced referents in L1 narratives.

Table 4.2. Distribution of semantic/syntactic roles of new referents in L1
NAGT/NSUB NAGT/SUB (int) AGT/NSUB AGT/SUB(int) AGT/SUB(tran)

L1D (N=12) 49/87 (56%) 21/87 (24%) 8/87 (9%) 9/87 (11%)
L1J (N=15) 29/128 (23%) 47/128 (37%) 11/128 (8%) 37/128 (29%) 4/128 (3%)
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4.1.2.1 Semantic roles
Table 4.3 shows the semantic roles assumed by newly introduced referents in L1
Dutch and L1 Japanese narratives.

Table 4.3. Distribution of agent roles of new referents in L1

The results show that 80% of newly introduced referents assume non-agent position in
the Dutch narratives. The figure is 59% for their Japanese counterparts. The general
preference for assigning non-agent role to the newly introduced referents by both
groups of speakers is in accordance with the previous findings in the literature
(Bentivoglio 1993; DuBois 1985, 1987).

As mentioned in Chapter 3, for all analyses testing of the group effect, we will
first include our three groups, L1 Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese. A repeated
measures analysis of variance was used with one 3-level between-subjects factor
(language) and one 2-level within-subjects factor (agentive, non-agentive), showing a
group effect for agency (F (2, 39) = 12.03, p <. 001). We used Dunnett T3 for a
multiple comparison because the assumption of equal variances was not met. We will
only report the results related to cross-linguistic differences between the two native
groups. Contrary to what was expected, the results in Table 4.4 show that the Dutch
speakers introduce new referents in non-agentive roles more frequently than Japanese
speakers.

Table 4.4. The role of agency in newly introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L1 Dutch L2 Japanese -.003 .005 1.00 (n.s.)
L1 Japanese .019* .005 0.002

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .021* .005 0.000

4.1.2.2 Syntactic roles
Table 4.5 shows the distribution of syntactic roles assigned to newly introduced
referents.

Table 4.5. Distribution of syntactic roles of new referents in L1
NSUB SUB(int) SUB(tran)

L1D 57/87 (66%) 30/87 (34%)
L1J 40/128 (32%) 84/128 (65%) 4/128 (3%)

The table shows that subject role with transitive verbs is rarely used to introduce new
animate referents by either group of native speakers. In general, new referents are
introduced either in non-subject role or in subject role with intransitive verbs. First, an
omnibus repeated measures analysis of variance was used with one 3-level between-

NAGT total AGT total
L1D (N=12) 70/87 (80%) 17/87 (20%)
L1J (N=15) 76/128 (59%) 52/128 (41%)
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subjects factor (language) and one 2-level within-subjects factor (subject, non-subject).
The results show that there is a group effect for agency (F (2, 39) = 10.03, p<. 0001).
Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for significance indicate that
of the two native groups, the Dutch speakers assign non-subject role to newly
introduced referents more frequently than their Japanese counterparts.

Table 4.6. Role of subject role in newly introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L1 Dutch L2 Japanese .012 .006 .222
L1 Japanese .280* .006 .000

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .017* .006 .028

4.1.3 Referential importance
The literature suggests that the semantic/syntactic roles of referents may be influenced
by how important a role a particular referent assumes in a story. Chafe (1994) gives an
example of a story where a referent with primary importance is introduced with a
proper name and a classifier, while the secondary referent is introduced with a
classifier but without a proper name. A peripheral referent, termed a trivial referent by
Chafe, is introduced without a name or a classifier. In other words, there is a tendency
for speakers to attach more linguistic specification to referents with more importance.
Furthermore, Chafe briefly mentions the possible effect of referential importance on
syntactic position. He maintains that the subject in a clause tends to express a)
information that is not new or b) new but trivial (1994: 91). Put differently, referents
with less importance are more likely than those with more importance to appear in
subject role as new information.

Although various characteristic features may distinguish major from peripheral
characters (McGann and Schwartz 1988), ‘referential importance’ in the present study
is measured by the number of appearances in the story and by whether the first
mention of the referent is likely to be accompanied by a proper name or a classifier.
According to these criteria, the referent with the highest referential importance is the
boy. This referent is the only character that appears in all of the 24 different pictures
that constitute the story. In addition, the referent is sometimes assigned a proper name
or accompanied by a classifier upon its introduction. There are two other characters
that assume relatively important roles (henceforth ‘secondary referents’), the dog and
the frog, both pets of the main character. The former is important because it goes on a
search for the lost frog with the main character. It appears in 23 pictures and is
sometimes referred to with a proper name. These referents are indeed treated with
extra attention. Example (6) is an excerpt from the Japanese data.

(6) mazu toojoo-jinbutsu ga ite
first   main characters NOM exist:TE

Go-chan    te yuu  nto ne 5 sai    gurai no  chicchai otoko no ko to
Go-dimunitative QT say  INJ PP 5 years old  about GEN small   male GEN child and
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Go-chan         no aiken   no  Kiku tte yuu dakkusufundo ga ite, de sorede ne
Go-dimunitative GEN pet dog GEN  Kiku QT say  dachshund NOM exist:TE then then   PP

First, there are main characters, and
   there is a little boy called Go, well you see, about 5 years old,
   and Go’s pet dachshund friend called Kiku, and then, you see

In (6), the speaker assigns proper names to both the boy and the dog. Furthermore, the
speaker specifies that the boy is about 5 years old and the dog is a dachshund.

The other secondary referent, the frog, only appears in four pictures. However,
this referent is just as important since the whole story revolves around the frog’s
disappearance and the search undertaken by the boy and his pet dog. The rest of the
animate referents that appear in the story are considered peripheral (henceforth
‘peripheral referents’) because they only briefly appear (ranging from two to five
times). However, some peripheral referents such as bees and the deer assume more
important roles than others such as the mole, by appearing more often in the pictures
(five times each) and contributing more to the development of the storyline.

4.1.3.1 Referential importance and syntactic roles
In the data, the difference in referential importance is reflected in syntactic roles
assumed by new referents. Table 4.7 shows the syntactic roles of various newly
introduced animate referents in the L1 Dutch and the L1 Japanese narratives.

Table 4.7. The syntactic position of newly introduced various animate referents
Speech NSUB SUB
L1D boy 8/12 (67%) 4/12 (33%)
L1J boy 0/15 (0%) 15/15 (100%)
L1D dog 9/10 (90%) 1/10 (10%)
L1J dog 4/15 (27%) 11/15 (73%)
L1D frog 11/12 (92%) 1/12 (8%)
L1J frog 10/15 (60%) 6/15 (40%)
L1D peripheral 32/53 (49%) 21/53 (51%)
L1J peripheral 36/83 (43%) 47/83 (57%)

Statistical analysis was not performed on the differences here due to the fact that the
number in each cell was too small. 67% of primary and around 90% of secondary
referents in L1 Dutch assume non-subject roles. However, nearly half of the newly
introduced peripheral referents assume subject role (cf. Chafe 1994). A different
picture emerges in L1 Japanese. Except for the frog, which is often in non-subject role
(60%), the Japanese speakers in the data tend to assign subject role to newly
introduced referents irrespective of their referential importance (100% for the boy, 73
% for the dog and 66% for the peripheral referents).

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b are figurative representations of syntactic roles and
referential importance of the boy and the dog in the L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives.
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Figure 4.1a. Syntactic roles assigned to Figure 4.1b. Syntactic roles assigned to
the boy  the dog

As far as the boy and the dog are concerned, the assignment of syntactic roles shows
almost an opposite trend between the two L1 groups. Incidentally, the current results in
L1 Japanese correspond to Japanese speakers’ preference for using the nominal marker
ga to introduce referents. Note that ga is a nominal marker used for referents in subject
role. The relationship between referential importance and the use of ga has been noted
by Nakahama (2003) as follows:

Most speakers used NP-ga for the main protagonists, while the
peripheral characters tended to be introduced with different
types of particles due to their tangential role in the story. Given
these results, selection of the forms for coding referent
introduction seemed to be motivated by the discourse status the
speaker wished to assign to the characters reflecting their
perceived importance in the story     
                              (Nakahama 2003: 22)

Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show the syntactic roles assigned to the frog and peripheral
characters.
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Figure 4.2a. Syntactic roles assigned Figure 4.2b. Syntactic roles assigned to
to the frog the peripheral characters
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In comparison to the results obtained for the boy and the dog, the distribution of
syntactic roles for the frog and the peripheral characters shows much less variation
across the languages.

Thus, the data suggest that referential importance affects the syntactic role of
newly introduced referents in both languages. In Dutch, the referents with primary and
secondary importance are not likely to be introduced in subject role. On the other
hand, Japanese speakers seem to prefer to introduce referents with a high degree of
referential importance in subject role, with the exception of the frog. One possible
reason why the frog is introduced in non-subject role in L1 Japanese may be the
picture used in the book for the first scene, where the frog is in the jar watched by the
boy and the dog. This picture may have encouraged the speakers to present the frog as
the object of possession.

4.1.3.2 Referential importance and structure used in the introduction of animate
referents
The variation in the choices of preferred syntactic roles indicates the possible effects
of referential importance on structures utilized for the introduction of animate
referents. We will first examine the introduction of the main characters, the boy, the
dog and the frog, which occurs at the very beginning of the narratives. According to
Labov (1972), overall narrative structure contains both abstract and orientation
elements. The abstract elements refer to the very beginning of narratives where the
narrators summarize their story in one or two clauses. During the following orientation
stage, the narrators identify the characters, the place and the situation of the story. In
the Dutch data, the majority of introductions of the boy occur in the abstract stage.
The frog and the dog are subsequently introduced into the narratives during the
orientation phase. Observe (7).

(7) Het gaat over een jongetje.
Die had een kikker gevonden, en eh heeft die in een pot gestopt.
En eh heeft ook een beestje.
It is about a boy.
He has found a frog and eh (ø) put it in a jar
And (ø) also has an animal.

In (7), the very first statement that the story is about the boy clearly and immediately
establishes the boy as the main character of the story. In the following clauses, the dog
(‘beestje’) and the frog are introduced as the boy’s pets. The two secondary referents
are introduced as the objects of the verb vinden (‘to find’) or hebben (‘to have’). This
is typical of the introductions of the three main characters observed in the Dutch
narratives.

In contrast, in the Japanese narratives, the dog is often introduced not as a pet but
as a companion to the boy. Accordingly, the structures used for the introduction of the
referents differ from those used in the Dutch narratives. In general, speakers either
introduce the boy and the dog together as the subject, as in (8) or separately, as in (9).
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Of the 15 Japanese speakers, eleven introduced the dog in this manner. Four speakers
introduced the dog as the object of the verb, katteiru (‘to keep something as a pet’).

(8) aru    otoko  no    ko   to koinu ga kaeru o  i-ppiki katteimashita
a certain male GEN child and puppy NOM frog  ACC  one-CLS keep:TE-ASP:PAST
A boy and a puppy kept a frog.

(9) eto nanka  mazu,  hajimeni   shonen  ga ite
INJ  INJ   in the first place  the thing is boy NOM exist:TE

de  moo  i-ppiki   inu  ga   ita no
then more  one-CLS    dog  NOM  exist:PAST SE

de garasu no  keesu no   naka  ni  kaeru   o   katteta          no
   then glass GEN  case  GEN  inside  DAT  frog   ACC  keep:TE-ASP:PAST SE

Ehm, well, in the first place, the thing is, there was a boy,
  and then there was also a dog.
   And inside a glass case, (ø) kept a frog (lit. (ø) were in the state of owning a frog)

On the other hand, the frog is more likely to be introduced as the object of a transitive
verb, as in (8) and (9), although some speakers introduce the three main characters
together in subject role using an existential construction, as in (10).

(10) otoko no  ko to   inu  to  bin  ni   haitta        kaeru ga   ite
male  GEN  child and  dog  and  jar   DAT  place-ASP:PAST frog NOM  exist:TE
There is a boy, a dog and a frog in a jar, and

The frequent use of existential constructions for introducing referents in Japanese
discourse is in accordance with the findings in the literature (Iwasaki 2002; Ono et al.
2001). The introduction of the frog as the object of a verb also replicates previous
findings (Nakahama 2003a).

With respect to the introduction of the peripheral referents, the Dutch and
Japanese speakers use similar constructions. Presentatives such as existential
constructions and motion verbs are most commonly utilized. In the Dutch data, the
existential expression er is much more frequently used with verbs of posture such as
zitten (‘to zit’) than with a copula, as has been noted by Hendriks (1993). In addition
to er, daar (‘there’) is often used with state verbs when a new referent is introduced
into the story. Japanese speakers use the existential iru (‘exist/there is’). Observe (11)
and (12).

(11) En die gaat naar een eh naar een boom met een groot gat erin
Kijken of ‘ie misschien daar in zit
Maar er zit er komt in een keer een uil uit
And he goes to a, eh, to a tree with a big hole
Watch to see whether he is in there
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However, there is, an owl comes out all of a sudden
En dan kijken ze achter een stronk

   En daar zitten twee kikkers
And they look behind a tree trunk

  there are two frogs

(12) de   maruta      no   ura        o     mitara
then  three trunk   GEN   behind  ACC   see:COND

   nanka, kaeru-san no   fuufu   mitai no ga ite    ne
INJ        frog           GEN   couple  like one NOM exist:TE PP
and when (ø) saw behind a log

   well, there is a frog couple-like, you know

Motion verbs such as komen uit or dete kuru (‘to come out’) are commonly used for
the introduction of peripheral referents as in (13) and (14).

(13) En het jongetje ziet dan in een holletje in de grond
Maar daar komt dan een andere beestje uit waarschijnlijk een mol of zo
and the boy then looks into the hole in the ground,

   but another animal, most likely a mole or something like that comes out of there

(14) kondo  sono ana  ni  mukatte  sakenda no
this time  that hole  DAT  toward   shout:PAST SE

soshitara fukuroo  ga detekitanda
that-do-COND owl NOM exit:TE-come:PAST-SE

  This time, (he) shouted at the hole. Then an owl came out.

In the Dutch data, the majority of introductions of animate referents occur post-
verbally (89%). Due to the verb-final rule, the newly introduced referents in Japanese
narratives are located in pre-verbal position. In fact, none of the animate referents is
introduced post-verbally in the Japanese native data.

4.1.4 Pragmatic marking of newly introduced referents
Many Japanese speakers in the present study highlight the new information status of
referents pragmatically. For instance, fillers such as eeto (‘ehm’) or nanka (‘well’) and
expressions such as mazu (‘first, at first, in the first place’), saisho ni (‘at first’) or
toriaezu (‘the thing is’) are uttered before the introduction of the primary and
secondary referents as if to prepare the listener for the new information that follows, as
in (15).

(15) eeto,  nanka,  mazu, hajimeni shonen ga ite,
 INJ     INJ    in the first place first of all boy NOM exist:TE
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de  moo  i-ppiki  inu   ga    ita      no
then more  one-CLS   dog  NOM  exist:PAST SE
Ehm, well, in the first place, the thing is, there was a boy,
and then there was also a dog

In addition, Japanese speakers often use the pragmatic particle to highlight newly
introduced referents. The most frequently used particle is ne, which functions as a
confirmation marker. The particle, appearing after the introduction of the primary and
the secondary referents, prompts reactions from the listeners who express their active
involvement by back-channelling, nodding or a combination of both. Observe (16).

(16) nanka, otoko  no   ko ga ne
    INJ   male   GEN   child NOM PP
    well, a boy, you see,
                           ‘un’
                            yeah
  bin no  naka  ni   kaeru  o   katteta     no

 jar GEN inside  DAT   frog  ACC  keep-ASP:PAST SE
    kept a frog in a jar

In addition, speakers may insert brief pauses after introducing primary and secondary
referents, which may also invite listeners’ nods, backchanellings or some verbal
responses. These various pragmatic devices are used particularly when the main
characters are introduced. In the later stages of the story, when the peripheral referents
are introduced, such devices are less frequently used.

Furthermore, Japanese speakers often utilize repetition at the introduction of the
referents. In the present data, some speakers repeat the introduction of the same
referents as if a single mention of an NP does not seem to be enough to establish the
identity of the newly introduced referent. The introductions of the primary and
secondary referents in (17) exemplify the point.

(17) ohanashi yuuto
story    say-COND

otoko no   ko  to  sono inu ga       iru no ne
male GEN  child  and  that  dog NOM   exist:NONPAST SE PP

otoko no   ko  to  inu   ga    ite
male GEN  child  and  dog  NOM  exit:TE

sono otoko no  ko wa kingyobachi mitaina kabin, kabin janai na, i, konguraino
that  male GEN child TOP aquarium    look:COP vase       vase COP:NEG    i this about

garasu no  naka   ni  kaeru  o    i-ppiki   katteta      no
glass  GEN  inside  DAT  frog  ACC   one-CLS  keep-ASP:PAST SE
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otoko no   ko to  inu ga   ite
male  GEN child and dog NOM exit:TE

otoko no   ko   wa sore o    kaeru  o    katteru  no
male GEN   child  TOP that  ACC  frog  ACC  keep-ASP:NONPAST SE

I shall tell you a story
There is a boy and ehm, a dog, you see
There is a boy and a dog,
and that boy keeps one frog inside an aquarium-like vase, no,
not a vase, i, in a glass jar about this big
There is a boy and a dog, and
The boy keeps that, a frog

During this sequence of utterances, the speaker in (17) mentions the boy five times, the
dog three times and the frog twice, all with full NPs. The expression otoko no ko to inu
ga ite (‘There is a boy and a dog, and’) is repeated twice before the introduction of the
frog. After introducing the frog, the speaker introduces the three referents again. This
repetitive mention of newly introduced referents in Japanese narratives has been noted
previously (Clancy 1980). The use of pragmatic means to mark the newness of
important characters may be a reflection of the fact that Japanese does not have
explicit attenuated forms such as pronouns. The closest equivalent to using a pronoun
would zero-marking (ø). However, there seems to be some reluctance among the
speakers to use zero-marking until the identities of the referents are firmly established,
and thus these pragmatic means in L1 Japanese may help the speakers to do exactly
this. In comparison, the Dutch speakers do not utilize the pragmatic means mentioned
above to mark newly introduced referents.

4.2 Gestural introduction of animate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese
narratives

4.2.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced animate referents
We have tallied every gesture accompanying the introduction of a new animate
referent in speech. A total of 82 gestures were found in the L1 narratives: 22 in L1
Dutch and 60 in L1 Japanese. Figure 4.3 presents the frequency of gestures
accompanying the introduction of the new referents in the two groups. 25% of the
introductions of animate referents in L1 Dutch are accompanied by gesture, while the
figure for L1 Japanese is 46%.

A repeated measures analysis of variance was used with was used with one 3-
level between-subjects factor (language groups) and one 2-level within-subjects factor
(gestural marking). There is a group effect for the frequency of gesture (F (2, 39) =
6.78, p< .003). Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for
significance indicate that the difference in gesture frequency between L1 Dutch and L1
Japanese was on the borderline of significance.
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Figure 4.3. Frequency of gesture accompaniment of newly introduced animate
referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives

Table 4.8. Gestural accompaniment of newly introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L1 Dutch L2 Japanese
L1 Japanese

-.364*
-.221

.096

.085
.003
.047

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese  .142 .100 .412 (n.s.)

The results in Figure 4.3 are further analysed to examine the association between
gestures and referential importance. Figure 4.4 shows the results.
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Figure 4.4. Gestural accompaniment of newly introduced referents in L1

In the Dutch narratives, 9% of the introductions of the primary and secondary referents
are gesturally marked. In contrast, the figure is 64% in L1 Japanese production. In
both L1 narrative data sets, around 35% of the introductions of peripheral referents are
gesturally marked (35.8% in L1 Dutch and 36.5% in L1 Japanese). Firstly, an omnibus
analysis of variance was run for testing a group effect. A repeated measures analysis of
variance with one 3-level between-subjects factor (language group) and one 2-level
within-subjects factor of character type (primary & secondary/ peripheral) revealed a
significant main effect of group (F (2, 39)=6.47, p < .005) and interaction between
character-type and group (F(2, 39) = 8.10, p < .005). When we compared the figures
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for primary & secondary character types cross-linguistically by paired sample t-tests, a
significant effect for group was only found for the primary and secondary characters,
with speakers in L1 Japanese producing more gestures accompanying the introduction
of primary and secondary characters than in L1 Dutch (Table 4.9).

Table 4.9. Gestural marking of primary/secondary vs. peripheral referents
primary & secondary peripheral
df t sig. df t sig.

L1Duth vs. L1 Japanese 11 -4.423 .001* 11 -.704 .496 (n.s.)
L1Japanese vs. L2 Japanese 14 .576 .573 14 -2.668 .049*
L1Dutch vs. L2 Japanese 11 -6.504 .000* 11 -2.217 .018*

4.2.2 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced animate referents
According to Figure 4.4 the introduction of the referents with primary and secondary
importance (i.e. the boy, the dog and the frog) in L1 Dutch is much less frequently
accompanied by gesture in comparison to L1 Japanese. However, it must be added that
although the introduction of the frog is not accompanied by gesture, the locus of the
frog is frequently represented by the jar he is placed in. In contrast, there are only two
Japanese speakers who did not gesture on any of the three main referents as they were
introduced into the narratives. The rest of the speakers either gesturally marked the
boy and the dog, the dog and the frog or all of the three referents, as in Figure 4.5.

1 2  3  
1 [otokonoko to sorekara] 2 [inu to] 3 [ato bin ni     haitta                     kaeru    ga  ite]
1 [boy      and then] 2 [dog and] 3[also jar DAT place-ASP:PAST frog NOM exit:TE]
There is a boy, and then  a dog, and also a frog in a jar, and

Figure 4.5. Gesture accompanying the introductions of animate referents.

The speaker in Figure 4.5 first gesturally locates the boy in the right-centre of the
gesture space in front of him with his right hand. The gesture stroke coincides with the
introduction of the referent. After the gesture stroke, the position of the right hand is
sustained, while the dog is localized in the left-centre of the gesture space with his left
hand. The extremely long post-stroke hold on the right hand only ends when the next
referent, the frog, is introduced in speech. The frog is located in the centre-centre of
the gesture space, represented by a gesture depicting an entity, most likely the jar.

Some Japanese speakers use counting gestures when the boy, the dog and the frog
are introduced. In Figure 4.6, the speaker performs a counting gesture as the three
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main referents are introduced into the narrative. The introduction of the boy is
accompanied by a counting gesture made with an index finger (Figure 4.6:1). The
introduction of the dog is accompanied by a counting gesture made with the middle
finger (Figure 4.6:2). When the frog in mentioned, the referent is accompanied by a
counting movement with the ring finger (Figure 4.6:3). Note that the speakers in
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 use existential constructions to introduce the referents.

1  2 3 
1 [shonen to ato shonen ga  katteiru] 2 [inu  to] 3[kaeru san ga      iru            no]
1[boy and then boy NOM keep-ASP:NONPAST] 2[dog and] 3[frog mr. NOM exist:NONPAST SE]
there is a boy, a dog that the boy kept and Mr. Frog

Figure 4.6. Gestures accompanying the introductions of animate referents

One of the most noticeable characteristics of the gestures accompanying the
introduction of multiple referents such as the examples presented above is their ability
to create physical contrasts between referents. This is particularly prominent with the
loci assigned to the boy and the dog in Figure 4.5:1 and 4.5:2. The two referents are
kept apart by occupying the right and left gesture spaces respectively. The height of
the two loci is about the same and the hand orientation is symmetrical.

It is noteworthy that the Japanese speakers in the data rarely mark just the boy or
the dog gesturally. They are either collectively marked or not marked at all. For
instance, the speakers in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b only gesturally mark the introduction of
the frog. Both speakers use similar structures in speech to introduce the frog. The
referent assumes the object role of transitive verbs such as tsukamaeru (‘to catch’) or
kau (‘to keep something as a pet’). The similarity of structures in speech is mirrored in
gesture. The speakers gesturally locate the frog in front of their bodies in the central
gesture space. This location seems to mirror the original picture. The jar, where the
frog is kept, is located in front of the primary referent. The two hands used in the
gestures may thus represent the jar as well as the frog itself. Since the first scene of the
story contains no other important objects, it may also be possible that the frog is
located in the most generic position in the gesture space.
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otoko no      ko  to     koinu  ga    ite           (NL:e) [kaeru o    kattetanda               kaeru o     ne]
male GEN child and puppy NOM  exist:TE (NL:what) [frog ACC keep-ASP:PAST SE  frog ACC  PP]  

otoko no  ko  to  koinu  ga    ite (ø) kept a frog, a frog, you see?
male GEN child and puppy NOM  exist:TE (lit: then (ø) in possession of a frog)

de  [kaeru o tsukamaeta    no]
then [frog ACC catch:PAST  SE]

There was a boy and a puppy, and (NL: What?)
There was a boy and a puppy, and
Then (ø) caught a frog

Figures 4.7a. Gestures accompanying Figure 4.7b. Gestures accompanying the
introduction of the frog introduction of the frog

Figure 4.8 shows a gesture by a Dutch speaker marking the introduction of the
frog. The referent is introduced as an object of the verb hebben (‘to have’). The size
and the location of the gesture are similar to its Japanese counterparts in Figures 4.7a
and 4.7b.

Mijn verhaal ging over een jongen
die heeft een [kikkertje in z’n ]vaasje
My story was about a boy
He has a little frog in his jar

Figure 4.8. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the frog

The gestural marking of the introduction of the referents with peripheral
importance does not seem to vary much between the two language groups. We have
already shown that there is no significant difference in the frequency of gestures
accompanying the introduction of these referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese. The
qualitative aspects of the gestures do not show much difference either. For instance,
compare the gestures accompanying the introduction of the owl by the Dutch and
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Japanese speakers Figure 4.9a and 4.9b. In the Dutch example in Figure 4.9a, the
newly introduced referent assumes subject role of the motion verb uitkomen (‘to come
out’). As the speaker introduces the owl in speech, he performs a one-handed gesture.
The referent is located in his right periphery. In Figure 4.9b, the same referent is
introduced in L1 Japanese production with a similar discourse structure. The referent
assumes subject role of the motion verb detekuru (‘to exit and come’). As if to mirror
the similarities in speech, the L1 Japanese speaker also gesturally locates the referent
in his right periphery.

          
en daar komt een [uil uit] maar geen kikker     fukuroo ga    detekitanda]
an owl comes out from there but no frog        [owl   NOM exit:TE-come:PAST-SE]
                      an owl came out

Figure 4.9a. Gesture accompanying the Figure 4.9b.Gesture accompanying
introduction of the owl in Dutch the introduction of the owl in Japanese

Figures 4.10a and 4.10b show gestures accompanying the introduction of the two frogs by a
Dutch and a Japanese speaker. The Dutch speaker in Figure 4.10a performs a two-handed
gesture as the two adult frogs are mentioned. The gesture accompanies the expression twee
volwassen kikkers (‘two adult frogs’). The gesture stroke synchronizes with the word twee
(‘two’) and is held in the same position until the end of the word kikkers (‘frogs’).

ziet die [twee volwassen kikkers] sono kaeru wa  jitsuwa [fuufu  datta     rashiku]
(He) sees two adult frogs that  frog TOP actually [couple COP:PAST  MOD]

Actually, that frog seems to have had a mate

Figure 4.10a. Gesture accompanying the Figure 4.10b. Gesture accompanying the
introduction of the frog couple in Dutch introduction of the frog couple in Japanese
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On the other hand, the Japanese speaker in Figure 4.10b locates the frog couple in the lower
right periphery as the referents are introduced in speech. The gesture stroke synchronizes with
the word fuufu (‘a couple’) and the post-gesture hold lasts until the end of the clause.

Many of the gestures accompanying the introduction of the deer occur during the post-
stroke hold of a gesture with a character viewpoint (C-VPT gestures). The Dutch and
Japanese speakers in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b organize their discourse in a similar way
upon introducing the deer. The speakers first introduce the branches which the boy
grabs, followed by the boy’s realization that they were indeed the antlers of the deer.
The similarities of the discourse structure in speech are mirrored in the gestures. When
the speakers mention the fact that the boy grabs the branches, both speakers perform
gestures depicting the action. The C-VPT (character viewpoint) gestures are sustained
until the antlers or the deer are mentioned in speech. Even though the languages are
different, there are parallels in discourse and gesture.

dat is een ^rendier]   sutara sono eda   da      to omotta         mono ga     shika no ^atama  de]
It is a reindeer   then that branch COP QT think:PAST thing NOM deer GEN^head  COP:TE]

the things which he thought were the branches were actually the head of a
deer, and

Figures 4.11a. Gesture Figures 4.11b. Gesture accompanying
accompanying the introduction the introduction of the deer in Japanese
of the deer in Dutch

4.3 Summary and discussion of bi-modal animate reference introduction in L1

The present section reported the results of the analyses of the introduction of animate
referents in speech and gesture production by native speakers of Dutch and Japanese.
The analyses reveal the shared dimensions of the narrative act. For instance, the
information status of a referent is tightly linked with its referential form in the
narratives, regardless of the language spoken. The newly introduced referents are most
likely expressed by the least attenuated form of NP. The finding is in accordance with
Givón’s quantitative universal (see Chapter 1). In addition, the speakers of both
languages use various local means to distinguish the newness of the referents. The
Dutch speakers use the article system to indicate the difference in informational status
of referents, while the Japanese speakers may utilize expressions such as aru (‘a
certain/one’), classifiers, or the use of nominal particle ga. However, unlike in L1
Dutch, the choice of these means in L1 Japanese is not obligatory and may be affected
by individual variation and the referential importance of referents. The results further
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indicate that speakers generally prefer non-agent role over agent role for the
introduction of animate referents. The speakers of both languages systematically avoid
using the subject role with transitive verbs for introducing new referents.

On the other hand, some differences are observed between L1 Dutch and
Japanese. For instance, the syntactic roles assigned to the boy and the dog contrast
sharply between the two groups. While the Dutch speakers seem to prefer to assign
subject role only to peripheral referents, the Japanese speakers tend to assign subject
roles to newly introduced referents, and in particular to important characters. In
addition, the Japanese speakers frequently utilize pragmatic particles and repeated NPs
to identify these characters.

The quantitative analysis of the gestures accompanying the introduction of the
animate referents shows that nearly 30% of the referents introduced in the Dutch
narratives and 45% of new referents in the Japanese narratives are marked by gesture.
The frequency of gestural marking of new referents by the two L1 groups supports the
view that there is a relationship between the information status of a referent and
gesture performance (McNeill 1992). However, Japanese speakers gesturally mark
newly introduced referents significantly more frequently than their Dutch counterparts.
Furthermore, the results indicate that the difference in frequency of gesture is only
observed for the introduction of referents with high referential importance. The
gestural marking of the peripheral referents by the two language groups does not differ
either quantitatively or qualitatively. These results mirror the findings in speech, i.e.
the differences between the Dutch and Japanese speakers are more apparent for the
introduction of the boy and the dog than the peripheral referents.

In order to examine why the Japanese native speakers produce gestures more
frequently on the important referents, further analysis of the gestures may be
necessary. Let us briefly present some of the findings in the literature again with
respect to referential gestures (gesture that accompanies introduction/tracking of
referents). It has been suggested that gesture accompanying a new referent not only
marks its introduction but also designates a particular locus in the gesture space for the
referent (Gullberg 1998, 2003; Levy & McNeill 1992; Marslen-Wilson, et al. 1982;
McNeill & Levy 1993). Thus when the same referent is mentioned later in the story,
the speaker may anaphorically point to the location associated with the referent, as if
to re-activate it. In addition, studies indicate that the speakers usually agree on the loci
attributed to referents by such gestures (Gullberg 1998).

In the current data, the gestural performance with the peripheral referents supports
this view. We have already shown the relative agreement of the handedness and the
hand-shape of gestures among the L1 speakers for peripheral referents such as the owl
and the frogs. This agreement extends to location in the gesture space. For instance,
the majority of the speakers, in both L1 Dutch and Japanese, locate the frog’s family
further to the right of the speaker upon their introduction, as seen in Figure 4.12.
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                              possible  loci  associate d with
                                      the frog’s family

                                           locus for the re-introduced frog

Figure 4.12. Association of the gesture space and the frog’s family as seen from above

 However, there is little agreement in the loci attributed to the boy and the dog in
the Japanese narratives. For instance, counting gestures do not place the referents in
any particular locus. In addition, the locations of the boy and the dog during their
introductions are not as consistent. Figure 4.13 shows where the boy and the dog are
located in the gesture space among the Japanese narratives. Some speakers associate
the boy with the gesture space to their right. Others used the gesture space in front. In
some cases, the referents are simply not located in the gesture space but counted.
Similar variety was observed with the relationship between the dog and the designated
gesture space for the referent.

                                                             boy, dog 

                                        boy, dog
 

                       dog

Figure 4.13. The loci associated with the boy and the dog as seen from above

One might assume that the different loci given by speakers to the boy and the dog
in L1 Japanese may reflect the fact that the positioning of these referents in the gesture
space at the beginning of the story may not be particularly important for the
development of the storyline. If so, why are the newly introduced referents
accompanied by gestures in L1 Japanese? One possible interpretation is that they may
not be motivated for the localization of referents in the gesture space for anaphoric
purposes. Instead, gestures may be performed for the purpose of attracting listeners’
attention to the referents.

Clark (1996, 2003) illustrates two different ways in which an act of indicating can
attract attention: One is to draw attention to the pointed object (‘origo’), and the other
is to draw attention to the act itself. Exophoric pointing at a car accompanying an
expression, ‘That is my car’, is an example of the former type of indicating. An
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example of the latter is placing an empty glass on a counter at a pub to request for
another glass of beer. In this case, the act of placing a glass is not necessarily
performed to direct the attention to the object per se. Instead, it is performed for the
purpose of attracting attention. Clark refers to the former as ‘direction-to’ and the
latter as ‘placing-for’ type of indicating. Although Clark’s two types of indicating refer
only to concrete objects, we will try to apply his distinction to gestural marking of
newly introduced referents in the data. The ‘directing-to’ type of gesture may be the
one that allocates locus in the gesture space to referents for anaphoric purposes. In
other words, the focus is on the location. On the other hand, the ‘placing-for’ type of
gesture may be the one that is performed to heighten the attention of the listener.
Given that gesturing itself may likely heighten the attention of the listeners, some
gestures may be a combination of ‘placing-for’ and ‘directing-to’. That is, not only do
these gestures attract the attention of the listeners but they also direct their attention to
particular points in gesture space associated with referents. On the other hand, there
may be a single type, where gestures only heighten the listener’s attention.

As for the gestures accompanying the boy and the dog, they may be the ‘placing-
for’ type. Note that the referents accompanied by gesture are usually introduced into
the narratives with existential constructions. Existential verbs provide very little
content in terms of advancing the storyline. It has been suggested that their purpose is
to ensure an awareness of the referents (Bolinger 1977). Thus, the introduction of the
boy and the dog may be highlighted in speech and gesture. In fact, if the gesture
accompanying the introduction of the boy is simply to locate the referent in the gesture
space, the long post-stroke hold observed in some of the examples becomes
uninterpretable.

One of the reasons why the Japanese speakers gesturally highlight the boy and the
dog may be because these are the referents that are most likely to be associated with
zero-marked subjects later in the story. The analysis shows that the Japanese speakers
use various pragmatic means to firmly establish the identities of the main referents at
the beginning of the narratives. Physical means, such as gesture, may enhance this
effect. The other possible interpretation is that the gesture accompaniment may also be
motivated to represent the distinction in referential importance between the boy and
the dog. We have observed that mention of the boy is always associated with the
dominant hand or the dominant finger when the two referents are introduced together.
Unlike in L1 Dutch, the boy and the dog are frequently introduced in the same clause
as a joint subject in L1 Japanese. Thus, the speakers may feel the need to clearly show
the difference in referential importance between the boy and the dog by physical
means. This may explain why the boy and the dog are rarely gesturally marked in the
Dutch narratives. Since the difference in referential importance between the boy and
the dog is clearly presented in speech, the speakers may not feel the need to make
gestures for the purpose of distinguishing relative referential importance.

Despite all these possible interpretations, the function of the gestures
accompanying the introduction of the boy and the dog in the Japanese narratives
remains a matter of speculation without an examination of the gestural tracking of the
referents. If the gestures on the boy and the dog are performed for the purpose of
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highlighting their existence by attracting listeners’ attention, the loci assigned to these
referents may not be used anaphorically later in the story. We will discuss this issue in
the next chapter.

4.4 Linguistic introduction of animate referents in L2 Japanese

4.4.1 Lexical marking of newly introduced referents
As in L1 narratives, the preference for using NPs in introducing referents into
narratives is also observed among L2 narrators. Nearly half the speakers give the boy
either Dutch (e.g., Jan) or Japanese (e.g., Nakata) proper names. However, proper
names are not used for other characters. Unfamiliar animal terms are replaced by
generic expressions. For instance, bees are often described as chiisai doobutsu (small
animals’) while the deer is frequently introduced as ookii doobutsu (‘big animals’).
Numeral classifiers or an expression with aru (‘a certain/ one’) are rarely supplied.

Table 4.10 compares the forms used for referent introduction in L1 and L2
narrative.

Table 4.10. Forms used for referent introduction in L1 and L2
NP-ga
(NOM)

NP-o
(ACC)

NP-ni/kara
(AGENTIVE)

NP-copula NP-to
(with)

NP-mo
(also)

NP-wa
(TOP)

NP-others3

L1
Japanese
N=15

68
(53%)

10
(8%)

13
(10%)

12
(10%)

17
(13%)

4
(3%)

1
(<1%)

3
(2%)

L2
Japanese
N=15

25
(26%)

17
(18%)

0
(0%)

2
(2%)

17
(18%)

6
(6%)

23
(24%)

5
(5%)

One of the striking differences between L1 and L2 is the use of the topic marker wa.
The much more frequent use of wa for referent introduction by L2 narrators (24%)
indicates that the learners do not differentiate between wa and ga with respect to their
association with the informational status of referents. In (18), the newly introduced
referent, ‘big bird’, is marked by a topic marker wa despite its new informational
status.

(18) ookina tori  wa  otooto o bikkuri *shimashita (sasemashita)
big   bird    TOP  little brother ACC surprise-PAST
A big bird frightened my little brother

The frequent use of wa indicates the difficulty of learning the pragmatic use of the
postpositional particle ga. The results reflect findings from studies of child L1
learners. For instance, Nakamura (1993) shows that 3-year-olds are likely to introduce
referents without a particle, and the use of ga to mark the new information only
stabilizes after the narrators reach the age of 7 (1993: 91-92).

                                                  
3 Others include NP-ni (DAT) in Nakahama (2003a). In the present study, it also includes ellipsis.
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Another difference between L1 and L2 Japanese speakers is the frequency of the
use of agentive ni. Since ni is used in passive constructions, the fact that none of the
L2 narrators use the particle may reflect avoidance or ignorance of this complex
construction.

4.4.2 Semantic and syntactic roles of new referents within the clause
We used the same coding scheme as the one used in the analysis of L1 in the analysis
of L2 narratives. Accordingly, newly introduced referents are examined for their roles
along the following two dimensions: (1) agent (AGT) vs. all other NPs; (2) subject
(SUB) vs. all other NPs. Altogether there were 95 cases of animate referent
introductions in the L2 narratives. Table 4.11 shows the comparison of the distribution
of semantic and syntactic roles over the newly introduced referents with results for the
L1 narratives. The results were further examined in detail for semantic and syntactic
roles.

Table 4.11. Semantic and syntactic roles of new referents in L1 and L2
NAGT/NSUB NAGT/SUB(int) AGT/NSUB AGT/SUB(int) AGT/SUB(tran)

L1D (N=12) 49/87 (56%) 21/87 (24%) 8/87 (9%) 9/87 (11%)
L1J (N=15) 29/128 (23%) 47/128 (37%) 11/128 (8%) 37/128 (29%) 4/128 (3%)
L2J (N=15) 37/95 (41%) 43/95 (43%) 1/95 (1%) 2/95(2%) 12/95(13%)

4.4.2.1 Semantic roles
Table 4.12 compares the semantic roles assumed by new referents in L1 Dutch,
Japanese and L2 Japanese. Newly introduced referents are more likely to occur in non-
agent than agent role in L2 narratives.

Table 4.12. Semantic role of new referents in L1 and L2
NAGT total AGT total

L1D (N=12) 70/87 (80%) 17/87 (20%)
L1J (N=15) 76/128 (59%) 52/128 (41%)
L2J (N=15) 80/95 (84%) 15/95 (16%)

84% of the newly introduced referents in L2 narratives assumes non-agent role. The
figure is slightly higher than when the same speakers narrate the story in their mother
tongue (80%). These results support the claim that language learners avoid assigning
the agentive role when introducing referents (cf. Clancy 2003 for L1, and Kumpf 1992
for L2).

Table 4.13. The role of agency in newly introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .021* .005 0.00
L1 Dutch .003 .005 1.00 (n.s.)
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As reported in 4.1.2.1, the results of a repeated measures analysis of variance show a
group effect for agency (F (2, 39) = 12.03, p <. 001). Post hoc analyses using the
Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for significance show that Dutch speakers of Japanese
assign non-agentive role to newly introduced animate referents as in their L1 but more
frequently than in L1 Japanese (Table 4.13).

4.4.2.2 Syntactic roles
Table 4.14 compares syntactic roles assigned to newly introduced referents in L1 and
L2. Compared to L1 Dutch, speakers assign subject roles more often to newly
introduced referents in their L2 narratives. However, the rate is not as high as that of
L1 Japanese narrative production. In L1 Dutch narratives, 34% of the new referents
are assigned subject role. In comparison, in L1 Japanese, the figure is 68% (65% for
intransitive subject and 3% for transitive subject). In L2 Japanese, it is 60%, (47% for
intransitive subject and 13% for transitive subject) somewhere between L1 Dutch and
L1 Japanese.

Table 4.14. Syntactic role of new referents in L1 and L2
NSUB total SUB(int)total SUB(tran) total

L1D 57/87 (66%) 30/87 (34%)
L1J 40/128 (32%) 84/128 (65%) 4/128 (3%)
L2 J 38/95 (40%) 45/95 (47%) 12/95 (13%)

It is worth noting that the L2 speakers do assign subject role with transitive verbs to
the new referents (13%). In contrast, native speakers of Dutch and Japanese rarely
introduce referents with transitive verbs. The figure is 3% for the L1 Japanese
narratives, while it is 0% for the L1 Dutch counterparts.

We have reported in 4.1.2.2 that the results of a repeated measures analysis of
variance showed a group effect for agency (F(2,39) = 10.03, p <. 0001). Post hoc with
the Dunnet T3 post hoc criterion for significance indicate that the Dutch speakers of
Japanese assign non-subject role to newly introduced animate referents as in their L1
but more frequently than in L1 Japanese (Table 4.15).

Table 4.15. Subject role in newly introduced referents in L1 and L2 (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .017* .006 .028
L1 Dutch -.012 .006 .222

4.4.3 Referential importance
4.4.3.1 Referential importance and syntactic roles
As with the cross-linguistic analyses of introduction of the referents, we examined the
effect of referential importance on the distribution of semantic and syntactic roles.
Figures 4.14a and 4.14b show the comparison of the three language groups.
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Figure 4.14a. Syntactic roles Figure 4.14b. Syntactic roles assigned to
assigned to the boy in L2 Japanese the dog in L2 Japanese

The L2 speakers show a preference for assigning subject role to the boy (74%). The
figure is closer to the figure for L1 Japanese (100%) than for L1 Dutch (33%). On the
other hand, unlike in L1 Japanese, they show a clear preference for assigning non-
subject role to the dog.
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Figure 4.15a. Syntactic roles Figure 4.15b. Syntactic roles assigned to
assigned to the frog in L2 Japanese the peripheral characters in L2 Japanese

Figures 4.15a and 4.15b show the association between syntactic roles and the
introduction of the frog and peripheral characters. The syntactic role of the frog in L2
shows a pattern that is not similar to that of the native speakers of either language
group. The distribution of syntactic roles for the peripheral referents are similar in all
three language groups. However, more detailed analysis shows the differences in the
preference for semantic/syntactic roles for the peripheral characters in the three
language groups.

Figure 4.16 shows that the figures for AGT/NSUB and AGT/SUB (intransitive)
are low in the L2 narratives. Since AGT/NSUB is manifested as the agent of passive
constructions, the low figure may reflect the L2 speakers’ reluctance to use complex
constructions (Yanagimachi 1997). On the other hand, AGT/SUB is manifested as the
agent of intransitive verbs such as detekuru (‘exit and come’). Some peripheral
referents are introduced as the subject of transitive verbs, which is reflected in the
relatively high figure for AGT/SUB (transitive).
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Figure 4.16. The semantic/syntactic roles assigned to peripheral referents

4.4.3.2. Referential importance and structures used in the introduction of animate
referents
As in the analysis of L1 speech, we will first examine the introduction of primary and
secondary referents, followed by the peripheral referents. In L2 Japanese, the boy and
the frog are commonly introduced together in the very first utterance. Examples (19)
and (20) exemplify the way such introductions are performed.

(19) Jan-san ga   kaeru ga arimasu
Jan NOM frog NOM exist:NONPAST
Jan has a frog (lit: For Jan, a frog exists)

(20) eto  ne  ma,  aru hi  otoko no ko   wa  ano bin no naka de ma
INJ  PP   INJ a certain day male GEN child TOP  INJ jar  GEN inside DAT INJ

no    naka  ni   chiisai kaeru   ga imashita.
GEN   inside   DAT  small   frog  NOM exist:PAST
Well, you see, um, one day, the boy has a small frog, at, well, in a jar.
 (lit: Well, you see, um, one day, as for the boy, a frog existed).

In (19), the newly introduced boy and the frog are followed by the nominal marker ga.
In (20), the newly introduced boy is marked by a topic marker wa, and the frog by ga.
Note that both speakers introduce the boy and the propositional information about this
referent in the same clause (i.e. He owns a pet). In order to express the ownership, the
speakers begin their utterance with the boy and use the existential verbs i ru
(‘exist/there is’) or aru (‘exist/there is’) to introduce the frog. The argument structure
adopted in (19) and (20) is grammatical but non-canonical in Japanese (e.g.‘double
nominative’, ‘existential,’ and ‘possessive construction’) (Iwasaki 2002).

We speculate that the use of the non-canonical structure may reflect the fact that
the learners are not aware of how possession is expressed in Japanese. The concept of
possession is differently manifested in linguistic constructions in Japanese and Dutch.
In Dutch, similar to many Indo-European languages, possession is most generally
expressed with the verb hebben (‘to have’). This useful formula can capture various
relationships between entities, e.g. a) possession of an object by an animate entity (as
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in Jan heeft een auto (‘Jan has a car’)) or by an inanimate entity (as in De bibliotheek
heeft veel boeken (‘The library has many books)); b) possession of an abstract entity
(as in Ik heb een goed idee (‘I have a good idea’)); c) social relationship (as in Jan
heeft twee kinderen (‘Jan has two children’)); d) ownership of pets (as in Jan heeft een
hond (‘Jan has a dog’)). ‘

In Japanese, the various meanings of hebben listed above are expressed differently.
In general, possession of entities is expressed with existential constructions (Nakau &
Nishimura 1998). The idea of ‘possession’ is often expressed in terms of ‘belonging’.
In other words, rather than some things/persons ‘possessing’ some things, the same
situation is expressed as some things ‘belonging’ to some things/persons. For
expression possessions, Japanese has two types of existential verbs, iru and aru. Both
mean ‘something exists/there is’. The former generally applies to animate entities and
the latter to inanimate ones, although human relationships can be expressed with both
verbs. When a referent assumes the subject role with no other referents in the clause,
the existential verb simply expresses the ‘existence’ of the entity. The idea of
‘belonging’ is expressed when there is more than one entity in the clause (examples
below).

Most of the meanings of hebben in Dutch described as a)~d) can be expressed with
existential constructions. For instance, possession of a car is expressed as Jan ni wa
kuruma ga aru which can be roughly translated as ‘As for Jan, there is a car/a car
exists’. The following examples show how situations a) ~d) are expressed in Japanese.

(21a) Jan ni  wa kuruma ga aru
Jan  for TOP  car    NOM exist:NONPAST
Jan has a car [lit. As for Jan, a car exists]

(21a’) Toshokan ni  wa hon  ga takusan aru
  library    DAT TOP book NOM many exist:NONPAST
  The library has many books [lit. As for the library, many books exist]

(21b) Ii aidea   ga aru
good idea NOM exist:NONPAST
I have a good idea [lit. A good idea exists]

(21c) Jan ni wa imooto      ga iru
Jan ni wa imooto      ga aru

   Jan for TOP younger sister NOM exist:NONPAST
   Jan has a younger sister [As for Jan, a sister exists]

[As for Jan, a sister (as a permanent relationship) exists]

Because the constructions are based on the idea of ‘belonging’ rather than
‘possession’, an accusative particle o is not used. Instead, the construction requires a
nominal particle ga. In other words, the objects of hebben in the Dutch examples are
marked with a nominal marker ga in Japanese. For instance, in a), a possessed entity
kuruma (‘a car’) is marked with a nominal marker ga instead of an object marker o.
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Although there are indeed verbs in Japanese that distinguish the possessor/owner from
the possessed/owned, their use is limited. For instance, a) can also be expressed with
an aspectual expression of a transitive verb motsu (‘to hold’), as in motteiru (‘in
possession of’). However, the verb requires a human referent in subject position and
its meaning is limited to possession of concrete objects. The other point to note about
the use of the ‘possession construction’ is that the first argument is the established
information.

With respect to the present data, one important point to note is that despite the
general preference for using existential constructions for expressing
possession/ownership, Japanese speakers do not commonly use these constructions to
refer to ‘owning pets’. In fact, the use of ‘possession construction’ for pets seems
questionable.

(21d) ?Jan ni wa   inu  ga iru
?Jan ni wa   inu  ga aru

     Jan  for TOP  dog NOM exit:NONPAST
     ?Jan has a dog [As for Jan, a dog exists]

Instead, the situation is commonly expressed with the aspectual expression of the
transitive kau (‘to keep something as a pet’), as in katteiru (in the state of owning a
pet’). The avoidance of expressions such as d) by the Japanese speakers may reflect
the difficulty in describing the status of pets. Pets are not possessions like inanimate
objects. They are not usually tradable as objects. They are often the centre of affection.
However, the relationship between the owner and their pets varies greatly among
individuals. Some pets are treated as family members, while others are not recognized
as such. This may be the reason why the Japanese speakers in the data use this
expression to refer to owning the frog.

If we go back to the introduction of the boy and the frog by the L2 speakers, the
constructions adopted by the L2 speakers to introduce them seem to reflect the transfer
of the L1-based style of introduction to L2 speech. As we have discussed above, in
their L1 Dutch, the speakers show a preference for introducing the frog as the boy’s
pet as the object of verbs such as vinden (‘to find’) or hebben (‘to have’). The use of
non-canonical argument structure by the L2 narrators for the introduction of the boy
and the frog seems to reflect the characteristics of L1 Dutch reference introduction. As
a result, the majority of the L2 speakers introduced the boy and the frog in one clause,
a practice avoided by native speakers. Native speakers do not introduce a referent and
propositional information about the referent in the same clause (Du Bois 1985;
Lambrecht 1994). It is likely due to the fact that too much information will overload
the processing capacity of the listener and put at risk the efficient delivery of
information

Some L2 speakers use other means to achieve their preferred style of introduction
of the boy and the frog. One is to employ motteiru (‘in possession of concrete
objects’).
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(22) uh, kodomo eh, eh, Tanaka-kun to yuu kodomo wa eh, kaeru to yuu doobutsu o
INJ  child   INJ INJ      Tanaka   QT  say   child    TOP INJ frog    QT say  animal   ACC

*motteimasu,         gurasu no naka    de* (ni)
 hold:TE-ASP:NONPAST glass     GE inside   DAT
Uh, a child, eh, eh, a child called Tanaka *possesses an animal called a frog, in
a glass jar.

Although semantically anomalous for the reasons mentioned above, the use of
motteiru (‘in possession of’) establishes the relationship between the boy and the frog
as the owner and the owned. No learner uses the aspectual verb katteiru (‘in the state
of owning pets’). It is possible that the learners are not familiar with this highly
specialized item.

Peripheral referents are often introduced with existential verbs. Both aru
(existential verb for inanimate entity’) and iru (existential verb for animate entity) are
often used. It seems that the majority of the speakers in our sample do not distinguish
the use of the verbs based on the animacy of the target. Examples (23) and (24) show
that both types of existential verbs are used to introduce the deer in L2 Japanese.

(23) ookii shika ga arimasu
big      deer NOM exist:NONPAST
*There is a big deer

(24) ookii doobutsu ga imasu
big      animal NOM exist:NONPAST
There is a big deer

Some L2 speakers introduce referents into the narratives as the subject of the transitive
verbs with the boy as the object, as in the following example.

(25) eh, ehm, ookii tori wa otooto  o bikkuri shimashita* (sasemashita)
INJ INJ   big bird TOP little brother ACC surprise:PAST

atode, ookii doobutsu wa  otooto o  ike  no  naka ni   ehm, ehm,
later   big animal TOP  little brother ACC pond GEN inside DAT INJ  INJ

 (NL: tsukiotoshimashita)
    push-drop:PAST

tsukiotoshi, otoshimashita
    push        drop:PAST

Eh, ehm, a big bird surprised my little brother.
Later, a big animal ehm, ehm, (NL: push down) push, push my little brother
down into a lake.
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The peripheral referent in (25) may be introduced as the subject because the scene
description from the viewpoint of the boy requires passive constructions. Passives are
complex constructions for the non-native narrators in the present work. The
assignment of agent position to the newly introduced referent may thus reflect the L2
speaker’s avoidance of using the difficult constructions, because the erroneous use of
the forms may jeopardize the otherwise smooth flow of the narrative.

4.4.4 Pragmatic marking of newly introduced referents
In L2 speech production, the learners rarely use pragmatic means to mark the
introduction of new referents. For instance, expressions such as ‘the first’ or ‘the thing
is’ are rarely used. In addition, hesitation markers tend to occur throughout the story.
However, most of these are related to lexical search rather than marking the new
information status of the referents. Many of the L2 narrators do not use the discourse
particle, ne. Nonetheless, there is wide individual variation as to how often such
markers occur. Unlike L1 Japanese, the L2 speakers do not utilize extensive repetition
to establish the identities of the new referents. Repetition occurs after the new lexical
item is supplied by the native listener as a confirmation check.

4.5. Gestural introduction of animate referents in L2 Japanese

In the following, we compare gesture accompanying the introduction of L1 Dutch and
Japanese, and L2 Japanese in narratives.

4.5.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced animate referents
For the analysis, we have tallied every gesture accompanying the introduction of a
new referent in speech. A total of 59 gestures occurred with introduced referents in L2
production. Figure 4.17 presents the results in comparison to the results for L1 Dutch
and Japanese. 62% of referent introductions are accompanied by gesture in L2.
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Figure 4.17. Frequency of gestural accompaniment of newly introduced animate
referents

Recall that a repeated measures analysis of variance showed that there was a
group effect for the frequency of gestural marking of newly introduced animate
referents (F(2, 39) = 6.78, p <.003). Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett T3 post hoc
criterion for significance indicate that the average frequency of gestural
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accompaniment of newly introduced animate referents is significantly higher in L2
Japanese than in L1 Dutch, but no significance is observed in the frequency of gestural
marking between L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese (Table 4.16).

Table 4.16. Multiple comparison of gestural accompaniment of newly introduced
referents (Dunnett T3)

mean difference std. error sig.
L2 Japanese L1 Japanese

L1 Dutch
 .142
.364*

.100

.096
.412 (n.s.)
.003

However, when gestural markings by the three groups of speakers are compared in
detail, a different pattern emerges. Figure 4.18 shows the effect of referential
importance on the frequency of gesture accompanying the introduction of the
referents.
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Figure 4.18. Gestural accompaniment of newly introduced referents in L1 and L2

Recall the significant interaction between character types and groups in the
omnibus analyses of variance reported in 4.1 2. In order to address the question of
whether L2 group differ from L1 groups, we compared primary/secondary vs.
peripheral characters using paired samples t-tests. However, the frequency of gestural
marking of primary and secondary characters was significantly different between L1
Dutch and L2 Japanese but not between L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese. On the other
hand, the frequency of gestural marking of new referents in L2 Japanese is
significantly higher than both L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese (Table 4.17).

Table 4.17. Gestural marking of primary/secondary vs. peripheral referents
primary & secondary peripheral
df t sig. df t sig.

L1Japanese vs. L2 Japanese 14 .576 .573 14 -2.668 .049*
L1Dutch vs. L2 Japanese 11 -6.504 .000* 11 -2.217 .018*

4.5.2 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced animate referents
Unlike in L1 Dutch, some speakers gesturally mark the introduction of the boy in L2
Japanese narratives. A gesture accompanying the boy only occurs among the speakers
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who introduce the boy with another referent in the same clause using non-canonical
constructions. The speaker in Figure 4.19 introduces the boy and the frog in one clause
using a non-canonical construction. We have shown before that this structure is not
seen in the introduction of the referents in L1 Dutch or L1 Japanese. When the speaker
introduces the referents, each referent is accompanied by a separate gesture. When the
boy is introduced, a right-handed gesture locates the referent in the centre-centre
gesture space. After the introduction of the boy, the speaker mentions the jar.
Subsequently, the frog is introduced. The newly introduced referent is accompanied by
a gesture which iconically depicts an entity with the thumb and the index finger.

1   2 
1 L6: ma  ano aru          hi  ano [otoko  no  ko]     wa 2 [^ chiisai  ^ kaeru  ga    ^ imashita]
1 L6: INJ INJ a certain day INJ [male  GEN child]TOP 2 [^ small   ^ frog   NOM  ^ exist:PAST]

etto bin  no   naka de, ma  no  naka  ni      
INJ jar GEN inside DAT INJ GEN inside DAT
Well, ehn, one day, ehn the little boy had a small frog ehm in ehm in a jar
(lit. One day, for the boy, in a jar, there was a small frog)

Figure 4.19. L6 producing gestures accompanying the introductions of the boy and the
frog

1 2 
1 L8: [Jan-san]   ga uhmn ga uh 2 kaeru ga  [kaeru ga   arimasu]
1 L8: [Jan]    NOM INJ NOM INJ 2 frog NOM [frog NOM  exist:NONPAST]
 Jan ehn ehmn has a frog, frog (lit: As for Jan, a frog exists)

Figure 4.20. Gestures accompanying the introduction of the boy and the frog

Following is another example. The speaker in Figure 4.20 introduces the boy (named
Jan in her narrative) in the same clause as the frog in speech. The speaker uses an
existential to describe the fact that Jan owns the frog. As the boy is mentioned, the
speaker performs a gesture swinging her right arm to her left, seemingly pointing to
the side where she put the storybook before beginning her narrative. The pointing
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establishes the identity of ‘Jan’, a name that she uses without any proper introduction.
When the frog is mentioned in speech, an accompanying one-handed gesture locates
the f rog in the speaker’s centre gesture space. The gestures accompanying the
introduction of the boy and the frog do not show any contrast, unlike in L1 Japanese.
Following is another example: The L2 speaker in Figure 4.21a introduces the boy and
the frog.

1  2 3 
1 L7: eto [otoko no      ko     wa] 2[nn]  / eto    3[ kaeru  / ga    ^imasu]
1 L7: INJ [male ACC child TOP] 2[INJ] /well    3 [frog   / NOM ^exist:NONPAST]
Well, the boy well has a, frog, frog (lit: As for the boy, a frog exists)

Figure 4.21a. Gestures accompanying the introduction of the boy and the frog

In L2, the speaker uses the non-canonical ‘possessive construction’ to describe the
same idea that the boy owns the f rog. The speaker performs a gesture on the
introduction of both the boy and the frog. Figure 4.21b shows that, in Dutch, the same
speaker introduces the boy in the abstract part of the narrative where the speaker
mentions that the story is about the boy. The succeeding clause is narrated from the
viewpoint of the boy. The frog is thus introduced as the object of the verb hebben (‘to
have’). When the same speaker introduces the referents in L1, he only performs a
gesture accompanying the frog.

Mijn verhaal gaat over een jongen        
Die heeft een [kikkertje in ]z’n vaasje 
My story is about a boy
He has a little frog in his jar

Figure 4.21b. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the same referent in L1

There is variation among the L2 speakers as to how the dog is introduced in
speech. Some speakers introduce the referent in object position as one of the pets.
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Others introduce the referent in an adverbial phrase, as in inu to isshoni kaeru o
sagashite-imasu (‘is looking for the frog  together with the dog’). The gestures
accompanying the dog also vary across the L2 speakers.

                             
L9: yuube ototo   wa heya no     naka de L1: akuruhi  wa  kodomo  wa
L9: last night little brother TOP room GEN inside DAT L1: next day TOP  child   TOP

kaeru o  mimashita [kodomo no  inu  to isshoni]
frog ACC see:PAST [child  GEN dog  with together]

[inu] to isshoni,    inu to   issho ni kaeru o    sagashiteiru
[dog] with together, dog with together frog ACC  search-ASP:NONPAST
Last night my little brother saw a frog in a room The next day, the child is searching for the
with a dog, with a dog frog with the child’s dog

Figure 4.22a. Gestural marking of the dog Figure 4.22b. Gestural marking of
with the right hand the dog with the left hand

L5: kare wa [inu *ga (o) motteimasu]    L7: [chiisai inu ga    imasu              mo imasu]
L5: he TOP  [dog NOM hold:TE-ASP:NONPAST] L7: [a little dog NOM exist:NONPAST also exist:NONPAST]
He has a dog (this boy) has a dog a little dog
(lit. He is in possession of a dog)

Figure 4.22c. Gestural marking Figure 4.22d. Gestural marking of the dog
of the dog with a counting gesture with two hands

The variations can be observed in the handedness (right, left or both), form and the
gesture space allocated to the dog.

In contrast, there is relative agreement among the speakers with regard to the
gestures accompanying the introduction of the frog. The majority of these gestures
iconically represent an entity with one or both hands. The hand usually shows a slight
curve. The entity expressed by the gestures in the examples may represent the frog as
well as the jar, reflecting the picture where the frog is located in the jar.
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L13:[kaeru] o moraimashita L2:otoko no  ko  wa  [chiisai kaeru ga] arimasu L5: [kaeru ^mo imasu]
L13: [frog]  ACC receive:PAST L2:male GEN child TOP [small  frog NOM] exist:NONPAST L5: [frog  ^also exist:NONPAST]

 (ø) received a frog The child has a small frog There is also a frog
 (lit: As for the child, a small frog exists)

Figure 4.23a. Figure 4.23b. Figure 4.23c.
Gestural marking the frog Gestural marking of the frog with both hands Gestural marking of
with both hands                                    the frog with both hands

The differences in the degree of agreement between the gestures accompanying the
dog and the frog may be due to the ways the referents are introduced in the picture of
the story. In contrast to the location of the frog, the location of the dog is less
important. The difference in the importance of the location may be reflected in the
variety vs. similarity of gestures accompanying the two referents.

Some of the words for the peripheral characters are unknown to the L2 speakers.
In such cases, the learners commonly utilize general expressions such as ookii
doobutsu (‘big animal’) or chiisai mushi (‘small insect’). Figures 4.24a, b, and c show
that as the animals are introduced in speech, the speakers move their hands to depict
the entities in the gesture space.

            
L2: ato wa / n [ookii / dobutsu ga] *arimasu (imasu) L4: [ookii doobutsu] wa, namae wa  wakaranai,
L2: rest TOP [big / animal NOM] exist:NONPAST L4:[big animal]     TOP name TOP  know:NEG:NONPAST
As for the rest, there is a big animal 

mimi no    nagai no   doobutsu wa,
ears  GEN long  GEN  animal TOP

otoko no   hito    o   ike   ni    otoshimasu
male GEN person ACC  pond  to   drop:NONPAST
L4: The big animal], (I) don’t know the name,
an animal with long ears dropped the man into a lake

Figure 4.24a. Gestural marking Figure 4.24b. Gestural marking of the big
of the big animal animal
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L3: kore [wa / eh / ookii doobutsu] no  atama no  mono deshita
L3: but [TOP / INJ/ big animal]   GEN head GEN thing COP:PAST
but, this was the head thing of a big animal

Figure 4.24c. Gestural marking of the big animal

Although the gesture stroke of the accompanying gestures often occurs on the
adjective, there is usually a post-gesture hold until doobutsu (‘animal’) or tori (‘bird’)
is uttered.
The post-gesture hold suggests that the compound expression may be treated as a
single entity, ‘big-animal’ rather than with the emphasis on the adjective ookii (‘big’).
In contrast, the speaker in Figure 4.25 uses the proper animal term shika (‘deer’) at its
introduction. Although the speaker uses an adjective to modify the noun in speech, the
gesture only synchronizes with the introduction of the referent. The speaker moves
both hands slightly upward as the referent is introduced in speech. The absence of
gesture on the adjective ookii (‘big’) contrasts sharply with the gestures by the learners
who label the deer a ‘big animal’ in Figures 4.24a, b and c.

L15: sorekara eh ookii eh [shika ga] *arimasu (imasu)
L15: then   INJ big INJ [deer NOM] exist:NONPAST
There is a large deer

Figure 4.25. Gesture accompanying the adjective ookii (‘big’)

4.6  Summary and discussion of bi-modal animate reference introduction in L2

This section reports the results of the analyses of the introduction of animate referents
in L2 speech and gesture production. As the findings in the literature have suggested,
the L2 narrators show a preference for using NPs over other referential forms in
referent introduction. Proper names are also used by some L2 narrators to refer to the
main characters of the story. However, the use of other local means for marking the
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informational status of referents seems to be absent. For instance, classifiers or aru
(‘one/certain’) are not commonly used. The nominal marker ga is used as frequently as
the topic marker wa, reflecting the absence of association between the choice of
particle and the informational status of the referents in L2 Japanese.

With respect to global means of marking newness, some similarities and
differences between L1 and L2 were observed. As in L1, agentive roles are not
preferred for the newly introduced animate referents in L2. However, there were cases,
in particular for the introduction of the deer, where agentive roles was used for
reference introduction. The syntactic role of the boy assigned by L2 narrators shares
similarities with the pattern observed in the L1 Japanese narratives. However, the
structures used by L2 narrators for the introduction of the boy differ from both L1
Dutch and Japanese. It seems that the L2 narrators use L1-based strategies of referent
introduction within the morphological forms permitted by the target language. Due to
the lack of a verb that is equivalent to hebben (‘to have’) in Japanese, the L2 speakers
use the non-canonical ‘possessive construction’ when introducing the boy and the frog.

Analyses show that some of the referents are oddly positioned when introduced as
new information in comparison to L1. For instance, as a consequence of the use the
‘possessive construction’, the boy was frequently introduced in subject role in the
clause as the owner of the frog. However, introducing and providing the propositional
information about a referent in one clause is cognitively highly demanding for the
listener. In fact, various findings suggest that (native) speakers usually avoid this
conflation (Lambrecht 1994). Some of the peripheral referents are introduced in
subject role with transitive verbs, as in Ookii doobutsu wa otoko no ko o mizu ni
otoshimasu (‘A big animal drops a boy into the water’). However, this role is hardly
ever assigned to new referents in either L1.  The introduction of referents in agent
position may have occurred due to the avoidance of seemingly complex constructions.
For instance, in order to introduce ookii doobutsu (‘a big animal’) in the previous
example in non-agentive role, learners are required to use a passive construction,
which is considered difficult for the learners in the present study, given their
proficiency.

The new referents are not particularly highlighted or firmly established at the
beginning of the narratives. The various pragmatic measures taken by the Japanese
native speakers, such as insertions before the introduction, extensive repetition of the
information about the new referents, and discourse particles are not observed. There
are some possible reasons for these results. For instance, pragmatic means for marking
newness are not obligatory. Such devices are unlikely to be taught in the classroom,
and little negative feedback is likely to come from the native interlocutors because of
their lack of use by the L2 speakers. Even when the L2 learners are exposed to such
devices, they may not notice their important effects. In addition, their use may not be
necessary for learners who tend to rely heavily on NPs as the referential form.

The analyses of gesture show that a larger number of gestures accompany the
introduction of referents when the Dutch learners of Japanese narrate a story in L2
than in their L1. This finding is in accordance with many of the previous findings
(Gullberg 1998; Nobe 1993). In addition, the overall frequency of gestural marking of
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new referents is higher in L2 Japanese narratives than in their L1 native counterparts.
However, the current findings differ from Gullberg’s (Gullberg 2003), whose subjects
do not show any statistical difference in the frequency of gesture accompanying the
introduction of the referents in L1 or L2. One possible reason for the discrepancy
between the results may be the differences in the languages used in the two studies in
terms of marking the information status of referents. Gullberg (2003) examined the
gestures made by L1 and L2 speakers of Swedish and French. Both languages have
article systems whereby the speakers can clearly distinguish the new informational
status of referents. However, the target language of the present study does not have
such linguistic measures. We speculate that the absence of linguistic means to
highlight new information may have motivated the Dutch learners to rely on the other
mode of expression, the manual mode, to mark the newness of referents.

The analyses of gesture show that the difference in the use of discourse structure
in speech between L1 and L2 is mirrored in gesture. For instance, some of the learners
introduce the boy in speech with the non-canonical ‘possession construction’, a
construction that is not used by L1 speakers to introduce the referent. Interestingly,
gestures that accompany the introduction of the boy show a pattern that is not observed
in L1 Japanese gesture production. Note that none of the speakers made any gesture
accompanying the boy in L1 Dutch. Unlike in L1 Japanese where the gesture
accompanying the boy is contrasted with other gestures, gestures accompanying the
boy in L2 are not in contrast with other gestures.

It is worth noting that the use of post-stroke hold by learners reveal that gesture
holds may have some semantic relationship with speech in L2 as in L1 (Duncan 1996).
For instance, the post-stroke holds that overlap with doobutsu  (‘animal’) in
expressions such as ookii doobutsu (‘big animal’) or chiisai doobutsu (‘small animal’)
in L2 production seem to suggest that learners produce gestures not only to describe
the size of the entity but also to represent the animate entities whose lexical terms are
not available to the learners. Thus, the post-stroke hold may reveal that what is meant
by the learners is a ‘big animal’ and not a ‘big’ animal.

In this chapter, we have described and analysed the linguistic and gestural
introduction of animate referents in L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese, followed by analyses
on L2 Japanese narrative production. In the following chapter, we will focus on
linguistic and gestural tracking of animate referents.





Chapter 5. Bi-modal tracking of animate referents in
L1 and L2

5.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we presented analyses of how animate referents are introduced
in two modes of expressions in L1 Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese discourse
production. Once introduced, some referents are further tracked as the narrative
unfolds. Thus, the present chapter focuses on linguistic and gestural (henceforth: bi-
modal) tracking of animate referents. The chapter is divided into two large sections.
The first section presents cross-linguistic analyses, followed by analyses of L2
production.

5.1 Linguistic tracking of animate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

For the analysis of referent tracking, two types of referent informational status are
distinguished: maintained and re-introduced. Let us review the definitions of these
terms. A referent is maintained if it has been assigned subject role and is co-referential
with either the subject in the immediately preceding clause, or an entity that has been
introduced somewhere in the immediately preceding clause. A referent is re-introduced
if it has been assigned subject role, has already been introduced prior to the preceding
clause, and is thus different from the preceding subject. We have tallied all the tracked
referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese speech production.

5.1.1 Referential forms denoting maintained referents
A total of 652 maintained referents were found in the L1 narratives. Of the 652
referents, 245 occurred in L1 Dutch and 407 in L1 Japanese. Table 5.1 shows the
distribution of the linguistic forms for the maintenance of animate referents in the L1
narratives. They are largely divided into NPs and attenuated forms (pronominals and
ø). In L1 Dutch, NPs consist of nouns with definite articles (e.g. het jongetje (‘the
boy’)) or very occasionally demonstratives (e.g. dat jongetje (‘that boy’)). Proper
names (e.g. Jan) are also treated as NPs. The combination of a left-dislocated noun
and a pronoun, such as de kikker die in (1), was treated as one referential form and was
coded as a NP.

(1) En de kikker die sprong uit z’n pot
And the frog he jumped out of his jar
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The reasons for this treatment are twofold. Firstly, the analyses of dislocated
structures, forms frequently observed in French narratives, show that the dislocated
element and the pronoun within the same clause form one reference to the denoted
entity (e.g. Lambrecht 1981, in Hickmann & Hendriks 1999). Secondly, the identity
of the intended referent is clearly indicated linguistically by the dislocated noun.
From the viewpoint of the informational flow, the effect is more similar to NPs than
to pronominal. Attenuated forms used in the Dutch narratives consist of various types
of personal pronouns (e.g. hij, die, ze) and zero marking (ø).

Japanese NPs consist of either bare nouns or nouns with demonstratives (e.g.
sono shonen ‘that boy’). Japanese L1 speakers in the data rarely use pronouns as
referential forms. Instead, zero-marking (ø) is frequently used as the attenuated
form, in accordance with findings in the literature (cf. Clancy 1980; Hinds 1983,
1984; Iwasaki 2002; Kuno 1973, 1978; Yanagimachi 1997).
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Figure 5.1. Frequencies of referential forms used for maintained referents

Figure 5.1 shows the frequencies of linguistic forms used by the Dutch and Japanese
speakers for maintaining reference (see appendix C for raw figures). 72% of the
maintained referents in L1 Dutch narratives are expressed by pronouns. In contrast,
75% of such referents in Japanese narratives are expressed by ø. Dutch speakers use ø-
marking significantly less (15%) than their Japanese counterparts. In fact, the Dutch
speakers use pronouns about as frequently as the Japanese use ø (cf. Clancy 1980 for
similar findings for English and Japanese native narratives). As for the use of NPs,
13% of the maintained referents are so expressed in the Dutch narratives. The figure
for the Japanese narratives is 25%.

As in Chapter 4, for quantitative analyses, firstly, an omnibus analysis of variance
was run on the data from three groups, namely L1 Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2
Japanese. A repeated measures analyses of variance with language groups as a 3-level
between-subjects factor and the use of NP as a 2-level within-subjects factor show that
there is a group effect for the use of NPs (F(2, 39) = 12.57, p < .001).

Table 5.1. Frequency of NP denoting maintained referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference Std. Error Sig.

L1 Dutch L2 Japanese
L1 Japanese

-.258*
-.132*

.056

.043
.000
.020

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .125 .049 .054
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We will only report the results of the post hoc analyses in relation to the cross-
linguistic differences. The results of analyses using Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for
significance indicate that Japanese native speakers used NPs more frequently to denote
maintained referents than their Dutch counterparts (Table 5.1). Thus, further analysis
was performed.

5.1.2 NPs denoting maintained referents
The NPs used for maintaining reference in the L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives were
analysed with respect to the contexts in which they occur. Each maintained NP is
further coded according to the form of its co-referent in the preceding clause. Four
contexts of preceding-clause co-reference are identified: a) co-reference with an NP
newly introduced in the preceding clause (NI), b) co-reference with an NP already
introduced prior to the preceding clause, where it occupies subject role (NS), c) co-
reference with a pronoun in subject role in the preceding clause (PS) and d) co-
reference with ø in subject role in the preceding clause (ØS). The coding schemes are
illustrated in examples (2a)~(2d).

(2a) [Een jongetje met een kikker en een hondje zitten vóór een bed]. En het jongetje
(NI) gaat slapen.
A boy, a frog and a dog sit in front of a bed. And the boy goes to sleep.

[Aru tokoro ni shonen ga imashita]. Shonen (NI) wa petto ni inu o katterundesu
certain place  DAT boy  NOM exist:PAST  boy TOP  pet as dog ACC keep-ASP:NONPAST
There is a boy somewhere. The boy keeps a dog as a pet

(2b) [Soshitara nanka itsu-no-manika inu ga dete kitete], inu (NS) mo isshoni otten no
    then      well     unnoticed dog NOM exit:TE-come:TE dog also together fall-ASP:NONPAST SE

Then the dog comes back unnoticed and, the dog has also fallen (into the river).

(2c) [Eh en in het bos gaat hij op zoek naar de kikker]. Nou in eerste instantie zit het
jongetje (PS) op de grond te kjiken naar zo een molshoop
Eh and he goes into the forest to look for the frog. Then at first, the boy sits on  
the ground to look into a molehill

(2d) [kodomo o ippiki moratte],  sono otoko no ko (ØS) wa  uchi e kaetta
that child ACC one-CL receive:TE, that   male GEN child    TOP  home to return:PAST
(Ø) received one child (frog), and that boy went home

The bracketed clause represents the preceding clause, and the maintained referent is
marked in bold type. The coding scheme is indicated in parentheses. For instance, in
(2a), the maintained referent, het jongetje (‘the boy’), is co-referential with the newly
introduced referent in the previous clause, een jongetje (‘a boy’). Thus, the referent is
coded as ‘NI’. In (2b), the maintained referent, inu (‘dog’), is co-referential with the
subject of the preceding clause. However, inu (‘dog’) was not newly introduced. Thus,
the maintained referent (i.e. dog in bold type) is coded as ‘NS’. In (2c), the maintained
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referent, het jongetje (‘the boy’) is co-referential with the pronominal subject of the
preceding clause. Thus, it is coded as ‘PS’. Finally, in (2d), the maintained referent,
sono otoko no ko (‘that boy’), is co-referential with the zero-marked subject of the
preceding clause. Thus, the maintained referent in bold type is coded as ‘ØS’.

Table 5.2 shows the distribution of the various maintained NPs in the Dutch and
Japanese narratives. The two languages differ with respect to the contexts where
maintained NPs occur. 47% of the maintained NPs in the Dutch narratives occur after
the introduction of new referents, 9% after clauses with given referents in subject role
denoted by NPs, and 41% after clauses with pronominal subjects. Only a single
maintained referent occurs after a clause with ø-marked subject. In contrast, 21% of
the maintained NPs in Japanese narratives occur after the introduction of new referents,
27% after subject denoted by NPs, and 52% after clauses with ø-marked subjects. In
other words, roughly half of the maintained referents in L1 Dutch are second mentions
of the newly introduced referents in the preceding clauses, and the other half are
mostly co-referential with the pronominal subjects in the preceding clauses. In contrast,
in L1 Japanese, roughly half of the maintained referents are co-referential with the
zero-marked subjects in the preceding clauses.

Table 5.2. Distribution of maintained NPs in L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives

A qualitative analysis shows that the maintained NP following an introduced referent
in L1 Dutch is usually marked by a definite article and the syntactic role changes from
non-subject to subject as in (3).

(3)  En het jongetje heeft een kikker in een glazen potje. Maar ‘s nachts onstnapt de  kikker.
And the boy has a frog in a glass jar. But the frog escapes during the night.

In (3), the referent, een kikker (a frog), is introduced as an object of a verb and
subsequently moves to subject role. In Japanese L1, the majority of the maintained
referents in the NI condition are expressed by repeating a bare NP in subject role.

(4) aru tokoro ni kodomo shonen ga imashita.  Sonen wa petto ni inu  o   
    a certain place DAT child      boy  NOM exist:PAST  boy TOP  pet  for dog ACC   
  
    katterundesukedo
    keep-ASP:NONPASR-SE-but
    At a certain place, there was a boy. The boy kept a dog as a pet, but

L1 Dutch L1 Japanese
NI 15 47% 22 21%
NS 3 9% 28 27%
PS 13 41% 0 0%
ØS 1 3% 53 52%
total 32 100% 103 100%
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In (4), the new referent, shonen (boy), is introduced in subject role and the syntactic
role assigned to the same referent does not change in the following clause.
  According to Table 5.2, about half of the maintained NPs in L1 Dutch and
Japanese occur in either the combination of PS and ØS or only in ØS conditions. Since
maintained referents are by definition associated with predictable information, the
change of linguistic form from attenuated to NP for maintaining reference seems at
odds with the principle of information flow. Thus, further analyses were performed.
The results show that that the majority (70%) of the maintained NPs in the PS
condition in L1 Dutch occur when the maintained referent denoted by a NP is only a
part of the subject of the preceding clause as in example (5).

(5)  En dan gaan ze het bos in. En die hond die probeert dan eerst in een bijenkorf te     
    zoeken

And then they go into the forest. And the dog he first tries to search in a beehive

In (5), the subject of the preceding clause is expressed with a pronoun ze which refers
to both the boy and the dog. In the following clause, only the dog is in subject role.
Given the treatment of part vs. whole adopted for the coding of the data in the present
work (see Chapter 3), the informational status of the dog is coded as maintained.
However, the referents in subject role in the two clauses are not exactly the same. Thus,
most of the maintained NPs in the PN condition in L1 Dutch may be produced to
clarify the identity of the referent when only one of the two referents remains in
subject role in two consecutive clauses.

In contrast, the majority (80%) of the maintained NPs in the ØN condition in L1
Japanese are exactly the same as the subject denoted by ø in the preceding clause.
Qualitative analyses show that speakers in L1 Japanese switch from using ø to NP
after a) a chain of zero-marking, b) an insertion of a statement that is not narrative
proper and c) reintroduction of referents with ø. Example (6) is an excerpt from the
data where a maintained NP occurs after a chain of zero-marking.

(6) de, de, sono shika ni tsukamatta-mama  tsuresararechattanda
then then that  deer  to grab-ASP-as is     take-away-PASS-ASP:PAST-SE

de nanka henna kawa mitaina tokoro ni  tsuretekarete
then well  strange  river MOD   place  DAT  take-away-PASS:TE

gake kara tsukiotosare
cliff  from  push-drop-PASS

tsukiotosarete bochaan to
push-drop-PASS:TE SSW   QT

de,de, sono kawa no tokoro de
then then that river GEN place DAT
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 sono otoko no ko ga kaeru no   oto ni kizuki
that male GEN child NOM frog GEN sound at notice:NONPAST

then then holding onto the deer, (ø) ended up being taken away
then well (ø) was taken to a strange river like place, and
(ø) was pushed and dropped from the cliff
(ø) was pushed and dropped like, ‘bochaan’
then, then at the river, that boy noticed the sound of the frogs

In (6), the maintained NP, sono okotono ko (‘that boy’ shown by an arrow), explicitly
identifies the referent after a chain of ø-marked subjects.

Maintained NPs are also observed when comments that are not narrative-proper
are inserted as in (7).

(7) garasu no keesu no naka  ni kaeru o  katteta      no
glass GEN  case GEN inside DAT frog ACC keep-ASP:PAST SE

sonde  netete
then   sleep-ASP:TE

sore, yoru  datta  no
that, night COP:PAST SE  

 so, sorede sono shonen to  inu  ga   nete
th  then  that   boy   and  dog NOM  sleep:TE
(ø) kept a frog in a glass case
then (ø) were sleeping
it was night
th, then that boy and the dog went to sleep, and

In (7), the maintained NP (shown by an arrow) occurs after a statement, sore yoru data
no (‘it was night’), which is not narrative-proper. In the excerpt, the speaker first
mentions that the referents (the boy and the dog) kept a frog and that they went to bed.
Note that ø is used as the referential form. Immediately following the inserted
comment, the information that the boy and the dog went to bed is repeated. However,
this time, the identities of the referents are clearly provided with NPs.

In (8), the speaker first describes the frog’s disappearance. In the next clause, the
boy and the dog are re-introduced into the narrative with ø (shown by an arrow). In the
immediately following clause, the speaker uses the same structure and repeats the
same information that the boy and the dog woke up. However, this time, the identities
of the intended referents are supplied with NPs. When re-introduced with ø, the
identities of the referents are not clearly supplied. Although it is possible for the
listeners to guess the identities of the intended referents using contexts, the NPs may
help clarify their identities.
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(8) nanka nanka   koo      yatte
INJ  INJ  in this way    do:TE

detekuru  no  kaeru  ga  bin no   naka  kara
exit-come   SE  frog  NOM   jar GEN   inside   from

detecchau    no  ne
exit:TE-ASP    SE  PP

 de    asa      okitara
then  morning  wake up:COND

inu  to  shonen  ga  okitara
dog  and  boy    NOM wake up:COND
well, well, doing in this way
comes out of the jar, the frog, from inside
(ø) goes away, you see
when (ø) wake up
when the dog and the boy wake up

5.1.3 Referential forms denoting re-introduced referents
We have tallied all the re-introduced referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese speech
production. A total of 604 re-introduced referents were found in L1 narratives. Of 604
referents, 169 were in L1 Dutch and 435 were in L1 Japanese. Table 5.3 shows the
distribution of linguistic forms used to refer to re-introduced referents in L1 Dutch and
Japanese narratives. These include both NPs and attenuated forms (pronoun and ø). As
was the case for maintained referents, in Dutch, NPs consist of nouns with definite
articles or with demonstratives, proper names and left-dislocated nouns in combination
with pronouns. In (9), left-dislocation occurs to denote the reintroduced referent.

(9) En het hondje gaat achter die twee aan natuurlijk. En die hert die gooit hem en
het hondje gewoon het water ingekieperd.
And the dog naturally goes after the two. And the deer he throws him and the dog
into the water.

In the first clause, the referent in subject role is het hondje (‘the dog’). In the
immediately succeeding clause, the referent in subject role switches to the deer,
denoted by the left dislocation die hert die (‘the deer he’), showing that the use of left
dislocation does not seem to be associated with either maintained or re-introduced
referents. Attenuated forms used in the Dutch narratives consist of pronouns and ø. In
the Japanese narratives, ø is utilized as the attenuated form.
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Figure 5.2. Frequencies of referential forms used for re-introduced referents

Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of referential forms denoting re-introduced referents
(see appendix C for raw figures). 62% of the re-introduced referents in L1 Dutch
narratives are denoted by NPs. The figure for the Japanese data is 55%. No statistical
difference was found between the figures for the two language groups. On the other
hand, 36% of the re-introduced referents are expressed with pronouns in L1 Dutch,
and 45% of the re-introduced referents are denoted by ø in L1 Japanese.

An omnibus repeated measures analyses of variance with a language group as 3-
level between-subjects factor and a reference form as a 2-level within-subjects factor
show that there is a group effect for the use of NP (F(2, 39) = 30.56, p <.001) and for
the use of ø (F(2, 39) = 94.36, p <.001). Post hoc analyses using Dunnett T3 post hoc
criterion for significance indicate that the frequency of the use of NP does not show
any difference between L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese (Table 5.3), but the use of ø is
significantly lower in L1 Dutch than in L1 Japanese (Table 5.4).

Table 5.3. Frequency of NPs used for re-introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L1 Dutch L2 Japanese
L1 Japanese

-.279*
.062

.049

.049
.001
.628 (n.s.)

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .342* .046 .001

Table 5.4. Frequency of ø used for re-introduced referents (Dunnett T3)

In comparison to previous findings, the use of attenuated forms to re-introduced
referents is higher in the present data. For instance, Hickmann and Hendriks (1999)
found that around 90% of the forms used for re-introduced referents were NPs in L1
German and French narratives. Clancy (1980) found that 28% of re-introduced
referents in Japanese L1 data were denoted by ø. The higher frequencies of the
attenuated forms in the present data may be due to the length of the stories used in the
studies. Although the data used in Hickmann and Hendriks (1999) are also story-
retellings of wordless cartoons, each of the stories consists of only five pictures, as

mean difference std. error sig.
L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

L1 Japanese
-.100*
-.435*

.032

.025
.016
.000

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .-.334* .036 .000
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against the twenty-four in the present study. It is possible that with longer stories, the
identities of the protagonists become more traceable with the help of context, which
may in turn prompt speakers to use attenuated forms even for re-introduced referents.
The reason for the discrepancy in the results between those by Clancy (1980) who
used ‘Pair story’ video as stimuli and those by the present study is not clear.

5.1.4 Zero-marking (ø) in reference tracking
Because the use of ø in the re-introduction of referents is significantly different
between L1 Dutch and Japanese, further analysis of this phenomenon was conducted.
The zero-marking (ø) used in tracking referents has been categorized into three types
based on the conditions where it occurs: a) overtly coordinate; b) discoursally
coordinate and c) situationally coordinate (cf. Williams 1988; Muñoz 1995). We will
adopt these categories in illustrating the use of ø in the current data. In the first
condition, the identity of the ø is recoverable from the syntactic antecedent. The
succeeding utterances are connected with the previous utterance by conjunctions.
Examples (10) and (11) are taken from the present data.

(10) en de kikker die sprong uit z’n pot en verdween.
and the frog, he jumped out of his pot and (ø) disappeared

(11) hachi  ga    detekite  inu  o   okkakemawashite
 bees  NOM  exit-come:TE  dog  ACC chase-around:TE

The bees came out and (ø) chased the dog around, and

In (10), the identity of the ø-marked subject is the same as the subject of the preceding
clause, de kikker (‘the frog’). The two clauses are connected by a conjunction en
(‘and’). In the Japanese example (11), the TE medial form is used to chain the clauses.
In both Dutch and Japanese examples, the identity of the zero-marked subject is
syntactically bound to the subject of the preceding clause.

In the ‘discoursally coordinate’ condition, there is a discourse antecedent. Unlike
the previous condition, the clauses are not connected by a conjunction. However, the
identity of the zero-marked subject is the same as the subject of the preceding
utterance. For instance, the identities of the ø-marked subject in (12) and (13) are the
boy and the combination of the boy and the dog, respectively. The referents are not
syntactically bound. However, the identities of the intended referents are clear from
the flow of the discourse.

(12) en het jongetje vond het kikkertje wel aardig
dus met het kikkertje in z’n hand weer terug naar huis.
and the boy thought that the frog was very nice.
So, with the frog on his hand, (ø) back home again.

(13) futari    wa    nechatta        no
two-CLS  TOP  sleep-completely:PAST  SE
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sorede asa     okitara
then   morning   wake up:COND

konna  bin  no   naka  ni    kaeru wa   inai    no
like this   jar  GEN  inside  DAT  frog  TOP  exist-NEG:NONPAST SE
The two went to bed. Then when (ø) woke up in the morning,
 the frog is not inside the jar like this

In the ‘situationally coordinate’ condition, the referent may be separated by more
than one clause from the previous mention. In addition, there may be a switch of
referents in subject role since the previous mention of the referent. In (14) and (15),
the arrows show where the referents are re-introduced into the narrative with ø. In (14),
the referent, het jochie (‘the boy’), is re-introduced into the narrative after the
introduction of the owl. However, the re-introduction is denoted by ø. Similarly, in
(15), a chain of referent re-introduction is all performed with ø. In both examples, the
identities of the referents are recoverable not by syntactic rules but from the context.

(14) Nou het jochie zoekt verder en ziet een gat in een boom,
kijkt in dat gat
Komt er een uil uit

 Schrikt weer
Then the boy searches further and sees a hole in a tree
(ø) looks in that hole
An owl comes out
(ø) is startled again

(15)  sagashita  wake ne,  inu  to  ningen  wa  ne
 search:PAST  SE  PP   dog  and  human  TOP  PP

  kekkyoku  inakatta no
 after all   exist:NEG:PAST SE

  de   soto   ni sagashiniitta no ne
 then  outside  to search-go:PASTSE PP

  inakatta  kara
 exist:NGT:PAST because

 (ø) searched for (ø), you see, the dog and the human, you see
 After all (ø) wasn’t around
 Then (ø) went outside to search for (ø), you see
 because (ø) wasn’t around

Table 5.5 shows the distribution of different types of zero-marking (ø) utilized in tracking
referents (both maintained and re-introduced) in L1 Dutch and Japanese.
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Table 5.5. Distribution of zero-marking (ø) in tracking referents

Most of zero-marking in L1 Dutch occur within the syntactic constraints. On the other
hand, about half of ø in L1 Japanese occur in conditions that are not constrained by
any syntactic rules.

As we have stated, the identities of the referents denoted by ø in ‘situationally
coordinate’ condition are mostly recoverable from the context. However, in some
cases, ambiguity may occur. Observe example (16).

(16) de sonomama  sono  futari  wa   nerudakedo
and  as is       that   two-CLS TOP  sleep:NONPAST-SE-but

neteru saichuu ni
sleep-ASP:NONPAST during

kaeru  ga  bin  kara  koo    detekuru wake
frog   NOM  jar  from  in this way  exit-come:NONPAST  

 suto  tsugi  no hi   okiru to 
then  next  GEN  day  wake up:COND
and the two leave (things) as is
and go to bed, but
while (ø) are asleep
the frog leaves his jar in this way
then when (ø) wake up the next day    

In (16), the arrow indicates the case where the identity of the zero-marked subject may
be ambiguous. Syntactically, the closest NP to the ø is the frog which is the preceding
subject. However, from the context, the act of sleeping is associated with the two
referents, the boy and the dog. Since Japanese verbs do not mark number, the identities
of the zero-marked subject can be either the boy, the dog or both. Given the various
possible choices, the intended referent is not clear. The re-introduction of referents
with ø as in (16) has been variously termed elliptical switch (Clancy 1980), zero topic
change (Furuyama 2001), return pop (Huang 2000a) or global coherence (Zhou 1995).
The phenomenon has been noted in the discourse production of speakers of Chinese
(Hickman & Hendriks 1999; Huang 2000a, 2000b; Zhou 1995) and Japanese (Clancy
1980; Furuyama 2001).

Occasionally, speakers may reveal the identity of the zero-marked subject by
placing the referent immediately afterwards using right-dislocated NPs.

L1 Dutch L1 Japanese
overtly coordinate 31 77.5% 253 51%
discoursally coordinate 5 12.5% 50 10%
situationally coordinate 4 10% 195 39%
total 40 100% 498 100%
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(17) sorede kaeru ga  detecchatta no
then   frog  NOM  exit-ASP:PAST SE

sorede, sugoi suki datta kara  hitori   to  ippiki ga, Go-chan mo Kiku mo
then  much  like   COP:PAST because one-CLS and one-CLS NOM, Go also Kiku also
then because (ø) liked (ø) very much, one person and one (dog), Go and Kiku

In (17), the speaker first re-introduces the referents with ø. However, immediately
afterwards, the identities of the zero-marked subject are supplied as hitori to ippiki
(‘one person and one animal’). However, these rather ambiguous expressions are then
followed by more explicit proper names assigned to the boy and the dog. Although not
common, a similar structure is observed in the Dutch narratives.

(18) En het jongetje ziet dan in een holletje in de grond
Maar daar komt dan een andere beestje uit, waarschijnlijk een mol of zo,
en die bijt dan z’n neus,

 en eh daarna gaat-ie in een holletje in de boom kijken, dat jongetje
And the boy then looks in a hole on the ground
but, from there, another animal comes out, something like a mole
and he bites his nose,
and then afterwards, he goes to check in a hole in a tree, that boy

In (18), the speaker first refers to the boy with a pronoun ie ‘he’ (shown by an arrow).
However, at the end of the utterance, the identity of the referent is supplied by a
dislocated NP as dat jongetje (‘that boy’). The reason for the explicit mention of the
referent at the end may be because the pronoun ie (‘he’) is used to re-introduce the
referent. Note that in the preceding clause, die (‘he’) refers to the mole not the boy.
The seemingly unnecessary NP may have been added to avoid the possible ambiguity
caused by the use of an attenuated referring form die (‘he’) for a re-introduced
referent.

5.1.5 Referential importance and the use of attenuated forms
As it has been noted in the literature that the use of referential forms are not only
related to the linear flow of clauses but also to the global perspective of the story such
as the plot centrality of characters, we analyzed the association between the use of
attenuated forms and referential importance. Figures 5.3a and 5.3b show the results.
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Figure 5.3a. The use of attenuated forms and Figure 5.3b.The use of attenuated forms
referential importance for maintained and referential importance for re- introduced
referents L1 Dutch and Japanese referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

According to these figures, attenuated forms are more likely to be associated with the
primary character, the boy, in both Dutch and Japanese narratives. With respect to
maintained referents, 59% and 52% of the attenuated forms are associated with the
boy in L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese narratives, respectively. The association between
attenuated forms and other referents is comparatively weak in both L1 narratives. A
slight difference is observed with the dog. With respect to re-introduced referents, 67%
and 60% of the attenuated forms are used to denote the boy in Dutch and Japanese
narratives, respectively. The association between attenuated forms and other referents
is relatively weak in both narratives.

5.2 Gestural tracking of animate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

There are a total of 104 gestures that accompanied the maintained and the re-
introduced animate referents in the L1 narratives: 20 in L1 Dutch (four for the
maintained and 16 for the re-introduced referents), and 84 in L1 Japanese (26 for the
maintained and 58 for the re-introduced referents). All of the gestures that accompany
the maintained and re-introduced referents occur on NPs. We will first analyse
gestures accompanying the maintained referents.

5.2.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying maintained referents
There were a total of four gestures that marked maintained referents in L1 Dutch,
while the number was 26 for L1 Japanese. Figure 5.4 shows the frequency (in
percentage) of gesture accompanying the maintained referents in L1 Dutch and
Japanese. 2% of the maintained referents in L1 Dutch are gesturally marked. The
extremely low frequency of gestures accompanying maintained referents in L1 Dutch
replicates previous findings about L1 speakers of English (Levy and McNeill 1992)
and Swedish and French (Gullberg 1998, 2003). On the other hand, the figure for the
Japanese narratives is 7%.
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Figure 5.4. Frequency of gesture accompanying the maintained referents in L1

An omnibus repeated measures analyses of variance with language group as a 3-
level between-subjects factor and gestural accompaniment as one 2-level within-
subjects factor revealed a significant group effect for the frequency of gestural
accompaniment (F(2, 39) = 5.88, p < .01). Post hoc analyses using Dunnett T3 indicate
that maintained-referents are more frequently marked by gesture in L1 Japanese than
in L1 Dutch (Table 5.6).

Table 5.6.  Frequency of gestural making of maintained referents in L1 and L2
(Dunnett T3)

mean difference std. error sig.
L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

L1 Japanese
-.120*
-.051*

.035

.018
.012
.039

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese  .069 .039 .246 (n.s.)

Given the low frequency of gestures in L1 Dutch, the following analysis will focus
only on the gestures accompanying the maintained referents in L1.

5.2.2 Gestural reference maintenance in L1 Japanese
The analysis of the gestures on maintained referents focuses on the following three
aspects of gesture: 1) contexts where gestures on the maintained referents occur, 2) the
relationship between gesture and referential importance of characters in subject role 3)
qualitative aspects of gestures marking maintained referents.  

5.2.2.1 Contexts where gestures occur
For the analysis, gesturally marked maintained referents are coded according to the
form of the co-referent in the preceding clause, in the same manner as in the analysis
of the maintained NPs in speech. Three basic contexts are identified: a) newly
introduced NP (NI), b) NP (NS) and c) zero anaphora (ØS). The last context is further
divided into two subcategories as c-1) zero-marked maintained referent (ØSM) and c-
2) zero-marked re-introduced referent (ØSR). Table 5.7 shows the results of the
distribution of the 26 gestures that accompanied the maintained referents in L1
Japanese according to the four contexts:
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Table 5.7. Distribution of contexts where gestures accompanying maintained referents
occur

Table 5.7 shows that 47% of gestures accompanying the maintained referents occurs
after clauses where co-referential referents are explicitly identified with NPs. 53%
occur after clauses with zero-marked subjects. Given the small number of gestures in
each cell, statistical analysis was not performed.

5.2.2.2 Referential importance and gesture
Figure 5.5 shows the association between gestures and referential importance.
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Figure 5.5. The distribution of gestures accompanying the various maintained
referents

71% of the gestures accompanying the maintained referents occur with the boy and the
dog. 21% occur with the frog. The figure for the peripheral referents is 8%. In other
words, the majority of the maintained gestures in L1 Japanese accompany the referents
with primary or secondary importance.

5.2.2.3 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying maintained referents
In the following section, gestures accompanying maintained NPs are examined with
respect to the physical aspects of gesture as well as their relationship to accompanying
speech. Table 5.5 shows that 31% of the referential gestures on maintained referents
occur on the second mention of the referent immediately after its introduction (NI
condition) as in Figure 5.6.

contexts maintained referents accompanied by gesture
NI 8/26 31%
NS 4/26 16%
ØSM 6/26 23%
ØSR 8/26 30%
Total 26 100%
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1 2 3 
1 [shonen ^ to ato shonen ga  katteiru]  2 [inu  ^ to] 3[kaeru ^san ga  iru  no]       
1[boy ^ and then boy NOM keep-ASP]  2[dog ^ and] 3[frog ^mr. NOM exist SE]    
there is a boy, a dog that the boy keeps, and Mr. Frog

4 
4 de  [kaeru san wa ne]  bin no  naka  ni  haitteiru   no
4 and [frog mr. TOP, PP]  jar GEN inside DAT enter-ASP  SE
and Mr. Frog, you see, is in a jar.

Figure 5.6. Gestures accompanying introduction of referents and a maintained referent

In Figure 5.6, the speaker introduces the three main characters in succession in speech.
Each introduction is accompanied by a counting gesture. The introduction of the boy is
accompanied by a counting gesture made with an index finger (Figure 5.6:1). The
introduction of the dog is accompanied by a counting gesture made with the middle
finger (Figure 5.6:2). When the frog in mentioned, the referent is accompanied by a
counting movement with the ring finger (Figure 5.6:3). This is followed by the left
hand pressing the right ring finger. In the immediately succeeding clause, the frog
assumes subject role in speech. While referring to the frog, the speaker looks at her
fingers and holds the right ring finger, which represented the frog in the preceding
gesture (Figure 5.6:4).

16% of the maintained referential gestures (i.e. gestures synchronizing with the
mention of maintained referents in speech) occur in the NS condition. In Figure 5.7,
the speaker re-introduces the frog into the narrative more than twenty-five clauses after
its last mention. The re-introduction of the referent is not accompanied by a gesture.
Instead, a gesture accompanies the verb iru (‘exist’). The speaker moves her hand to
the lower right periphery (Figure 5.7:1). In the immediately succeeding clause, the
same referent is assigned subject role. This maintained referent is accompanied by a
gesture (Figure 5.7:2).
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1         2 
1 are   o  nozokuto   [kaeru ga  iru no ne] 2 demo [sono kaeru wa] jitsu  wa fuufu datta     rashiku
1 that ACC  peek:COND [frog NOM exist:NONPAST SE PP] 2 but [that    frog TOP ] really   TOP a couple COP:PAST seem
When (ø) looks over that (sort of thing), But that frog, really, seems to have had a partner
there is a frog, you see (lit. seems to have been a couple)

Figure 5.7. Gestures accompanying the predicate of re-introduced referent and a
maintained referent

The second gesture locates the referent in a position almost identical to the previous
gesture. The hand movement, handedness and the hand orientation of the two gestures
share similarities. In Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the anaphoric reference to the preceding
referent is demonstrated not only in speech but also in gesture.

In contrast, some gestures occurring in the NI condition do not locate the referents
in the same positions in the gesture space as the gestures in the preceding clauses. In
the series of utterances in Figure 5.8, the speaker repeats his reference to the boy and
the dog with NPs after their first introductions. Each mention of the referents is
accompanied by a gesture. First, the boy and the dog are indicated by a counting
gesture. The introduction of the boy is accompanied by a counting gesture with the
thumb (Figure 5.8:1), and the dog with the forefinger (Figure 5.8:2). In the
immediately succeeding clause, the boy and the dog are in subject role, thus
establishing their informational status as maintained. However, the accompanying
gestures locate the boy and the dog in the central gesture space. The boy is associated
with the left hand, and the dog with the right hand (Figure 5.8:3 and 5.8:4).

1 2 3 4 
1 de  [otoko no   ko  to] 2 sono][inu] ga    iru  no ne 3[otoko no   ko   to 4 inu ga  ite]
1 then [male GEN child and] 2 that ][dog] NOM exist:NONPASTSE PP 3 [male  GEN child and 4 dog NOM exist:TE]
There is a boy and that dog, you see? There is a boy and a dog, and
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5  6 
5 [otoko no  ko     6 to inu ga ite]
5 [male ACC child 6 and dog NOM exist:TE]

There is a boy
otoko no    ko wa  sore    o kaeru   o  katte-ru   no
male GEN child TOP that ACC   frog ACC keep-ASP SE
and a dog, and the boy keeps that, a frog

Figure 5.8. Gestures accompanying the introduction of referents and repeated mention
of referent after their introduction
 
Two clauses later, the boy and the dog are mentioned again. According to our working
definition, since the preceding clause has only the boy in subject position, the
informational status of the boy and the dog is re-introduced. Nevertheless, the hands
associated with the boy and the dog are the opposite of the previous gesture. This time,
the boy is associated with the right hand, and the dog with the left (Figure 5.8:5 and
5.8:6). This example points to the arbitrary assignment of the gestural loci to the boy
and the dog at the very beginning of the narrative. The gestures on the maintained boy
and dog in Figure 5.8 seems to support the view that the gestures which accompany
the introduction of the boy and the dog in the L1 Japanese narratives may not be
performed for anaphoric purposes. There may be two types of gestures that accompany
the introduction of the referents in L1 Japanese: gestures to locate the referents and
gestures to highlight the referents (see Chapter 4).

Table 5.5 shows that more than half of the gestural markings of maintained NPs
succeed a clause with a zero-marked subject. The following is an example: The
speaker in Figure 5.9 re-introduces the boy with ø, which occurs four clauses after the
last mention of the referent. When the speaker re-introduces the referent, the boy, with
ø (shown by an arrow), a gesture accompanies the verb moratte (‘receives’). As the
verb is uttered, the hand moves from the right periphery to the central gesture space
(Figure 5.9:1). In the immediately succeeding clause, reference to the boy is made with
a NP which is accompanied by gesture. The right hand moves up and down at the
position where the previous gesture ended (Figure 5.9:2). In short, the use of a NP
disambiguates the identity of the re-introduced zero-marked subject of the previous
clause. At the same time, the gesture accompanying the maintained referent also seems
to indicate the anaphoric relationship between the NP and a zero-marked subject of the
previous clause by occurring at the same place as the last gesture.
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 1 
de   kaeri ni        sono jibun  no  
then on the way back  that  self  GEN      

katteta         kaeru no
keep-ASP:PAST frog GEN

kekkon-shite kodomo unda-tte   itta     jan
marry-ASP:TE child deliver QT say:PAST  SE

 1 sono kodomo   o ippiki      [moratte]
1 that child ACC one-counter [receive:TE]
And, on the way back, his frog’s
(ø) told you that (ø) was married and had children
(ø) received one of the frog’s children and

 2  
2[sono otoko no ko     wa]  mata uchi  e kaetta
2 [that male GEN child TOP] again home to return:PAST
that boy went back home again

Figure 5.9. Gestures accompanying the maintained NP after elliptical re-introduction
of referent

Following is another example. In Figure 5.10, the speaker performs a gesture on
the verb as he utters the Japanese equivalent of ‘the two of them go to bed’. The
gesture locates the referents in the right peripheral gesture space (Figure 5.10:1). Two
clauses later, the frog is re-introduced into the narrative and his escape from the jar is
mentioned (Figure 5.10:2 and 5.10:3). The boy and the dog are then re-introduced in
the next clause. However, the subject is marked by ø. When the speaker mentions,
‘next day, ø wake up’, he points to the right periphery, as if to indicate the gestural
locus associated with the zero-marked subject (Figure 5.10:4). In the immediately
succeeding clause, the speaker repeats the same information with the boy and the dog
linguistically supplied as subjects, thus distinguishing the identities of the zero-marked
subjects in the preceding clause. The mention of the referents is accompanied by a
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gesture which locates the boy and the dog in the positions that were assigned to the
same referents three clauses before (Figure 5.10:5).

1        2 3 
de sonomama sono futari wa 2 [kaeru ga bin kara koo] 3 [detekuru  wake]
and as is  that two TOP 2 [frog NOM jar from in this way] 3 [exit-come:NONPAST]

1 [neru n dakedo neteru saichuu ni]   the frog leaves his jar like this 
1 [sleep N but sleep-PRG while DAT]
and the two leave (things) as is
and go to bed, but while (ø are) asleep  

4                 5 
4 suto de [tsugi no hi asa okiru to] 5 sono [otoko no ko to  /otoko no o ko  to inu ga
4 then then [next GEN day morning wake up:COND] 5 that [male GEN child and /male GEN child and dog NOM

then then the next day when (ø) get up in the morning    
koo     yatte     meosamashita tokini]
 in this way do:TE  wake up:PAST when ]
when the boy and / the boy and the dog wake up like this

Figure 5.10. Gestures accompanying referents

The function of the gesture in Figure 5.10: 5 seems to mirror the function of the
maintained NP in speech. Just as the NP helps clarify the possible ambiguity of the
identities of a preceding zero-marked subject, the gesture also visually helps clarify the
ambiguity of the indexing gesture in the preceding clause by using recursive features
such as hand-shape and the gestural locus associated with the boy and the dog three
clauses earlier.  

When the zero-marked subject is supplied immediately after the verb in right-
dislocated NPs, the explicit mention of the subject may be accompanied by a gesture.
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1 2 
de mada akiramenakute shone wa 2 [shonen              ga]
and still give up-NEG:TE boy TOP 2 [boy                NOM]

the boy
1 de  tsugini [iwa  ni    nobotta   no]
1 then next   [rock DAT climb:PAST SE]
and still does not give up, the boy
and next, (ø) climbs up a rock

Figure 5.11. Gestures accompanying mentions of the rock and the boy

In Figure 5.11, the speaker first provides a clause with a zero-marked subject. When
the speaker mentions iwa ni (‘a rock’), her left hand is placed in the centre gesture
space with the palm facing downwards (Figure 5.11:1). The gesture is held in the same
position while the verb nobotta (‘climbed up’) is uttered. Immediately afterwards, the
speaker supplies the identity of ø with a NP. As soon as shonen (‘boy’) is mentioned,
the speaker’s index finger traces the outline of the preceding gesture (Figure 5.11:2).
The hand shape and the movement suggest that the gesture depicts the boy’s climbing
the rock. However, the gesture synchronizes with the word shonen ga (‘the boy +
nominal marker’). The gesture thus does not semantically synchronize with the content
of speech. Instead, the similarities of the gestural locations and hand shape between
the two gestures may help indicate the referent, shonen (‘boy’), as the identity of the
zero-marked subject of the verb, nobotta (‘climbed up’).

5.2.3 Gestural reference re-introduction in L1 Dutch and Japanese
5.2.3.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying maintained referents
In L1 Dutch, 16 re-introduced referents are accompanied by gesture. The figure for L1
Japanese was 42. Figure 5.12 shows the frequency of gesture accompanying re-
introduced referents. The results of the frequency of gesture accompanying maintained
referents are also added for the purpose of comparison. In the Dutch narratives, 9% of
the re-introduced referents are accompanied by gesture. The corresponding figure for
Japanese is 13%. An omnibus repeated measures analyses of variance with language
group as a 3-level between-subjects factor and gestural accompaniment as a 2-level
within-subjects factor shows that there is a group effect for the frequency of gestures
accompanying the re-introduced referents (F(2, 39) = 7.49, p <.002). Post hoc analyses
using Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for significance indicate that the average
frequency of gestural marking between L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese is not significantly
different (Table 5.8). The figure for the Dutch narratives in the present work is slightly
lower than in previous findings. Gullberg (2003) found that 14% of re-introduced
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referents were accompanied by gesture in L1 French and Swedish narratives. The
reasons for the discrepancy between her findings and the current results for the L1
Dutch data are not clear.
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Figure 5.12. Frequency of gesture accompanying maintained and re-introduced
referents

Table 5.8. Frequency of gestures accompanying re-introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L1 Dutch L2 Japanese
L1 Japanese

-.221*
-.062

.063

.034
.008
.233 (n.s.)

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .158 .064 .065

5.2.3.2 Referential importance and gesture
Figure 5.13 shows the frequency of gestural marking of re-introduced referents in
relation to the referential importance of the referents. 69% of the gestural markings of
re-introduced referents in the Dutch narratives occur on the boy, the dog or both. The
figure for the Japanese narratives is 66%. 31% and 22% of the gestures on re-
introduced referents occur on mention of the frog in the Dutch and the Japanese
narratives, respectively. No gestures accompany the re-introduction of peripheral
characters in L1 Dutch. In L1 Japanese, 12% of the gestures accompanying the re-
introduction of referents are associated with peripheral characters.
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Figure 5.13. Distribution of gestures accompanying re-introduced referents in L1
Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese narratives  

Figure 5.13 shows that in both languages the majority of the gestures accompanying
re-introduced referents are associated with the two main characters.
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5.2.3.3 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying re-introduced referents
Unlike gestures that mark maintained reference, gestures that accompany re-
introduced referents occur with some clauses in between their appearances.
Consequently, qualitative analysis of gestures show that there are usually no recursive
physical features observable between gestures accompanying the re-introduced
referent and a gesture that accompanied the previous mention of the same referent.
However, when multiple referents are involved in the scene description, recursive
features are observed in gestures accompanying re-introduced referents.

1 2 
1 [en steunt dus ^op een tak lijkt het om nog eens te kjiken] 2 Nou die [hond loopt] [ook mee], blaf blaf  
And (ø) grabs a branch-like thing to look around 2 Well, the dog walks along too, woof woof

Dat is een ^rendier]
That is a reindeer

Het rendier neemt het jochie mee
The reindeer take the boy with him

3 
3 En [het ren eh het rendier smijt het jochie in het water]
3 And the rein eh, the reindeer throws the boy into the water

Figure 5.14. Gestures accompanying the re-introduced referents

In Figure 5.14, the Dutch speaker clenches his fists when he refers to the boy grabbing
a branch. When the reindeer is mentioned for the first time in the succeeding clause, a
beat is superimposed on the hands, which have been held in the same position (Figure
5.14:1). In the following clause, the dog is re-introduced into the narrative. The
accompanying wiggling movement by the left hand depicts the dog’s walk. As the left
arm moves forward, the right hand continues the wiggling movements. As soon as the
right fingers begin to wiggle, the left arm and fingers stop moving, as if the gestures
describe the dog’s running on the left and then the right side of the speaker (Figure
5.14:2). When he makes barking noises, the speaker looks up, as if the dog is barking
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at the deer. In the succeeding clause, the deer is re-introduced in speech and
accompanied by a gesture which mirrors the gesture that accompanied the same
referent when it was last mentioned (Figure 5.14:3). Thus, the referent is not only
referred to anaphorically in speech but also in the manual mode.   

Similarly, in L1 Japanese, the re-introduced referents may be accompanied by a
gesture that anaphorically refers to the previous gesture. In Figure 5.15, when the
Japanese speaker mentions that the boy and the deer are going to the cliff, the verb is
accompanied by a gesture where two hands are placed in parallel in the central gesture
space (Figure 5.15:1). Then the speaker describes the deer’s sudden halt. When the
boy is re-introduced into the narrative in the following clause, the re-introduced
referent is accompanied by the right index finger pointing at the left hand/arm (Figure
5.15:2). This deictic gesture physically indicates that the boy is represented by her left
hand. The speaker then describes the scene with the left hand sustained in mid air
(Figure 5.15:3).

1  2  3 
1[isshoni soko made iku n dakedo] 2 tomat-tara  [shone wa] 3 [sono shita  wa kawa ninatteirundakedo]
1[together there till go N but] 2 stop:COND [boy TOP] 3 [that underneath TOP river become-ASP:NONPAST-SE but]
(ø) goes together there with the deer When (ø) stopped, the boy  Underneath that, there is a river

 4 5 
4 [^shonen to                                      5^inu Bob ga]   kawa ni  okko-cchaimashita
4 [^boy   and                                   5 ^dog Bob NOM] river  to  fall-ASP:PAST
the boy and the dog, Bob, ended up falling into the river

Figure 5.15. Referential gestures accompanying re-introduced referents

Two clauses later, the boy is re-introduced into the narrative. The mention of the boy is
accompanied by a beat superimposed on the left hand, which has been associated with the
referent previously (Figure 5.15:4). The left arm is held in the same position while the dog is
re-introduced into the narrative (Figure 5.15:5). Throughout the series of utterances
describing the scene involving multiple characters, the re-introduction of the boy is constantly
associated with the same hand, which is maintained in the same position.
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5.3 Summary and discussion of bi-modal animate reference tracking in L1

This section reported the results of the cross-linguistic examination of animate
reference tracking in L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese speech and gesture production. The
analyses show that certain factors influence the choices of referential form in tracking
referents regardless of the language spoken. At the same time, cross-linguistic
variations are observed due to language-specific factors. The analyses of speech show
that the informational status (i.e. maintained vs. re-introduced) of the referent largely
influences the choice of referential form in both language groups. Maintained referents
are mostly identified by attenuated forms (pronominals and ø), while re-introduced
referents tend to be associated more with NPs.

As expected from the literature, the Japanese speakers rarely used pronouns as
attenuated forms in their narratives. The analyses show that the distribution of
pronouns in the Dutch narratives resembles the distribution of ø in the Japanese
narratives. The high reliance on ø for maintaining and re-introducing referents in
Japanese indicates that greater tolerance of ambiguity may be expected of Japanese
listeners than their Dutch counterparts. Nevertheless, the frequent use of ø may lead to
ambiguity with respect to the identities of the intended referents. Subsequently,
Japanese speakers tend to use NPs for maintained referents more frequently than their
Dutch counterparts, seemingly in order to clarify the ambiguity of identities of the
intended referents possibly caused by extensive use of zero-reference. We have
presented three contexts where the identities of the intended referents can be
ambiguous. One is a chain of ø where clauses with zero-marked subjects are connected
without an explicit indication of the identity of the referent. The second is the insertion
of non-narrative proper statements. The third is the re-introduction of referents with ø.
Although Dutch speakers may use pronouns to re-introduce referents, because
pronouns encode the number and gender of the subject, the identities of intended
referents may be recoverable with less difficulty. The analyses thus suggest that the
use of NPs for the maintained referents in Japanese narratives may be inter-related
with the use of ø for tracking referents. The frequent use of ø in Japanese occurs
because of the relatively relaxed constraints on its use in comparison to most European
languages. Thus, the quantitative differences in the frequency of maintained NPs
between the Dutch and Japanese narratives may occur as a result of qualitative
differences in the constraints assigned to zero-marking by each language.

Furthermore, differences in the frequency of maintained NPs in Dutch and
Japanese narratives seem to suggest cross-linguistic variation in the relationship
between the information flow of discourse and the choice of referential forms. Unlike
Givón’s (1985) quantitative universals, which predicts that the less predictable topic is
more likely to be represented with more linguistic material, we have found cases
where NPs are used for continuous topics (i.e. maintained NPs). Alternatively, we
have also found cases where the most attenuated form of zero-marking (ø) is used to
reintroduce referents. In short, although the focus is limited to referents in subject role,
the present data indicate the possibility that mapping of the organization of
information in discourse onto referential forms may in some contexts show cross-
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linguistic variation. In fact, our findings about Japanese narrative are in agreement
with Huang (2000) who explains the use of NPs for reference maintenance and zero-
marking for reference re-introduction in speech as pragmatically motivated choices.
Using Levinson’s (1991, 1995) pragmatically oriented Q-, I-, and M-principles, Huang
(2000) explains that the repetition of NPs at the introduction is a manifestation of the
fact that ‘I-implicated minimisation [is] being overridden by the M-implicated
message of the establishment of a common topic’ (p.173). Similarly, Huang states that
the zero-marked re-introduction can be explained as the manifestation of the I-
principle (i.e. ‘Do not say more than is required’). He points to two techniques
speakers may use to help indicate the intended referents. One is repetition of the key
lexical items used in the previous utterance, and the other is the use of parallel
syntactic constructions between the two utterances (p.172). In our data, Japanese
speakers indeed use such linguistic devices. However, there seems to be another
device seemingly used to help clarify the identity of intended referents, i.e. gesture.

The cross-linguistic analyses of the gestural tracking of animate referents show
that certain factors such as the active use of pronominal forms and zero-marking affect
gesture production in both languages. At the same time, some variations are observed
between the two language groups due to language-specific factors. In the Dutch and
Japanese narratives, the frequency of gestural marking of referents is generally
associated with the their informational status. For instance, the re-introduction of
referents is more marked by gesture than is maintenance in both languages. The
analyses also show that gestural tracking of referents is related to the degree of
referential importance in both L1 groups. Referents with high importance are more
likely to be marked by gesture when tracked.  

Some cross-linguistic variation is observed in the gestural tracking of referents.
The extremely low frequency of gestures on the maintained referents in L1 Dutch
confirms findings in the literature (Gullberg 1998, 2003; Levy & McNeill 1992;
Marslen-Wilson et al. 1982; McNeill & Levy 1993). On the other hand, although the
number of occurrences is relatively small, the Japanese speakers mark the maintained
referents significantly more frequently than their Dutch counterparts. Further analyses
of gesture indicate a possible association between context and the occurrence of
gestural marking of the maintained referents in L1 Japanese, which is concentrated in
contexts immediately succeeding the introduction of new referents and after a clause
containing a zero-marked subject.

The contexts involved in the occurrence of gesture suggest some possible
functions of gestures accompanying maintained referents in the Japanese native
narratives. With respect to the clause immediately succeeding the introduction of new
referents, gesturing may help establish the identities of such referents in the mind of
the listener. The analyses of speech production in Chapter 4 show that Japanese
speakers are more likely to attend to the establishment of referents using pragmatic
means than their Dutch counterparts, most probably due to the absence of features
such as an article systems or the active use of pronouns to note subtle changes in the
informational status of referents. Accordingly, even on the second mention of a newly
introduced referent, some Japanese speakers may feel to further establish the identity
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of the referent. Gesture may function as a tool for such speakers to visually highlight
the referent, either by repeating the gesture associated with the new referent or by
simply accompanying the second mention of the referent with hand movements.

With respect to the gestural marking of referents succeeding zero-marked subjects,
the recursive features of gesture (cf. the notion of ‘catchments’, McNeill 2000a) may
help clarify the identities of referents in addition to the explicit provision of identity by
NPs in speech. Thus, the data indicate that referential gestures may be motivated by
the need to facilitate the effective delivery of discourse through the establishment and
disambiguation of referent identity. In other words, the use of gesture may be highly
pragmatically driven.

The literature has previously suggested that referential gestures in discourse made
by native speakers are not associated with referents with predictable information
(Gullberg 1998, 2003; Levy & McNeill 1992; Marslen-Wilson et al. 1982; McNeill &
Levy 1993). The discrepancy between the previous findings in the literature and the
results of the present analyses may be due to the characteristics of the languages
concerned. The majority of the previous research has focused on gestures by native
speakers of languages with actively used third-person pronouns and strict constraints
on the use of ø. Thus, the quantitative differences in the frequency of gestural marking
of the maintained referents between the Dutch and the Japanese narratives may be
related to differences in the characteristics of the two languages. It is worth noting here
the findings reported by Duncan (1996) about the gesture performance of Chinese
speakers. In her Chinese data, Duncan found that there were some cases where the
gesture accompanying the COMMENT in the TOPIC-COMMENT clause was
repeated in synchrony with this COMMENT as it became TOPIC in the immediately
succeeding utterance (Duncan 1996: 183-4). The study did not particularly focus on
referential gestures, yet, it is worth noting that TOPIC, which represents old
information, is here gesturally marked in narratives by speakers of a language
typologically similar to Japanese in this respect.

Gestures accompanying the re-introduction of referents in both Dutch and
Japanese show that the gesture’s unambiguous nature is most frequently utilized when
the description of the scene involves competing characters.

Lastly, the analyses of linguistic and gestural tracking of referents in the Dutch
and the Japanese narratives indicate a parallel between speech and gesture production.
Note that where the Dutch and Japanese differ in the frequency of the use of NPs in
speech is exactly where the two languages differ in the frequency of gesture
production in tracking referents. The results thus indicate the integrated nature of
speech and gesture at the level of discourse. Consequently, as with referential tracking
in speech production, it seems that Givón’s principle (1983) of ‘more quantity of
expression’ -- less predictable topic is accompanied by more coding material -- may
not be entirely applicable to L1 referential gestures.
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5.4 Linguistic tracking of referents in L2 Japanese

The same coding scheme as in the analysis of L1 production was adopted for the
analysis of referent tracking in L2. Thus, the referents are analysed as either
maintained or re-introduced. There are a total of 330 tracked referents found in the L2
data: 171 are maintained referents and 159 are re-introduced referents. We will first
analyse the maintained referents.

5.4.1 Referential forms denoting maintained referents
The referential forms used to track referents in the L2 Japanese narratives are largely
divided into NPs and attenuated forms, in the same way as their L1 counterparts. NPs
consist of either bare nouns or nouns with demonstratives (e.g. sono kaeru ‘that frog’).
Occasionally, L2 speakers may use a combination of a noun and an adjective (e.g.
ookii dobutsu ‘big animal’). Attenuated forms consist of pronouns (e.g. kare ‘he’) and
ø. Table 5.11 illustrates the distribution of the forms used for the maintained referents
in L2 Japanese in comparison to its L1 counterparts.

Figure 5.16 shows the figurative representations of the frequencies of referential
forms used by the Dutch learners of Japanese in comparison to the results for the L1
Dutch and Japanese narratives. The figure shows that 33% of the maintained referents
in the L2 narratives are denoted by NPs. The figures for L1 Dutch and Japanese are
13% and 25%, respectively. As for ø, 63% of the maintained referents are so denoted
in L2 Japanese. The figures for L1 Dutch and Japanese are 15% and 75%, respectively.
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Figure 5.16. The frequency of referential forms used for maintained referents

As reported in 5.1.1, the results of a repeated measures analyses of variance
showed that there is a group effect for the frequency of the use of NPs (F(2, 39) =
12.57, p < .001) and for ø (F(2, 39)=67.159, p < .001). Post hoc analyses using
Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for significance show that the average ratio of NPs to
refer to the maintained referents is significantly higher in L2 than in L1 Dutch but not
than in L1 Japanese (Table 5.9). In addition, although learners use more ø to refer to
the maintained referents in their L2, the use of ø as a referential form is significantly
lower than in L1 Japanese (Table 5.10).
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Table 5.9. Frequency of NP denoting maintained referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference Std. Error Sig.

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .125 .049 .054
L1 Dutch .258* .056 .000

Table 5.10. Frequency of ø denoting maintained referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error Sig.

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese -.147* .048 .013
L1 Dutch  .432* .051 .001

5.4.2 NPs denoting maintained referents
The maintained NPs in L2 Japanese narrative production are analysed with respect to
the contexts in which they occur. The contexts are identified with respect to the forms
of the co-referential referent in the previous clause. Four contexts are distinguished, as
in the analysis of L1 discourse: a) newly introduced NP (IN), b) NP subject (NS), c)
pronoun subject (PS) and d) zero-marking (ØS). Table 5.11 shows the results:

Table 5.11. Forms of co-referents to maintained NPs in L1 Dutch, Japanese and L2
Japanese

L1 Dutch L1 Japanese L2 Japanese
IN 15 47% 22 21% 18 32%
NS 3 9% 28 27% 20 36%
PS 13 41% 0 0% 2 3%
ØS 1 3% 53 52% 16 29%
total 32 100% 103 100% 56 100%

For the purpose of comparison, the results from L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives are
also provided. 32% of the maintained NPs in L2 Japanese narratives occur after the
introduction of new referents, 36% after an NP, 3% after a pronoun and 29% of the
maintained referents occur after clauses with zero-marked subjects. Two-thirds (68%)
of the maintained NPs in the L2 Japanese narratives occur either after the introduction
of new referents or after clauses with subjects denoted by NPs.

Given its relatively high frequency, analysis was conducted on the NS condition.
A qualitative analysis shows that L2 speakers may use NPs to denote maintained
referents even when the identities of the intended referents are predictable. For
instance, in (19) and (20) the speaker continues to use a NP to refer to the maintained
referent.

(19) demo kaeru wa mori   ni  sundeimashita
     but  frog  TOP  forest  DAT  live-ASP:PAST
  
 kaeru wa garasu no kazoku wa amari sukijanai

frog TOP glass GEN family TOP not much like:NEG
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 dakara kaeru wa garasu no kazoku  o demashita
therefore frog  TOP glass GEN family ACC exist:PAST

mori ni kaerimashita
forest to return:PAST
but the frog used to live in the forest
the frog does not like the glass family* (home)
so the frog got out of the glass family* (home) ø returned to the forest

(20) demo kono otoko no   ko   ga  inu chiisai inu  o    ga   mo imasu
but    this   male GEN  child  NOM dog small  dog  ACC  NOM  also exit:NONPAST

 chiisai inu wa  otoko  no  ko   o  tetsudatte-agemasu
small  dog TOP  male  GEN  child  ACC  help-give:NONPAST

 chiisai inu  wa  mado  kara  ochimasu:NONPAST
small  dog  TOP  window  from  fall
but this boy also has a small dog (lit: As for this boy, a small dog exists)
the small dog helps the boy
the small dog falls from the window

The speaker in (19) re-introduces the frog into the narrative with a NP. As shown by
arrows, in the following two consecutive clauses, the referent is in subject role,
denoted explicitly by a bare NP, kaeru (‘frog’). No demonstrative is used, nor does the
speaker connect the clauses with the TE:medial form so that a ø-chain can be used.
After three consecutive uses of the bare NP, the referent is finally marked by ø in the
immediately following clause. In (20), the L2 speaker introduces the dog with an
adjective chiisai (‘small’). In the following two consecutive clauses, the NP, chiisai
inu (‘a small dog’), is used to refer to the same referent (shown by arrows). The
speaker repeats the NP to denote the maintained referent when the use of the NP is
unnecessary. This over-explicitness by the excessive use of NP is consistent with the
data in many of the L2 studies.

A qualitative analysis of the maintained NPs in the ØS condition shows that the
majority of the maintained referents occur after a short chain of zero-marking. In (21),
the speaker switches from using NP to ø in denoting the co-referent. However, in the
immediately succeeding clause, the speaker switches the referential form back to NP,
although the status of the referent is maintained (shown by an arrow).

(21) kare wa  kono kaeru motte itte
he   TOP  this  frog  take:TE-go:TE

kare no heya  ni okimashita
he  GEN room DAT place:PAST

kare no tameni chiisai gurasu botoru de  kaeru no *kazoku (uchi)
he GEN   for   small  glass   bottle  with  frog GEN  house
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*tsukatte(tsukutte)mimashita.
 make:TE-try:PAST

 Taro san wa  tottemo ureshii desu.
 Taro  mr. TOP  very   happy  COP
He took his frog and (ø) placed (him) in his room. For him, (ø) tried making a
frog house with a glass jar. Taro is very happy.

In (21), the speaker first uses a pronoun to refer to the boy. In the following two
clauses, the boy assumes subject role, thus establishing both of the co-referents as
maintained. The subject of both clauses is denoted by ø. However, in the succeeding
clause, a proper name for the boy, Taro, is used to refer to the same referent. It seems
that the switch to the NP occurs because using an attenuated form (either pronoun or
ø) may cause an ambiguity as to the identity of the intended referent. Note that in the
given context, both the frog and the boy can be happy.

5.4.3 Referential forms denoting re-introduced referents
Tale 5.15 shows the distribution of referential forms used to refer to the reintroduced
referents in the L2 narratives in comparison to the data for the source and the target
language groups. In L2, NPs either consist of bare nouns or with demonstratives (62%).
The learners of Japanese virtually never use pronouns to re-introduce referents. The
other form used to re-introduce referents is ø. A total of 159 re-introduced referents
were found in the L2 narratives.
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Figure 5.17. Frequency of referential forms used to denote re-introduced referents in
L1 and L2

Figure 5.17 shows the distribution of referential forms denoting re-introduced
referents in L1 Dutch and L1 and L2 Japanese. 87% of the referents in the L2
narratives are re-introduced into narratives with a NP. The figures for the L1 Dutch
and Japanese are 62% and 55%, respectively. In the case of ø, 13% of the re-
introduced referents are zero-marked in L2 Japanese. The figures for L1 Dutch and
Japanese are 2% and 45%, respectively.

As reported in 5.1.3, an omnibus repeated measures analysis of variance shows
that there is a group effect for the use of NP (F(2, 39)=30.56, p <.001) and for the use
of ø (F(2, 39) =94.36, p < .001). Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett T3 post hoc
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criterion for significance indicate that the average ratio for the use of NPs to denote the
re-introduced referents is significantly higher than in L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese (Table
5.12). The use of ø to mark the re-introduced referents is significantly higher in L2
than in L1 Dutch but lower than in L1 Japanese (Table 5.13).

Table 5.12. Comparison of the frequency of NPs in re-introducing referents (Dunnett
T3)

mean difference std. error sig.
L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .342* .037 .000

L1 Dutch .279* .058 .000

Table 5.13. Comparison of the frequency of ø in re-introducing referents (Dunnett T3)

A comparative analysis of the L1 Dutch and the L2 Japanese narratives shows that
what is expressed with a pronoun in L1 Dutch may be expressed with a NP in L2
Japanese. In (22) and (23), the same speaker describes a similar scene in L1 and L2.

(22) Nou dat was een verhaaltje over een jongetje met een hond
En het jongetje heeft een kikker in een glazen potje
Maar ‘s nachts ontsnapt de kikker

 En daar komen ze ‘s morgens achter
Well, it was a story about a boy with a dog
and the boy has a frog in a glass pot
but during the night, the frog escapes
and they realize it in the morning

(23) otoko no ko  wa chiisai kaeru ga   arimasu
male GEN child TOP small   frog NOM exist:NONPAST

demo neru *no toki, kodomo, otoko no  ko  ga  neru toki
but   sleep GEN when,  child,    male GEN child NOM sleep when

kaeru wa uchi  o  demasu
frog  TOP house ACC leave:NONPAST

 sono tsugi no  asa,   otoko no ko  wa totemo sabishii desu
that  next  GEN morning, male GEN child TOP very  lonely  COP:NONPAST
The boy has a frog (lit: For the boy, a frog exists)
but when (ø) goes to bed, when the child, the boy goes to bed
the frog leaves the house
Next morning, the boy is very lonely

mean difference std. error sig.
L2 Japanese L1 Japanese  -.334* .036 .000

L1 Dutch  .100* .032 .016
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In (22), the speaker in his L1 reintroduces the boy and the dog into the narrative with a
pronoun ze (‘they’) (shown by an arrow). However, when the boy is re-introduced into
the narrative in the speaker’s L2 in (23), a NP, otoko no ko (‘boy’), is used (shown by
an arrow). The examples above indicate the difficulty learners have in using attenuated
forms in L2.

5.4.4 Zero-marking (ø) in tracking referents
Table 5.14 shows the distribution of different types of zero-marking utilized in
tracking referents (maintained and re-introduced) in the L1 Dutch and Japanese and
L2 Japanese narratives.

Table 5.14. Distribution of zero-marking in tracking referents
L1 Dutch L1 Japanese L2 Japanese

overtly coordinate 31 77.5% 253 51% 41 32%
discoursally coordinate 5 12.5% 50 10% 67 52%
situationally coordinate 4 10% 195 39% 20 16%
total 40 100% 498 100% 128 100%

Table 5.18 shows that 52% of ø used by the L2 speakers belong to the
‘discoursally coordinate’ type. The figure is higher than the figures for its L1 Dutch
and L1 Japanese counterparts, whose figures are 12.5% and 10%, respectively. 32% of
the ø in L2 occurs in the contexts where its use is syntactically bound. Example (24)
illustrates the typical use of ‘discoursally coordinate’ zero-marking in L2 speech
production.

(24) eto otooto wa mado   no , no, mado *de(kara) heya o   demashita
well brother TOP window GEN GEN window at(from)  room ACC leave:PAST

eto kaeru, kaeru o *sagaru (sagasu) tameni chotto sanpo  o  shimashita
well frog,   frog ACC search            for   little   walk  ACC  do:PAST

inu inu to  isshoni sanpo o shimashita
dog dog with together  walk ACC do-PAST
Well, my little brother left the room at the window, window
Well to look for the frog, (ø) went for a short walk
With the dog, dog, (ø) went for a walk

In a series of utterances in (24), the speaker first uses a NP, otooto (‘my little brother’),
as the referential form for the subject. In the following two clauses, the referent is
denoted by ø. In both cases, the speaker begins a new clause with a zero-marked
subject. One noticeable characteristic of the L2 data is the strong preference that
learners have for using ‘discoursally coordinate’ over ‘syntactically coordinate zero-
marking, which can be realized by connecting clauses with the TE-medial form or by
using other connectives.
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5.4.5 Referential importance and the use of attenuated forms
Figures 5.18a and 5.18b below show the association between the use of attenuated
forms and referential importance in the L2 narratives, as compared to the results for
the L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives. In all three groups, the referents with a higher
degree of referential importance are more likely to be associated with attenuated forms
when referents are tracked. In the L2 narratives, 64% of attenuated forms used to
maintain referents are associated with the boy, while the corresponding figure for re-
introduced referents is 75%. Attenuated forms for tracking other referents are
relatively rare. In fact, the frequency of referential forms used for characters with
various referential importance shows a similar pattern between L1 Dutch and L2
Japanese. In other words, the L2 speakers seem to be choosing referential forms based
on hierarchical structure of narratives (primary vs. peripheral characters) in the same
way as in their L1.
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5.5 Gestural tracking of referents in L2 Japanese

64 gestures accompanied the maintained and re-introduced referents in the L2
Japanese narratives: 22 for the maintained and 42 for the re-introduced referents. Most
of the gestures that accompany tracked referents occur on NPs. We will first analyse
gestures accompanying the maintained referents.

5.5.1  Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying maintained referents
There were a total of 22 gestures that marked maintained referents in L2 Japanese.
Figure 5.19 shows the frequency of gestures accompanying the maintained referents in
the L2 narratives in comparison to the figures for the L1 Dutch and Japanese
narratives.
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Figure 5.19.  The frequency of gesture accompanying the maintained referents in L1
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As reported in 5.2.1, an omnibus repeated measures analysis of variance with
language group as a 3-level between-subjects factor and gestural accompaniment as a
2-level within-subjects factor revealed a significant group effect for the frequency of
gestural accompaniment (F(2, 39) =5.88, p < .01). Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett
T3 post hoc criterion for significance indicate that while the Dutch learners of
Japanese gesturally mark the maintained referents more frequently in L2 than in their
L1, the average frequency of gestural accompaniment for the maintained referents
between L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese is not significantly different (Table 5.15).

Table 5.15. Frequency of gestural marking of maintained referents in L1 and L2
(Dunnett T3)

mean difference std. error sig.
L2 Dutch L1 Dutch

L1 Japanese
.1203*
.0691

.03552

.03920
.012
.246 (n.s.)

The fact that the Dutch learners produce more gestures accompanying maintained
referents in L2 than in L1 is in accordance with previous findings. Gullberg (2003)
found that Swedish learners of French and French learners of Swedish both gesturally
mark maintained referents significantly more in L2 than in L1. However, the similarity
of gestural frequency between the native speakers and learners of Japanese was not
expected. Thus, further comparative analysis was conducted in order to examine
whether the quantitative similarity between L1 and L2 Japanese is mirrored in
qualitative aspects of gestural marking of maintained referents.  

5.5.2 Gestural reference maintenance in L2 Japanese
Similar to the analysis of gesture in L1 narratives, the following conditions were
analysed for the gestures accompanying the maintained referents in the L2 Japanese
narratives: 1) contexts where gestures occur, 2) referential importance and 3)
qualitative analysis of gestures.
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5.5.2.1 Contexts where gestures occur
As with the L1 analysis, gestures accompanying maintained referents in L2 Japanese
are coded according to the contexts they occur in. The contexts are distinguished based
on the form of the co-referent in the preceding clause. Since there are some gestures
that accompanied pronouns, five contexts are identified: a) newly introduced NP (NI),
b) NP (NS), c) pronoun (PS), d) ø with maintained informational status (ØSM) and e)
ø with re-introduced informational status (ØSR). Table 5.16 shows the results of the
distribution of 22 gestures that accompanied maintained referents in the L2 narratives
in comparison to their L1 Japanese counterparts.

Table 5.16. Distribution of contexts where gestures accompany maintained referents
Form of co-referent L1 Japanese L2 Japanese
NI  8/26 31% 9/22 41%
NS 4/26 16% 8/22 36%
PS 2/22 9%
ØSM   6/26 23% 3/22 14%
ØSR 8/26 30%
total 26   100% 22 100%

The table shows that 77% of the gestures accompanying the maintained referents in L2
Japanese occur after clauses where the co-referents are explicitly identified in speech
with NPs. 14% occur after clauses with zero-marked subjects. No gesture occurs after
the re-introduced referents with zero-marked subject in L2. The results contrast
sharply with the figure for L1 Japanese, where 53% of the gestures accompanying the
maintained referents occur after a clause with an zero-marked subject. The difference
in distribution suggests some qualitative differences in the gestures accompanying
maintained referents in L1 and L2 Japanese.

5.5.2.2 Referential importance and gesture
Figure 5.20 shows a comparison of the association between the distribution of the
gestures that accompany maintained referents and the referential importance of the
referents in the L1 and L2 Japanese narratives.  
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Figures 5.20. The distribution of gesture accompanying the various maintained
referents in L1 and L2 Japanese
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The gestures accompanying the maintained referents in the L2 are distributed almost
equally among the referents regardless of their referential importance. 38% of gestures
accompany the boy, the dog or both the boy and the dog. The corresponding figure for
the frog is 33%, and for the peripheral characters 29%. In contrast, in the L1 Japanese
narratives, gestural tracking occurs mostly with the referents with relatively high
referential importance. 71% of the gestures accompany the boy, the dog or both, as
compared to 21% for the frog and 8% for peripheral referents. This difference in
distribution again suggests some qualitative differences in gestures accompanying
maintained referents in the L1 and L2 Japanese narratives.

5.5.2.3 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying maintained referents
Table 5.15 showed that 41% of the gestures on maintained referents occur after the
introduction of new referents. Following is an example from the L2 Japanese data.

1 2  
1 L8: Jan san /ga  karu [kaeru ga arimasu] 2 [sono kaeru] wa eh / botoru,botoru ni   sundeimasu  
1 L8: Jan mr./ NOM frog  [frog NOM exist]  2 [that  frog ] TOP eh / bottle bottle DAT  live:TE-ASP:NONPAST
Jan has a frog That frog lives in a bottle, bottle

Figure 5.21. Gesture accompanying maintained referents

In Figure 5.22, the introduction of the frog is accompanied by a quick serpentine
gesture which locates the referent in the central gesture space (Figure 5.21:1). In the
following clause, the frog is mentioned in subject role, denoted by an NP with a
demonstrative as, sono kaeru (‘that frog’). The explicit reference to the second
mention of the frog is accompanied again by a quick serpentine movement. The
maintained gesture locates the referent in more or less the same space as the gesture
accompanying the introduction of the frog (Figure 5.21:2).

In her L1 narrative, the same speaker describes the same scene using a similar
discourse construction. However, the second mention of the frog is denoted by a
pronoun die (‘he’). In addition, the attenuated form is not accompanied by a gesture. In
L1, the speaker performs a gesture only when she introduces the jar (Figure 5.22). The
comparison of gestures in L1 and L2 discourse shows that the anaphoric reference to
the frog with an explicit NP in speech in L2 is reflected in a visible manual movement
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Nou eh Jan had een had een had een eh kikkertje en die woonde in een [glazen pot] in z’n kamer
Well, eh, Jan had a had a had a ehm frog, and he lived in a glass pot in his room

Figure 5.22. Gesture accompanying the referents

Table 5.15 shows that 36% of the maintained gestures in the L2 Japanese
narratives occur in the NS condition. These are the gestures that accompany the
repeated explicit mention of the referent in subject role. The following is an example:
In Figure 5.23, the learner struggles to introduce the dog and provides information
about the referent in the following clauses. Before its introduction in speech, the
speaker points to the direction where the picture-book is located (not shown here).
When introduced, the dog is first referred to as inu (‘dog’), which is repaired
immediately to chiisai inu (‘small dog’). The introduction of the referent is
accompanied by a deictic gesture which is immediately changed to a two-handed
gesture1 (Figure 5.23:1). The dog assumes subject role in the next clause, thus
establishing its informational status as maintained. The speaker uses the same NP,
chiisai inu (‘small dog’) to refer to the maintained referent without attenuating the
form. The explicit mention of the referent is accompanied by a slight lift of the right
hand (Figure 5.23:2). In the immediately succeeding clause, the dog remains in subject
role. The same NP is repeated as the referential form to denote the maintained referent.
No attenuated forms are used. The explicit reference to the maintained referent is
accompanied by another gesture which locates the referent in the higher gesture space
(Figure 5.23:3). The curved fingers seem to depict the animate entity.

1 
1 L7: demo kono otoko no hi ko  eto /  ga  nn [inu] [chiisai inu ga    imasu       mo  imasu]
1 L7: but this male ACC per child well / NOM  ehm [dog][a little dog  NOM exist:NONPAST  also exist:NONPAST]
but this boy has, well, ehm, a dog, a little dog
(lit: As for the boy, a dog exists)

                                                  
1 Although the speaker performs two different gestures, they are counted as one referential gesture that accompanies the
introduction of the referent (see Chapter 3 for coding).
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2 3 
2 eto [chiisai] inu [inu] wa  otoko no /   ko o  3 [chiisai inu wa ]  / mado kara  ochimasu
2 well [a little] dog [inu] TOP male GEN / child ACC 3 [a little dog TOP] / window from fall:NONPAST

The little dog falls from a window
 tetsudate agemasu
 help     give:NONPAST
 Well, the little dog helps the boy

Figures 5.23. Gestures accompanying reference to the dog

In Figure 5.23, the dog is explicitly identified with an NP in the three consecutive
clauses. The explicit mentions of the referent are all accompanied by gesture. The
over-explicit nature of L2 speech is thus reflected in gesture production. This type of
gesture production is not observed in the same speaker’s L1 narrative.

Tegelijkertijd is [een hondje]
en dat hondje maakt in het verhaal allemaal kleine verhaaltjes en
dat maakt mijn verhaaltje zo interessant en ook moeilijk.
Dus het hondje die kijkt ook in het vaasje maar op dat moment
eh zit de vaas dus vast om zijn hoofd

At that time is [a dog],
and that dog in the story creates many small stories,
and that makes my story so interesting and also difficult
So, the dog he also looks into the vase, but at that moment
the vase gests stuck round his head

Figure 5.24. Gesture accompanying the mention of the dog

Figure 5.24 shows the gesture produced by the speaker in L1 when describing the
same scene as in Figure 5.23. The gradual change of the information status of the
referent is reflected in the choice of referential forms. The speaker first introduces the
dog with an indefinite article and an NP, as in een hondje (‘a dog’). In the following
clause, the speaker uses a combination of a demonstrative and an NP, dat hondje (‘that
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dog’), to refer to the same referent. When the dog is mentioned again, the speaker uses
the left-dislocated NP, het hondje die (‘the dog he’), to refer to the referent. Unlike his
performance in L2, the speaker produces a gesture only when the dog is first
introduced into the narrative.

In Figure 5.25, the learner describes the fact that the frog used to live in a forest
and does not like the glass jar that the boy provided him as his house. As the speaker
mentions the referent, he produces a two-handed gesture which indicates an entity
(Figure 5.25:1). In the immediately following clause, the frog is in subject role, thus
establishing its maintained status. The mention of the frog is accompanied by a gesture
that is similar to the one associated with the same referent (Figure 5. 25:2).

1 2 
1 L11 demo [kaeru wa] mori ni sundeimashita 2[kaeru wa] gurasu no gurasu no *kazoku (uchi) wa amari sukijanai
1 L11 but  [frog TOP] forest DAT live-ASP:PAST 2[frog TOP]  glass GEN glass  GEN  family (house) TOP not so much like:NEG
But, the frog was living in a forest The frog does not like the glass family (house)

Figure 5.25. Gesture accompanying the mention of the frog

5.5.3 Gestural reference re-introduction in L2 Japanese
5.5.3.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying re-introduced referents
There were 42 gestures accompanying re-introduced referents in L2 narratives. Figure
5.26 shows the frequency of gesture accompanying re-introduced referents in the L2
Japanese narratives compared to the L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives.
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Figure 5.26. Frequency of gesture accompanying maintained and re-introduced
referents
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25% of the re-introduced referents are gesturally marked in L2. The figures for the L1
Dutch and Japanese narratives are 9% and 14% respectively.

Recall that that an omnibus repeated measures analysis of variance showed a
group effect for the frequency of gesture accompanying the re-introduced referents
(F(2, 39) =7.49, p < .002). Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion
for significance indicate that the frequency of gestural accompaniment of the re-
introduced referents is significantly higher in L2 Japanese than in both L1 Dutch and
in L1 Japanese (Table 5.17).

Table 5.17. Frequency of gestures accompanying re-introduced referents (Dunnett T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .159* .057 .024
L1 Dutch .221* .060 .002

5.5.3.2 Referential importance and gesture
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Figure 5.27. Association between gestures accompanying re-introduced referents and
referential importance

Figure 5.27 shows the association between gesture and referential importance for the
gestures accompanying re-introduced referents. 53% of the re-introduced gestures in
L2 accompany mention of the boy and the dog. The figure is 36% for the frog and
12% for the peripheral referents. In all three groups, the boy and the dog are the
referents most likely to be accompanied by gesture.

5.5.3.3 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying re-introduced referents
Because gestures marking re-introduced referents occur with intervals, they do not
generally share recursive features with a gesture that accompanied the last mention of
the referent. However, some L2 speakers seem to designate a gestural locus for a
particular referent and anaphorically use the locus when the referent is re-introduced
into the narrative throughout the story.

Figure 5.28 illustrates that the speaker seems to designate a fixed gestural locus
and hand-shape for the boy. When the boy is first re-introduced in his narrative, the
speaker produces a single-handed gesture which locates the referent in the left
periphery (Figure 5.28:1). Twenty-two clauses later, the re-introduced referent is
accompanied by a gesture which locates the referent in extreme left periphery but with
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a slightly curved hand (Figure 5.28:2). Sixteen clauses later, a similar gesture
accompanies the re-introduction of the same referent (Figure 5.28:3). This type of
gesture is not observed in either L1 Dutch or Japanese.

1 2 
L6: 1 to [otoko no ko wa ano] // bedo de chotto nete 2 [otoko no ko wa] ano /  ki ni  notte nobotte
L6: 1 INJ [make GEN child TOP INJ] // fed at a little sleep:TE 2 [male GEN child TOP] ehm /tree DAT mount:TE climb:TE
ehm the boy sleeps a little in his bed, and the boy ehmn / mounts, climbs up a tree

3 
3 ano sono ano [otoko no ko  ^to]  eeto sono kaeru wa ano hontooni aishiteiru kara
3 INJ that INJ [male GEN child ^and] INJ  that frog TOP INJ truly love-ASP:NONPAST because
because that boy ehm and the frog ehm truly love each other

Figure 5.28. Gestures accompanying the re-introductions of the boy

One interesting phenomenon that we observed with some of the learners is that the
repair of the referent in subject role is reflected in gesture. Figure 5.29 illustrates the
point. In Figures 5.29:1, 5.29:2 and 5.29:3, the referent in subject role switches
between the frog and the boy. The speaker mentions the frog’s going home with the
referent as the topic of the clause (Figure 5.29:1). Two clauses later he begins his
utterance with the frog as a topic which he repairs to the boy after a pause. The repair
of the referent in subject role is not only made in speech, but the switch is also visually
contrasted by gestures. For instance, in Figure 5.29:1 and at the beginning of the
utterance in 5.29:2, the speaker localises the referent, kaeru (‘frog’) with the right hand
on the right side of his gesture space. The utterance is then repaired and a different
referent, kodomo (‘child’), assumes subject role. The change of referent in subject role
is clearly marked by the use of different gesture space and handedness. In contrast to
the gesture associated with the frog, the gesture accompanying the mention of the child
localises it in the centre of the gesture space with two hands (Figure 5.29:2). The frog
is re-introduced in the immediately succeeding clause accompanied by a gesture which
locates the referent in the same position as before with the same handedness as in
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Figure 5.28:1. When referents (in subject role) switch rapidly like this, the contrastive
use of space and hands visually captures the switch.

1 
1 L12: [kaeru wa] kaerimashita
1 L12: [frog TOP] return:PAST
The frog went home

2           3 
2 eto  ehm [kaeru] wa uhm um nee eh // [kodomo wa]   ctto // chotto chotto sabishii 3 [dakara^kaeru]wa kodomo, kaeru
2well ehnm [frog] TOP uhm um nee eh // [child TOP] a bit, bit// a bit  lonely 3 [so  ^frog]TOP  child frog

tomodachi o*(ni) agemashita
friend   ACC  give:PAST

well, the frog was uhm, um, nee, eh child was a bit a bit lonely, so the frog gave a child frog to a friend

Figure 5.29. Gestures reflecting the switch of referent in subject role

5.6 Summary and discussion of bi-modal animate reference tracking in L2

This section reported on the analyses of bi-modal animate reference tracking in L2.
The results were compared with those obtained for the L1 source and target groups. L2
speakers in the data seem to choose referential forms taking into consideration the
principles that govern linear and hierarchical marking of information. For instance,
just as in L1 Dutch and Japanese, attenuated forms are more preferred than NPs for
reference maintenance, while NPs are more preferred than attenuated forms for
reference re-introduction. With respect to referential forms and referential importance,
just as in L1 Dutch, L2 speakers use an attenuated form for characters with more
referential importance. However, L2 and native narratives differ in the distribution of
forms, which seem to be caused by difficulties learners encounter in linguistically
encoding anaphoric linkages in narratives.

The quantitative analyses of referential forms in speech production indicate that
L2 speakers use NPs more frequently than their L1 native counterparts in reference
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maintenance, resulting in the over-explicit nature of learner discourse. The occurrence
of NPs in L2 does not seem to be pragmatically driven as in L1 Japanese where they
mostly occur either immediately after the introduction of referents or after clauses with
zero-marked subjects. Learners use NPs even when explicit reference is not necessary.
It has been suggested in the literature that over-explicitness in L2 narrative is mostly
due to the complexity of pronominal forms where the mastery of attenuated forms
poses a great challenge for learners. However, the target language for the L2 speakers
in the present work does not actively use pronouns. Nonetheless, the results show that
learners rely on NPs as the referential form to maintain reference. This phenomenon
may at first glance seem puzzling. In contrast to the use of pronouns, which may be
complex and error-prone, ø seems superficially simple to use. After all, all one has to
do is to drop the referential form. However, the data prove otherwise. Learning to use
nothing (i.e. ø) seems as hard as learning to use complex reference forms.

One of the reasons for the infrequent use of ø by L2 speakers of Japanese is that
the referential form does not capture the gradual change in the informational status of
the referent. Faced with the extreme choices of ø or NPs, learners seem to choose the
latter to avoid any ambiguity ø may cause with respect to the identity of the intended
referent. The other possible reason may be related to the learners’ avoidance of certain
complex grammatical constructions. Japanese is a language with a rich agglutinating
verb morphology. Accordingly, it does not have a simple connective such as ‘and’ to
join verbs. Instead, the connection is made by conjugating the verbs in the TE medial
form. This form provides the condition for the use of ø. In addition, native speakers
often utilize passive constructions to create ø chains. However, both forms are too
complex for the learners in the present work. Thus, they avoid both constructions and,
instead, utilize the strategy of dropping the subject of the succeeding clause without
syntactically connecting the clauses as long as the identity of the zero-marked subject
is recoverable from the context. This strategy seems to work, but only for a limited
number of speakers. Even then, a long ø chain is rarely observed. Not being able to
create conditions that allow the use of ø, learners have little choice but to use NPs to
track referents. Consequently, their discourse is characteristically over-explicit.

As for the re-introduction of referents, the learners seem to show an even stronger
preference for using NP and avoiding ø. One of the reasons for their reluctance to use
ø may be related to the degree of reliance required of the listener to recover the
identity of the zero-marked subject. In the Dutch narratives, it is rare for speakers to
re-introduce referents with ø. Even re-introduction of referents with pronouns supplies
the number and the gender of the subject. Thus, during the L2 narratives, the learners
may transfer the idea of how much information about the identities of the intended
referents should be presented linguistically to the listener. In other words, re-
introduction of referents with no linguistic information may pose a challenge for
learners. Consequently, in L2 narratives, the referent in subject role constantly
switches, reflecting characteristic ‘view-hopping’ where narratives are not provided
from a fixed viewpoint. In short, the results indicate that unlike learners of European
languages for whom the difficulty of organization of discourse lies in learning
pronominal forms, the difficulty for learners of Japanese may lie not only in learning
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how to maintain but also to re-introduce reference with ø (cf. Jung (2004) for
difficulty of learning zero-marking for English learners of Korean).

The analyses of L2 gesture production show quantitative and qualitative
differences in gestural tracking of referents between L1 Dutch and L2 Japanese and
also between L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese. The results show that Dutch learners of
Japanese gesturally track referents more frequently in L2 than in L1. Although no
quantitative difference is observed in the frequency of gestures accompanying
maintained referents between the L1 and L2 Japanese narratives, qualitative
differences are observed between gestures made by the native speakers and learners of
Japanese. The majority of gestures accompanying maintained referents in L2 mirror
the over-explicit marking of referents in speech. This contrasts sharply with gestures
accompanying maintained referents in L1 Japanese which seem to occur for the
purpose of either firmly establishing identities of referents with referential importance
or disambiguating the identity of zero-reference. The frequency of gestures placed on
the peripheral characters suggests that the gestures in L2 may occur to distinguish
referents in events description. When the scene involves multiple characters, the
physical nature of gestures may help track referents more efficiently by distinguishing
referents via the selection of distinct locations in the gesture space, hand-shape and
hand-orientation.

The analyses of the gestures accompanying re-introduced referents show that
some L2 speakers may use gesture to establish the anaphoric relationship between the
multiple mentions of particular referents throughout the narratives. One of the reasons
for the higher frequency of the gestures accompanying re-introduced referents in L2
may be that the speakers feel the need to distinguish between introduced and re-
introduced. For instance, although re-introduced referents are sometimes accompanied
by a demonstrative, sono (‘that’), many re-introduced referents in L2 are denoted by
bare NPs. Given the fact that Japanese has no article system, a newly introduced NP
and a re-introduced NP may be expressed in exactly the same way. In other words,
there is nothing in speech that indicates the difference between reference introduction
and re-introduction if both referents are expressed with bare NPs. This may be the
reason why many of the gestures accompanying the re-introduced referents show
anaphoric features performed in the same gesture space with a similar hand-shape and
hand-orientation. Such recursive features of the gestures may physically indicate the
fact that the NP in speech is not a completely new referent but an anaphor.

In summary, the linguistic introduction and tracking of animate referents in L2
narrative reflects that learners map the principles of information organization they
already have from using L1 onto L2 narrative discourse. However, due to the
differences in linguistic devices available in the TL for reference tracking, learners
encounter encoding problems, which result in L2 specific characteristics of over-
explicitness. Interestingly, this over-explicitness is also mirrored in gestural reference
tracking which is uniquely L2-like. In the following chapter, we will shift our focus to
inanimate referents with respect to how they are introduced and tracked in L1 Dutch
and Japanese and L2 Japanese narratives.





Chapter 6. Bi-modal introduction and tracking of
inanimate referents in L1 and L2

6.0 Introduction

In the previous two chapters, we have examined the introduction and tracking of
animate referents in two modes of expressions, linguistic and manual, in L1 Dutch and
Japanese and L2 narrative production. This chapter focuses on the introduction and
tracking of inanimate referents. The chapter is divided into two major sections. The
first section presents the results of the cross-linguistic analyses of the bi-modal
introduction of inanimate referents in the two native groups, followed by the results by
the Dutch learners of Japanese. The second section presents the results of the bi-modal
tracking of inanimate referents in the same order. First, we present the results of the
cross-linguistic analyses, followed by those by the Dutch learners of Japanese

6.1 Linguistic introduction of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

There are a total of 300 inanimate referent introductions in the L1 narratives: 108 in
L1 Dutch and 192 in L1 Japanese. These will be analysed for the lexical marking,
syntactic roles and the structures used for the introduction.

6.1.1 Lexical marking of newly introduced inanimate referents
In the Frog story, several inanimate referents make an appearance. In the following,
we will first examine how the newness of referents is marked at the local word level.
As in the introduction of animate characters, both the Dutch and Japanese native
speakers use an NP to introduce inanimate referents. In Dutch L1, they are often
marked by an indefinite article een (‘a/an’). However, a definite article het (‘the’) may
be used, as in het water (‘the water’). In L1 Japanese, speakers sometimes used aru
(‘certain/one’) or a classifier when introducing inanimate referents as in (1) and (2).

(1) de, nanka aru   maruki   ga   atte
then INJ  a certain tree trunk   NOM exist:TE
then there was a tree trunk, and

(2) mazu ippon  no  hosoi ki  no  shita   ni ana  ga   aiteita        node
    first  one-CLS GEN thin  tree GEN underneath DAT hole NOM open:TE-ASP:PAST  so

first, there was an opening under one slender tree
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In (1), the speaker uses aru (‘certain/one’) in introducing the tree trunk. In (2), the
speaker uses a classifier for trees to mark the newly introduced inanimate referent.
However, the use of expressions such as aru (‘a certain/one') or classifiers varies
among speakers.

Since the post-positional particles are used irrespective of the animacy of the
referents, their distribution is analysed below.

Table 6.1. Distribution of the forms used for inanimate referent introduction in L1
Japanese

NP-ga NP-ni NP-no NP-o NP-expl.1 NP-kara NP-ø NP-de NP-others2

inanimate
introduction

62/192
(32%)

44/192
(23%)

44/192
(23%)

13/192
(6%)

9/192
(5%)

7/192
(4%)

6/192
(3%)

2/192
(1%)

5/192
(3%)

Table 6.1 shows that the nominal particle ga is used in 32% of the introduction.
Although the figure is lower than that in animate introduction, ga is used as a newness
marking for around one-third of the inanimate reference introductions. The next most
frequently used particles in L1 Japanese are a dative, ni, and a genitive, no (23% each).
The former is a spatial particle and the latter is used to form spatial expressions. A
brief explanation about these particles is in order.

Unlike in Dutch (in, naar, op etc.), the Japanese particle ni does not clearly
distinguish locative and directional information. On its own, ni can be either locative
or directional. For instance, the prepositional phrase ie ni can be used as locative as in
ie ni iru (‘(is) in a house’), or as directional as in ie ni iku (‘go to a house’) or ie ni
hairu (‘go into a house’). Aside from ni, there are only a limited number of particles
that express locative/directional information such as de (‘in’) and kara (‘from’). The
other spatial information is expressed by combining spatial nouns and ni. However, the
locative/direction contrast is not clearly expressed by these combinations, either. For
instance, a combination of a locative noun ue and a particle ni, ue ni, remains the same
in a locative expression such as fuusen ga teeburu no ue ni aru (‘a balloon is on a
table) or in a directional one such as fuusen ga ue ni agatteiku (‘a balloon goes up (lit.
ascend: go)). Other examples are shita ni (‘under, beneath, below, down’), mae ni (‘in
front of, forward’), ushiro ni (‘behind, backward’). Thus, in comparison to L1 Dutch
where speakers mostly use spatial particles to express the locative/direction distinction,
Japanese speakers convey the distinction between location and direction in other parts
of the sentence, namely verbs (c.f. Talmy 1985).  

Thus, going back to Table 6.1, the results show that around a quarter of inanimate
referent introduction occurs with a spatial particle, ni, and another quarter with some
spatial expression which requires a genitive, no. In other words, the choice of particle
suggests that Japanese speakers may not always introduce inanimate referents as the
object of spatial expressions (see below).

                                                  
1 NPs in this category are introduced as expletives, as in shita wa kawa ni natteiru (‘Below is a river’).
2 Others include mo (‘also’) and made (‘up to’).
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6.1.2 Syntactic roles assigned to introduced inanimate referents
Since it is considered very unlikely that the inanimate referents in the Frog story
assume agentive roles, we have only examined their syntactic roles when first
introduced. In L1 Dutch, 97% (105 of 108) of the referents are introduced in non-
subject role, mostly in adpositional phrases in VPs. On the other hand, 39% (753 out of
192) of the newly introduced inanimate referents assume non-VP role in L1 Japanese.4
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Figure 6.1. The distribution of VP and non-VP roles assumed by newly introduced
inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives

6.1.3  Structures used to introduce inanimate referents
6.1.3.1 Introduction of referents representing static locations
The inanimate referents introduced in the Frog story can be roughly categorized into
two groups:5

a) referents assigning locations to entities
b) referents indicating changes of locations

The first group involves static points in space, while the second group involves two
points, the beginning- and the end-points of movements. In the following, we will first
examine the general trend found in the introduction of inanimate referents representing
static locations of entities. One of the inanimate referents frequently mentioned by the
speakers is the jar where the frog is kept. Examples (3) and (4) are excerpts from the
data:
(3) Die kikker woonde in een glazen pot

The frog   lived in    a glass  jar

(4) de sono  kaeru    ga    bin no   naka  ni     haitteru         no
then  that   frog     NOM  jar GEN   inside  DAT  enter:TE-ASP:NONPAST SE
then that frog is in a jar

                                                  
3 The figure is slightly higher than the total number of referents followed by ga and the expletives in Table 6.1 because
referents followed by mo and some of the zero-marked referents occur in subject role.
4 VP here means an adpositional phrases in the VP. Thus, non-VP in Japanese includes existential constructions, aspectural
expressions, as in ana ga aiteiru (lit. ‘A hole is open’ but translated as ‘There is a hole’) and expletives. In the present study,
the latter two expressions are termed as ‘presentatives’.
5 Inanimate referents in narratives may be introduced as objects of verbs that do not involve any movements (see Chapter 1).
However, the number of such introductions was small in the present data.
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The speakers in (3) and (4) introduce the inanimate referent, the jar, as the location
where the frog is kept. The animate entity is situated ‘in’ the newly introduced referent.
Due to the difference in word order, the new referent is introduced post-verbally in
Dutch and pre-verbally in Japanese. In (5) and (6), the tree trunk is introduced in L1
Dutch as a referent assigning location to animate characters.

(5)  Achter een boomstammetje zit een kikkertje
Behind a tree trunk sits a frog

(6) Ze sluipen achter een boomstronk
They sneak up behind a tree trunk

In (5), the inanimate referent, boomstammetje (‘tree trunk’), is introduced as a spatial
reference to the location of the frog. Unlike the case of the jar and the frog, the
inanimate referent does not subsume the location of the animate entity. The spatial
relationship between the inanimate entity and the frog is front vs. behind. The
existence of the inanimate referent is not expressed in an existential. In (6), the
inanimate referent indicates the location where the action by the animate entities takes
place. The existence of the inanimate referent is again not explicitly mentioned by the
use of existential construction. Observe (7) and (8) where the same referent is
introduced somewhat differently in L1 Japanese.

(7) sorede nanka ki ga kuchihateta taiboku mitai no  ga  attte   maruta  ga   ne
then    INJ tree NOM  rotton     rod like  one NOM  exist:TE tree trunk NOM  PP
then, there is a rotten rod like thing, a tree trunk, you see

(8)  sono kawa no naka  ni  maruta taoreta  maruta mo ochiteitandakedo
that  river GEN inside   DAT tree trunk fall:PAST   tree trunk also  fall:TE-ASP:PAST-SE-but
in that river, a tree trunk, fallen, a tree trunk that has fallen down was also (lying
there), but

In (7), the tree trunk (expressed as the tree trunk) is introduced in the existential
construction with the verb aru (‘exist’). Other referents are not mentioned in the same
clause. The speaker in (8) introduces the referent in subject role and uses an aspectual
expression ochiteiru (‘lit: fell and is (lying there)’). In both (7) and (8), the existence
of the inanimate referent is clearly indicated linguistically.

Table 6.2 shows whether the existence of the tree trunk is clearly mentioned or
assumed in its introduction into the narratives in the L1 Dutch and Japanese. A clear
contrast is observed between the two groups. In L1 Dutch, none of the speakers uses
existential constructions to introduce the inanimate referent, while the Japanese
speakers in 90% of the cases do so.

The difference in the way inanimate referents are introduced between the two
groups seems to parallel the findings of Carroll & von Stutterheim (2003), who found
that, in narratives describing spatial relationship of inanimate entities, speakers of
English and Spanish tend to introduce inanimate referents with existential
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constructions so that the existence of the referents is explicitly indicated. On the other
hand, speakers of German prefer to use constructions where the existence of the new
inanimate entities may be assumed.

Table 6.2. The distribution of speakers with respect to the explicit mention of the
existence of the inanimate referent

Dutch L1 narrative (N=12) Japanese L1 narrative (N=15)
existence is mentioned 0 13
existence is assumed 9 1
no mention of the referent 3 1
total 12 15

6.1.3.2 Introduction of referents representing change of locations
Sometimes during the story, the animate characters move from one place to another.
The description of such motion events involve two different inanimate referents
representing the beginning and end-points. In the Frog story, the changes of location
occur toward the end of the story where the deer starts running to the cliff, and drops
the boy and the dog off the cliff into the water/pond below. The inanimate referents
supply the information about the locations of the motion event. In L1 Dutch, inanimate
referents are generally introduced in the adpostional phrase in the VP. The speaker in
(9) introduces the pond.

(9) en belandt zo op he gewei van een hert dat weg rent
en hem in een kleine poel gooit
and (he) landed like this on the antlers of a deer which runs away
and throws him in a small pool of water

In (9), the new inanimate referent, poel (‘pool of water’), illustrates the goal of the
action. The referent is introduced in the clause where the action is described.

In (10), the introduction of the cliff shares some characteristics with the
introduction of the pond in (9): The new referent, afgrond (‘cliff’) is introduced into
the narrative as object of the preposition naar toe (‘to’).

(10) jongetje zit op de kop van het hert
rent met het hert ergens naar toe een, ja hoor, grote afgrond
the boy sits on top of the deer
(he) runs with the deer to a, right, big cliff

In contrast, about a half of the Japanese speakers introduce the water/pond in a
clause separate from the one which describes a motion event engaged by animate
referents, as in (11).

(11) eto sono shika wa  hashitte itte
INJ  that  deer TOP  run:TE-go:TE
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 chotto chottoshita gake ninatteiru    tokoro ga   atte
little   little      cliff  become:TE-ASP  place NOM  exist:TE

de  soko de   kyuuni  stop  kyu  bureeki shita     kara
then there  DAT  suddenly  stop  sudden  break   do:PAST   because

otoko no ko   to inu wa  sono mamma
male  GEN child and dog TOP  that     as     

sono chiisai gake no tokoro  o    ochiteshimaimashita
that   small  cliff  GEN place  ACC  fall:TE-ASP:PAST

sono shita  ni  wa
that  below DAT  TOP

(NL: inu mo ochichatta   no)  
     dog also fall-ASP:PAST SE

inu mo ochichatta  no
dog also fall-ASP:PAST SE

 sono shita ni wa numachi ga   atte
that below at  TOP puddle  NOM  exist:TE

futari tomo sono numachi ni  ochiteshimaimashita
two  both   that  puddle  DAT  fall-ASP:PAST
well that deer went running, and
there is a little a little cliff like place (lit: a place that has become a little cliff)
then because (ø) suddenly stopped there, (ø) performed a sudden halt
the boy and the dog were let go and ended up falling at the cliff like place
below that
(NS: Did the dog also fall?)
the dog fell together
below that, there was a puddle, and
the two of them ended up falling into that puddle

In (11), the speaker introduces both the cliff and the puddle into the narrative. The
introductions of the inanimate referents occur in a presentative expression with
natteiru (‘is‘ (lit. has become)) and existential construction with aru (‘exist’), with the
new referents assuming subject role in both cases followed by a nominal marker ga
(shown by arrows). Observe another example:

(12) nanka gake ttsuuka  chotto  kodakai chotto takai gake kara
INJ   cliff  QT say Q  a.little   elevated  a.little high  cliff from
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nanda shita ike   natte    ike  mitaini  nattete
INJ    below pond become:TE pond   like     become:TE-ASP:TE

soko tsukiotosarechatte
there push-drop-PASS-ASP: TE
well from a cliff, or more like, a slightly elevated, slightly high cliff
what, below that is like a pond (lit: has become a pond).
There, (he) was pushed (so that he was) dropped down  

The speaker in (12) introduces the cliff and the pond before the action of falling is
mentioned. The cliff is introduced in the VP. However, because the introduction of the
pond is inserted, the cliff is introduced in speech much before the information about
the fall. The pond is introduced in subject role in the existential construction. Thus, the
existence of the pond is clearly mentioned.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Slobin (1996) found that the speakers of typologically
different languages (‘manner-verb’ vs. ‘path-verb’ languages) adopt different
rhetorical styles in describing motion events. The difference observed in the
introduction of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese seems to bear this view
out. The attention paid to setting up the static scene in L1 Japanese may be reflected in
the provision of detailed information about the inanimate referents themselves. In
contrast, the Dutch speakers do not seem to attend to setting up the location prior to
describing particular motion events.

 Furthermore, some speakers in L1 Japanese provide quite detailed information
about inanimate referents. In (13), the speaker provides three extra clauses after the
introduction of the cliff to elaborate on the description of the referent, including the
fact that the cliff is about one meter high. Such elaborations are not observed in the
Dutch data.

(13) de, shika wa  gake kara otoko no  ko  o   otoshichaimashita
then deer TOP   cliff  from  male GEN child ACC  drop-ASP:PAST

dakedo, maa, sonnani  takai gake  janakute
cop-but  INJ  that  much  high  cliff  COP-NEG:TE

1 meetoru gurai  no  gake  de
1 meter    about  GEN  cliff  COP:TE

ogawa ga   nagareteiru     yoona  chicchai gake  datta    no
creek NOM   run-ASP:NONPAST MOD    small   cliff   COP:PAST  SE
and the deer ended up dropping the boy from a cliff
but, well, (it) was not such a high cliff
(it) was about 1 meter high, and
(it) was like a little cliff with a creek running(below)
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6.2 Gestural introduction of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

6.2.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced inanimate
referents
We have tallied every gesture accompanying the introduction of an inanimate referent
in the narratives. The total number of gestures was 149, with 37 produced by L1 Dutch
speakers and 112 by L1 Japanese. Figure 6.2 shows the frequency of gestural
accompaniment.
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Figure 6.2. The frequency of gesture accompanying the introduction of inanimate
referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives

An omnibus repeated measures analyses of variance with one 3-level between-
subjects factor (language group) and one 2-level within-subjects factor (frequency of
gesture) show that there is a group effect for the frequency of gesture (F(2, 39) = 6,249,
p < .001). Post hoc analyses with the Dunnett T3 post hoc criterion for significance
indicate that the average frequency of gestural marking of the newly introduced
inanimate referents is significantly lower in L1 Dutch than in L1 Japanese (Table 6.3).

Table 6.3. Frequency of gestural accompaniment of new inanimate referents (Dunnet
T3)

mean difference std. error sig.
L1 Dutch L2 Japanese

L1 Japanese
-.258*
-.245*

.080

.080
.008
.013

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .012 .076 .1.00 (n.s)

6.2.2 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced inanimate
referents
6.2.2.1 The introduction of the frog in a jar
The following analysis will focus on gestures accompanying the introduction of
inanimate referents in the following scenes: a) the introduction of the frog in a jar, b)
the main characters’ fall into a pond, and c) discovery of the frog behind a tree trunk.
The main reason for this choice is that mention of these referents was accompanied by
gestures in both L1 (and L2) groups.
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The jar is frequently introduced in speech as the place where the frog is kept.
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the gestures accompanying the introduction of the jar in
the L1 Dutch narratives. The gestures depict an entity, supposedly the jar. The
speakers in the examples depict an entity with one or both hands. The gestures
synchronize with the NPs. The locative preposition, in (‘in’), may or may not be part
of a gesture.

die heeft een kikker in hele [grote glazen ^pot]  die [zit in een glazen ^pot]
he has a small frog in a big glass jar he is in a glass jar

Figure 6.3a. A gesture Figure 6.3b. A gesture
showing a jar as an entity showing the jar as an entity

Figure 6.4 shows a gesture tracing the outline of the entity. When the speaker
introduces the jar in speech, she moves her hands in parallel from the low central
gesture space to the centre-centre gesture space, tracing the outline of the vessel.

die woonde [in een glazen pot] in z’n kamer
he lived in a glass jar in his room

Figure 6.4. A gesture tracing the outline of an entity

The Dutch speaker in Figure 6.5 performs a gesture which synchronizes with the word
in (‘in’). The gesture is held in the same position until the word pot is uttered.
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en s’nacht ontsnapt de kikker die [zaten in een glazen pot]
and during the night, the frog escape, he was in a glass pot, sitting

Figure 6.5. The introduction of the jar overlapping with the post-stroke hold

In Figures 6.6a and 6.6b, the Japanese speakers introduce the jar. Both speakers
mention the inanimate entity as the place where the frog is kept. Both gestures are held
in the same position until the speakers supply a verb. Similar locations and hand
shapes are observed in their Dutch counterparts.

[bin no  naka   ni   haitte-iru  kaeru ga  ite] sono [kaeru o   bin ni  irete ne]
[jar GEN inside DAT enter-ASP frog NOM exist:TE] that  [frog ACC jar DAT put:TE PP]
there is a frog in a jar (he) puts the frog in a jar, you see

Figure 6.6a. A gesture accompanying the Figure 6.6b. A gesture accompanying the
introduction of the jar introduction of the jar

de sono kaeru [ga bin no naka ni  haitteru          no]
and that frog [NOM jar GEN in at enter-ASP:NONPAST SE]
and (it is that) that frog is in a jar

Figure 6.7. Gesture outlining an entity

Japanese speakers also perform gestures tracing the outline of the entity. In Figure 6.7,
the speaker’s hands outline the entity as in the example above. Both hands move
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downwards until they meet at the bottom of the imaginary jar. Afterwards, the hands
repeat the same motion upwards outlining the same entity. The repetitive movement
continues until the end of the utterance. Such repetitive tracing of the jar is rarely
observed in L1 Dutch.

6.2.2.2 The main characters’ fall into a pond
Some inanimate referents in the story represent the location of the motion event. In
Figures 8 and 9, the Dutch speakers introduce the water. In Figure 6.8, the speaker
introduces the referent as the goal of the action of throwing. As het water (‘water’) is
uttered, the speaker changes his hand orientation. The wrist is twisted and the curved
fingers are stretched so that the slightly downward-facing palm now faces up. The
hand movement seem to depict the act of throwing. Furthermore, the gesture overlaps
with the mention of the water and a directional preposition in (‘into’) of the verb
ingekierperd (‘dumped into’).  

en die hert die gooit hem en het hondje [gewoon het water in]gekierperd bij bij de waterrand kiepert’ie ze gewoon in het
water
and the deer he throws him and the dog simply dumped into the water at at the edge of the water, just dumps in the water

Figure 6.8. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the river

In Figure 6.9, the moment the speaker uses the verb smijt (‘throw’), he changes
the orientation of both hands. The gesture seems to depict the act of throwing. As in
the example in Figure 6.8, the gesture overlaps with the mention of the directional
preposition, in (‘in’), and the referent.

en het ren eh het rendier smijt het jochie [in het water]
and the ren eh the reindeer throws the boy in the water

Figure 6.9. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the water
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In comparison to L1 Dutch, the introductions of the cliff and the water/pond in L1
Japanese are frequently accompanied by gestures which graphically depict the entities,
and in some cases, the spatial relationship between the two inanimate referents. In
Figure 6.10, when the speaker introduces the cliff, the right hand repeatedly traces a
curve, while his left hand is kept in the central gesture space (Figure 6.10:1). The
movement of the right hand suggests the edge of the cliff, while the left hand seems to
represent the top of the cliff. When the speaker says ‘below is like a pond’, the speaker
lowers his right hand and moves it sideways with an open hand with the palm facing
downwards (Figure 6.10:2). The gesture seems to depict the surface of the pond. After
the scene setting is complete, the fall of the boy into the pond is mentioned in the
following clause. The mention of the fall is accompanied by a gesture depicting the
trajectory of the movement (Figure 6.10:3). Thus, unlike gestures in L1 Dutch, the
gestural marking of a new inanimate referent does not overlap with a path-expression.

1  2 
1 [nanka gake ttsuu ka chotto kodakai chotto takai] gake kara 2 [nanda shita ike natte ike mitaini nattete]
1 [well  cliff QT Q  a.little  high a.little  high] cliff  from 2 [INJ underneath  pond become:TE-ASP:TE]
well from a cliff or more like a slightly high a slightly high cliff, well, below is like a pond, and

3 
3 [soko tsukiotosar-chatte]
3 [there push-fall-PASS-ASP:TE]
there (they) are pushed and ended up falling down

Figure 6.10. Gestures accompanying the introduction of the cliff, the river and the
motion event

In Figure 6.11, the speaker also introduces the cliff and the pond. When the cliff is
introduced in speech, the right hand seemingly describes the cliff by repeatedly
moving up and down, while the left hand is kept in the same position, most likely
indicating the edge of the cliff (Figure 6.11:1). After the mention of the deer’s halt, the
speaker introduces the pond (introduced here as the river) in speech. The mention of
the referent is accompanied by a gesture where the right hand shows the surface and
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extent of the river. In the meantime, the left hand is held in the same position as in the
previous gesture (Figure 6.11:2), indicating the edge of the cliff. This anaphoric use of
gesture indirectly helps to indicate the identity of the demonstrative, sono (‘that’), in
speech as the cliff. The fall of the boy and the dog are mentioned after this scene
setting (not shown here). In both Figures 6.10 and 11, gestures depict the physical
relationship between the cliff and the river in a three-dimensional manner. Note that
both gestures do not synchronize with expressions describing a path in speech.

1  2 
[koo     gake  ni natteru            kara] [sono shita  wa  kawa  ninatterundakedo
[in this way  cliff  into become-ASP:NONPAST because] [that underneath TOP  river  to become:NONPAST- SE-but]

shika wa soko de ‘pyu’ tto tomaru no
deer TOP there at INT  Q stop:NONPAST SE
tomattara  shonen wa
stop:COND boy TOP
‘Because it’s a cliff like this, the deer stops like ‘pyu’. When (ø) stopped, the boy, underneath it is a river like
this.

Figure 6.11. Gestures accompanying the introduction of the cliff and the pond

6.2.2.3 Discovery of the frog behind a tree trunk
We will next examine the gestures accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk in
L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives. In Figure 6.12, the Dutch speaker introduces the
inanimate object as a spatial reference point to describe where the frog family is. Note
that the existence of the inanimate referent is assumed but not clearly mentioned in
speech.

 
en dan [kjiken ze achter een stronk]
and then they look behind a tree trunk

Figure 6.12. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk in L1 Dutch
narrative
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The introduction of the inanimate referent is accompanied by a deictic pointing gesture
with a right forefinger which traces a slight curve as it quickly moves forward and
comes back. The quick movement synchronizes with mention of the spatial expression
and the inanimate referent, achter een stronk (‘behind a tree trunk’).

In Figure 6.13, the speaker introduces the inanimate referent in the VP in a similar
manner to the speaker in Figure 6.12. The deictic gesture which provides locative
information overlaps with the mention of the spatial expression and the inanimate
referent, achter een boomstammetje (‘behind a tree trunk’).

[achter een boomstammetje] zit een kikkertje met allemaal andere kikkertjes
behind a tree trunk, there is a small frog sitting with the whole bunch of other frogs

Figure 6.13. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk

In Figure 6.14, the speaker introduces the referent, boomstronk (‘tree trunk’), in a
slightly different way from the previous L1 Dutch examples. He introduces the tree
trunk as a reference point for describing the location of the action of sluipen (‘sneak
up’). The accompanying C-VPT gesture iconically describes the character engaged in
the action. The tree trunk is imagined as under the hands. However, the gesture does
not trace the outline of the inanimate referent. Again, the gesture overlaps with the
spatial preposition and the newly introduced inanimate referent.

ze sluipen [achter een boomstronk]
they sneak over a tree trunk

Figure 6.14. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk

In contrast, the gestures in L1 Japanese synchronize with the mention of the tree
trunk. Furthermore, most of them trace the outline of the referent. In Figure 6.15, the
speaker mentions the existence of the tree trunk using an existential construction.
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When the new referent is mentioned in speech, the speaker moves his open hands from
the centre outwards, as if tracing the outline of a tree trunk.

aruite ittara       [choodo taiboku ga] taorete-iru             mitaina tokoro ga    atte
walk:TE-go:COND[just  big tree NOM] fall:TE-ASP:NONPAST like    place NOM exist:TE
When (ø) walked farther, there was a place just like a big tree is fallen (and lying)

Figure 6.15. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk in L1 Japanese
narrative

The Japanese speaker in Figure 6.16 also introduces the tree trunk in an existential
construction. The gesture accompanying the introduction of the referent is similar to
the one in Figure 6.16. The speaker’s hands depict the outline of the entity. However,
this speaker repeats the movement. During the first gesture, the speaker’s gaze is fixed
on the entity that she is depicting with her hands in the gesture space in front to her
(Figure 6.16:1). However, when the same gesture is repeated, her gaze is fixed on her
listener (Figure 6.16:2).
 

1  2 
1&2 sorede nanka [ki   ga / nto ne  kuchihateta taibokmitai] no   ga    atte    
    then     INJ     [tree NOM / well PP    rotton   big tree like] one NOM exist:TE
    then well, there is a tree / well you know, rotten big tree like thing

Figure 6.16. A repetitive gesture outlining the tree trunk

Although the present analysis does not specifically focus on the speaker’s gaze, it is
worth noting that this tendency is observed among Japanese speakers when the second
mention of the inanimate referent is accompanied by repeated gesture performance.
The phenomenon is similar to what has been noted about the use of gaze by signers
and gesturers. Research shows that the signers may ‘activate the portion of space’ by
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gazing (Cuxac 1999). It has also been suggested that speakers attract the attention of
their listeners to their gestures by their gaze (Kendon 2004; Streeck 1993). Kendon
notes that speakers fix their gaze on their hands when the description of objects begins
(2004: 191). Given the fact the speaker’s gaze is not fixated on the accompanying
gesture when repetitive information is provided in speech (Figure 6.16:2), we may
speculate that the repeated gesture may have a different function from the first,
perhaps confirmation of the information with the listener. However, the relationship
between gesture and gaze is an area that requires further research.

The speakers in L1 Japanese frequently introduce new inanimate referents by
describing their physical relationship to previously introduced referents. For instance,
the speaker in Figure 6.17 introduces the tree trunk by relating its location to the pre-
introduced river and animal characters. In his first trial, the speaker re-introduces the
river and depicts it gesturally by drawing two index fingers in parallel toward him
(Figure 6.17:1). However, the speaker encounters a problem in continuing the
depiction and abandons the gesture (Figure 6.17:2). The speaker’s trouble is expressed
in the meta-narrative statement doo yattara ii kana (‘What would be the best way to do
(it)?’). When the speaker continues the narrative proper, he begins by repeating the
same information. However, the gesture is repaired. The speaker now represents the
river with his arm (Figure 6.17:3). Once reference is fixed, the speaker points to the
outer side of the arm, saying koko ni ne (‘here, you see’) (Figure 6.17:4). However, his
index finger then quickly touches a different point of his arm, on the inner side. The
finger is held at the same place while the expression koko ni otoko no ko to inu ga ita
to shitara (‘if the boy and the dog are here’) is uttered (Figure 6.17:5). Only after the
position of the two animate characters in reference to the river in his gesture space is
made clear, the speaker introduces the tree trunk in the existential construction. As he
mentions the demonstrative koko (‘here’), the index finger begins depicting a circle
above the outer side of the arm (Figure 6.17:6). The gesture overlaps with the entire
clause.

1 2 
1shitara koo [kawa ga    atte] // 2doo yattara     ii   kana
1then  in this way [river NOM exist:TE] // 2how do:COND good wonder
then like this there is a river What would be the best way to do this?
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3 4 
3 [kawa ga     koo      nagareteita        to     shitara,   4koko ni ne]   
3 [river NOM like this    run:TE-ASP:PAST  QT do:COND  4 here at PP]
Let’s say the river is running like this, here, you see

5  
5 [koko ni   otoko no ko  to inu ga       ita     to    shitara]
5 [here DAT male GEN child and dog NOM exist:PAST QT do:COND]
if the boy and the dog are here

6 
6 [koko ni  ki no maruta mitai no  ga  aru no  yo kareta maruta mitai no ga    atte]
6 [here DAT tree GEN trunk like one  NOM exist:NONPAST SE PP  rotton  trunk like one  NOM exist:TE]
here is a tree trunk like thing, you see a rotten tree trunk like thing, and

Figure 6.17. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk

Thus, utilizing the elaborated sequence of gestures, the speaker physically illustrates
the spatial relationships between the river, the boy and the newly introduced tree trunk.
This tendency to locate the newly introduced inanimate referents in relation to pre-
introduced ones is frequently observed in L1 Japanese but not in L1 Dutch. The
difference between the two groups seems to reflect the attention paid to the scene
setting in speech.
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6.3 Summary of the bi-modal inanimate reference introduction in L1

This section reported on the results of analyses of the linguistic and gestural
introduction of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese speech and gesture
production. The analyses of speech show some shared trends between the speakers of
both languages. At the same time, cross-linguistic variations are observed. As in the
introduction of animate referents, the newly introduced inanimate referents are
denoted by NPs. Dutch speakers use articles as local means of newness marking.
Japanese speakers may use classifiers or mention physical qualities (e.g. height or
size) of inanimate referents when introducing them for the first time.

Cross-linguistic variations are observed with respect to global newness marking.
In other words, the two language groups differ in how new information is
linguistically encoded. L1 Dutch speakers show a strong preference for introducing
referents in VPs as objects of spatial particles. Thus, new inanimate referents are
typically identified as background information upon introduction. The existence of
inanimate entities is generally assumed and rarely explicitly indicated by way of
existential constructions upon the introduction of those entities. In contrast, the results
show that Japanese speakers may use more variety in encoding new information about
inanimate referents. In addition to introducing new inanimate referents in VPs as
background information, Japanese speakers may use existential or presentative
constructions, in particular when they represent Ground, thus foregrounding the new
information. For instance, while the jar is mostly introduced in the VP, around half of
the speakers introduce the pond using existential or presentative constructions. We
speculate that the variation in the way inanimate referents are introduced in L1
Japanese may be related to the spatial relationship between the new referents and the
other referents. The existence of the inanimate entities may be mentioned when the
positions of the two entities are clearly separated, and the explanation of the position
of one entity requires a clear physical reference point. In the case of the jar, the
animate referent, the frog, exists within the object. This may be the reason why its
existence is inferred. The strong preference for the Japanese speakers to attend to the
description of Ground is in accordance with the findings in the literature (Slobin 1996a,
1996b, 2003).

The cross-linguistic difference in speech is reflected in gesture. The quantitative
analyses of L1 gesture production show that Japanese speakers are more likely to
gesturally mark the new inanimate referents than their Dutch counterparts. It should be
noted that some of the gestures produced in L1 Dutch and Japanese during the
descriptions of motion events were not counted in the analysis because they did not
mark the introduction of inanimate referents in speech. Many of such gestures in L1
Dutch synchronized only with prepositions, while they synchronized only with verbs
in L1 Japanese.

 The qualitative analyses show that, if Dutch speakers do gesturally mark Ground,
their gesture stroke (and sometime post-stroke hold) synchronize with the mention of a
spatial preposition and an inanimate referent as one unit. In addition, as prepositions in
Dutch play a significant role in distinguishing location and direction, gestures
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accompanying the introductions of inanimate referents are typically deictic in nature,
marking a location in the gesture space or indicating the direction of a movement,
reflecting the speaker’s focus of attention. Gestures iconically depicting the form of an
entity are not usually produced unless there is a particular need to focus on the
description of the object, as in the case where an animate referent is enclosed inside.

In contrast, gestures accompanying the introduction of inanimate referents in L1
Japanese rarely synchronize with the mention of an inanimate referent and a spatial
post-positional particle as a unit. Instead, they frequently synchronize either with the
mention of an inanimate referent or with most of the clause including the verb. In
addition, newly introduced inanimate referents are typically accompanied by gesture
depicting or tracing the outline of objects, reflecting the Japanese speaker’s tendency
to foreground the Ground information. Furthermore, some gestures graphically
describe spatial relations between inanimate referents. In such cases, two-handed
gestures are frequently produced with each hand representing a different entity (e.g.
the cliff and the pond). Typically, the hand representing the first referent is held in mid-
air (location hold) while the second referent is manually introduced in reference to the
location of the other hand. Thus, the information about the physical relationship
between referents is foregrounded in both speech and gesture in L1 Japanese. Such
two handed gestures or the anaphoric use of hold is not observed in the Dutch data
(see Section 6.8).

Given that gestures can project the physical relationship of the referents in the
gesture space for the listener to visually share the physical set up of the scene,
Japanese speakers, with their the tendency to attend to setting the location of actions,
may utilize this characteristic of gesture more frequently than their Dutch counterparts.
Similarly, the frequency of repetitive outlining of the inanimate entities may also
reflect the higher degree of attention to the inanimate referents in L1 Japanese than in
L1 Dutch. Thus, L1 Dutch and Japanese differ in what is encoded manually and how it
is encoded. Since the cross-linguistic difference is also observed in tracking of
inanimate referents in discourse, we will discuss the explanations for these differences
later.

Lastly, we have noted that unusual organization of information in speech may be
reflected in unusual gesture performance. For example, the following speaker
mentions the cliff and the lake adjoined to the verb phrase in single clause. Our
analyses of the Japanese speech and gesture production show that it is not common for
the Japanese speakers to compile the information about the source and the goal in the
same clause with the mention of the action. In Figure 6.18, this unusual form of
description of the scene is accompanied by unusual gesture performance.

Figure 6.18 shows a sequence of gestures that occur in one clause. First, the right
hand moves slightly upwards, as the cliff is mentioned in speech (Figure 6.18:1).
Immediately afterward, a gesture depicting the surface of the lake accompanies the
introduction of the inanimate referent in speech (Figure 6.18:2). When the animate
referents are introduced, each mention of the referent is accompanied by a tapping
gesture (Figure 6.18:3). The gestures are followed immediately by two hands moving
downwards which indicates the fall of the animate referents (Figure 6.18:4). The
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speaker thus performs multiple gestures in a single clause. However, such multiple
gestures are rarely observed in L1 data. In fact, it has been noted that native speakers
in general perform one gesture per clause (McNeill 1992).

1  2  3  4 
1 sono [gake no] uke kara 2 [asai ike ni] 3 [inu to sono shonen] ga 4 [otosarechatte]
1 that [cliff GEN] top from 2 [shallow pond to] 3[dog and that boy] NOM 4 [drop-PASS-ASP-PAST:TE]
from the top of that cliff [to a shallow pond, the dog and that boy are dropped, and

Figure 6.18. Gestures accompanying reference to multiple referents

6.4 Linguistic introduction of inanimate referents in L2 Japanese

The introductions of inanimate referents in L2 narrative mostly occur in the following
scene descriptions, although it should be noted that not all of the learners mentioned
all of the scenes listed;

1. Introduction of the frog in a jar
2. The main characters’ move to a forest
3. The main characters’ fall into a pond
4. Discovery of the frog behind a tree trunk

There are a total of 83 inanimate referent introductions in L2 Japanese. Compared to
L1 speakers, L2 speakers refer to inanimate entities less frequently in narratives. Their
inanimate reference introduction will be analysed for lexical marking, syntactic roles
and the structures used for the introduction.

6.4.1 Lexical marking of newly introduced inanimate referents
The Dutch learners of Japanese introduce inanimate referents with bare NPs. Unlike
Japanese native narrators, no L2 speaker uses expressions such as aru (‘one/a certain’)
or any classifier in front of an inanimate referent that is newly introduced.

Table 6.4 shows the distribution of post-positional particles used for the newly
introduced in animate referents in L2 production.
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Table 6.4. Distribution of the forms used for referent introduction in L1 and L2
Japanese

NP-ga NP-ni NP-no NP-o NP-expl. NP-kara NP-ø NP-de NP-others6

L2
Japanese

5/83
(6%)

22/83
(26.5%)

29/83
(35%)

13/83
(15.5.%)

2/83
(2.5%)

12/83
(14.5.%)

L1
Japanese

62/192
(32%)

44/192
(23%)

44/192
(23%)

13/192
(6%)

9/192
(5%)

7/192
(4%)

6/192
(3%)

2/192
(1%)

5/192
(3%)

L2 narrators use the nominal particle ga to mark newly introduced inanimate referents
much less frequently than their native Japanese counterparts. Instead, ni (26.5%) and
no (35%) are frequently utilized. Interestingly, a spatial particle, de, is much more
frequently used in L2 than in L1. Given that de only indicates locative information
(but can only be used with verbs involving actions), some learners may distinguish
locative/directional information by using de for locative information, resulting in its
overuse. The high frequency of the particles used for spatial expressions and the low
frequency of ga suggests the L2 speakers’ tendency to assign non-subject roles to the
inanimate referents (see below).

6.4.2 Syntactic roles of newly introduced inanimate referents within the clause
As with the analysis of the L1 narratives, we have tallied the number of inanimate
introductions according to the syntactic roles the new referents assume in the clause.
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Figure 6.19. The distribution of VP and non-VP roles assumed by newly introduced
inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese and L2 Japanese narratives

Figure 6.19 shows the distribution of VP vs. non-VP roles assumed by the speakers in
the L2 narratives in comparison to the figures for the L1 Dutch and Japanese
narratives. Similar to L1 Dutch, 94% of the inanimate referents are introduced in
adpositional phrases in VPs. The assignment of a subject role to the new inanimate
referent occurs much less frequently in L2 than in L1 Japanese.

                                                  
6 Others include mo (‘also’) and made (‘up to’).
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6.4.3 Structures used in the introduction of inanimate referents
6.4.3.1 Introduction of referents representing static locations
For this analysis, two types of inanimate referents are distinguished, as in the analysis
for L1 Dutch and Japanese. (14) and (15) are examples of the introduction of the jar in
L2 discourse:

(14) kaeru wa,  sono, chiisai gurasu no bin ni,  aa, imasu
frog   TOP  INJ  small  glass  GEN jar DAT,  INJ, exist
The frog is ehm in well a small jar

(15) kaeru wa chiisai gurasu no naka ni  imashita
frog  TOP small   glass GEN inside DAT exist:PAST
The frog was in a small glass jar

In (14) and (15), the speakers introduce the inanimate referent as the location where
the frog exists. Like the introduction of the same referent in L1 Dutch and Japanese,
the mention of the inanimate referent is followed by the locational expression ni (‘in’).
In both examples, the existence of the entity is not explicitly mentioned. The following
examples typify the majority of introductions of the tree trunk.

(16)  eto, ehm, furui   ki no  ushiro kaeru no uh uh no no    ryoshin ga ga imasu
 INJ  INJ  old   tree GEN  behind  frog GEN INJ INJ GEN GEN parents NOM NOM exist
well ehm behind an old tree, there are the frog’s eh eh parents (lit: the frog’s

parents
exist)

(17) eto, dakedo, saigo wa shinde-ita      ki no  ushiro ni
INJ COP but   last TOP die:TE-ASP:PAST tree GEN behind DAT

kaeru to kaeru no kodomo to kaeru no *uma (tsuma) o mitsukemashita
frog and frog GEN child and frog GEN *horse (wife) ACC find:PAST
well, but, as for the ending, behind a dead tree
(he) found the frog, frog’s children and frog’s *horse (wife)

In (16) and (17), both inanimate referents are introduced in the VP. However, unlike in
the Dutch narratives, the new referents are introduced before the provision of the
spatial expression due to Japanese word order. Table 6.5 shows the number of speakers
who mention the existence of the tree trunk in their narratives. The data for the L1
Dutch and Japanese narratives are added for the purpose of comparison. The table
shows the tendency of the L2 speakers to omit reference to the inanimate referent.
Second, among the L2 speakers who introduce the inanimate referent, no one uses
existential constructions.
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Table 6.5. Number of speakers who mention the existence of ‘tree trunk’
Dutch L1
(N=12)

Japanese L1
(N=15)

Japanese L2
(N=15)

existence is mentioned 0 13 0
existence is assumed 9 1 6
no mention of the referent 3 1 9
total 12 15 15

6.4.3.2 Introduction of referents representing change of locations
The next example illustrates the introduction of the forest. The speaker in (18)
introduces the inanimate referent as the goal of his movement.

(18) mazu wa   mori ni  itte
first  TOP   forest to  go:TE
First, (the boy) sent to a forest

In (19), the speaker also introduces the water/pond in an adpositional phrase in the VP.

(19) otoko no ko   to inu wa //
male GEN child and dog TOP//

sono dobutsu wa otoko no ko    to inu to  isshoni mizumi ni
that   animal TOP  male GEN child and  dog with together water   to

// (NL: otosu) soo otoshimasu
// (NL: drop),   right, drop:NONPAST
the boy and the dog//
that animal // the child and the dog together into the water
(NL: drop), right, drops

The L2 speaker in (19) has a problem with the selection of the subject of the clause.
He mentions the boy and the dog, then pauses. In the repaired clause, the newly
introduced referent, dobutsu (‘animal’), assumes the non-subject role of the clause
where the inanimate referent is introduced as the end point of an action.

6.5 Gestural introduction of inanimate referents in L2 Japanese

6.5.1 Quantitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced inanimate
referents
There are a total of 50 gestures accompanying the introduction of inanimate referents
in L2 Japanese.
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Figure 6.20. The frequency of gesture accompanying the introduction of inanimate
referents in L1 Dutch, L1 Japanese and L2 Japanese

Figure 6.20 shows the frequency of gestural accompaniment of the newly introduced
inanimate referents in the L2 Japanese narratives in comparison to the figures for the
L1 Dutch and Japanese narratives.

Recall that an omnibus repeated measures analysis of variance show that there is a
group effect for the frequency of gestural marking of the newly introduced inanimate
referents (F (2, 39) = 6.24, p < .001). Post hoc analyses using the Dunnett T3 post hoc
criterion for significance indicate the average frequency of the gestural marking of the
newly introduced inanimate referents is significantly higher in L2 Japanese than in L1
Dutch but no difference is observed in the frequency between L1 Japanese and L2
Japanese.

Table 6.6. Frequency of gestural accompaniment of introduced referents (Dunnet T3)
mean difference std. error sig.

L2 Japanese L1 Japanese .012 .076 .1.00 (n.s.)
L1 Dutch .258* .080 .008

6.5.2 Qualitative analysis of gesture accompanying introduced inanimate
referents
6.5.2.1 The introduction of the frog in a jar
As in analysis of L1 gesture, the following analysis of gesture will mainly focus on the
introduction of inanimate referents in the following scenes: a) the introduction of the
frog in a jar, b) the main characters’ fall into a pond, and c) discovery of the frog
behind a tree trunk. Although many speakers describe the main characters’ move to a
forest, the number of gestures that marked the introduction of the forest was small.

In Figure 6.21a, the introduction of the jar is gesturally marked by a two-handed
gesture, most likely depicting the entity. The gesture stroke synchronizes with an NP.
There is a small superimposed beat on the second mention of the bottle, after which
the hands move back to the resting position which overlaps with a particle, ni, in
speech.
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L8: sono kaeru wa [botoru^botoru ni] sundeimasu, die woonde [in een glazen pot] in z’n kamer
L8: that frog TOP [bottle ^bottle DAT] live-ASP:NONPAST he lived in a glass jar in his room
That frog lives in a bottle, bottle

Figure 6.21a. Gesture depicting the jar in L2 Figure 6.21a. Gesture depicting the jar 
in L1

Unlike gestures accompanying the introduction of the jar in L1 Japanese, this L2
gesture is completed before the verb is provided. The temporal synchronization is
similar to her L1 gesture where the gesture overlaps with a particle and an NP (shown
again here as Figure 6.21b).

The speaker in Figure 6.22 also produces a two-handed gesture as he introduces
the jar in speech. Interestingly, immediately before the introduction of the referent, the
speaker moves his right hand diagonally across the gesture space in front of him as if
to describe the action of ‘putting in’ (not shown here).

L1: kaeru o [garasu no koppu (NS: bin) bin ni] *haitte (irete)
L1: frog ACC[glass GEN cup (NS:jar)  jar  to] enter:TE (put)
(The boy) *enters (puts) the frog in a jar, and

Figure 6.22. Gesture depicting an entity

The gesture marking the new referent finishes before the verb is uttered, unlike in L1
Japanese where the gesture hold frequently overlaps with the verb (see Figure 6.6b).

The speaker in Figure 6.23 traces the outline of the jar. There are only a few
instances of such gestures in the L2 data.
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L6: otoko no    ko wa  eto [bin no naka de, ma sono, no naka ^ni]     chiisai kaeru ga   imashita
L6: male GEN child Top well [jar inside at  INJ INJ  GEN inside ^DAT] small frog NOM exist:PAST
The boy, well, had , ehm, well, a little frog in a jar
(lit: As for the boy, a little frog existed in a jar)

Figure 6.23. Gesture outlining the inanimate entity

Repetitive tracing is rarely observed. As the speaker mentions the jar for the first time
in the narrative, the two hands come down in the gesture space in parallel. There is a
post-stroke hold until the correct spatial particle is uttered. During the self-repair, the
hands are kept in the same position. The mention of correct particle ni (‘at’) is
accompanied by a superimposed beat.

6.5.2.2 The main characters’ fall into a pond
The following examples show the gestures accompanying the introduction of the
water/pond. The speaker in Figure 6.24a moves both hands downwards as the
inanimate referent is introduced. The hand goes back to the resting position when the
directional expression ni (‘into’) is uttered. The speaker in Figure 6.24b begins to
extend his left arm toward the lower gesture space with the palm facing up as the
inanimate referent is introduced into the narrative.

L3: sono doobutsu  wa kodomo to inu  to isshoni L14: [puuru no  naka *de (ni)]Midori-san ga imashita
L3: that animal      TOP child and dog with together L14: [pool GEN  in  DAT]  Midori    NOM exist:PAST
there was Midori in the pool

[eh kawa ni] / eh /*suteremashita (sutemashita)
[eh river into] / eh / throw:PAST Figure 6.24b. Gesture accompanying the
That animal threw away the child and the dog introduction of the pond
together into the river

Figures 6.24a. Gesture accompanying
the introduction of the pond(river)
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The full extension of the arm synchronizes with the particle no (‘genitive particle’) and
is held until the spatial expression, naka de (‘in’), is uttered. The speaker changes his
open hand to pointing as the frog (named Ms. Midori) is mentioned (not shown here).
In Figure 6.24a and 24b, both gestures accompany the mentions of a new referent and
a spatial expression. Note also that the gestures do not depict the outline of the entity

In Figure 6.25a, the single-handed gesture synchronizes with the inanimate
referent mizu (‘water’) and is held in the same position while the directional particle ni
(‘to’) is uttered. In his L1 Dutch narrative, the speaker mentions that the deer throws
the boy and the dog into the water. The introduction of het water (‘water’) is
accompanied by a gesture depicting a movement (shown again as Figure 6.25b). In
neither L1 or L2 does the speaker depict the objects that constitute the scene where the
action takes place as in L1 Japanese.

L10: Ehm ehm inu to Tanak-kun to issho ni  [eh mizu ni] / eh hai-haitte
L10: INJ  INJ dog and Tanaka with together [eh water DAT] / eh en-enter:TE
Ehm ehm the dog and Tanaka eh went together into the eh water   

Figure 6.25a. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the river 

en die hert die gooit hem en het hondje [gewoon het water in]gekierperd
and the deer he throws him and the dog simply dumped into the water

Figure 6.25b. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the river

6.5.2.3 Discovery of the frog behind a tree trunk
Figure 6.26 and 6.27 are examples of gestural marking of the introduction of the tree
trunk in L2. In the examples, the newly introduced inanimate referent assumes non-
subject role in speech, succeeded by the spatial expression, no ushiro (Genitive marker
+’behind’). In Figure 6.26, the speaker encounters a problem in expressing ‘a tree
trunk’. His left hand is first placed mid-air facing down accompanying ‘but lastly’ in
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speech. During a relatively long pause that follows, his hand is held in the same
position, then the speaker tut-tuts, flips his hand, and eventually puts his hand down
(not shown here).

1  2 
1 L1:daked saigo wa // (laugh)shindeita 2 [ki]    no (laugh) ushiro ni
1 L1:but end TOP//  [(laugh) die-ASP:PAST 2 [tree] ACC (laugh) behind DAT

kaeru to kaeru no  kodomo to  uma*(tsuma) o mitsukemashita
frog and frog GEN children and horse* (wife) ACC find:PAST
But at the end, // (laugh) behind a dead tree, (laugh) (ø) found the frog, the frog’s children and the frog’s horse*
(wife).

Figure 6.26. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk

This phenomenon of the gesturing hand being temporarily held in mid-air during a
problem in speech production has been noted about gesture in L1 (Kita 1993;
Mayberry & Jaques 2000). The speaker laughs slightly and introduces the inanimate
referent in speech as shideita ki, literally translated as ‘dead tree’, although such
expression does not exist in Japanese. The introduction of the referent is accompanied
by a two-handed gesture depicting a trunk of a tree. Interestingly, the speaker depicts
‘tree’ by moving the hands vertically, unlike the tree trunk shown in the original
picture book (Figure 6.26:1). The next gesture indicating direction is produced during
a short unfilled pause before the semantically corresponding expression is produced in
speech (Figure 6.26:2).

The gesture in Figure 6.27 shares some similarity with that in Figure 6.26. The
introduction of the inanimate referent is marked by a two-handed gesture (Figure
6.27:1). The hands move up to the position in mid-air, and they do not trace the outline
of the entity. The gesture is followed by another gesture which accompanies the spatial
expression ushiro (‘behind’). Although the speaker introduces the tree trunk as in
‘behind the tree trunk’ in both L1 and L2 (see Figure 6.12 for the L1 counterpart), due
to the word-order of Japanese, the new referent is introduced before the spatial
expression.
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1   2     
1 L9: [sagashimashita eto ookii ki no] 2 [ushiro ni] otooto  no   kaeru ga   imashita
1 L9:[ search-PAST  INJ big tree GEN] 2 [behind at]brother GEN frog  NOM exist:PAST

(he) searched. Well behind a big tree, there was my brother’s frog

Figure 6.27a. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk in L2

 
en dan [kjiken ze achter een stronk]
and then they look behind a tree trunk

Figure 6.27b. Gesture accompanying the introduction of the tree trunk in L1

As if to mirror the difference in speech, the speaker’s gestural marking in L2 is
different from its counterpart in L1 Dutch, where one gesture overlaps with both the
spatial expression and the mention of the referent. At the same time, the gesture in
Figure 6.27a is not target-like either. Unlike the gestures made by the Japanese native
speakers where the post-stroke hold, the ‘place holder’, overlaps with the spatial
expression in speech (see Chapter 6.8:1), here, when the gesture accompanies the
spatial expression in speech, the right hand is already back in the resting position
(shown here again as Figure 6.27b).

6.6 Summary of the bi-modal inanimate reference introduction in L2

This section reported on the results of analyses of the introduction of inanimate
referents in L2 speech and gesture production. The analyses suggest that with respect
to the local newness marking, the learners do not use any specific linguistic means.
The analyses of global marking of inanimate reference introduction shows that the
learners basically apply their SL-based rhetorical style in introducing inanimate
referents in the target language. Inanimate referents are mostly introduced in
adpositional phrases in VPs. As in L1 Dutch, they are hardly ever foregrounded in
existential or presentative constructions. However, there is no reason why learners
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should not use existential or presentative constructions, which are not particularly
difficult to formulate. In fact, learners do use existential constructions when they
introduce animate characters in narrative (see Chapter 4).

The quantitative analyses of the gestural marking of inanimate reference
introduction indicate that learners may gesture more frequently in L2 than in their L1,
in parallel with the results obtained for the introduction of animate referents. No
quantitative difference is observed between L1 and L2 Japanese. However, as if to
mirror the tendency in speech, learners’ co-speech gestures share more qualitative
similarities with their L1 pattern than the norm of the native speakers of the TL. The
learners in the present study basically use two types of gestures accompanying the
introduction of inanimate referents. They produce gestures describing the entity
iconically on the mention of referent in speech, in particular when the form of an
inanimate referent is being attended to. However, in addition, the learners maintain the
seemingly SL-based pattern of producing gesture indicating a direction (Path
information) which mark with the newly introduced inanimate referents (Ground
information), something that Japanese native speakers never do even when they
introduce an inanimate referent in an adpositional phrase in the VP. It is as if the
learners are gesturally attending to the locative/directional distinction while the
Japanese particle is neutral to such a distinction. Furthermore, from a view of temporal
synchronization, the learners seem to maintain the SL-norm by producing gestures
which accompany the mention of a referent and a particle. They rarely overlap with
the mention of the verb, unlike the TL norm. Thus, although the results suggest that
learners seem to map their SL-based organization of information onto the TL narrative
in a straightforward manner, the data reveal that the picture is slightly more complex.

The intricate relationship between two modes of expressions is revealed when a
straightforward mapping from SL to TL is constrained by the grammar of the target
language. As has been mentioned in passing, Dutch learners introduce the tree trunk in
an adpositional phrase in the VP in L2 as well as in L1. However, in Dutch, the spatial
preposition precedes the inanimate referent, as in achter een boomstam (‘behind a tree
trunk’), whereas the word-order is opposite in Japanese, as in ki no ushiro ni (‘behind
a tree’). In addition, the spatial expression in Japanese requires a relatively complex
operation where learners need to combine the inanimate referent with an accusative,
no, a spatial noun, ushiro, and a dative particle, ni. The opposite word-order and the
choice of words prevent learners from making a straightforward mapping from L1 to
L2 and they are forced to make some adjustment in speech. This adjustment is
reflected in gesture. Whereas in L1 Dutch, the speakers typically produce one gesture
accompanying a preposition and an inanimate referent, they produce two separate
gestures in L2. The contrasting order of reference and spatial expressions between the
SL and TL might have highlighted the inanimate referent in the speaker’s mind, which
may be reflected in the production of a gesture. The other interpretation is that because
the spatial expression is rather difficult for the learners in the current study, as
evidenced by the number of pauses, they may have treated the ‘tree’ and ‘behind’ as
separate ideas. Accordingly, two separate gestures may have been produced. At the
moment, it is not clear to the researcher why separate gestures are produced.
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6.7 Linguistic tracking of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

As reviewed in Chapter 1, it has been documented in the literature that introduced
inanimate referents are less likely than animate referents to assume subject role in the
following clauses. Thus, ‘tracking’ is here analysed differently than was the case for
animate referent tracking. With respect to the analysis of inanimate referents,
‘tracking’ is redefined as follows: the second mention of the referent in the
immediately succeeding clause and any mention of the referent afterwards. We have
tallied the frequency of inanimate referent tracking in speech in L1 Dutch and
Japanese. There are a total of 180 cases of tracked inanimate referents in L1 narratives:
59 in L1 Dutch and 121 in L1 Japanese.

Table 6.7 shows the distribution of the forms used for tracking inanimate referents
in L1. In Dutch, NPs consist of nouns with definite articles or with demonstratives.
Demonstrative locatives er or daar are also used to track referents. In Japanese, NPs
consist of bare nouns and nouns with demonstratives. The demonstrative locatives,
koko or soko (‘here’ and ‘there’) also used in the Japanese narratives. In addition, the
use of demonstratives and the combination of demonstratives and directional
expressions such as sono ushiro (behind that) are used to track referents.

Table 6.7 shows that NPs are the most frequent forms used to track inanimate
referents in both L1 Dutch and Japanese. In addition, the Dutch speakers also use
demonstrative locatives like daar (‘there’) as referential forms to track referents.
However, no use of demonstratives such as dat or die (‘that’) is observed. In contrast,
although extremely low in frequency, Japanese speakers may use the demonstratives
sore (‘that’) as referential forms to track inanimate referents. In other words, the Dutch
speakers refer to the pre-introduced inanimate referents as a place whereas the
Japanese speakers refer to them as both a place and an object. In the following, we will
present some examples from the data.

Table 6.7. Frequency of referential forms used to track inanimate referents
definite
article +NP
demonstrative
+ NP
bare NP

demonstrative
locative

demonstrative
locative
+spatial
expression

demonstrative demonstrative
+ spatial
expression

L1 Dutch 37/59 (63%) 20/59 (34%) 2/59 (3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
L1 Japanese 94/121 (77%) 17/121 (14%) 0 (0%) 2/121 (2%) 8/121 (7%)

In (20), the Dutch speaker uses a combination of a demonstrative and an NP to
track the referent (shown by an arrow) in its second mention.

(20) en ziet een gat in een boom
 kijk in dat gat

and (he) sees a hole in a tree
(he) looks in the hole
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The speaker introduces gat (‘hole’) with an indefinite article. In the immediately
following clause, the same inanimate referent is referred to again. A combination of an
NP with a demonstrative is used to track the referent. In (21), the Japanese speaker
repeats a bare NP when tracking the referent in its second mention (shown by an
arrow).  

(21) maruta   mitai  no ga   yoko    ni   atta     no ne
tree trunk   like    one NOM  side     DAT exist:PAST SE PP

 de maruta     no   ura  o    mitara
then tree trunk    GEN behind ACC   see:COND
there was a tree trunk like thing on the side
then when (he) looked behind the tree trunk

However, the majority of the Japanese add the demonstrative sono (‘that’) in front of
the noun to track an inanimate referent in its second mention as in (22) (shown by an
arrow).

(22) ippon    no  ki  no  shita ni  ana   ga    aite-ita       node
one-CLS  GEN tree  GEN below DAT  hole  NOM  open:TE-ASP:PAST  so

 sono ana o   nozokikonde
that  hole ACC  peek-in:TE
there was a hole at the foot of on three, so
(he) peeked in that hole

On the other hand, both the Dutch and the Japanese speakers may use demonstrative
locatives to track inanimate referents. In (23), the Dutch speaker introduces an
inanimate referent holletje (‘hole’). In the succeeding clause, the referent is referred to
with the locative expression daar (‘there’) (shown by an arrow). In (24), the Japanese
speaker uses the demonstrative locative soko (‘there’) to refer to the shallow river
introduced in the immediately preceding clause (shown by an arrow).

(23) En het jongetje ziet dan in een holletje in de grond
 maar daar komt dan een andere beestje uit waarschijnlijk een mol or zo

and the boy looks then in a hole in the ground
but (from) there, an another animal comes out, perhaps a mole or something like that

(24) nanka asai  kawa  mitaina tokoro ga  atte
INJ   shallow  river    like  place NOM  exist:TE

 soko made tsuretette
there  until take:TE-go:TE
what, there is a shallow river like place, and
(ø) take (ø) up till there
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On three occasions, the Japanese speakers refer to the pre-introduced inanimate
referents with demonstratives as in (25) (shown by an arrow).

(25) shonen wa  ana   o  mitsukete, tsuchi  no  naka  ni  ne
boy    TOP  hole  ACC  find:TE    ground  GEN inside  DAT  PP

 soko o   sagasootoshita        no  ne
there ACC  search-MOD-QT-do:PAST SE  PP
The boy found a hole, in the ground, you see, and

(he) tried to search that, you see

The Japanese speaker in (25) uses a demonstrative soko (‘that’) to refer to the newly
introduced hole in the succeeding clause.

There were two occurrences of combinations of the demonstrative locative daar
(‘there’) and spatial expressions in the Dutch narrative in the form of daarachter
(‘behindthere’) (shown by an arrow).

(26) Dus Jan die gaat eh die kruipt eh naar een boomstam
 want daarachter hoort ‘ie het geluid

so Jan he went eh he sneaked up towards a tree trunk
because he heard noise behind there

In L1 Japanese, spatial expressions such as oku (‘behind’), shita (‘below’), naka
(‘inside’) are used in combination with demonstrative sono (‘that’) as referring forms
to track inanimate referents (shown by an arrow). Observe (27):

(27) koo       iwa ga   atte
in this way  rock NOM exist:TE

 sono ushiro wa  mori  na  no
that  behind TOP  forest  COP SE
there is a rock like this, and
behind that is a forest, you know

The speaker in (27) introduces the iwa (‘rock’) with an existential expression. In the
immediately following clause, the referent is anaphorically referred to with a
demonstrative expression sono (‘that’). The spatial expression behind (‘ushiro’)
succeeds the demonstrative (shown by an arrow).

6.8  Gestural tracking of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch and Japanese

We have tallied the number of occurrences of gestures tracking inanimate referents.
There were a total of 36 such cases in L1 (5 in L1 Dutch and 31 in L1 Japanese). Due
to the small number of gestures in L1 Dutch, statistical analysis was not performed.
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The referent that was most frequently tracked by gesture in L1 Dutch is the jar.
After its introduction in the early stages of the narrative, the referent is often tracked
when the speaker mentions the scene where the dog’s head is stuck in the jar. The
speaker in Figure 6.28 does not produce a gesture when he introduces the jar.
However, a few clauses later when the speaker mentions the glass jar, a two-handed
gesture tracks the inanimate referent (Figure 6.28:1). After the depiction, the hands go
back to the resting position (Figure 6.28:2).

1                      2 
1 en op dat momement gaat die hond kijken in [die glazen pot]  
1 and at that moment, the dog looks in the glass jar

3 
3 [en die komt met ^z’n ^kop ^vast ^in die pot] zitten
3 and he ends up having his head stuck in the jar

Figure 6.28. Gestural tracking of the inanimate referent

However, in the immediately following clause, a gesture accompanies almost the
entire clause. His left fingers form the same shape as in the previous gesture. The left
hand seems to depict the jar. The right hand moves into the space made between the
thumb and the fingers in the left hand. The move is superimposed by multiple beats as
if depicting the dog’s head stuck in the jar (Figure 6.28:3)

Some Japanese speakers use almost identical gestures when tracking the same
inanimate referents. For instance, the introduction of the jar in L1 Japanese is
accompanied by a gesture tracing the outline of the referent (Figure 6.29:1). The
repetitive tracing is performed with a slightly different angle as if to highlight the
three-dimensional aspect of the referent. When the jar is mentioned twelve clauses
later, the speaker performs a gesture that is almost identical to the one that
accompanied the introduction of the referent (Figure 6.29:2). Ten clauses afterwards,
the jar is mentioned, with the speaker stating that the jar is broken. The mention of the
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glass jar is accompanied by a gesture which again is similar to the ones that have
previously been associated with the same referent (Figure 6.29:3).

1 
1 [kingyobachi mitaina kabin, kabin ja-nai na kongurai no garasu no naka   ni]  kaeru o katte-ta no
1 [acquarium   ike vase, vase COP-NGT PP like this GEN glass GEN inside DAT] frog ACC keep:PAST
N
(that boy) kept a frog in an aquarium-like vase, not a vase, a glass (jar) about this big

2 
2 inu wa sono [kaeru no   i-ta  garasu no kingyobachi] mitai no ni atama tsukkonde asondari shitete
2 dog TOP that [frog GEN exist-PAST glass GEN aquarium]   like thingDAT head put in-TE play like do;TE-ASP:TE
the dog is playing around doing things like putting his head inside the aquarium like glass thing where that frog was kept

3 
3 ano [garasu no iremono]    ga warechatta  
3 well [glass GEN container] NOM break-ASP:PAST
well the glass container broke

Figure 6.29. Gestural introduction and tracking of the inanimate referent

The recurrence of some features of gestures as in Figures 6.28 and 6.29 has been
called ‘catchments’ (McNeill 2000, McNeill et al. 2001). According to McNeill,
‘catchments’ are defined as the recurrence of gesture features over a stretch of
discourse. It is recognized by “two or more gestures (not necessarily consecutive) with
partially or fully recurring features of shape, movement, space, orientation, dynamics,
etc” (McNeill et al. 2001: 11). McNeill maintains that ‘catchments’ indicate the
cohesive linkages in the text where such gestures co-occur.
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All the examples above have so far shown the gestural tracking of referents that
occur a few clauses after the introduction. However, some of the newly introduced
inanimate referents in L1 Japanese are tracked in the immediately following clauses in
both speech and gesture. In Figure 6.30, the introduction of the swamp in speech is
accompanied by a two-handed gesture (Figure 6.30:1). In the following clause, the
speaker mentions the fall of the boy and the dog into the pond. The left hand is kept in
the same position as a reference point representing the location, while the right hand
moves downward depicting the fall (Figure 6.30:2). The asymmetrical two-handed
gesture in Figure 6.30:2 represents two levels of information. The hold of the left hand,
sustained in the same position with the same hand-shape as before, represents the
change of information status of the swamp from new to old. This change parallels the
choice of referential form in speech. The choice of the referential form for the swamp
changes from a bare NP to a combination of a bare NP and a demonstrative sono
(‘that’) in the second mention. In the meantime, the right hand represents the new
information associated with the swamp. Thus, the gestures may visually capture the
way the new and old information are linked together.

1 2 
1[sono shita ni ^wa numachi ga atte                     2 de, ^futari tomo [sono numa ni  ochiteshimaimashita]
1[that below at ^TOP swamp NOM exist:TE       2 then ^two both [that swamp DAT fall:TE-ASP:PAST]
 below that, there was a swamp, and then the two of them ended up falling into that swamp

Figure 6.30. Gestural inanimate reference tracking

The speaker in Figure 6.31 introduces the tree trunk via an existential construction.
The introduction of the inanimate referent is accompanied by a two-handed gesture
tracing the outline of the entity (Figure 6.31:1). In the immediately succeeding clause,
the inanimate referent is tracked in both speech and gesture. The referent is tracked in
speech with a demonstrative sono (‘that’) followed by a directional expression oku no
hoo (‘from behind’). The expression is accompanied by a gesture where the right index
finger points away from the speaker while the left hand is sustained in the position
(Figure 6.31:2). Although the identity of the demonstrative sono (‘that’) is not clearly
specified in speech, the long hold (place holder) may clarify the identity of the
demonstrative as the tree trunk.
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1 2 
1[nanka taoreta ki mitai no ga daa tte arundakedo         2 sono oku   no  hoo kara oto ga kikoeru karatte]
1[INJ   fallen  tree like  one  NOM SSW QT exist-COP-but      2 that behind GEN direction from noise NOM hear-can because QT]
well, there is a lying tree like thing like ‘daa’, but  because (he) says that some noise can be heard from behind
that

Figure 6.31. Gestural inanimate reference tracking

In summary, the cross-linguistic analyses on linguistic and gestural tracking of
inanimate referents show that speakers of both Dutch and Japanese favour NPs as the
choice of the referential form. The attenuated forms used for tracking referents show
some crosslinguistic variation. Although their occurrence is limited, the Dutch
speakers may use the grammaticized expressions such as daarachter (‘therebehind’),
which is a combination of a demonstrative locative and a spatial expression. On the
other hand, the Japanese speakers use demonstrative, sore (‘that’), sometimes with
spatial expressions as in sono oku (‘behind that’). The use of demonstratives by the
Japanese speakers seems to reflect their attention to the inanimate referent as an object
rather than a location (cf. Carroll & von Stutterheim 2003).

The analyses of gesture show that tracked inanimate referents are accompanied by
gestures which share some physical features with the gesture that was previously
associated with the referent. As in the tracking of animate referents, ‘catchments’ are
frequently observed in the tracking of inanimate referents. In addition, the analyses
show that the Japanese speakers may chain the new and old information in one gesture
by using a ‘place holder’. Such gestures were not observed in L1 Dutch.

6.9 Linguistic tracking of inanimate referents in L2 Japanese

We have tallied the number of tracked inanimate referents in speech in L2 Japanese.
There are a total of 42 such instances. Table 6.8 shows the results. For the purpose of
comparison, the results of L1 Dutch and Japanese are also presented. The results show
that the L2 speakers do not use any attenuated forms in tracking inanimate referents in speech.
As with the tracking of animate referents, they show a preference for NPs over attenuated
forms.
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Table 6.8. Frequency of referential forms used to track inanimate referents
maintained inanimate referents

definite article +NP
demonstrative+ NP
bare NP

demonstrative
locative

demonstrative
locative
+spatial
expression

demonstrative demonstrative
+spatial
expression

L1 Dutch 37/59 63% 20/59 34% 2/59 3% 0/59 0% 0/59 0%
L1 Japanese 94/121 77% 17/121 14% 0/121  0% 2/121 2% 8/121 7%
L2 Japanese 42/42 100% 0/42 0% 0/42 0% 0/42 0% 0/42 0%

The qualitative analysis of inanimate reference tracking by the learners shows,
firstly, that one of the most commonly tracked referent is the jar. After its introduction,
the referent is mentioned again in the narratives when the speaker describes the dog’s
head getting stuck. This is similar to L1 Dutch and Japanese. Following is an example
of tracking of the referent observed in L2 speech.

(28) kaeru o   garasu no koppu (NS: bin) bin ni *haitte  (ire-te)
frog  ACC glass   GEN cup   (NS:jar)   jar  to  enter:TE (put in:TE)
(he) *enters (puts) the frog in a jar, and 

(29)  inu wa  garasu no bin ni haitte
dog TOP  glass  GEN jar to enter:TE
the dog enters the jar

Some tracked referents are placed in initial position of the following clause, as in
L1 Japanese:

(30) sono doobutsu wa otoko no ko   to inu to  isshoni mizuumi ni otoshimasu.
that    animal  TOP male GEN child and dog with together lake      to  drop:NONPAST

sono mizuumi ni   kaeru ga arimasu.
That    lake    DAT frog NOM exist:NONPAST
That animal drops the boy and the dog together into the lake
In that lake, there is the frog (lit: In that lake,the frog exists)

(31) sono doobutsu wa kodomo to inu to   isshoni kawa ni *suteremasu (sutemasu)
that   animal   TOP child   and dog with together   river to  throw:NONPAST

sono tokoro de kodomo wa kaeru no kazoku o  mitsukemashita
that  place   DAT child  TOP  frog GEN family ACC find:PAST

That animal throws away the child and the dog into the river
At that place, the child found the frog’s family
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In (30) and (31), the newly introduced inanimate referents are placed in initial position
in the immediately following clauses. Thus, the learners are making a chain between
the new referents of the last clause and the tracked referents in the next clause. This
chaining is similar to the way the tracked inanimate referents are chained in
consecutive clauses in L1 Japanese.

6.10 Gestural tracking of inanimate referents in L2 Japanese

There are a total of 11 gestures tracking inanimate referents in L2 Japanese. Due to the
small number of the gestures and variation in the distribution, a statistical analysis has
not been performed on their frequency. The following analysis will thus focus on
qualitative aspects of these gestures.

In Figure 31, when the speaker introduces the jar, the mention of the referent is
accompanied by a two-handed gesture tracing the outline of a small entity. The gesture
indicates the jar (Figure 6.32:1). A few clauses later, the speaker describes the scene
involving the dog’s head being stuck in the jar. The mention of the referent in speech
is accompanied by a gesture where the left hand forms a shape as if a jar is being held
(Figure 6.32:2).  

1  2 
1 L1 kaeru o [garasu no koppu (NS: bin) bin ni] *haitte (irete) 2 inu wa  [garasu no bin ni] haitte
1 L1: frog ACC[glass GEN cup (NS:jar) jar to]  enter:TE (put) 2 dog TOP [glass GEN jar to] enter:TE
 (he) *enters (puts) the frog in a jar, and the dog enters the jar

Figure 6.32. Gestures accompanying the introduction and tracking of the inanimate
referent

Figure 6.33 illustrates the recurring gesture features in the tracking of inanimate
referents by a learner. A two-handed gesture depicting an entity accompanies the
introduction of the jar (Figure 6.33:1). When the referent is mentioned again a few
clauses later, the two hands depict the entity in a similar manner. When the speaker
mentions naka (‘inside’), the right hand moves toward the left hand (Figure 6.33:2). In
the meantime, the left hand is held in the same position. Thus, the use of a ‘place
holder’ is observed.
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1 2 
L10: kodomo Tanaka-kun to iu kodomo wa 2 eh, eh inu wa, e, jibun  no atama wa atama ga [gurasu] [no naka *de
(ni)]
L10: child Tanaka      QT say child TOP 2 INJ dog TOP e, self GEN head TOP head NOM [glass][GEN inside
DAT]

kaeru to iu  doobutsu o  motteimasu / ehm  haitte    chotto komarimasu
kaeru QT say animal ACC hold-ASP:NONPAST / INJ  enter:TE  a little troubled

the dog is slightly troubled because his head enters the jar
1 [gurasu] no naka*de (ni)
1 [glass] GEN in DAT
The boy, boy call Tanaka has an animal called a frog in in a jar

Figure 6.33. Gestures accompanying introduction and tracking of inanimate referent

The speaker in Figure 6.34 introduces ishi (‘rock’) in the VP. The mention of the
referent is accompanied by a two-handed gesture which is followed by a right hand
which moves upward with a zig-zag movement. The hand describes a climb by the
animate character (Figure 6.34:2).

1   2 
1 L3: sono atode kodomo wa [ishi]                2[*de (o)] noborimashita
1 L3: that later  child  TOP [stone]            2[DAT] climb:PAST
after that, the child climbed up a stone

Figure 6.34. Gesture accompanying introduction of the stone

A few clauses later, the referent is tracked in speech. The tracking occurs while the
learner tries to explain that there is something higher next to the stone. The mention of
the referent is accompanied by a two-handed gesture which occurs in a similar gesture
space as in its introduction (Figure 6.35:1). In the rest of the utterance, the left hand is
held in the similar position (Figure 6.35:2, 3 & 4).
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1  2 
1 L3: sono [ishi wa e   ]                       2 [takai kedo ]
1 L3: that [stone TOP eh ]                      2 [high but]
that stone is high but

3  4 
3 ^ishi no ^tonari   ni,    aa,//           4 [*hoo ga (yori) ^takai] koto, mono ga   arimashita
3 ^stone GEN ^next DAT INJ //          4 [more       ^high] thing  thing NOM exist:PAST
next to the stone, there is something, something higher

Figure 6.35. Gestural tracking of the stone

In summary, the analyses of the tracking of inanimate referents by L2 speakers of
Japanese show that, like L1 Dutch and Japanese speakers, the learners may track
inanimate referents in both speech and gesture, although the occurrence is limited. The
reliance on NPs for reference tracking parallels the way the learners track animate
referents in spoken discourse. The absence of the use of demonstratives like sono
(‘that’) or soko (‘there’) may suggest the difficulty learners have in acquiring the
active use of attenuated forms to refer to inanimate referents in narratives. However, it
remains an empirical question with respect to whether learners with higher proficiency
can use these attenuated referential forms. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the
analysis of speech shows that some learners use information chaining, often used by
the Japanese natives but not allowed by the Dutch language. With respect to gestural
reference tracking in L2, the number of occurrence in the data is too small to draw any
decisive conclusion. However, some examples suggest that learners, as in L1 Dutch
and Japanese, may use ‘catchments’ to create linkages between gestures, which may in
tern help clarify the content of error-prone speech.

6.11 Discussion of bi-modal introduction and tracking in L1 and L2

This chapter reported on the results of analyses of bi-modal introduction and tracking
of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch, Japanese and L2 Japanese. Unlike introduction and
tracking of animate referents where linguistic and gestural marking of referents seems
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to be governed by language-independent principles regarding informational flow and
referential importance, the bi-modal introduction of inanimate referents in the data
seem to reflect the cross-linguistic differences in packaging and filtering of the
locative/directional information about inanimate referents in narratives. Dutch and
Japanese speakers use different rhetorical ways to introduce inanimate referents and
this difference is reflected in gesture.

In short, in L1 Dutch, information about Ground is mostly backgrounded in both
speech and gesture, unless special attention is called for an entity. On the other hand,
in L1 Japanese, Ground is frequently foregrounded in the two modes of expression.
However, it is important to note that the cross-linguistic preferences are not based on
any linguistic differences between the two groups. There is nothing in the Dutch
grammar that prevents native Dutch speakers from using existential constructions to
introduce inanimate referents. Alternatively, native Japanese speakers could as easily
introduce all new referents in the adpositional phrases in the VP. However, they do not
do so. In fact, some Japanese speakers self-repair their utterances and introduce
inanimate referents in existentials. These cross-linguistic differences in bi-modal
inanimatee reference introduction and tracking can best be explained as differences in
‘thinking for speaking’ (Slobin 1996) during narrative production between the native
speakers of Dutch and Japanese.

Furthermore, because the two groups of speakers organize discourse differently,
we speculated that accompanying gestures in L1 Dutch and L1 Japanese may differ at
a level higher than a word or a sentence. In the following, we will provide a sample
comparison of gestures accompanying a short stretch of discourse in L1 Dutch and
Japanese. In order to depict the scene where the boy and the dog fall into the pond, the
Dutch speaker in Figure 6.36 organizes his discourse around the actions. The attention
to scene setting is minimal. As if to reflect the organization of discourse in speech, the
accompanying gestures only capture the actions.

On the other hand, the Japanese speaker in Figure 6.37 organizes his discourse
around both the setting up of the location and the depiction of the motion events. The
accompanying gestures reflect the organization of the discourse. The gestures depict
both the spatial relationship of the inanimate entities in the scene and the actions.
Accordingly, the gestures seem more complex in nature than their Dutch counterparts,
because the speaker moves between object viewpoint (O-VPT) and character
viewpoint (C-VPT). For instance, the speaker first sets up the river with an O-VPT
gesture (Figure 6.37:1) in the gesture space before depicting the animate characters’
fall by a C-VPT gesture (Figure 6.37:2). In the immediately following clause, the
speaker produces an O-VPT gestures depicting the cliff and the location of the river
(Figures 6.37:3 & 4), followed by a C-VPT gesture accompanying the repetitive
information about the fall of the characters (Figure 6.37:5). It is as if the speaker takes
different roles in creating the scene-setting and enacting the event. This pattern of
‘manual scene setting followed by S-OVT gesture’ is observed in L1 Japanese but
rarely in L1 Dutch.
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1         2 
1 En [het ren eh het rendier smijt het jochie in het water] en 2 het hondje [val] ook in het water
And the ren eh, the reindeer throws the boy into the water and the dog also fell into the water

Figure 6.36. Gestures accompanying the tracking of inanimate referents in L1 Dutch
narrative

1 2 
sono shika ga    sono otoko no ko       to inu o 2 koo kawa         ni koo    nageotosu      wake]
that deer NOM that male GEN child and dog ACC 2 in this way river DAT this way throw-drop:NONPAST]

[eeto gake tte iu hodo      no mono janaindakedo
[INJ cliff QT say about   GEN thing COP:NEG-SE-but

1 koo     kawara     no]     [tokoro ni
1 in this way river bank GEN]     [place to
that deer like this throws like this that boy and the dog well, not even like a cliff
to a river bank place, to a river

3     4 
3 [de,    koo     chotto koo           nattete                      4 koko ga     kawa mitaina tokoro ne]
3 [then in this way a.little in this way become:TE-ASP:TE           4 this NOM river   like         place, PP]
(it) is a bit like this, like this, and  (lit: it has become like this)  here is the river like place, you see
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5 
5 [de baan         tte nage-otosare-te]
5 [then SWW QT throw-drop-PASS:TE]
then (they are) thrown like ‘baan’

Figure 6.37. Gestures accompanying the tracking of inanimate referents in L1
Japanese narrative

Furthermore, some of the ways that gestures capture the spatial relationship
between the referents in L1 Japanese may share similarities with signs created by users
of sign languages. For instance, Liddell (2000) has examples where an expression such
as ‘The cat is on the fence’ is depicted by producing the signs for the fence, the cat and
the hooked V classifier, which in sign languages has the meaning of ‘animal’ or
‘seated human’ (p. 351). After the sign for the fence is produced, one hand remains as
a visible landmark while the sign for the cat is made. The physical relationship
between the cat and the fence is shown by the physical relationship of the hand-shapes.
No sign is made to show that the cat is ‘on’ the fence. In other words, the information
is inferred by the physical relationship between the signs produced before and what is
physically present now.7 This is similar to how the Japanese speaker describes the
physical relationship of two inanimate referents by the gestures (Figure 6.37:3 and 4).
The speaker does not provide any linguistic expression which describes the physical
relationship between the cliff and the river. It is the gesture that links the words to the
visibly available relationship between the two entities, where the left hand which
represents the cliff is held high while the river is located much lower in the gesture
space (Figure 6.37: 4). Because the data in the present study are limited, one should be
cautious about how to interpret the similarities between the use of signs and gestures
in the examples just mentioned. In fact, it is a field that requires further research in
various aspects. Nevertheless, the implication is that a similar phenomenon may be
observed in the use of signs and the speakers of Japanese, if we compare signs not just
to speech but to the combination of speech and gesture.

As for L2, the results suggest that learners basically map their SL-based
organization of discourse onto the TL when introducing inanimate referents in
narratives. This interaction between SL and TL occurs not only at the level of
linguistic but also gesture production. In short, the learners in this study seem to
generalise their L1-based discourse organization in two modes of expressions. On the
other hand, results also suggest that some L2 gestural markings of inanimate reference

                                                  
7 See Liddell (2003) for more discussion on this point..
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introduction may be L2-specific, not being the copy of either the SL or TL-norm. Thus,
the L2 bi-modal introduction reflects the interaction between SL and TL.

With respect to the present learners’ tendency to produce gestures depicting
locative/directional information, one may claim that because information about the
inanimate referents is often not crucial to the development of the main storyline, in
order to keep production as economical as possible, learners with limited proficiency,
such as the ones in the present study, may choose to focus on the actions, and pay less
attention to the scene setting. However, this interpretation is unlikely, because if the
learners chose to be economical, they could avoid reference to inanimate entities
altogether. However, they do not do so. Alternatively, the fact that the gesture stroke of
L2 gestures frequently synchronize with the introduction of inanimate referents may
be interpreted that the learners have acquired, to some extent, the gestural norm of the
TL. This is a possible interpretation of the data. However, the fact that the learners
mostly complete their gestures with the production of a particle in speech and that
their gestures rarely overlap with verbs seem to suggest strongly that the learners’
focus of attention is on locative/directional information.

Gestural reference tracking in L1 and L2 show that speakers, irrespective of their
language, seem to utilize ‘catchments’ to create anaphoric linkages between gestures.
The small number of bi-modal reference tracking in L2 suggests that L2 narratives
differ mostly in the amount of detailed information about inanimate referents.
Nevertheless, although much less frequent than in L1 Dutch or Japanese, the results in
L2 suggest that learners attend to the global structure of discourse as well as to the
construction of utterances at the local level.

 





Chapter 7. Discussion and conclusion

7.0 Introduction

In Chapter 1 and 2, we reviewed the relevant literature on reference introduction and
tracking, and on gesture in L1 and L2. The research questions were presented in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 laid out the methodology adopted for the present work. Chapters
4, 5 and 6 reported the results. In this chapter, 7.1 presents the summary of the main
findings, followed by 7.2 where we discuss cross-linguistic issues derived from them.
7.3 discusses L2 issues. In 7.4, we present the limitations of the work and provide
suggestions for future research.

7.1 Summary of findings

One of the main aims of the present work was to examine cross-linguistic variations in
how speech-associated gesture complements speech in reference introduction and
tracking that could serve as a baseline for the examination of bi-modal production by
Dutch learners of Japanese. For intelligible discourse, it is essential that the identities
of referents are made clear. Because points in space are uniquely distinguishable from
each other, this characteristic is incorporated in pronominal systems in signed
languages (Klima & Bellugi 1979; Belllugi & Klima 1982). Speakers may also utilize
speech-associated gestures to establish referents in space (Gullberg 1998, 2003; Levy
& McNeill 1992; McNeill 1992; McNeill & Levy 1993). In addition, because of its
visual characteristics, gesture may offer information about the physical aspects of the
referents they accompany (Beattie & Shovelton 1999, 2001). However, cross-linguistic
aspects of speech-associated gestures in reference introduction and tracking have not
been, to date, fully investigated.

The source and the target languages chosen for the present work differ in two
dimensions. The first dimension concerns how information structure in discourse is
mapped onto speech. According to a typology based on the grammatical relations
between subject- and topic-comment proposed by Li and Thompson (1976), Dutch is a
‘subject-prominent’ language and Japanese, a ‘subject-prominent/topic-prominent’
language (p.460). The two languages differ in the linguistic means available to mark
the informational status of referents, and how these means are used.

The second dimension concerns how the information about the locations and
spatial relations of entities (Ground) is framed and expressed in speech. According to
Talmy (2000), Dutch and Japanese are again typologically different: the former
belongs to groups of languages where verbs mostly express the manner of an action
and the path is expressed by means of path phrases (termed“manner-verb languages’ in
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this work). On the other hand, the latter belongs to a group where speakers use verbs to
express the path of an action (‘path-verb languages’). It has been suggested that the
speakers of these two groups of languages adopt different rhetorical styles in
presenting Ground information in narratives (Slobin 1996, 2000).

The effect of these typological differences on gesture has been investigated in
separate studies with different foci (e.g. Duncan 1996, 2001; Kita & Özyürek 2002;
McNeill 2000; Özyürek & Kita 1999). However, in the present work, they are studied
under a unifying discourse activity of reference introduction and tracking.

In Chapter 4, we performed cross-linguistic analysis of the bi-modal introduction
of animate referents. For oral reference introduction, the following aspects of local (at
the level of word) and global (at the level of clause) marking of newness were
examined: the form, agentive and syntactic roles and position of the form with respect
to the verb. In addition, pragmatic newness marking was also examined. Findings
show similarities and differences in newness marking in Dutch and Japanese. With
respect to similarities, both Dutch and Japanese use NPs to introduce referents. On the
other hand, the two L1 groups differ in how other newness marking is predominantly
used. In Dutch, speakers utilize an indefinite article as obligatory local marking. In
contrast, in Japanese, local marking is optional. Although the post-positional marker
ga seems to be preferred as a newness marker, it does not systematically distinguish
new and given information as articles do in other languages. Classifiers may be used
as newness markers , but again, only optionally.

In both Dutch and Japanese, referential importance of animate characters affects
local and global markings. Speakers may give proper names to primary and secondary
referents but rarely to peripheral characters. With respect to global marking, Dutch
speakers show a strong preference for introducing primary and secondary referents in
non-subject roles, and they are mostly mentioned in the post-verbal position.
Peripheral referents may be introduced in subject role of the verbs of motion such as
komen uit (‘to come out), although they are also mentioned post-verbally by the use of
inversion.

In contrast, in addition to giving proper names, Japanese speakers frequently
adopt pragmatic means of local marking such as repetition of NPs, hedging and the use
of the discourse confirmation marker, n e, for introducing referents with referential
importance. With respect to global marking, Japanese speakers use existential
constructions as global marking, in particular for the introduction of the primary and
secondary referents. These referents are frequently topicalized immediately afterwards
as a single or separate subject of the following clause. Like other ‘topic-prominent’
languages, Japanese does not have the so-called dummy subject, which means that the
use of existential constructions does not result in verb-subject (VS) word order. Thus,
the frequent use of existentials results in the high frequency of subject role assignment
to primary and secondary referents. On the other hand, peripheral referents are
introduced in both subject and non-subject roles. Existentials are used as much as
verbs of motion such as detekuru (‘exit and come’). Unlike in L1 Dutch, the position
of referents in relation to verbs is not used to mark newness in L1 Japanese.

It was shown that the newness marking of animate referents may cross the modal
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boundary and be mirrored in gesture production in both L1 Dutch and Japanese.
However, interestingly, the newly introduced primary/secondary animate referents are
more frequently accompanied by gesture in Japanese narratives than in their Dutch
counterparts, although the frequency of gestures accompanying the peripheral
characters shows no difference between the two language groups (Table 7.2). The
position of gestures in the gesture space accompanying primary and secondary
referents in L1 Japanese varies among the speakers. As Dutch speakers rarely
produced gestures accompanying the primary and secondary referents, cross-linguistic
analysis was not possible. With respect to gestures accompanying peripheral referents,
similarities of gestures are observed within and across the language groups with
respect to the form of gestures and the gesture space assigned to referents.

Analyses of L2 oral reference introduction in Chapter 4 showed that, like L1
speakers, learners use NPs to refer to new referents. However, the optional local
newness marking is not utilized. Global marking seems to be absent as well. Learners
do not use the post-verbal position or the right-dislocation as a form of global marking
in L2, which suggests their full awareness of rigidity of the verb-final rule in Japanese.
Existential verbs are used in reference introduction but in a non-TL-like manner.
Instead of topicalizing primary and secondary referents as in L1 Japanese, learners use
these verbs for indicating possession. This L2-specific use of existential verbs is
observed mostly for the introduction of primary and secondary referents. Pragmatic
means are rarely used as newness marking in L2 Japanese. With respect to gestural
marking of newly introduced referents, learners produce gestures more frequently than
their native L1 counterparts, and also more frequently in L2 than in L1. However,
unlike in L1 Japanese, the L2 gesture production does not show an interaction between
gesture and referential importance. Table 7.1 summarizes the results of the linguistic
analyses.  

In Chapter 5, we analysed the bi-modal tracking of animate referents in L1 and L2
discourse by distinguishing two separate information types: maintained and re-
introduced. For speech, analyses were conducted with respect to the referential forms
chosen to mark the informational status of referents. With respect to reference
maintenance in L1 speech, the intra-lingual analyses show that maintained referents
are more likely to be denoted by attenuated forms than by NPs in both languages. On
the other hand, the inter-lingual analyses show that Japanese speakers use NPs
significantly more often than their Dutch counterparts for reference maintenance.

The qualitative analysis shows that the use of NPs to denote maintained referents
in L1 Japanese occurs mostly either immediately after the first mention of referents or
after the re-introduction of referents with ø. Zero-reference (ø) is frequent in L1
Japanese. Around 70% of the maintained and 45% of the re-introduced referents are
denoted by ø, in contrast to 15% and 2%, respectively, in L1 Dutch. The statistical
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Table 7.1. Linguistic marking of introduction of animate referents in speech
language local global
Dutch
 main characters

 peripheral characters

indefinite article (obligatory)
proper names

indefinite article (obligatory)

post-verbal position
non-subject role
non-agentive role

post-verbal position
subject/non-subject role
non-agentive role
komen uit ‘to come out’

Japanese
  main characters

 peripheral characters

ga (optional)
hedging
repetition
discourse marker ne
proper names
classifier

ga (optional)

existential constructions
subject role
non-agentive role

subject/non-subject role
non-agentive role
detekuru ‘to exit and come’

L2 Japanese
  main characters

 peripheral characters

bare NP (no preference for ga)
proper names

bare NP (no preference for ga)

existential constructions
(possession)
subject/non-subject role

existential constructions
subject/non-subject role
some agentive-role

Table 7.2. Gestural frequency
gesture frequency

introduction of animate
referents

primary/secondary referents peripheral referents

Dutch<Japanese=L2 Japanese
 (tendency)

Dutch=Japanese<L2 Japanese

maintenance of animate
referents

Dutch<Japanese=L2 Japanese

re-introduction of animate
referents

Dutch=Japanese<L2 Japanese

introduction of inanimate
referents

Dutch<Japanese=L2 Japanese
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analysis shows that there is a significant difference in the frequency of use of ø
between the two language groups for both reference maintenance and re-introduction.
The qualitative analysis shows that in L1 Dutch, ø occurs only in situations as in (1)
where the identity of the referent is the same as the subject of the preceding clause:

(1)  N(i) …pronoun (i)…ø(i)…N(j)…pronoun (j)…ø(j)

The zero-marking as in (1) is also observed in Japanese. However, in addition,
Japanese speakers frequently use chains of ø where the same referent is sustained as
the subject over a number of clauses. In order to create such chains, Japanese speakers
frequently utilise grammatical structures such as passives and giving/receiving verbs.
Furthermore, in L1 Japanese, ø may be used in reference re-introduction and an NP
may follow in reference maintenance. (2) is a schematic presentation of such use of ø.

(2)  N(i)…ø(i)…N(j)..ø(i)…N(i)

With respect to gesture production, Dutch speakers rarely produce gesture for the
purpose of reference maintenance. In contrast, in L1 Japanese, gestures accompany
maintained referents more frequently than in L1 Dutch (Table 7.2). They mostly
accompany NPs denoting the second mention of referents or the maintained referents
immediately after the re-introduction of referents with ø. As for linguistic reference re-
introduction, Dutch and Japanese native speakers show similarities in their preference
to use NPs to re-introduce referents into narratives. Gestural reference re-introduction
in L1 Dutch and Japanese also show similarities in both quantitative and qualitative
aspects.

Analyses of L2 use show that Dutch learners of Japanese rely heavily on NPs for
reference maintenance. Learners often use an unattenuated form even when explicit
reference is not necessary. The use of ø seems difficult for learners even though, unlike
pronouns, it does not require any complex process of formulation. Gestures
accompanying maintained referents in L2 often accompany the over-use of NPs.
Although quantitatively gestures in L2 and L1 Japanese are not different, L2 gestures
are not target-like. Because learners rarely re-introduce referents with ø, gesture
accompanying NPs after zero-marked reference re-introduction, as in L1 Japanese,
was not observed. On the other hand, the switch of agent, ‘view-hopping’, may be
accompanied by gestures which distinguish referents by allocating different locations
to them. Furthermore, there are gestures accompanying re-introduced referents which
may refer to fixed loci for the duration of discourse in L2 when the same referents are
mentioned. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 summarise the results.

In Chapter 6, cross-linguistic analyses of the oral introduction of inanimate
referents focused on how Ground is introduced in utterances. The introduction of
inanimate referents is distinguished according to whether they represent a) animate
characters’ static locations or b) beginning and/or end points of characters’
movements. The results show that Dutch speakers introduce inanimate referents
predominantly in adpositional phrases in the VP. In other words, Ground is treated as
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background infor mation. Although Japanese speakers may introduce inanimate
referents in a similar manner, they may also use existentials or presentatives for
introducing inanimate referents. In addition, they may provide elaborate information
about the physical features of objects such as their size or height. Furthermore, the
introduction of new
inanimate objects is frequently spatially framed with reference to other inanimate
referents, e.g., ‘There is a rock, and on top of the rock, there are branches’. Such
framing of new objects is not observed in L1 Dutch narratives.

Table 7.3. Maintenance of animate referents
language local global
Dutch definite article (obligatory)

pronoun
zero-marking

Japanese NP (second mention & after zero-
marked subject)
demonstrative +NP (optional)
zero-marking

passive
giving/receiving verbs

L2 Japanese bare NP
zero-marking

passive (rare)
giving/receiving verbs (rare)

Table 7.4. Re-introduction of animate referents
language local global
Dutch definite article (obligatory)

pronoun

Japanese bare NP
demonstrative NP
zero-marking

L2 Japanese bare NP
zero-marking (rare)

 Analyses of gesture show cross-linguistic differences in both quantitative and
qualitative aspects. With respect to quantitative differences, Japanese speakers produce
gesture more frequently than their Dutch counterparts (Table 7.2). Qualitative
differences relate to the semantic and temporal synchronization of gesture with
accompanying speech. In L1 Dutch, unless there is a particular need to focus on the
description of the object, as in the case where an animate referent is enclosed inside,
gestures accompanying Ground usually mark a location in the gesture space or the
direction of a movement. In addition, gestures tend to synchronize with the mention of
a spatial preposition and an inanimate referent as one unit. In contrast, gestures
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accompanying Ground in L1 Japanese frequently depict the outline of objects.
Furthermore, gestures may depict physical relations between objects, in addition to
physical relations between Figure and Ground . With respect to temporal
synchronization between speech and gesture, gestures in L1 Japanese tend to overlap
either with most of the clause including the verb or with the mention of objects. Unlike
in L1 Dutch, gestures rarely synchronize with the mention of an inanimate referent and
a spatial particle as one unit.

As for inanimate reference tracking, we did not distinguish maintained and re-
introduced. ‘Tracking’ was redefined as ‘the second mention of the referent in the
immediately succeeding clause and any mention of the referent afterwards’. In both
languages, tracked inanimate referents are marked by bare NPs or by demonstrative
locatives daar and soko (‘there’). In addition, in both languages, demonstratives such
as die or sono (‘that’) may be used for reference maintenance. In addition, although
their occurrence is limited, the Dutch speakers may use the grammaticized expressions
such as daarachter (‘therebehind’), which is a combination of a demonstrative locative
and a spatial expression, while Japanese speakers use demonstratives in combinations
with directional expressions such as sono shita (‘underneath that’) for reference
maintenance. With respect to gestural reference tracking, Dutch speakers hardly ever
produce gesture to track inanimate referents. In contrast, inanimate referents may be
tracked gesturally over a series of clauses. Some tracked inanimate referents may be
depicted by post-stroke holds, ‘location holders’, in L1 Japanese.

With respect to L2 bi-modal introduction and tracking of inanimate referents, the
analysis shows that Dutch learners of Japanese introduce the majority of new referents
in the adpositional phrase in the VP as in their L1. Learners rarely explicitly mention
the existence of the inanimate referents by using existentials.

It is shown that gestural accompaniment of newly introduced inanimate referents
is significantly more frequent in L2 than in L1 Dutch but no difference is found
between L1 and L2 Japanese (Table 7.2). However, L2 gestures are produced in a
manner that is not TL-like. As in L1 Japanese, learners produce gestures depicting
objects especially when there is a need to focus on objects such as in the case where an
animate referent is enclosed inside. However, these gestures tend to synchronize
temporally with the mention of the inanimate referent and a dative particle, ni, as a
unit. Unlike in L1 Japanese, they mostly finish before the verb is mentioned. When
learners describe motion events, the mention of an inanimate referent may be
accompanied by a gesture depicting the path of movements in synchrony with the
mention of the inanimate referent and a particle, ni. The latter frequently overlaps with
either ‘post-stroke’ hold or the retraction phase of a gesture. When a locative
expression requires more than just ni, as in the case where relationships between
Figure and Ground is front and back, learners produce two gestures, one for reference
and the other one for a spatial noun such as ushiro (‘the back, rear’) or ue (‘the top, up,
upper part’). With inanimate tracking, the number of instances was too small to draw
any specific conclusions. However, some examples suggest that learners, as in L1
Dutch and Japanese, may use ‘catchments’ to create linkages between gestures, which
may in turn help clarify the content of error-prone speech. Table 7.5 summarises the
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results for the analyses of the linguistic data. Table 7.6 summarises the qualitative
aspects of gesture.

Table 7.5. Introduction of inanimate referents
language local global
Dutch (in)definite article ron-subject role

Japanese bare NP
repetition
rephrasing

existential constructions
introduction in relation to other inanimate reference
subject/non-subject roles

L2 Japanese bare NP ron-subject role

Table 7.6. Gesture accompanying inanimate reference introduction
gesture depiction synchronization between gesture

and speech
Dutch an entity

(when objects are a focus of
attention)

locative/directional information

verb (optional) + preposition
(optional) + referent

preposition+ referent

Japanese an entity referent +ni +verb

referent
L2 Japanese an entity

(when objects are a focus of
attention)

locative/directional information with
ni

(two separate gestures)
an entity
locative information

referent + ni

referent +ni

(two separate gestures)
referent
spatial noun

7.2 Cross-linguistic differences in bi-modal reference to entities in discourse
between L1 Dutch and Japanese

7.2.1 Reference to animate entities
One of the central issues surrounding bi-modal referent introduction and tracking is
how to account for the speaker’s choice of linguistic form and the occurrence of
gesture at a particular point in narrative discourse. Irrespective of the language spoken,
the speaker potentially has a variety of ways to refer linguistically to an intended
entity. However, not all the choices are considered ‘appropriate’ in a given situation.
For instance, evidence suggests that over-explicit expressions are difficult to process
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for addressees (Cloitre and Bever 1988 in Gullberg 2003). Similarly, gestural
accompaniment of referents is not observed in all situations, although speakers are
mostly unconscious of their hand movements. As the results show, tested against a
number of narratives, there is a tendency of occurrence for gesture in a certain
situation over the other. The question is what it is that possibly contributes to the
speaker’s bi-modal marking of referents.

The results of the chapters 4, 5 and 6 show that the basic distributional pattern of
referential forms and occurrence of gesture are related to the discourse context
(introduced, maintained, re-introduced) with some constraints arising from cross-
linguistic variations due to the typological difference between the languages. The
general pattern of the bi-modal marking of referents in discourse seems to be the
following:

i)   A newly introduced referent tends to be linguistically established by the most
explicit form of a full NP. The establishment of a referent is marked by a deictic
gesture, or a gesture depicting a referent.

ii) Maintenance of reference tends to be achieved by an attenuated form such as a
pronoun or zero-reference (ø). A maintained referent is less likely to be marked by
gesture than introduced- and re-introduced referents.

ii)  Re-introduction of reference in subject role tends to be achieved by an explicit
form, notably a full NP. A re-introduced referent may be accompanied by gesture
which may contain some repetitive physical features previously associated with the
referent (‘catchment’ (McNeill 2000)).

In addition to discourse context, referential importance (primary, secondary vs.
peripheral characters) also seems to affect speakers of Dutch and Japanese. In both
languages, in general, characters with referential importance are more likely to be
associated with attenuated forms in reference tracking. The general preference of the
referential forms is in accordance with the previous literature (Ariel 1988; Chafe 1976,
1987, 1994; Givón 1983, 1984, 1985; Gundel et al. 1993). At the same time, the
general tendency of gestural marking of referents is also in agreement with the
previous studies (Gullberg 1998, 2003; Levy & McNeill 1992; Marslen-Wilson et al.
1982; McNeill & Levy 1993). However, cross-linguistic variations are observed
between L1 Dutch and Japanese.

On the one hand, the tripartite distinction of informational status of referents seem
to reflect the choices of linguistic forms and occurrence of gesture by L1 Dutch
speakers. As a ‘subject-prominent’ language, Dutch has various overt linguistic means
to mark the ‘flow of information’ (Chafe 1994). The use of them in Dutch narratives
shows clear associations with the introduced, maintained and re-introduced
informational status of referents. As far as L1 Dutch is concerned, the bi-modal
marking of referents is in accordance with Givón’s quantitative universals hypothesis
(1984) which states the following:
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More continuous, predictable, non-disruptive topics will be marked by less marking
material; while less continuous, unpredictable/surprising, or disruptive topic will be
marked by more marking material’

 (Givón, 1984: 126 italics in the original)

In fact, Givón’s view has been actively adopted in the literature to explain not only the
distribution of linguistic referential forms but the occurrence of gesture in L1 discourse
(Gullberg 1998; Levy & McNeill 1992; McNeill & Levy 1993).

In contrast, the L1 Japanese data reveal cases where these referential choices and
gestures cannot be explained merely in terms of Givón’s quantitative universal
hypothesis. With respect to speech, such cases involve the use of NPs for reference
maintenance and of zero-marking for reference re-introduction. With respect to
gesture, they regard the production of gesture accompanying NPs used for the second
mentions of referents and NPs produced immediately after the re-introduced referents
marked with ø. Let us consider speech first. The use of NPs for reference maintenance
and ø for reference re-introduction in speech has been explained as pragmatically
motivated choices in the literature. Huang (2000) explains that zero-marked re-
introduction can be explained as the manifestation of I-principle (i.e. ‘Do not say more
than is required’) by Levinson (1991, 1995). When referents are re-introduced with ø,
the speaker uses certain techniques which may help indicate the intended referents in
the immediately following utterance. Two most common devices, according to Huang,
are a) repetition of the key lexical items used in the previous utterance, and b) parallel
syntactic constructions between the two utterances (p.172). Thus, the identities of re-
introduced referents with ø may be pragmatically disambiguated to the addressees.
Similarly, according to Huang, the repetition of NPs at the introduction is a
manifestation of the fact of ‘I-implicated minimisation being overridden by the M-
implicated message of the establishment of common topic’ (p.173). Interestingly, the
use of NPs for reference maintenance and ø for reference introductions has been noted
in the literature with speakers of Chinese (Chen 1986; Hickman & Hendriks 1999;
Huang 1984, 2000; Zhou 1995), Japanese (Clancy 1980; Furuyama 2001; Nakahama
2003a) and Korean (Nakahama 2003b). These are all ‘topic-prominent’ languages
whose speakers’ use of zero-reference is relatively pragmatically oriented.

If we go back to the present data, in comparison to L1 Dutch, the linguistic
marking of the informational status of referents in Japanese indeed seems
pragmatically oriented in many cases. We have already discussed the pragmatically
motivated use of ø in L1 Japanese. Furthermore, the current results show that the
establishment of referents seems to be achieved as much by lexical (e.g., the use of ga)
and structural means (e.g., the use of existentials) as by pragmatic means. The use of
these devices is observed in particular for the main characters.

The literature shows that the protagonist enjoys a special status in oral discourse,
frequently receiving the most attenuated forms after its introduction (Broeder 1991;
Clancy 1980; Kibrik 1996). The current results support this claim. However, it is
important to note that Japanese solely has zero-marking as an attenuated form for
reference maintenance. We speculate that, without explicit yet attenuated ‘pronouns’,
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the drastic transition from explicit reference with an NP in initial introduction to ø in
the subsequent mentions may encourage speakers to firmly establish the identity of the
newly introduced important characters in the mind of the listeners at the beginning of
the story before switching to the use of ø (c.f. Clancy 1980 for a similar view). The
need for such highlighting is partially supported by the fact that too quick a drop to ø
after the initial mention of referents may cause ambiguity. Similarly, the use of NPs
immediately after the re-introduction of referents with ø may also be related to a part
of the techniques used to disambiguate the intended identity of referents. In other
words, its production may also be pragmatically motivated.

Let us now consider the gesture production in L1 Japanese that are not captured
by Givón’s quantitative universals hypothesis. The results show that the repetitive
mention of newly introduced referents with NPs in L1 Japanese may be accompanied
by gesture. It has been suggested that gestures denote anaphoric relations in discourse
in ‘extralinguistic context’ (McNeill et al. 1993). In order to construct manual
anaphoric relations, speakers first establish an association between a point in space
(gestural locus) and a referent. Gestural anaphoric linkage is created by manually
referring to the same point when the referent is subsequently mentioned in speech.

Interestingly, some gestures accompanying the second mention of referents in L1
Japanese do not refer back to the locations in the gesture space that are associated with
the initial mentions of the referents. This seems to suggest that gestures accompanying
the introduction of referents may not only be motivated to assign particular loci to
referents for anaphoric purposes. Thus, based on these results, and adopting Clark’s
(2003) distinctions of ‘indicating’, we propose that there may be two types of gesture
accompanying the introduction of referents. The ‘directing-to’ type of gesture may
allocate a specific locus in the gesture space to a referent for anaphoric purposes. In
other words, gesture draws attention to the specific locus. The ‘placing-for’ type may
attract attention to the referent itself. In other words, the purpose of gesture may
simply be to highlight the referent that the gesture accompanies. The gestural marking
of the primary/secondary referents in L1 Japanese may be of the latter type. Gestural
highlighting of primary/secondary referents may not occur in Dutch because there is
no need to do so. The re-introduction of referents with zero-marking and gestural
marking of the immediately succeeding NPs are also contrary to the predictions of
Givón’s hypothesis.

Gestures accompanying maintained referents in L1 discourse have important
implications in the study of gesture. L1 gestures may accompany referents
representing predictable information, despite previous claims to the contrary (Gullberg
2003; Levy & McNeill 1992; McNeill 1992; McNeill & Levy 1993). In fact, gestural
accompaniment of maintained referents has been viewed as a L2-specific phenomenon
associated with ‘over-explicitness’ in speech (Gullberg 2003). One of the possible
reasons why the present results differ from previous findings may be due to the
language used in the present work. Previous studies examined gestures by speakers of
Indo-European languages which have complex pronominal systems. The absence of
such linguistic resources may have encouraged the use of the other modality in L1
Japanese for clear maintenance of referents.
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7.2.2 Reference to inanimate entities (space)
According to Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000), Dutch and Japanese differ typologically. With
respect to reference to Ground information, Slobin (1996a, 1996b, 2003) has
suggested that the two types of languages show rhetorical differences. In addition, the
two languages differ as to whether spatial particles distinguish locative/directional
information about entities. Unlike the Dutch particles in (‘in’) and naar (‘to’), the
Japanese particle, ni,(‘in’, ’to’) is neutral in a locative/directional distinction. These
cross-linguistic differences between Dutch and Japanese are reflected in bi-modal
reference introductions of inanimate entities.

With respect to speech, discourse context plays an important role in determining
referential choices. 100% of the newly introduced inanimate referents are denoted by
NPs, and attenuated forms (demonstrative locative, demonstratives, etc.) are used
mainly for reference maintenance. The results show cross-linguistic differences in
speakers’ preference for newness marking. Dutch speakers introduce inanimate
referents almost exclusively in the adpositional phrase in the VP. In contrast, this
position is assigned to roughly 60% of newly introduced referents in L1 Japanese.
Existential and presentative constructions are used to introduce the rest of 40%. The
use of existential constructions for the introduction of inanimate referents is parallel to
the structures used for the animate introductions in L1 Japanese. Thus, the strong
preference to use existentials for the introduction of inanimate referents by Japanese
speakers may be a reflection of the characteristics of the ‘topic-prominent’ language
that they speak. However, this may also be a reflection of the fact that Japanese is a
path-verb language.

Although the number of examples in the data is small, reference maintenance also
shows cross-linguistic differences with respect to the type of attenutated referential
forms is preferred. Dutch speakers use demonstrative locatives, daar (‘there’), to
denote that maintained inanimate referents but do not use demonstratives. In other
words, they refer to the introduced object as a place but not as an object. On the other
hand, Japanese speakers anaphorically refer to the introduced referent both as a place
or as an object with the use of demonstrative locatives, soko (‘there’), demonstratives,
sore (‘that’), or the combination of demonstratives and locational expressions, sono
ushiro (‘behind that’) as ‘relational nouns’ (Götz 1995). This cross-linguistic
difference between Dutch and Japanese seems to be parallel to cross-linguistic
differences in descriptions of spatial relations between native speakers of German vs.
English and Spanish (Caroll et al. 2000).

Researchers have claimed that cross-linguistic variations observed in introducing
inanimate referents in narratives may be related to differences in selecting, segmenting
and constructing information at the conceptual level. Notions such as ‘perspective
taking’ (Carroll & Stutterheim 2003) and ‘thinking-for-speaking’ (Slobin 1996a,
1996b, 2004) have been proposed to theoretically frame the phenomenon. If we adopt
these notions, as far as inanimate introduction and tracking are concerned, the present
results may reflect cross-linguistic differences between Dutch and Japanese at a level
higher than utterance formulation.   

Because the physical relationship between an animate referent and an object or
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between inanimate objects is easier to express with hands than with speech,
introductions of inanimate referents are frequently accompanied by gesture. Between
the two L1 groups, gesture accompanying inanimate referents is not only
quantitatively but also qualitatively different. With respect to former, the Japanese
speakers produce gestures marking the introduction of inanimate referents more
frequently than their Dutch counterparts. Together with findings in gestural animate
reference introduction and tracking, these findings suggest that the stereotypical view
that Japanese speakers do not gesture needs to be reconsidered, since the results for
gestural reference introduction and tracking indicate otherwise. Qualitative differences
in gesture seem to reflect variation in the amount of attention paid to Ground in event
descriptions between speakers of Dutch and Japanese. The frequent use of deictic
gestures accompanying the introduction of Ground seems to reflect the Dutch
speakerss tendency to focus on locative/directional information about Figure.
Consequently, Ground is backgrounded in both modes of expressions. In contrast, the
frequent manual depictions of outlines of entities in L1 Japanese seem to indicate the
speakers’ tendency to focus on G round . In addition, the lack of gestures that
accompany the mention of an inanimate referent and a dative particle, ni, as a unit
seems to be related to the fact that ni is neutral as far as locative/direction distinction is
concerned.

What is important about these cross-linguistic differences is that there is nothing
in the Dutch grammar that stops Dutch speakers from using existentials to introduce
referents or produce gestures that depict Ground. Similarly, Japanese speakers can as
easily introduce referents as background information or produce gestures that
accompany only a referent and a particle. However, they do not do so. Thus, these
cross-linguistic differences cannot be explained in terms of linguistic differences. It is
more likely that these linguistic and manual variations reflect how differently Dutch
and Japanese speakers package and filter information in introducing inanimate
referents. Previous studies have shown that gestures accompanying descriptions of
manner and path of motion events reflect typological differences of the language
spoken (Kita & Özürek 2003; Özürek & Kita 1999; McNeill 2000; McNeill & Duncan
2000; Özürek 2002; Stam 1999; van Hoof 2000). The present results suggest that the
information about Ground may also reflect the typological characteristics of the
language spoken.

7.3 Gesture in second language use

7.3.1 Two kinds of gestures accompanying reference introduction and tracking
Finally, we discuss the implications of the present findings to studies of second
language use. The findings in bi-modal introduction and tracking of animate referents
show that in producing narratives, the Dutch learners of Japanese in the present study
select referential forms based on the general principle of discourse structure which
they use in their L1. However, in L2 production, they are faced with a problem of
encoding ‘information flow’ (Chafe 1994) in a target-like manner. With reference
introductions, learners face the task of marking newness of referents in the TL without
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the availability of a systematic local marking device. For instance, unlike learners with
an Indo-European SL (e.g. French) learning another Indo-European TL (e.g. Swedish),
a straightforward form-function mapping of an indefinite article between L1 and L2 is
not possible for the learners in the present study. The discursive function of post-
positional marking ga, which is to some extent used as local newness marking by
native speakers, does not seem to be fully recognized in L2. In addition, being aware
of the strict verb-final rule in Japanese, learners may feel that they are left with no
linguistic resources to mark newness of referents either locally or globally. Put
differently, using L1 based knowledge, they may feel the need to mark newness;
however, a difficulty arises when they try to apply this to their knowledge of the forms
that are specific for the target language.

It has been documented in the literature that when the TL does not provide a SL-
like linguistic means to encode informational status of referents, learners may rely on
other linguistic means to perform the same function (Jin 1994). However, if there are
no other appropriate linguistic means, is it plausible that learners rely on manual
means to perform the same function? We speculate that the high frequency of gestural
accompaniment of newly introduced animate referents in the L2 data reflects the fact
that gesture may be used to realize the need to mark the newness of referents. In other
words, gestures reflect the fact that the SL-based psychological process involved in
language production (e.g. the need for clear newness marking) is applied to discourse
production in the TL.

The preference for learners to produce gestures accompanying maintained and re-
introduced referents in L2 may be interpreted in the same manner. We have shown that
over-explicit anaphoric reference in speech is frequently accompanied by gesture. This
type of gesture tends to occur in the more or less similar place in the gesture space that
is associated with the previous mention of the referent, thus creating a gestural linkage.
We may speculate that this linkage reflects the SL-based knowledge (e.g. the need for
maintaining reference) mapped on to the manual mode of expression because learners
face difficulties in creating an appropriate flow of information with linguistic means.
With respect to gestural re-introduction, the majority of re-introduced referents in L2
are denoted by bare NPs. Although demonstratives are optionally available in
Japanese, the learners do not systematically use them as givenness markers. Without
definite-articles in the TL, learners may opt for a different mode of expression to carry
the required function of marking reference reintroduction. Gestures accompanying re-
introduced referents which repeatedly refer to the same gesture space over the duration
of discourse may physically indicate that the referents are anaphors.

At the same time, we can also assume that when learners are able to distinguish
the informational status of referents appropriately with the available linguistic forms in
TL, gestures may not occur. This indeed seems to be the case. Gullberg (2003) shows
that Swedish learners of French and French learners of Swedish do not over-produce
gestures accompanying introduced and re-introduced referents in comparison to their
L1 counterparts. Both Swedish and French have article systems. It is plausible that
when linguistic forms are available to fulfil the need to mark newness or givenness of
referents in the TL and learners have no trouble using them in L2, gestural over-
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making of referents may not occur. Thus, as far as animate reference introduction and
tracking is concerned, it is as if learners’ use of gesture complement learning
difficulties at the level of linguistic formulation. Consequently, the external forms
(linguistic and manual) have L2-specific characteristics not similar to the norm of the
TL. In contrast, with inanimate reference introduction, the L2 preference for linguistic
and gestural introduction of referents frequently resembles the norm of the SL.

In short, the data show that at a certain point in the development of proficiency in
L2, two seemingly different speech-associated gestures accompany reference
introduction and tracking, although both are non-target-like. One type appears to be
L2-specific, because these gestures are not observed in either the SL or the TL (c.f.
Gullberg 2003 for similar findings). In contrast, the other type seems to be similar to
the norm in the SL (c.f. Özyürek 2002; Stam 1999; van Hoof 2000 for similar
findings). Furthermore, these different types of gestures may be associated with two
separate domains of reference. The L2-specific gestures are observed mostly in the
introduction and tracking of animate referents, while the SL-like gestures are mostly
observed in the introduction of inanimate referents except for the cases where the
formulation of surface forms requires a complex operation. We will attempt to relate
these findings to issues in the second language use in the next section.

7.3.2 Gesture as an interface between L1 and L2
Interestingly, the two distinguished types of L2 gestures observed in the current data
seem to reflect the two areas of ‘embedding problems’ (Klein 1986) (see Chapter 1)
learners may face in L2 production. Klein (1986) suggests that when learners try to
produce utterances appropriately to the surrounding information, they may face two
different problems, one of which regards the question of what information to express
explicitly and to leave out the rest based on contextual information. The other regards
the use of linguistic elements in the target language, which “may or may not be
specific to the given language” (p. 112). Given that learners most likely know the
informational status of referents at a particular point in discourse, the problem they
face during the introduction and tracking of animate referents may be related to
formulating utterances. The challenge for learners is in mapping the information status
of each referent onto the appropriate form in the TL. Accordingly, accompanying
gesture reflects the formulation problem. On the other hand, providing Ground
information in discourse requires not only the encoding but also the packaging and
filtering of information. Because the problem is not specifically form-related, it is
probably difficult for learners to notice the problem. They may think that Ground
information in the TL is provided in the same way as in the SL. Accordingly, their
gestures may reflect that the pattern of the SL.

 It has been shown that adult language learners may use various aspects of L1
based knowledge in their L2 language use (Gass & Selinker 1983; Kellerman &
Sharwood; Odlin 1989; Ringbom 1987). We propose that the two seemingly different
phenomena of speech-accompanying gesture may reflect two different principles of
transfer: transfer to somewhere (Andersen 1983) and transfer to nowhere (Kellerman
1995). It is important to note that transfer here refers to the process and not to the
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simple transfer of external forms (linguistic and manual) produced by learners. In
other words, what we are concerned with is what happens in the mind of learners when
their knowledge from the SL meets the knowledge from the TL they are in the process
of acquiring. Furthermore, we speculate that this process is somehow reflected in
learners’ gesture production.

Although the two principles mainly relate to transfer in the linguistic mode of
expression, they are both applicable to transfer in a manual mode of gesture. Put
simply, Andersen’s transfer to somewhere is similar to what is termed as ‘positive
transfer’, where learners capitalize on L1-L2 similarities. Given that hands are always
available to L2 speakers, and that learners know that hands are used in the SL and the
TL, if learners’ use of gesture may positively complement learning difficulties at the
level of linguistic formulation, this is a case of transfer to somewhere. For instance,
studies of second language use have commonly viewed gesture as a strategic device to
solve communication difficulties at the word level (Tarone 1977; Kellerman,
Bongaerts & Poulisse 1987; Poulisse 1987). Such gestures reflect transfer to
somewhere at the level of word formulation. Gestures produced in animate reference
introduction and tracking in the present data reflect the same principle, yet at another
level of discourse construction. Anaphoric linkages created by gestures reflect the flow
of information which is not created linguistically. It is worth noting that since we are
concerned with an internal creative process, whether gestures are understood by the
listener or not is irrelevant (see 7.3.3 for more discussion).

On the other hand, transfer to nowhere is a principle which states that ‘there can
be transfer which is not licensed by similarity to the L2, and where the way the L2
works may very largely go unheeded’ (Kellerman 1995: 137). In addition, this
principle ‘does not so much refer to differences in grammatical form as to differences
in the way languages predispose their speakers to conceptualise experience’
(Kellerman, 1995: 137). In other words, when gesture accompanies L2 narratives
where learners express their SL based packaging of information on TL linguistic
elements, this is a case of gesture to nowhere. The gestural introduction of inanimate
referents is a case in point. These gestures seem to reflect the generalisation of an L1
perspective expressed in L2 speech. As the stylistic characteristics in speech are
transferred from the SL to the TL, gestures are also transferred from the SL to the TL.
If we use Slobin’s notion, gestures may physically reflect learners’ SL-based
‘thinking-for-speaking’.

In short, gestures in L2 reflect the fact that in the process of producing discourse,
learners draw upon their L1 as the source of knowledge. The mechanism of how the
knowledge of L1 and L2 interact in the mind of a learner is a question that is beyond
the scope of the current study. However, the results at least suggest that one of the
features that characterizes interlanguage, transfer, is observable in L2 gesture
production. Thus, we might say that the concept of interlanguage does not only apply
to linguistic phenomena but also to the manual mode of gesture (manual
interlanguage).
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7.3.3 The benefit of gesture for the speaker
We have so far discussed the descriptions of gestures in L2 and offered one possible
explanation to account for the phenomena. What we have not yet discussed is the issue
of whether gestures are directed for listeners or for the speakers themselves. Given that
the choice of linguistic referential forms is essentially ‘recipient-designed’ (Sacks &
Schegloff 1979), it is tempting to consider gesture that accompanies referents as
another device employed by the speaker to help establish the identities of main
characters, and to indicate/disambiguate the intended identity of a referent to the
addressee. Yet, the view that L2 gestures are produced to regulate the delivery of
discourse rests on the assumptions that gestures are produced for interactional
purposes and that the addressee attends to gesture, and furthermore, that the
information conveyed by gesture contributes to the better understanding of discourse
by the addressee. Although recent studies show that addressees do attend to gesture
and take in the information expressed by gesture to some extent in L1 (Beattie and
Shovelton 1999, 2001; Cassell, et al. 1999; Gullberg & Holmqvist 1999) and in L2
(Kida, in press), there are studies suggesting that gesture may be directed not only to
addressees but also to speakers themselves. These studies suggest that gestures may
help organize spatial information (Kita 2000) and that gesturing may benefit speakers
as it lightens cognitive load and frees up resources which can be allocated to other
areas (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly, & Wagner 2001; Wagner, Nusbaum, &
Goldin-Meadow 2004). Although studies focusing on the benefit of gestures for the
speaker at the moment predominantly deal with L1 speakers, there are findings that
gestures marking the introduction and tracking of referents in L2 may indeed be
directed for the speaker as well as for the listener (Gullberg under review).

One of the implications of these findings is pedagogical in nature. In classrooms,
gestures are frequently considered a ‘non-verbal’ behavior that may be unhelpful, or
even a hindrance, to learning a language. However, if gesturing in L2 helps the speaker
in the same way as in L1, far from discouraging the practice, language teachers may
indeed need to encourage learners to gesture. As Goldin-Meadow (2003) rightly states,
‘(a)t least, we ought to stop telling people not to move their hands when they talk’
(p.166).

7.4 Limitations of the study and suggestions for further research

Some limitations of the study are recognized. First, our discussions are based on the
findings of retellings of a story with clear protagonists. It has been shown that the
number of main characters affects gesture production in story-retellings (Furuyama
2001). Thus, the generalizability of the findings may be limited until further
investigation with various types of stories is conducted. Second, the present findings
are based on the bi-modal reference marking by L2 speakers with one SL and TL (i.e.
Dutch learners of Japanese). In order to fully establish L2-specific aspects of the
phenomena, it is necessary, as in any L2 study, to use subjects with various SLs and
TLs (see below for suggestions for future research). Third, in the present work, the
proficiency of the learners was fixed at the intermediate level. Consequently, it is
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beyond the limit of the present study to discuss developmental issues regarding L2
gestural reference marking.

Several directions for future research can be identified. One regards the role of
text when gestures cannot be integrated into language use. For instance, written
discourse is a case in point. If speakers, regardless of language types, are requested to
write instead of retell a story, would the written texts be different from their spoken
counterparts with respect to reference introduction and tracking? Along a similar line
of inquiry, one may wonder if the discourse of those who do not produce gestures
would be any different from those who do. Given that one-third of Dutch and one-
fourth of Japanese native speakers that participated in the study did not perform
gestures accompanying reference introduction and tracking, the comparative
examination of the role of text under the situations with or without gesture may be an
important direction for the future research.

The other direction for future research is to further advance the present findings
by involving more SLs and TLs. Because the present work has investigated the effects
of cross-linguistic differences in the typological differences between subject-
prominent vs. topic-prominent languages and manner-verb vs. path-verb languages,
the effect of these cross-typological differences in Japanese as L2 would be more
clearly distinguished by examining gesture production with learners with various SL in
these aspects as shown in Table 7.7:

By performing a comparative analysis of gesture production by learners with
Chinese and Spanish and Korean as SL, whether the findings in the present study are
L2-specific or the effect of typological differences between SL and TL may be further
solidified. Chinese is a topic-prominent and manner-verb language. Spanish, on the
other hand, is a subject-prominent and path-verb language. These two languages share
one of the typological characteristics with Japanese but not both. On the other hand,
Korean shares both characteristics with Japanese. The multiple comparison of bi-
modal reference introduction and tracking by learners of Japanese with various SLs
may advance what we found in the present study. Alternatively, analyzing referential
gestures by Japanese learners of various languages may also provide fruitful and
comparable findings.

Table 7.7. Typological differences of languages
Language subject-prominent topic-prominent manner-verb path-verb
Dutch x x
Chinese x x
Spanish x x
Korean x x
Japanese x x

Another direction for future research is to investigate gesture production in
descriptions of spatial relations involving inanimate entities using various tasks. The
findings of the present study suggest that space is one of the discourse domains that
reflect the interaction between source and target languages in two modes of
expressions. However, the present work only used one type of task (i.e. cartoon
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retelling). Examining descriptions of various spatial relations with different type of
tasks may provide further insights for the understanding of the interaction between
source and target languages in the mind of L2 speakers.

In addition, further research is needed regarding whether and how gesture is
beneficial for the L2 speaker. The possible reasons for why people gesture have been
and still are hotly debated among researchers. However, as L2 speakers produce
gestures that are related to L2-specific issues, we cannot simply apply the findings
from L1 speakers directly to L2 settings. Especially because this is an issue that will
have an impact on the field of language pedagogy, the examination of why learners
gesture may be an important direction for future research.

As a final note, the results of the present exploratory work show that speech-associated
gesture can be studied as a useful tool for the investigation of how native speakers and
learners create meanings at the level of discourse. The range of different referential gestures
for the purpose of establishing coherence in discourse cannot and should not be
underestimated. Whether what we have found in the present work stands the test of time is
unknown at the moment. At the very least, the results of the current study suggest a fruitful
new direction for expanding research on L1 and L2 discourse production.
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Appendix A. Stimulus picture story  (Frog, where are you?) 1

 

                                                  
1 Picture reproduced from Mayer (1969)
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Appendix B.  Transcription conventions

1. Transcription conventions for Japanese utterances (based on Iwasaki 200)

ACC accusative NONPAST non-past
ASP aspect PASS passive suffix
CLS classifier PAST past
COND conditional PP pragmatic particle
COP copula Q question marker
DAT dative QT quotative
GEN genitive SE sentence extender
INJ interjection SSW sound-symbolic word
MOD modal expression TE -te (conjunctive) form
NEG negative TOP topic marker
NOM nominative

2. Transciption conventions for speech and gesture

[    ]   segment where gesture occurs
[bald] illustrated gesture
[underline] gesture hold
/ pause (not measured)
// longer pause (not measured)
NL native listener
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Appendix C. Raw data

1. Speech

Table C1. Absolute figures for linguistic introduction and tracking of referents
L1 Dutch L1 Japanese L2 Japanese total

animate referent introduced 87 128 95
maintained 245 407 171
re-introduced 169 435 159

sum 501 970 425
inanimate referent introduced 108 192 83

sum
tracked 59

167
121
313

42
125

total 668 1283 550 2501

2. Gesture

Table C2. Absolute figures for gestural introduction and tracking of referents
L1 Dutch L1 Japanese L2 Japanese total

animate referent introduced 22 60 59
maintained 4 26 22
re-introduced 16 58 42

42 144 123
inanimate referent introduced 37 112 50

tracked 5 31 11
sum 42 143 61
total 84 287 184 555
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3. Absolute figures for Figures 5.1 and 5.16

Table C3. Distribution of referential forms for reference maintenance
L1 Dutch (N=12) L1 Japanese (N=15) L2 Japanese (N=15) total

number percentage number percentage number percentage

NP 32 .13 103 .25 56 .33 191
attenuated

forms
 pronoun 177 .72 1 <.1 7 .4 185

 ø 36 .15 303 .75 108 .63 447
total 245 1 407 1 171 1 823

4. Absolute figures for Figures 5.2 and 5.17

Table C4. Distribution of referential forms for reference re-introduction
L1 Dutch (N=12) L1 Japanese (N=15) L2 Japanese (N=15) total

number percentag
e

number percentage number percentage

NP 105 .62 239 .55 137 .87 481
attenuated forms

 pronoun
 ø

60
4

.36

.2
1
195

<.1
.45

1
21

<.1
.13

62
220

total 169 1 435 1 159 1 763



Nederlandse Samenvatting

Deze interdisciplinaire studie onderzoekt hoe taal en gebaar bijdragen tot
betekenisgeving in spraak in zowel eerste- als tweede-taal-settings. Zij concentreert
zich met name op hoe referenties door taal en gebaar geïntroduceerd en gevolgd
worden in vertellingen. Onder ‘gebaar’ wordt in dit werk verstaan de arm- en
handbewegingen die met spraak samengaan, aldus symbolen als OK- of duimen
omhoog-tekens uitsluitend. Gebaren in tweede- taal-verwerving zijn typisch
vastgelegd als typen communicatiestrategieën die leerders gebruiken om hun gebrek
aan juiste woordkennis te compenseren. Deze studie concentreert zich echter op het
gebruik van gebaren meer op het niveau van ‘discourse’ productie dan die van
woorden of zinnen. De researchvragen die in deze studie gesteld worden zijn de
volgende:

a) Beïnvloeden typologische verschillen in de taal die gesproken wordt hoe
referenties geïntroduceerd en gevolgd worden door native speakers?

b) Verschillen de introductie en het volgen van referenties door leerders van
hun T1 en de ‘native’ normen van de doeltaal? Zo ja, hoe?

c) Hoe kan het patroon dat in T2 te zien is, verklaard worden?

Om de researchvragen te onderzoeken concentreert deze studie zich op verhalen
die verteld werden door leerders van het Japans en vergelijkt hun taalgebruik met data
van moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands. De reden voor de keus van
oorspronkelijke taal en doeltaal is dat het Nederlands en het Japans typologisch
verschillen in twee opzichten: het Nederlands is een subject-prominente taal met een
complex systeem van voornaamwoorden; het Japans, daarentegen, is een topic-
prominente taal (Li & Thompson 1976) waarvan de native speakers gewoonlijk geen
derde-persoons-voornaamwoorden gebruiken. Bovendien is het Nederlands ‘satellite-
framed’ terwijl het Japans ‘verb-framed’ is (Talmy 1991, 2000). De vraag is of deze
typologische verschillen tussen het Nederlands en het Japans weergegeven worden in
de manier waarop taal en gebaar gebruikt worden in de vertelling en hoe zij het
taalgebruik in T2 beïnvloeden.

De opdracht om een verhaal opnieuw te vertellen werd gebruikt om  vertellingen
uit  leerders te krijgen, welke dan digitaal werden opgenomen op video en
geanalyseerd op een computer. De analyse omvatte twee delen, het ene voor spraak en
het andere voor gebaar. Afzonderlijke analyses werden gemaakt van referenties naar
levende en niet-levende entiteiten genoemd in de vertellingen. Het analytische kader
waarvan in deze studie gebruik gemaakt werd is gebaseerd op actualiteit (nieuwheid)
of afstand (Givón 1983), waarin de toegankelijkheid tot de identiteiten van entiteiten
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gemeten wordt in termen van introductie, handhaving en herintroductie van referenties
in het verhaal.

De resultaten laten zien dat zowel in T1 Nederlanders als in T1 Japanners het
driedelig onderscheid in de informatiestatus van referenties de keuzes van linguïstische
vormen en het voorkomen van gebaren schijnt weer te geven. In beide T1 groepen
worden NPs meestal gebruikt voor (her)introductie van referenties en gereduceerde
vormen worden hoofdzakelijk gebruikt voor referentiehandhaving. Begeleidende
gebaren komen meer voor bij pas geïntroduceerde referenties dan bij referenties die
men is blijven volgen. Cross-linguïstieke variatie is ook te zien in de manier waarop
referenties geïntroduceerd en gevolgd worden. Met betrekking tot levende referenties
gebruiken Japanse native speakers vaker gebaren dan hun Nederlandse tegenhangers
om de introductie van hoofdpersonen aan te geven ofschoon deze neiging niet te zien
is in het geval van bijfiguren. Om levende referenties te blijven volgen maken Japanse
native speakers weer vaker gebruik van gebaren dan Nederlandse native speakers.

Het verschil in de frequentie van gebaren in T1 Nederlanders en T1 Japanners
schijnt gerelateerd te zijn aan het voor handen zijn van taalkundige middelen om de
introductie en het volgen van referenties te markeren. Terwijl de Nederlandse sprekers
het subtiele verschil in de informatiestatus van referenties kunnen aangeven door de
keuze van lidwoorden (onbepaalde versus bepaalde) + NPs, voornaamwoorden en nul-
anaforen, hebben Japanse sprekers slechts twee vormen tot hun beschikking (NPs en
nul-anaforen). Dientengevolge schijnen zij meer te steunen op pragmatische middelen
zoals de pauze, de herhaling en discourse-partikels om de introductie van referenties te
markeren. Verder schijnen Japanse sprekers gebaren te gebruiken om de identiteiten
van de referenties duidelijk vast te leggen in de geest van de luisteraars, in het
bijzonder van de referenties die van groot belang zijn. Gebaren schijnen gebruikt te
worden om visuele anaforische verbanden te leggen tussen de benoemingen van
dezelfde referentie als het ware ter compensatie van de ambiguïteit van de identiteiten
van referenties veroorzaakt door het veelvuldig gebruik van nul-anaforen door T1-
Japanners. Deze cross-linguïstieke variatie in de frequentie van gebaren die met pas
geïntroduceerde referenties gepaard gaan, voegt een nieuwe dimensie toe aan eerdere
bevindingen (Levy & McNeill 1992; McNeill & Levy 1993).

Verder laten Japanse en Nederlandse native speakers zowel kwalitatieve als
kwantitatieve verschillen zien in hoe referenties naar niet-levende geïntroduceerd
worden in vertellingen. Het is de moeite waard op te merken dat deze referenties in het
verhaal dat gebruikt werd voor deze studie grotendeels locaties voorstellen waar de
handelingen uitgevoerd door levende personages, plaats hebben. Zowel in spraak als
gebaar worden deze niet-levende referenties meer naar de achtergrond geplaatst in het
Nederlands als T1 dan in het Japans als T1. In spraak hebben  Nederlandse native-
speakers de neiging niet-levende referenties te introduceren in de VP, terwijl Japanse
sprekers misschien VPs gebruiken of andere uitdrukkingen zoals existentiële
constructies waar ze prominenter geïntroduceerd worden. Verder illustreren Japanse
sprekers de locatie waar de handeling plaats vindt met de handen. Zulke
handbewegingen worden niet geobserveerd in het Nederlands als T1. Bijgevolg
schijnen native speakers van het Japans meer online aandacht te geven aan
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beschrijvingen van situaties dan Nederlandse native speakers in beide
uitdrukkingwijzen. Deze resultaten suggereren dat, afhankelijk van de taal die
gesproken wordt, sprekers verschillende dingen kunnen benadrukken, zelfs wanneer
zij hervertellingen van hetzelfde verhaal geven. Deze bevindingen stemmen overeen
met cross-linguïstische variatie in gebaren die gesuggereerd wordt in eerdere literatuur
over ‘motion events’ (Kita & Ozyurek 2002; McNeill & Duncan 2000).
Met betrekking tot tweede-taalgebruik laten de resultaten zien dat leerders over het
algemeen vaker gebaren maken wanneer zij verhalen vertellen in hun T2 dan in hun
T1. Vergelijkbaar met de bevindingen in het T1-Nederlands en het T1- Japans wordt
het algehele maken van gebaren in T2 beïnvloed door de informatiestatus van de
referenties. Het ligt meer voor de hand dat referenties gepaard gaan met gebaren als zij
pas geïntroduceerd zijn  dan wanneer zij gevolgd zijn. De frequentie van het gebaren
maken in T2 wordt evenwel niet beïnvloed door de belangrijkheid van de personages.

Zoals opgemerkt in Japanners, maken leerders gebaren om anafore verbanden
te leggen tussen de benoemingen van dezelfde referentie. Geheel anders dan in T1
Japanners schijnt echter het anafore verband met gebaren in T2 niet gemaakt te worden
door het frequente gebruik van nul-anaforen in de spraak. In feite wordt het blijven
volgen van levende referenties in T2 gekarakteriseerd door het overmatig gebruik van
NPs die vaak gepaard gaan met gebaren. In dit opzicht is de T2 introductie en het
blijven volgen van levende referenties uniek voor T2, ongelijk aan T1 Nederlanders of
T1 Japanners.
Anderzijds, wat taal en gebaar aangaat, deelt de introductie van niet levende
referenties door leerders, gelijkenissen met hun T1 patroon. Kenmerkend worden de
niet levende referenties geïntroduceerd in de verb phrase als achtergrond informatie.
Daarbij introduceren leerders zelden niet levende referenties met gebruik van gebaren.
Het op de achtergrond schuiven van niet levende referenties zowel in spraak als gebaar,
schijnt een weergave te zijn van het feit dat Nederlandse leerders in deze studie over
het algemeen niet veel aandacht geven aan het beschrijven van situaties in T2, precies
zoals zij dat ook niet deden in T1 Nederlands.

Resumerend schijnen de resultaten te suggereren dat op een bepaald punt in de
ontwikkeling van vaardigheid in T2 twee ogenschijnlijk verschillende aan spraak
gebonden gebaren samengaan met de introductie en het volgen van referenties,
ofschoon beiden niet lijken op de doeltaal. Een type blijkt T2 specifiek te zijn en het
andere type schijnt gelijk te zijn aan de norm van T1 van de leerders. Gegeven dat
leerders de informatiestatus van de referenties op een bepaald punt in de discourse
kennen is het probleem dat zij tegenkomen tijdens de introductie en het volgen van
levende referenties misschien gerelateerd aan hoe men gepaste uitingen op lokaal
niveau in de doeltaal formuleert met een specifieke verwijzing naar de
informatiestructuur. Het overmatig gebruik van NPs en gebaren is misschien een
afspiegeling van een beperkte kennis van de doeltaal bij de leerders en van hun
specifieke middelen om te compenseren voor zulk taalkundige beperkingen.

Anderzijds het al dan niet taalkundig of in gebaren op de voor- of achtergrond
plaatsen van pas geïntroduceerde niet levende referenties kan eerder retorische stijlen
insluiten dan de grammatica van de doeltaal. Aldus schijnen, geheel anders dan in het
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geval van levende referenties, T2 gebaren die met niet levende referenties samengaan
een weergave te zijn van hoe leerders hun op T1 gebaseerde informatieopslag als
ontwerp gebruiken voor de productie van T2.

Aldus stellen wij dat de twee ogenschijnlijk verschillende fenomenen van taal-
begeleidende gebaren interacties kunnen weergeven tussen de T1 en T2 van leerders
op twee verschillende niveau’s:  dat van semantische structuur en dat van encodering.

Tot slot levert deze studie het bewijs dat taal en gebaar samen betekenissen
creëren in narrative discourse, en dat gebaren als een nuttig voorwerp gebruikt kunnen.
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